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Speaker Churchill: HGood Morning, Springfield. The House will be

in order. The Members will be in their chairs.

Representative Churchill in the Chair. The Chaplain for

the day is the Randy Dempsey of the First Baptist Church of

! Channahon
, Illinois. Reverend Dempsey is the guest of1

I
Representative Steve Spangler. Will the guests gallery

please rise to join us in the invocation? Reverend

Dempseyo''

Reverend Dempsey: WLet's bow toqether in prayer. Heavenly

Father, we do thank You for this day for it's a day that

You have made. We thank You for the opportunities that lie

in this day. We ask that ïou would give us wisdom. We ask

that You would give us guidance. We ask that You would

give us the sense of servant hood. We know that there is

no authority in government positions that has not been

authorized from You. So, we ask that we would remember

that as we make decisions that effect the lives of the

states in this country. We pray today that this would be a

day that would bring glory to You and will bring about a

state, a community that would peaceable and it would be

peacemaking in the land. We pray this in Jesus' name.

Allle rl . W

Speaker Churchill: ''We will be 1ed in the Pledge today by the

early bird of the House, Representative Tom Cross.''

Cross - et a1: *1 pledge allegiance to the flag of the United

States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands,

one nation under God, indivisible? with liberty and justice
for all.''

Speaker Churchill: %Ro11 Call for attendance. Representative

Hannig is recoqnized for the excused absences of the

Democratic side. Representative Hannig./

Hannig: RYes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. On our side of the aisle,

I
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Shi rley Jones and Ben Mart inez are excused , and we ' re al1

ready f or work . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 : ''Thank you . Representat ive Cross i s

recognized on the Republican side f or excused absences .H

Cross : 'Thank you, Mr . Speaker . I 'm happy to report , on the

Republican side r there ' s absolutely no one , on one absence

today . Thank you . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 : N'Phank you . The excused absences will be

journal ized . Mr . Clerk , take the record . There are ll5
Members answer ing the Roll Call and a quorum i s present .

The House wi 11 come to order . Senate Bi lls Fi rst

Readi ng . ''

Clerk McLennand : ''I ntroduction and Fi rst Reading of Senate Bi 1ls .

Senate B i l l # 5 , of f ered by Representat ive Cross , a B i 11 f or

an Act that amends the Juven i1e Court Act of 1987 . Senate

Bi 11 #34 , of f ered by Representat ive Persico , a Bi 11 f or an

Act that amends the Elect ion Code . Senate Bi 11 #86 ,

of f ered by Representative Roskam, a Bi 11 f or an Act

concern ing adopt ion . senate Bi 11 #111 v of f ered by

Representative Lawf er , a 3i 11 f or an Act that amends the

Cr iminal Code of 1961 . Senate Bi 11 #112 # of f ered by

Representative Black , a Bi 11 f or an Act that amends the

Count ies code . Senate Bi 11 4162 , of f ered by Representat ive

Clayton , a Bi 11 f or an Act that amends the Gasoline Storage

Act . Senate Bi 11 #167 , of f ered by Representat ive Leitch , a

Bi 11 f or an Act that amends the I 11 inoi s Publ ic Aid Code.

I ntroduct ion and First Reading of Senate Bi 11s . N

Speaker Churchi l1: nilouse Bi 1ls - Thi rd Reading . House Bi 11 23 .

Mr . Clerk , read the 3i 11 . %

Cler k McLennand : lllouse 3i 11 # 23 , a B i 11 f or an Ac t that amends

the I 11 inoi s Public Aid Code . Thi rd Reading of thi s Senate

B i l l . . .House B i 11 . ''
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Speaker Churchill: 'The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from
i Madison, Representative Stephens.''
1I Stephens: WThank you, Mr. Speaker, and good morning.?

Speaker Churchill: ''Good morningo''

Stephens: lsenate sill...House 3il1 23 amends the Public Aid

Code. It permits the Department of Public Aid to operate a

demonstration project under which aid to families with
dependent children clients are required to report their

earnings on a quarterly basis. It also provides that

public aid recipients who are exempt from the employment

program and who become participants in the program may be

sanctioned if they fail to meet the requirements without

good cause. The present law provides only that the

non-exempt recipients may be sanctioned. It also provides

that with respect to the education, training, and

employment program for the AFDC recipients, a program

participant's assessment process, now the initial

assessment, shall incâude standard literacy testing and a

determination of English lanquage proficiency, except where

the client is enrolled in...enrolled or accepted for

enrollment in a post-secondary program, and provides that

certain AFDCU recipients may, and currently, which is

nowo.pis are...referred to work experience. lt also makes

other changes concerning participation in education,

traininq, and employment proqrams. This language was
I

originally in House Bill 2471. It's an agency Bill for the

Department of Public Aid. It also creates the violation of

unauthorized use ot a medical assistance card, makes a

violation of the Public Aid Code..pmakes it a violation of

 the Code to use, alter, transfer or otherwise abuse the

card against public aid statutes. The...it makes it a

violation of the Public Aid Code to knowingly obtain
j '
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unauthorized medical benefits with or without a medical

card. Penalties are outlined in the Public Aid Code and

are based on the amount of financial worth involved in the

violation. Tbe penalties range from a Class A misdemeanor

to Class I felony. I would be glad to respond to any

questions, look forward to that and would move its

passage.''

Speaker Churchill: ''ls there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: OThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. Will the Sponsor yield?/

Speaker Churchill: >He indicates he will. Please, proceed.'

Schakowsky: ''Representative Stephens, is this more fast track

welfare reform, is this considered to be on the fast

track?''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Stephens.''

Stephens: 'This would be under the order of morning track.'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Schakowsky.p

Schakowsky: ''Morning track. This was a shell Bill and the

Amendment, this is the Amendment that becomes the Bill.

The reason that I asked if it's fast track is because it

seems to me that this is another piece of legislation that

did not bave the kind of input and as I understand it,

also will use emergency rule making. Could you explain to

me why this legislation would need emergency rule making to

be implementedr'

Speaker churchill: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stepbens: ''As before with public aid reiorm, measurers 1ed by

this side of the aisle, this Bill will require at least one

waiver that I'm aware oi and thus we want to move the

process quickly.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schakowsky.''
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Schakowsky: /1 wanted to go through some of the Sections of this

3i11 so that at least those of us who were able to get here

this morning miqht be able to have a better understanding

of even thought 1 fear that most Illinois citizens won't

have a clue until theyfre hit between the eyes. Let me ask

you about this...l think fairly odd more government

provision which requires now...that clients report earnings

on a quarterly basis to the department. Could you talk to

me about that?/

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Stephenso''

Stephens: lYou want me to talk to you about it. Well, it's a

very interesting concept. It moves them from a current

requlation which you may favor, I'm not surey to quarterly

reporting. The current regulation is they report every 30

days and this would make them report less frequently and

I...if you want to talk about some more, don't know

what...how much further we could carry that discussiona?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schakowsky for more talko/

Schakowsky: ''Thank you. Clients who do not report earnings will

be deemed uncooperative and benefits will be discontinued

and recovery actions. Have you defined what uncooperative

means? What is...what is uncooperative and at what point

will benefits be discontinued for lack of cooperation?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephens.l

Stephens: ''0h, uncooperative could be described a 1ot of ways.

could relate it to the legislative process. Specifically,

I'm not sure that the Bill describes 'uncooperative'.

believe that it's a term that's in the dictionary and maybe

it might require a...a rule be developed to define the word

'uncooperative', but 1 think the word 'uncocperative' is

relatively straightforward. lt means that you don't

cooperate, and if they don't cooperate and we're providing
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them with benefits, we think they should be sanctioned.

think that's pretty self explanatory. would think

'uncooperative' could be one who does not want to go along

with the program, one who does not want to participate, one

who does not want to follow guidelines that they know the

program has.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. To the Bi1l.''

Speaker Churchill: NTo the 3i1l.''

Schakowsky: >It seems to me that this is another piece of

leqislation that is going to have very questionable results

in actually so-called reforming the welfare system. Seems

to me that the emergency rule making process and the whole

way that the Bill has been discussed, or rather not

discussed, is going to move us too quickly to some unwise

legislation. would urge a 'no' vote on this Bill and

would request right now, should the Bill receive the

requisite number, that we have a verification of that Roll

ca1l.%

Speaker Churchill: 'Further discussion? The Gentleman from

clinton, Representative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will. Please, proceed./

Granberg: ''Thank you. Representative Stephens, does this measure

deal with the $5 million in overpayments to the Healthy

Mom-Healthy Kids program?o

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephens. Representative

Stephens could not hear you, Representative Granberq.

Could you please repeat your question?'

Granberg: ''Thank you. Representative Stephens: does this measure

deal with the $5 million...$5 million in overpayments in

the Healthy Mom-Healthy Kids programs made by the
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administration?''

' Speaker churchill: ''Representative Stephens.''
i
'; Stephens: RNo. And as you know we work..ethe Governor and the

State of Illinois are contesting that that charge that We!
I
' owe $5 million to the federal government. We don't believe

that we do and this Bill does not address that issue.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Granbergop

Granberg: ''Does your Bill address the $2 billion worth of unpaid

bills in the medicaid line item with the Department of

Public Aid?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: 'Are you saying you haven't read the 3ill.''

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Granberg./

Granberg: *Well, Representative Stephens, I don't know. I heard

your explanation. I did not hear you address that comment

so I assume that you think whatever measures are in your

Bill are more important than resolving the $2 billion in

bills, unpaid bills that we currently have in the State of

Illinois. And this is a priority to paying our hospitals,

our pharmacies which I'm sure you're aware of and our

nursing homes. And 1 did not know if you attempted to

address that issue in your 3ill.''

Speaker Churchill: >Is that a question, Representative Granberg?''

Granberg: RYes, it is, Mr. Speaker. I did not know if that

measure is addressed in Representative Stephens' Bill or

R C V * C

Speaker Churchill: ?So, you're asking if it is addressed in the

Bill. Is that the question? Representative Stephens.p

Granberg: 'That was the first question, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Stephens.''

Stephens: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Granberg: this

is not an appropriation Bill, but indirectly of course
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because thi s i s goin: to be . . .to lead , we hope to more

educat ion and trainin: , shi f t ing people of f of the welf are

rolls on to payrolls that indeed wi 11 in the long term help

improve the state ' s cash f 1ow problem caused by an ever

increasing load of public aid rec ipients , an ever

increasing cost of providing the broad spectrum of benef its

that they receive . And so , 1 would answer your question in

an indi rect way . Thi s wi 11 help solve the cr is is that has

been caused by the burgeoning roles , the burgeoning budget

of the Department of Publ ic Aid . ''

Speaker Churchi l1: ''Representat ive Granberg . ''

Granber: : 'Representative Stephens , thank you f or answer ing those

quest ions . We , on thi s side oi the aisle , were just
wondering because we have yet to see anyone address the

unpaid medical bi 11s in the State of I 11 inois , the $2

bi 11 ion : the eight month budget to pay our nursing homes ,

the nine month budget this current year f or the payment of

hospitals , the $5 mi llion in overpayment f or the Healthy

Moms - Healthy Kids program. A11 of these i ssues that we

are . . .that we would li ke to deal with on thi s side of the

ai sle but the new major iEy has not dealt with , the

administrat ion i s not deal ing with, so thank you, Si r . I

apprec iate the f rankness . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 : N'Phe Lady f rom Cook : Representat ive Krause . 11

Krause : ''Thank you , Mr . Speaker . Wi 11 the Sponsor yield? '

Speaker Churchi 11 : OHe indicates he wi 11 . Please t proceed . *

Krause : NRepresentat ive Stephens . I could not hear you bef ore

because of the noi se on the Floor . So , i f I ask questions

you ' ve already stated , please excuse that . But , your

proposal . . .the posit ion of the Department of Publ ic Aid i s

support ive? ''

Speaker Churchi l l : ''Representat ive Stephens . 1'

8
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Stephens: ''7es.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Krause.'

Krausek R1 have not read the Bill. It went through your Committee

Executive. But readinq this synopsis, it permits the

department to operate a demonstration project. Is that
correct? And theref ore , i f they wi sh too , it wi 11 be

within thei r discret ion?''

Speaker Churchi 11 : ''Representat ive Stephens . %

Stephens : ''That ' s my understanding , yes . ''

Speaker Churchi 11 : 'Representat ive Krause . @

Krause ) *Alr ight . I t also then provides that public aid

rec ipients who are now exempt f rom employment programs and

then become part ic ipants in the proqram may be sanct ioned ,

so it ' s again di scretionary according to thi s?'

Speaker Churchi 11 : pRepresentat ive Stephens . *

Stephens : W'Phey choose to partic ipate in the program and then

f ai 1ed to part ic ipate in the program. They may be

sanctioned , yes . n

Speaker Churchi 11 1 'Representative Krause . *

Krause : * 1 know , but Representat ive : the synopsi s says , ' may be

sanct ioned' not ' shall ' . But . . wokay . So , it could be

discret ionary and then f urther , that certain AFDU, ADCU

rec ipients may be ref erred to work exper ience and it says ,

now the law reads ' are ref erred' . The synopsis says that

certain AFDCU recipients may be ref erred to work experience

and now i t reads ' are ref erred' . Why the changes? Was

thi s the departments wi sh to be broader , more

di scretionary? sincerely do not see the goal of . . . 1 f

they support i t , wi l 1 support i t , but so much oj thi s i s

may or a great deal of permi ssion then within the

department . I s that basically it'?l

Speaker Churchi 11 : ''Representat ive Stephens . ''

9
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Stephens: nWe11, to get to your oriqinal point, this is the

department's Bill. They support it, they want to change

the word to 'are' because they believe that that's going to

give more teeth to the legislation. They want...they Want,

we're sending a strong message. We want people to

participate.?

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Krause.'

xrause: lFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook, Representative

Currie.r

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. There are

some qood things in this 9ill but there are two provisions

that

vote 'present' or 'no'. 0ne is the sanction, if under the

think suggest that perhaps we would want to either

quarterly reporting program, a recipient fails to identify

earned income. Those individuals kould be bounced from the

roles and the problem here is that even if the failure to

report income is income that would not disqualify them from

public aid, even if they still would be eligible under an

earned income disregard, this would mean the likelihood

that these individuals would lose their jobs in order to
requalify for welfare or find themselves not able to keep

the family together. This seems to me to be a fairly

substantial sanction, one that is not required under

current law. Those people who do not report income are

then denied earned income, disregards, that seems to me to

be a way go.

Secondly...secondly, the 3ill deals, I think quite harshly,

with people who are not required to participate in the jobs

fair and more reasonable to

program but choose to do so. If those individuals under

this proposal, if those individuals don't turn up for the

school program for a few days or don't for whatever reason,

child care problems, transportation problems, if they don't

10
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participate in the program they've chosen, they go to the

bottom of the list. Now, under.weunder current rules While

they will be bounced from that kind of proqram, ehey vill

be sanctioned, it doesn't mean that they're not going to

have the opportunity ever aqain to participate in the jobs

program. It seems to me that we ought to want to encoura:e

public aid recipients to participate voluntarily in the

jobs program. These are volunteers, but the sanction
that's required under House Bill 23, Will discourage, will

provide a neqative incentive from volunteering for the jobs
proqram and should they for whatever reason fail to meet

the requirements of their jobs choice, they'll essentially
be bounced, put at the bottom of the list and instead of

encouraging more people to become more economically

independent, we will have encouraged more people to stay on

the welfare roles for a longer time. For those two

reasons, I think tbe right vote on this Bill is a 'no'

vote./

Speaker Churchill: 'Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Vermilion, Representative Black./

Black: wThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield??

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will.?

Black: lehank you. Representative Stephens, there's a very

important part of the legislation embodied in the Amendment

that 1 don't believe, if we've talked about haven't

heard it and excuse me if I'm being repetitive. I'm very

interested in the section on the unauthorized use of

medical assistants. What would the penalties be for a

person who knowingly uses or acquires a medical card in a

manner not authorized by 1aw or rule?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Stephens.'

11
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Stephensz >We11, Representative, it would be based on the value

of the benefit of their fraud...fraudulent use of the card.

The...I can read you the classifications. lt's already in

statute. It just refers to those sanctions found
in...section 588-6, classification of violations and the

bottom line is, the amount of those sanctions should equal

or approximate the value of the fraud or the money stolen,

you could say, from the stateo'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Blacko?

Black: ''And this could be...we could be talking about a

substantial amount of money in medicaid fraud, couldn't

Vk ? 11

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephens.?

Stephens: NYes, could. lf tbere's.a.if there are tens of

thousands or tens of millions of dollars vorth of medicaid

fraud and we can recapture those tens of millions of

dollars. that could go a long way towards certainly

straightening out the system and could have major positive

budgetary benefit.'

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative 31ack.*

Black: ''Thank you very much, Representative, Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. To the 3i1l. You know' the Tribune, the

Chicaqo Tribune did a very insightful series about a year

aqo on medicaid fraud in Illinois. noticed in

yesterday's Chicago Tribune, page 4 of Section 2, there is

about a four column article on medical fraud. Listen to

some of these fiqures, $30 to $100 billion in medical fraud

is occurring in this country. The PBI currently has 1,500

cases of medical fraud pendin: or under investiqation.

They estimate that medicaid and medicare fraud alone aay

total more than $20 billion a year. So, to my colleagues

on the other side who have this record that the needle

12
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keeps sticking on the old refrain about money for this and

money for that and solve these problems and we want to

address it. Of course, you didn't address any of it when

you were in charge of both chambers for 12 years. But, now

1'11 tell you what we're going to do. We're goin: to give

you a chance with this kind of legislation to stop the

unauthorized use of medical assistance, a $20 billion fraud

in medicaid alone, $30 to $100 billion fraud, not my

figures, in the Chicaqo Tribune via of the federal

government, that's President Clinton's administration. You

start talking about that kind of money, you better vote for

the Bill. If you really Want money to pay off this and to

pay off that, then it's time you put your vote where your

rhetoric is. I've had it up to my eyeballs with medicaid

fraud. I've had it up to my ears on the repeated refrain

about how you are going to solve all these problems. 1'11

tell you what, we're going to welcome you to support this

3ill. Tf you don't like part of the Bill, if you don't

like some oi the sections of the Dill, that's fine. No

Bill is ever perfect, we all know that. But I intend to

support the Bill simply because of Section 882-5,

unauthorized use of medical assistance. It's high time we

stop, as the Chicago Tribune clearly demonstrated, the

fraud that is qoing on in the State of Illinois alone and

now the Clinton administration pointing out that we could

be looking at upwards of $100 billion a year in health care

fraud. It's time to tighten up the system and that then

will give us the money to do some of things wefve heard so

much rhetoric about in the last two weeks. So...''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Black, please bring your

remarks to close.p

nlackl ''So, it's relatively simple. If you want to reform a

 13
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 current system that you have said repeateazz, doesn't worke

and if you want to start tufting upon medicaid iraud that

hurts each and everyone of our constituents as well as

ourselves, then you vote 'yes' for this Bill. If you would

rather just have rhetoric about, well, wefre going to look
at it, ke're going to study it and we're going to do this

or that, then vote 'no'. That's simple. I intend to

support the Bi11.'

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Effinqham, Representative Hartke.?

Hartke: lThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield??

Speaker Qhurchill: pYes, he will. Please, proceed.''

Hartke: pRepresentative Stephens, I listened intently to

Representative Black's remarks, talking about $20 billion

to $100 billion worth of fraud and it occurred to me, where

is most of this fraud being perpetrated? Is that done by

the medicaid recipients or by the doctors and hospitals and

the nursing homes?'

Speaker Qhurchill: 'Representative Stephensep

Stephensl eRepresentative Hartke, I don't have the answer to your

question, but I can tell you that wherever it is, we want

to find it and we want our money back. Whether it's a

recipient or whether it's a provider, we have examples of

both. Representative Black referred to some articles that

appeared in Chicago Tribune last year and just recently and
whether it's a medical provider or whether it's a

recipient, wepo.we intend before this Session ls over to

make sure that we have all the laws available to us to make

sure that we can seek out and punish and recover the

financial value of *he benefits received from that fraud.

And so whether it's a doctor, a bospital or a recipient, we
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don't care.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Hartke.''

Hartke: >We11. Representative Stephens, 1 think I know where

you're trying to go, but when I listen to Representative

Black, and if their paper picks that up: they say, 'Dh, my

God, we ought to be stoppin: this $20 billion worth of

fraud'. The picture ol that is conjured up in many
people's mind is that public aid recipients are walking

into hospitals, doctors, and nursinq homes and just gettinq
paid cash for al1 this service that they're being provided

fraudulently. Now, I might submit to you that 1 agree

there probably is fraud and We ought to go after fraud

because we all want to do that. Does this 3il1, House 3i11

23t have any section in it that goes after the provider

fraud, because I feel in my heart and I think that you

probably do too, that that's where the majority of the biq

dollars are. When you talk about the F31 going after a

1,050 cases when we have millions of people that are on

public aid, why in the world would the FBI go after one

small recipient who maybe used someone else's green card to

provide health care services for a sick baby or someone who

is in truly need of an emergency care. I think your bi9

dollars. your major operation and so forth. where the bi9

dollars are, your pharmacies and so forth, maybe that's

where the fraud is. Can you show me in this piece of

legislation where we 9o after the provider fraud?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephens.,

Stephens: ?Well, l would have to go back to last year when we

created the office... Well you're asking about provider

fraud and we passed languaqe last year and you're well

aware of it and that's where the teeth in golng aéter

providers is. This closes a gap. There was nothin: in the

15
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statutes that actually said that if you borrow or steal

someone else's medical card and take it in and receive

benefits for it, that we could punish you. Now, With this

we can close that loophole. Under last year's Bill, we

have similar privileges and similar legislation for

providers. Representative? it is this side of tbe aisle

that's going to seek out, find, and punish and then recover

al1 medicaid related fraud.''

Speaker Churchill: 'fRepresentative Hartke.''

Hartke: 'Aqain, 1'm qoing to repeat my question. Where in this

le:islation does it say that you're qoinq to go after that?

You know, it really is ironic that we should spend a11 this

time and all this rhetoric talking about billions of

dollars worth of fraud when we go after one public aid

recipient or two that happens to steal, use, beg, borrow a

green card to go after those that they maybe truly need the

services for their baby or their sick child. 7ou know,

it's great to talk about this, but maybe we ought to go

after the doctor or the provider that is fraudulently

billing the Department of Public Aid, running them through

like a factory throuqh their system just to collect
medicaid dollars. Maybe if the state paid those medicaid

dollars on time, doctors wouldn't feel thatw..?

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Hartke, is that question are

Where you just concluding your remarks?'
Hartke: ?Wel1, l guess I was rattling on, but 1 would hope

that...''

Speaker Churcbillt ''Would you bring your remarks to a conclusion,

Please?''

Hartke: 'But, 1 would hope that this piece of legislation

would...put some teeth into the law to stop fraud and as I

understand this lesislation, there is nothing in it that
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goes after the...the provider of health care that is

perpetrating the fraud. I think those where the biq

dollars are and that's where we ought to concentrate; Go

after the bi: bucks first, then qo after the little quy.?

Speaker Churchill: PFurther discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Santiago.''

Santiaqo: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Good morning, Ladies and

Gentlemengl

Speaker Churchill: ''Good morning to you.o

Santiagok PWould the Gentleman yield?*

Speaker Churchill: >He indicates he will. Please, proceed.e

Santiaqo: 'Representative Stephens, your Bill on Section 88-2.05

on unauthorized use of medical assistance, what are we

doing about the medical providers? Are they included in

the legislation if theyfre found in violation of the 1aW?#

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative StephensoW

Stephenst WRepresentative Santiago, will assume that your

question is in good faith. It was just asked, it Was just
answered. Let me expand upon my answer. Last year, this

Body and Governor's Leadership siqned legislation creating

the Office of Inspector General in the Deparkment of Public

Aid whose sole responsibility is to seek out. find and help

recover losses from fraud by providers. Do you understand

that?f

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Santiago.l

Santiago: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Stephens, I'm

sorry someone asked a question, but didn't hear the

question. Ifm asking the question in good faith and 1 hope

you answer them in vood faith. also. But, I am very

concerned with this part of the Bill. You know that we

have discussed this in Executive Committee many times and

werre al1 the time trying to go after the little person.
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But, my concern is that the medical providers are the ones

that are going to get away kith the fraud and we have seen

that already. And Section 8(a), 1 believe is already in

the statute. So what we're doinq with this, we are being

redundant. Let me ask you another question. On the tvo

year limitation for an individual to participate in the

educational programs: what happens if that individual

doesn't speak the language and cannot, after two years,

cannot function properly? What happens to that person?l

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Stephenso''

Stephens: 'Well, first of all, the Bill streamlines that system

so that those *ho are obliviously proficient are not...will

not have to go through any program to show that. For those

that are not, if you will just bear with me a moment, T

will respondoe

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Stephenswl

Stephensk ?We11, maybe I...staff is givin: me an answer

that...maybe I didn't hear your question correctly. Would

you repeat the question? That kay wetll a11 know what

we're talking about over here. I'm sorry.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Santiago.*

Santiaqok ''Your Bill adds a two year limitation to an individual

participating in the educational programs. My question is,

if that person has a language problem, how are you goin: to

deal with that individual, because naeurally that persons

not qoing to be able to function in a tvo year process?/

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephensg''

Stephensl ''They would stay in the program as long as they did

some part-time workp''

speaker Churchill: ''Representative Santiago, you have 45 seconds

lefton

Santiagok ''So, they will.o.they will stay in the programy they

I
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 will not be taken out of the program, am 1 correct? ls
 h t your intent?''t a

l speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Stephens.%
 N he requirements and as I said, IStephens: As long as they meet t

thinkw.ol want to make sure you understand this, they have

to participate in the jobs proqram and part-time work.?
Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Santiago, you have 15 seconds

left.l

Santiago: ''Yes. Mr. Speaker, to conclude. Most of the language

from this 3i11...e

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative. Representative Santiago,

just let me qive you a little bit more time and then you
can bring gour remarks to conclusion. Proceed.

Representative Santiago.'

Santiago: ''We're falling asleep at the switch there.e

speaker churchill; WWait until 11:00 tonightql

Santiago: ''To conclude. To conclude, basieally we debated this

Bill in the Executive Committee. I know the Bill is going

to pass. I know the Gentleman is doing this in good faith.

I still have some serious problems with the Bill. The part

that we are focusing on this morning and we heard the issue

of fraud doinq that. The problem is not the AFDC program.

Tbe problem is medicaid and once again. we're trying to

cover up the medicaid problem that this state has with a11

of these hodge podge language. So, basically 1 ask my

colleaques on this side of the aisle to vote 'no' on this

issue. Thank you very mucb, Mr. Speakerw''

Speaker Churchill: lFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Flowersw''

Flowers: lGood morning, Mr. Speakerp Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Housep''

Speaker Churchill: lGood morninq.''
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Flowers: *Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Churchill: *He indicates he wilh. Please, proceedv>

Flowers: 'Representative Stephens, do pardon me. Good morning.

3ut I may have missed some of your answers because again, 1

came in late. So, would you please explain to me What is

the purpose of this legislation?f'

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Stephens.''

Stephens: f'Representative Flowers, for the record. you were not

late. I clearly was here at 8:00 awm.z 1 looked at the

board and you were recorded as 'present'. You were not

late. You might have been off the Floor for a moment, but

you were not late. We want to recognize that.l

Speaker Churchill: lBven the Chair notieed your timely appearance

today.'

Stephens: eThere was not even a quorum call and... The purpose

of the legislation is, I suppose to summarize it, is to

help the Department of Public Aid operate more efficiently,

more effectively, to clarify some oi their procedural

things that willo..that are redundant like the English

language proficiency change to shiftinq to the quarterly

report of income instead of monthly. That's a benefit not

only to the department but I believe ko...not a benefit to

the reclpient, but less of a hassle for the recipient. And

then finally, to deal with the issue to close the loophole,

because as you know: last year we went after the provider

fraud and now we're qoin: after and closin: the loophole on

recipient fraud. I don't know why anyone would want us not

to be able to recover and punish those who do not

belong...are not on public aid, but use the public aid

card. A person who has a bona fide card and the benefits

that they're in and uses it property wl11 not..vthey bave

nothing to lose and if it's true as they say that there is

I
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no fraud among recipients, then there will be no one

punished under this statute. However, there ls abuse

and some of us think there may be, this Bill allovs that

abuse to be sought out and recovery made. And so that in

general is the purpose of the 3ill.%

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Plowers.p

Flowers: eRepresentative Stephens, what happens now? You mean to

tell me that this legislation is not redundant legislation?

Do you mean to tell me that right now as we speak there is

no fraudulent legislation on the books to address this

matter?l

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Stephens.'

Stephens: RWe11, after 12 years control of this chamber by your

side of the House, the answer is 'no'. There'G not.''

Speaker Churchill: qRepresentative Fl/wers.l

Flowers: lExcuse me, Representative Stephens. But think

before, you know. we've just had it for the last 12 years
and prior to that was your administration. But let's

get back to the issue at hand here. You mean to tell me

that riqht now, today, there is no legislation on the books

address the lssue of fraud by recipients in the

Department of Public Aid. And if that is true, would

like for you to explain to me under what 1aw have

people...in the past been prosecuted because of fraud:

because they had more than one medical card, because they

were collecting more than one check.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Stephens.'

Stephens: @We1l, before, we could..lour sanctions had to do with

getting...if we could qet them off the program as

punishment. But as far as in the criminal court, a recent

case was thrown out because the judge finally ruled that
there was nothing that clearly in the statutes said that
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unauthorized use of medical assistance and defined and

said that any person who knowingly uses, acguires,

processes or transfers of medical card in any manner not

authorized by the law or by the rules and regulations of

the department or who knowingly alters a medical card or

who knowingly uses, acquires, processes or transfers an

altered medical card is guilty of a violation of this

article shall be punished as provided in Section 8-6. That

was not in the law. 1'm sorry that it wasnlt there. I

wish you vould bave put it there zears ago, but you dâdn#t.

And now we're putting it there, last year we added the

Office of Inspector General. We didn't have that before,

that's a correction. We are makin: improvements in the

law. That's what fast track was a11 about. There are

chanqes that are long overdue. 1 mean, if your arqument is

because it wasn't there before, we shouldn't put there

now. Or if we were remiss in our duties before I share the

guilt with you; however, there was an interim of two years

when 1 wasn't here to help you and 1'm sorry that...l might

have done it during that two year period, but 1 just don't

know. But today we're going to do

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Flowers, you have b0 ueconds

leftv?

Flovers: Oone last question, Representative Stephens. You mean

to tell me the director of public aid, by administrative

rules does not have this in place. And just answer 'yes'
or 'no', because you talk too much.l

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Flowers, one of your questions

took a minute 20 seconds, so Representative Stephens for a

short answer.''

Stephens: ''Did you wish to comment on the last comment? will

tell you 'no', the dlrector did not have this language on
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which to rely, just didn't have it. And more importantly,
the court didn't have it and that's what we need. And as

to your final remark, I know it.'

Speaker Churchillk eThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Tazevell, Representative Ackermano,

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous

question.l

Speaker Churchillk nThere is a Motion for the previous question.

A11 in favor signify by saying 'aye'; any opposed will Gay

'no'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it and

the previous question is moved. Representative Stephens to

close.l

Stephens: 'We11. thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1'11 try to keep this

brief because of Representative Flowers' last remark. 1

will you that this Bill is significant. When we came into

power this year we said that there were many things that we

wanted to accomplish. This helps finish...or another step

towards the Republican Partyls commitment to welfare

reform. This is a solid piece of legislation, lt sends a

strong message. Provider or recipient fraud is the same,

it will be treated the same, it will be sought out and we

will seek and gain recovery. A system will be better off

for it, and credibility of the department and a11 those

involved as providers, recipients or administrators of

programs will be better off in the end and the real winner

wl1l be the taxpayer of the State of lllinois and with

that, I move passage of House Bill 23.1f

Speaker Churcbill: *In Representative Schakowsky's questtoning,

she had requested a verification should this receive the

appropriate number of votes. 1 assume, Representative

Lang, that's what you're arising to remind me about. The

question is, tshall House Bill 23 pass?' All those in
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favor vote 'aye'; all those opposed vote 'nay'. The voting

is open. Thls is final action. Have a11 voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted kho wish? Mr.

Clerk, take the record. On this question? there are 92

voting 'aye', 20 voting 'no' and 4 voting 'present'.

Representative Schakowsky, do you persist? Representative

Schakowsky says 'no' and removes the request for a

verification. This Bill, havin: received the a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. For
what reason does Representative from Cooky Representative

Lang rise?''

Langt l'Thank you. Well, actually two points. First of a11 my

light was on for a very lonq time and vas completelg

ignored. But more to the point, this side of the aisle

clearly made a request for a Roll Call Vote on the Motion

to call the previous question. We were ignored by the

Chair. We would like not to be iqnored when we make those

procedural Motions, Sir. If your side of the aisle can

make procedural Motions to move the previous question, we

should be entitled to make a request to have a Roll Call

Vote on those Motions. And we hope in the future you Will

not fail to recognize us when we make such a request.n

Speaker Churchill) ''We will not fail. Vou will note that the

chair did recall the request by Representative Schakowsky

for the verification and I...had 1 heard someone on the mic

request a Roll Call Vote for that Motion, 1 would have been

happy to give it to you. Someone on staff on your side has

a problem kith that. House Bill 199. Mr. Clerk, read the

Bi11.p

Clerk Rossi: ''House Bill 199. a Bill for an Act amending the Toll

Highway Act. Third Reading of this House Bi11.''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Lady from Cook, Representative Zickus.''
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zickus: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House. House

Bill 199 requires the Toll Highway Authority to acqulre a

building and any adjacent property used for the purpose of
educating elementary or secondary students the building

lies within l00 feet of any ingress or egress ramp of a

toll highway operated by the Toll Highway Authority. It

also requires the authority to pay just compensation for
the properky in an amount equal to the replacement cost of

the building and the adjacent property. This 3ill is to

address a situation in my district that has become known as

the Disger dilemma, and we're askin: the tollway authority

to purchase the Dosher School, Indian Springs School

District 109 in the Village of Justice. Since the mid 50's

when the tollway was bullt adjacent to Dosher School, the
air and noise pollution have continued to increase exposing

the youn: students to continued carcinogenics diesel

emissions and constant noise level. The situation has only

increased with the tollway expansion. This legislation is

about the health, safety. and welfare of 270 young grade

school students trapped in an unhealthy and an unsafe

learning environment. Dosher School was once surrounded by

open spaces on a lonely qravel road, it is now squeezed

into a small triangle of land with 1-294 on one Gide. The

fence of the tollway is only 41 feet from the school. On

another side, is 88th Avenue. If Cook County expands,

widens 88th Avenue as they had intended to do, the street

will come within 12 feet, only 12 feet from the front of

the building. The other streety the only inqress and

eqress to the property is a dead-end street that dead-ends

into a truckinq terminal. The youn: students must compete

with diesel trucks, tanker trucks in order to reach their

classrooms or their playground. The location has become
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unsafe and it is no longer desirable for school purposes.

The superintendent of the school in his written testimony

talks about the comprehensive school recoqnition process

and he statesl the Dosher School site does not lend itself

to meetinq these requirements as a result of noise impact,

air qualityt and a safe school environment. Illinois goal

assessment plans scores and tested administered in March

'93 and '94. throughout District 109 indicate that students

attending Dosher School scored noticeable lower than

students from the other District l09 schools in a majority

of assessment areas. The teachers complain that road noise

interferes with conductinq classroom activities. The

students complain of emission ordors from beavy traffic on

the toll road whicb lies directly upvind and adjacent to
this school. ln 1991. the Tollway Authority appraise tbe

property for $1.2 million, then offered to contribute a

wallopin: $130,000 toward relocatin: Dosher School

students. At that time, the replacement cost was around $3

million. During the time the school district was

attemptin: to negotiate with the Tollway Authority, the

79th street exit ramp was sttll open. The semi-trailer

truck traffic was exitin: that side at the rate of 90

trucks per hour. That's one truck every 30 seconds, all

aimed at the front of the school. Many of these trucks

were tankers and carrying flammable liquids. The exit ramp

created yet another safety hazard, students living across

the street from the school could not even walk and bus

service had to be provided. The Tollway Authorities

response to the concerns of the parents tn the community

was to close the ramp Which they did in 1992, although it

had been rebuilt and they can open it at anytime. The ramp

closures just further complicated the situation. The noise
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and pollution from the tollway traffic remained a health

and safety threat to the students, but then in addition,

tbe residents were really inconvenienced by the closure.

There were traffic jams along the tollway and the local
businesses really felt the lmpact. From the local White

Hen, to the gas station, to the restaurants, barber shops,

the businesses that depended on the traific on a daily

bases were all left with a lot less business and the

revenue to the villaqe was greatly reduced. 1 believe that

at that time it was about 231. What wedre trying to

accomplish is to move the students to a safer learnin:

environment, there's another building that can be added on

to house the Dosher Schools. We would then be able to open

the tollway ramp, the businesses could once again strive

and the students would have a safe place in which to learn

and welre asking for your help to do thisq''

Speaker Churchill: *1s there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.r

Dart: 'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Churchill: lshe indicates that she will. Please proceed,

Sir.o

Dart: ''Representative, when was the tollway put in..owhat was

there first, the school or the tollway?o

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative ZickuG.''

zickus: ''l didn't hear the question.o

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: RWhat kas put in first: the school or the tollway?'

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Zickus.f

Zickus: RThe oriqinal school was built in 1926 and it had been

added on to over the years. The tollway came in the mid

5O's ''

Speaker Churchilll ''Representative Dart.n
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Dart: ''Then the ramp came from the tolluay afterwards, correct?

After the school was already there?P

Speaker Churchill: PRepresentative Zickusx''

zickus: nThe ramp came after the school was there.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.W

Dart: lWhy in the world would the tollway do that in the first

place? I mean isn't that the heart of the problem, why

they would do something that stupid?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zickusp''

Zickus: /1 can not answer for the tollway.''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Dart.p

Dartk e1 don't think any of us can. The... Is this property

going to be offered to any other seller other khan tbe

tollway? Why is it that it's just the tollway?N
Speaker Churchill: l'Representative Zickus.f

Zickus: 'The expansion of the tollway is what has squeezed this

school site into this little triangle. The school

officials have met with with the village, theypve discussed

different marketing options, they've discussed strategy is

zoning possi.bilities, tax breaks options. The problem that

they run into before they can auction the school, they have

to have so many months. They can't auction it more than,

believe, 15 months. They could do auction or bid, but not

more than 15 months before they can give the property up.

In this situation tbey need more time. They need to be

able to built a facility to house the students. They need

the money to do that. Then what the thought here was that

the Tollway Authorlty could purchase the property so that

they would be able to construct the classrooms necessary

and then the Tollway Authority could market it, if they so

desired.''

Speaker Churchillt 'Representative Dart.''
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Dart: llsn't it a fact that weeve already blown over a $120,000

on erecting a kall to separate the tollway from the school,

is not the ramp already closed?/

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Zickusw*

zickus: ''A noise wall has been installed 41 feet from the school.

They did close the ramp, however, the ramp had already been

rebuilt. The ramp can be opened at anytime. The villaqe

needs the ramp open because it's had an adverse effect on

the local businesses in the community, the tax revenue to

the village. Itts an inconvenience also to the people who

live there who use the ramp.''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Dart.'l

Dart: pshouldn't we have the village by the land ehen instead of

the Tollway Authority ij they are the ones that are

demandin: that it's..sreopened?'

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Zickus.''

zickus: lThe village is not demandin: that it be reopened. The

people in the community and the business people would

certainly like to see it be reopened. However, it was not

the villaqes fault that put the school site in such a bad

position. lt was the tollway and the expansion of the

tollway./

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.?

Dart: 'But, I mean we can't have it b0th ways. If they're the

ones wanting to reopen this for business reasons and for

the economic value of it, we can't be sitting there saying

at the same time that we can have our cake and eat it too,

that then we'll force the tollway to buy up the land. It's

sot to be one or the other, Representative. The other

point is, now this is truly obviously as you mentioned.

there is no other way of lookinq at it. This is special

legislation directed exactly at your district. Why is it
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Jirected in such a particular vay, because I find it rather

troubling because on the outskirts of my district, I have

Eisenhower High School where we send almost 30 kids and

teachers to a hospital when the Clark Refinery emitted a11

source of dust and particles into the air. I also have an

incinerator that's about to be dropped riqht next to the

school as well. Don't you think it would be a better way

to operate if we Were to pass legislation which would

require different bodies to purchase land when we have

these environmental hazards dropped right next to schools,

whether it be a tollway or garbage burner or a refinery?''

Speaker Churchilll ''Representative Zickus./

zickus: PRepresentative, first 1 must say that this is not about

the village or about the business, it is about the health

and safety of 270 plus young grande school students who we

are forcing into a situation...their learninq environment

that is unsafe. We're asking the Tollway Authority to

purchase it because the Tollkay Authority is the one

responsible for the situation. Yes: this legislation is

drafted so that it pertains to this school. As far as 1

know there are..vno there are no other schools that lie

within l00 feet of the..oof a exit ramp or face the safety

threats and environmental threats that school does, not

because of what they've done. but because of what's

happened with the tollway.l'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart with ten seconds./

Dart: PMy last question. But, don't you think it would be fair

that we bad it for all schools that are faced with these

environmental hazards? Gave them tbat same benefit?e

Speaker Churchill: %Representative Zickus for the answer.''

zickus; PI think that if you have a special situation, that you

should try to address it for your district. That's what

30
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1'm trying to do for the students and the parents in this

district.l
(Speaker churchill: lFurther discussion? The Lady from Cook, '

Representative Fantin.l

Fantin: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'' '

Speaker Churchilll ''She indicates that she will. Please proceed,

Maram.'

Fantin: lThank you. When you spoke of the appraisals being done

by the tollway, I believe you said. Have you ever had an

appraisal done, did the school authorities ever had an

appraisal done on this property or on the building?''

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Zickuswr

Zickus: ''I believe the school did have an appraisal that came out

a little more, but J'm not sure and I would have to look

that up. I do know that the tollway appraised it a few

years ago when they were looking.e.when they first started

with their expansion and those are the figures that I have

in my files''

Speaker Churchi 11: PRepresentat ive Fant in . ''

Fantin : 'Have the school authorities ever tried to sell the

property to anyone else other than the tollway , have they

of f ered the property f or sell or . . . *

Speaker Churchi 11 : l'Representat ive Z ic kus . >

Z ickus : ''Let me quote you a letter f rom the superintendent of

School Distr ict 109 . He has spoken to a realtor , Sheldon

Good of Sheldon Good and Company to explore auct ion and bid

means to sell this public property . I t should be

not iced . . mnoted that public school property must be of f ered

f or sale by bid , either sealed or auct ioned . Ut i lization

of a min imum opening bid is permissible bef ore they can use

he broker . Di str ict 109 needs to uti lize the classroom It
I

space at 'Dosher' School until the district can build other I
I
I

: I
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facilities. Therefore, we will need to utilize the Dosher

School at least another school year, that would be '95,

'96, while other facilieies are built if funding is forth

coming. The realtor indicates that we should not attempt

to sell the propertyy now, if we cannot give occupancy for

15 months or more. So, there stuck, they can't sell the

Speaker

Fantin:

property because they need it to house the students. They

cannot move the students because they need the money from

the property and they are assuring us that they are

exploring a1l marking options and have been trying to deal

with the tollway on it themselves.?

Churchill: lRepresentative Fantin.p

*If the Tollway Authorities would buy this, What is the

asking price, what would they expect the Tollway Authority

to pay for this property?'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative zickus.'

Zickus: nThe legislatlon is drafted for an amount equal to the

replacement cost of the building and the adjacent property.
The Tollway Authority has had plenty of opportunity. They

have known about this legislation for awhile. They've had

plenty of opportunity to sit down to discuss this, they

have not done so. J'm goin: by an appraisal from 1991 that

was l.2 million and hopefully it should have appreciated in

value during those yearsw''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Fantin.''

Fantin: Ol'm sorry, 1 didn't quiet hear the amount. What was tbe

amount again, please?l'

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Zickus.'

Zickus: >The 1991 appraisal by the Tollway Authority was l.2

million. From that? they offered to school $130,000.*

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Fantin.f

Fantln: lSo, what amount are we asking the tollway now to pay for
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 this and vhere is this amount coming from? Is this coming

from an appraisal that the school board had made or where

are you coming with the amount and what is the amount,

please??

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Zickus.'

Zickus: lThe amount would be equal to the replacement cost of the

building and adjacent property. There's no specified

dollar amount. We need to...whatever it's qoing to cost. 1

believe it's 16 classroom that they need to house the 279

students.?

Speaker Churchill: œRepresentative Fantin.''

Fantin: ''Leaving that pretty wide open, I feel... What kind of

school are we talking about. 1 mean we can go to a Taj
Mahal and we can go to a basic school. If there's no clear

definltion here of what they're asking... We're asking to

be voting..pto tell the Tollway Authority to purchase this

property with not even telling them exactly. Do we have

specification, do we have drawings of what kind of school

we're expecting to be building and what we're going to have

them pay for, what wefre votin: to pay for here?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Zickus.,

zickus: ''The school district is planning...would like to add on

to an existing school, so I'm sure that it would be in

conformity with the existing property. They have

started...this Body approved, I believe it was around

$287,000 for phase one studies and engineering for the

feasibility studies and engineering. So it would be in

accordance with that. This school district does a very

good job with very little money and tries to do the best

that they canw''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Fantin, you are out of time.

Further dtscussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

I
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Representative Schoenberg.'

Schoenberg: pThank you very much. Will the Sponsor yield Ior a

question?'

Speaker Churchill: ''She indicates that she will. Please proceed,

Sir.''

Schoenberg: eRepresentative, I'm sorry I couldn't hear you above

the noise. What was the appraised value of the property

and what was the offer that was made for that property?,

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Zickus.p

Zickus: *In 1991, the Tollway Authority appraised the property

for $1.2 million, then offered them $130,000 towards the

relocation because aiter they did the appraisal, they

decided that they just wanted some of the easement.'

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Schoenberqo''

Schoenberg: ''And since that 1991 appraisal, that was 4 years ago.

Obviously everybody's property, or 1 should hope everyone's

property at lease shovs some kind of appreciation in value

over a 4 year period. What would you estimate, I know you

can't...what would you estimate the current value would be?

What's the value of property in that surroundin: area?

Would it be fair to say that the property value has

remained steady so that there's a minimum of 1.2 million,

or would you say that it's declined or would you say it has

increased?''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Zickus.'

Zickus: *1 really don't know what the property value would be

today. I would imagine it that it has appreciated somewhat

during that time. Also at that time, the replacement cost

of this school is estimated to be around $3 million and 1

think that is what they're still trying to shoot for is

about the 3 million replacementp'

iI 34
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schoenberg.'

Schoenberg: ?So, when the toll highway...so when the Toll Hiqhway

Authority comes in with a offer of l0& of what the

appraised value is. meaning that they are ignoring 90% of

what the value of the property is, has there been any

attempt to make a counter offer to up that bid from the

Toll Highway Authority?''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Zickus.''

zickusl HThe superintendent and the school officials have been in

touch with the Tollway Authority. There's been

correspondence back and forth, yes, but wefve just run into

a brick wall on and that's why I'm submitting this

legislation and asking for your help.e

Speaker Churchill: 'Repreuentative Schoenberg.''

Schoenberg: OSo, what is the current position of the Illinois

Toll Highway Authority with respect to this Bi1l?e

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Zickus.''

Zickus: ''I have not heard from them with respect to this Bill.

This is not the first time I've tried thisw''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Schoenberg.'

Schoenberg: ''We1l on the issue you had mentioned in a response#

'

to an earlier question, Representative, that this is

necessary in order to preserve the environment and health

and safety and well being of the students. I was

wondering, isn't it standard procedure before any tollway

or roadway is built, we don't by law currently enable

private tollways to be built though we should, but for

public tollways, aren't there environmental impact studies

which are necessary before there is a sign-off to create

any kind of roadway?''

Speaker Churchill: GRepresentative zickus./

zickus: RT vould imagine, but if there is an envtronmental impact
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study on this, they wouldn't have been able to expand the

tollway at that location. I have to add something. The

oriqinal part of this building was built in 1926 and they

have added on to it through about 1980 and some of the

things that, you know, that the state required them to do,

so *he local taxpayers has also paid an awful lot of money.

ln a buildinq that o1d there's no air conditioning. When

the weather is warm, they can't even open a window. lf you

open the windows, you can't hear inside of a classroom and

the emissions from the vehicles coming in is very hard to

breatho*

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Schoenberg. 45 seconds.?

Schoenberg: pRepresentative Zickus, because of the physical

condition of the school building, has the State Board of

Education or any other over-seeing body indicated that thts

building is simply to old, to unsafe and therefore, it

should not be useda''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Zickusw'

Zickus: 'Not to my knowledge. I don't think the state board has

been involved and this has been a local issue, a 1ot of

concern from the parents and the people in the community as

well as the educators.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Schoenberg with seven

seconds.''

Schoenberg: 'Mr. Speaker, Mr...>

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Schoenberg. the next person

seeking recognition is the Gentleman from Tazewell. So,

would give you one more question and then we'll go to him.

Representative schoenbergel

schoenberg: ''If I'm only gettinq one more question, won't make

it a rhetorical question then. Itell be to the Bill then.''

Speaker Churchill: ?To the 3ill.*
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Schoenberg: ''Representative Zickus, I don't think that anyone in

qood conscious could sign off on a deal where they where

only getting lo%..owhere they were only getting 10%. There

are a 1ot of school districts in the Chicago area and other

suburban areas which are simply deemed to be of less than a

safe nature, but nonetheless. students go there everyday to

try to get an education, to try and enhance our economy, to

try to enhance our society here in Illinois. Jt would seem

to me to be contrary to good business sense and good public

policy for us to suqgest that we should vote for something

that would only give .l0 cents on the dollar...h

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Schoenberq, bring your remarks

to a conclusion, please. Representative Schoenberg.e

Schoenberg: ''Just in closingp I believe that the Members of the

Body sbould be very aware of the fact that 1 don't think

anybody here would enter into any kind of agreement where

they were only paying .10 cenks on the dollar in order to

qet something that was worth 90* moreyn

Speaker Churchill: fThe Gentleman from Tazewell. Representative

Ackerman. For what reason do you rise?'

Ackerman: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. move the previous

questionp/

Speaker Churchill: ''There's been a Motion for the previous

question. All in favor will signify by saying 'aye'; any

opposed will say 'no'. In the opinion of the Chair, the

'ayes' have it and the previous question is moved.

Representative Zickus to close.''

Zickus) ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 have to make a point, the

appraisal was l.2 million. It was the Tollway Authority

who offered the $130 that was not accepted. But in

closing, I would like to quote from the testimony of the

school superintendent. The school district in the
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communtty plead for your support of this Bill requiring the

tollway to purchase the Dosher Sehool for the students

attending the school. When the students attending Dosher

are away from negative safety, an environmental factor is

effecting their educational environment and the tollroad

79th street ramp is open for the community business and

commercial viability, our school and community will be ever

grateful to our State Legislature and the the legislative

process. 1 ask for your support and help for the students

at Dosher School.''

Speaker Churchill: OThe question is, 'Shall House 3i11 199 pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed vote

'nay'. The votinq is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who Wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Representative

Lang, for what reason do you rise?'

Lang: ''Qhank you. Should this Bill receive the requisite number

we would request a verification.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Have a11 vote who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the

record. There's been a request for a verification. Poll

those not voting.w

Clerk Rossi: ''Poll of those not votinq. Representative Leitcho?

Speaker Churchill: ''They were pollin: those who had not voted to

see if...not voted. Representative Leitch is not here and

did not vote, so. Mr. Clerk, poll those votinq in the

affirmative.?

Clerk Rossi: OPol1 of those votinq in the affirmative.

Representative Ackerman. Balthis. Biggert. Biggins.

Brady. Capparelli. Churchill. Ciarlo. Clayton.

Cowlishaw. Cross. Deuchler. Durkin. Hanrahan. Hassert.

Hoeft. Hughes. Johnson, Tim. Johnson, Tom. Jones, John.

Klingler. Krause. Kubik. Lachner. Lawfer. Lindner.

i
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Lyons. McAuliffe. Meyer. Mitchell. Moffitt. Moore:

Andrea. Mulligan. Murphy, Maureen. Myers. Noland.

O'Connor. Pankau. Parke. Pedersen. Persico. Poe.

Roskam. Salvi. Santiago. Saviano. Skinner. Spangler.

Stephens. Tenhouse. Turner, John. Wait. Weaver.

Wennlund. Winkel. Winters. Wirsing. Wojcik. Zabrocki.

zickus. Mr. Speaker.

Speaker Churchill: louestions of the éffirmative, Representative

SZ R 9 * 11

Langl lThank you. Representative McAuliffe?'

Speaker Churchill: lHe's in the back as always, here, always

present smilinq, ready to go early in the morningw''

Langk ''Representative Capparelli??

Speaker Churchill: lAlright, Rogers, what did you do with

Capparelli? The Chair does not see Representative

Capparelli. Please remove hime,

Lang: 'Representative Tom Johnson? I said, Tom Johnson.''

Speaker Churchill: nïes. For what reason does the Lady from

Dupage, Representative Cowlishaw. rise?''

Cowlishaw: *Mr. Speaker, may have leave to be verified?''

Lang: RNo, I'm qiving nobody leave to be verified, Mr. Speaker.'

Speaker Churchill: nYou haven't yet. The Lady has made a

request.''

Lang: 'Excuse mep''

Speaker Churchill: ''The Lady has asked for leave to be verified.''

Lang: ''Well, then you can give her leave. 1'm not giving her

leave. You give her leaveo?

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Capparelli is here. please

add him to the Roll. Representative Lang, would you qlve

Representative Cowlishaw leave to be verified so she can

leave the Floor? I believe she needs to leave the Floor.''

Lang: nI will give Representative Cowlishaw leave.,
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' Speaker Churchill: Ookay. Representative Cowlishaw, you have
l
I leave. Representative Tom Johnson. The Chair does not see

 Representative Tom Johnson. Please, remove the Gentleman.

Further names, Representative Lanq.?

Lanq: NRepresentative Wait?''

Speaker Cburchill: ''Representative Wait is standinq there Waving

at us.''

Lang: NRepresentative John Jones?''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative John Jones is in his seae.''

Lang: l'Representative Hassert??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, Representative Hassert

is in his seat. That's two that have been in their seat.''

Lang: ''1 guess these glasses just aren't working as well as they

used to, Mr. Speaker. Representative Spangler?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Lang, if you can turn around

and look at the Gentleman behind you and fail to miss

Representative Deeringo.wl

Lang: >Oh, I'm not going to verify Representative Deering, 1 see

him he's rlght here.l

Speaker Churchill: rWell, then how could fail to see

Representative Spangler?H

Lanq: >We11. 1 don't know, Mr. Speaker. I guess these long hours

have just dimmed my vtsionw/
Speaker Churchill: 'We believe that they are truly bookends.''

Lang: ''Representative Biggert?''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Biggert is in the aisle.e

Lang: ''Representative Stephens?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, Representative Tim

Johnson wishes to know if you would give him leave to be

verifled.''

Lang: ''Sure. Why not. Representative Stephens, please.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Tim Johnson has leave to be

I
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verified. I'm sorry, What is the other name,

Representative Lang?''

Lang: ''Stephens?''

Speaker Churchill) fRepresentative Stephens is kaving at us from

the back.''

Lang: ''Representative Zabrocki??

Speaker Churchilll ''zepresentative zabrocki, would you please

rise and wave at Representative Lang, so he can get to know

who you are.l

Langl @Oh, 1 know Representative zabrocki. He's a wonderful

human betng. Representative Tenhouse?l

Speaker Churchillk fNot only is he a wonderful human being but he

is also in his seat. Representative Tenhouse is waving

from the back ol the chamber. How are you this morning,

Representative Tenhouse? Nice to see you.l

Lang; ''Representative Jobn Turner?,

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative John Turner is standin: right

in front of youvl

Lang: lRepresentative Cross?p

Speaker Churchill: ''Surprise, surprise. Representative Cross is

here.n

Lang: ''Representative Maureen Murphy?r

Speaker Churchillk WRepreGentative Maureen Murphy is standinq

right in front of her desk.p

Lang: pRepresentative Klinqler?l

Speaker Churchill: WRepresentative Lang, Representative Klin:ler

is clearly in her seat''

Lang: ''Representative Mitchell? Representative Winters?'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Mitchell is in the rear of the

chamber in his seat, standing there wavin: at you,

Representative Lanqw''

Lang: ''Representative Winkel?f
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Speaker Churchill: rRepresentative Tom Johnson has returned,

please add him back to the Roll. Representative Lang.

Representative Lang, if you would like to, we would be

happy to get a series of pictures of our freshmen. Perhaps

that would help you in this Call. Oh, and your staff is

sayinq 'yes'.*

Lanql @We11, 1 have no idea what 1 would do with such a picture,

Sir. Representative Poe??

Speaker Churchill: ''You've been here for a lonq time, you've

never had to do these verifications. ?ou had asked for

Representative Winkle. Representative Winkle is in his

chair.''

Lanqk NAnd Representative Poe, Sir?''

Speaker Churchill: ''And Representative Poe is in his chair.

Representative Lang, this is dilatory. The last 12 people

you have called on have been in their chairs.'l

Lang: hRepresentative Myers?,

Speaker Churchill: ''That's l3, he's in his chair.'

Lang: ''Did 1...oh, 13. Oh, that's perfect. That's all, Sirwl

Speaker Churchill: >Oh this question, there are 61 voting 'aye',

49 votlng 'no', 5 votin: 'present'. And this Bill. having

received a Constitutlonal Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 323.''

Clerk Rossi: lHouse Bill 323, a Bill for an Act amendin: the

lllinois Pension Code. Third Readin: of this House Bi11.W

Speaker Churchilll ''The 3i11 will be brought back to second.

And, now on the Order of Representative Bugielski. We have

a separate Order of Business for Representative Buglelski.

Is he in the chamber today? Mr. Clerk, would you read

HouGe Bill 731.*

Langt ?Mr. Speaker, before Mr. 3uqielski proceeds, since my speak

light is still on...*
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, for what reason does the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang, rise to interfere

with the order of Representative nugielski.e

Lang: ''Thank you. On a point of order, Sir.,

Speaker Churchillk lpoint of order.?

Lang: ''The last Bill kas the second Bill in a row where we've

demanded a Roll Call Vote on a Motion to call the previous

question and the second Bill in a row that the Chair has

ignored the Motion. Are you going to continue to ignore

that Motion or we abide by your own rules, Sir?''

Speaker Churchill: *1f someone stands up and makes that Motion in

a timely fashlon, the Chair will recognize that Motion and

we'11 proceed that way. And the whole debate of the last

time the Chair did not once hear, one person rise during

that debate and request a Roll Call Vote on that issue.*

Lang: l...vote on a Motion he makes at the end of the Bill, then

should we demand that roll call, Sir.?

Speaker Churchillk lsir, if you'll recall the debate from last

year, those Motions were made during debate. We never knew

for sure whether or not we kere going to have that right.

Representative Langw''

Lang: eSo, 1et me get this straight. You want someone durin:

debate to say, Mr. Speaker, if the man from Tazewell,

Representative Ackerman or someone else on that side of the

aisle chooses to make a Motion to call the previous

question, then and only then, we would like a Roll Call

Vote on said phantom Motion if it happens? That's want you

want us to do?''

Speaker Churchill: eThat would be helpful, Sir.o

Lang: 'That's what we will do, Sir.''

Speaker Churchill: NThank you. Do you have anything further or

can we proceed to the Order of Bugielski? Representative
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3ugielski, now that Representative Lang is finished, *e'11

turn our attention to you. Mr. Clerk, please read the

3il1.e

Clerk Rossi: 'House Bill 731, a Bill for an Act amending the

School Code. Third Reading of this House Bi11.n

Speaker Churcbill: NRepresentative Bugielski.''

Bugielski: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House

Bill 73l amends the School Code to provide that persons Who

have been convicted of certain specified criminal offenses

are ineliqibte to serve on members of the local school

councils for the Chicago Board of Education. As most of

you are aware, in the City of Chicago, every school has a

local school council which is elected by the member of that

school, by the parents of that school where there are six

parent members, two community resident members, two teacher

members and one student member. And all we are asking, an6

this is coming from the Board of Education, that the people

that are convicted of certain crimes would not be able to

serve on the local school council. These crimes deal with

indecent solicitation of child, prostitution, public

indecency, prostitution, keeping a house of prostitution,

obscenity, child pornography, and criminal sexual assault

to a juvenile. It's a very specific Bill. This only

pertains to the local school councils in the City of

Chicago and I ask for a favorable Roll Ca11.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Is there any discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg.n

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Because of your pronouncement

a few moments ago, 1 would like to have a Roll Call if the

Gentleman from Tazewell would move.y.or anyone else would

move the previous question. So, we're trying to abide by
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your rulinq. So I would therefore, like to make that

request at the present time and ask the Chair to honor that

request.p

Speaker Churchill: 'The Chair hears your request. Do you have

further discussion?''

Granberg: ,No.,

Speaker Churchilll ''Tbe Gentleman from Tazewell apparently? they

want to test whether or not this really works. The

Gentleman from Tazewell, Representative Ackerman.'

Ackerman: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. T move the previous

question.l

Speaker Churchillk 'Representative Granberg, was that What you

were requesting? So, we can nok qo to a Roll Call on

moving the previous question.'

Granberg: Pobviously not, Mr. Speaker. Your pronouncement was

that we would have to be recogntzed during the debate to

anticipate a Motion by Mr. Ackerman to close off debate.

Now, if that's hov you interpret your rules. you certainly

are inventive. But, we're tryin: to go according to your

interpretation. Obviously, this Bill wants to be debated,

there are lights flashing. Nok you chose not to recognize

them, pursuant to what you have done earlier this morning.

But these are important issues that tbe Chair would respond

to our Members. Wedre tryinq to abide by your rules. I

wish your Members would as well. So, if you would

recognize Members on this side of the aisle for discussion

on this Bill, that would certainly be appreciaked and then,

if and when Mr. Ackerman would make that Motion or anyone

else, we would like to have a Roll Call on that Motion,

Sire''

Speaker Churchill: ''Well, there are no lights flashing on the

Republican side of the aislep so obviously, you wish to
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debate the Bill with Representative Bugielski. So, the

Chair would ask the Gentleman from Tazevell if he would

withdraw that Motion at this time and then we will return

to him at some future time so that the Democrats can debate

the Bill with one of their oWn Members. The Gentleman

withdraws his Motion at this time and the Chair would

recognize the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dartal

Dart: RThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?f

Speaker Churchill: ?He indicates he vi1l.%

Dart: MRepresentative, the underline notlon makes sense in this,

but what is...how are they proceeding right now that there

is a problem here that we're having LSC members with

criminal backgrounds? 1 mean, how is tbat goinq on right

now?R

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Bugielskig''

Bugielski: >At the present time, I tbink they're askinq for their

removal. but they're not doing anything right now and

because of this, theyfre asking éor this to be enacted so

that in case a person.s.when they.oohe fills out the

application to be a member of the LSC and if he should lie

on his application, he would be guilty of a Class II1

felony which would be punishable up to two to five years in

prison and or a $10,000 fine. So, theyfre asking for this

to be enacted so that they could...you know, if a person

should 1ie when he fills out to run: they have something to

go back ono''

Speaker Churchilll lRepresentative Darta''

Dart: ?Ho* it is that they would find out that the person is

lying though, I mean, are these people subjected to
background checks, the whole nine yards?''

Speaker Churchillk PRepresentative Bugielski.''

Bugielski: ''This would authorize the School Board of
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Education.v.the Chieago Board of Education to perform

criminal backqround investiqations on the applicants that

are applying for this.œ

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''We11, this allows them or does this mandate them to do

that?''

Speaker Churchill: NRepresentative Bugielski.p

Bugielski: WDirects them and mandates them.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dartae

Dart: hAnd you delineate speciftc offenses, Representative. What

type of offenses make these people ineliqible?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielski.'

Bugielski: lThe type of offenses that make them ineligible would

indecent solicitation of a child, public indecency,

prostitution, soliciting for a prostitute, soliciting for a

juvenile prostitute, panderinq, keepinq a place for

prostitution, keeping a place for juvenile prostitution,

patronizing a prostitute, patronizing a juvenile
prostitute, pimping, obscenity. child pornography, criminal

sexual assault, criminal sexual assault of a juvenileo?

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart.*

Dart: PWas criminal sexual abuse one of those?l

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Bugielski.'l

Bugielski: 'I'm sorry, I didn't hear you.'l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart./

Dart: lWas criminal sexual abuse or aggravated criminal sexual

abuse one of those?l'

Speaker churchilll 'Representative Buqielskiw/

Bugielski: ''ïes, criminal sexual abuse. that's onpw.yes.''

Speaker churchill: 'Representative Dartw''

Dart: ''Is aggravated criminal sexual abuse and aggravated

criminal sexual assault also taken care of in this as
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 We11?'

 Speaker Churchill: eRepresentative Buqielskiy''

Buqielski: el don't have...l don't have it on my notes, but I

believe it's in there. It's al1 parts of.o.to be specific,

it's a11 the crimes that are listed in Section 34-18.5 in

subsection (c).''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Dartgp

Dart: ''So, the thrust of the offenses that We're prohibiting

these people from being school council members are ones

that have...sexual assaults, thinqs like that, molestations

dealing vith children, correct?e

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Buqielski.l

Buqielski: ''That is correct, Representativee?

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Dart./

Dart: nBoes your nill or does the present la* make prohibitions

in regards to individuals that are convicted of oéfenses

such as murder or armed robberies or home invasions, things

like that, or is that not dêalt with.'

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Buqielski.'ï

 Bugielski: OT don't believe that that is pointed out in this Bill

at tbis time.,

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Darta'

Dart: >I'm sorry. What is your answer?l

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielskigp

Bugielski: ''I don't believe that that is stipulated in there.

This i: just what was glven by the Chicago Board of

Education.M

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Dart.n

Dart: ''As 1 mentioned before, 1 think it's...the ones that you

have delineate here are laudable, the ones that we Would

rather not have those people there. but 1 would also

contend that we probable Wouldn't want murders or armed

I
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robbers probably being on these LSC'S as well. Does this

Bill deal with al1 backgrounds of teachers or coaches

O f * * * 11

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Dart, are you done kith your

question? I thought there was an 'or' at the end there.''

Dart: lYeah, just wanted to know there kas any
other...individuals other than LSC members ehat were

covered by this.''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Bugielski.''

Bugielski: Mlt's pointed out in here that it would authorize them

to do background investigations on certified and

non-certified employees, but 1 think they do that already.

But I not positive on thatpe

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Dart. To the Bill,

Representative Dart, or are you done? Is there further

discussion? The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Langw''

Lang: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Churchill: >He indicates that he will. Please proceed,

Sir.''

Lanq: 'Representative, I'm sure..oRepresentative, hi there. I#m

sure you'll recall that there has been a biq flak in the

City of Chicago relative to people who are felons running

for office and there's been some court cases, et cetera.

How does this lanquage mesh with the language relative to

those running tor alderman in the City of Chicago??

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielski./

Bugielski: ''We1l, I think this is very specific where they brinq

out the points that these are mainly sexual commentated

crimes that they are dealing with and I think they're just
trying to keep these people away from dealing and being in

the school with students, both elementary and high school,
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and they do not want these people to be associated with the

students in those schools. And I think it's a very good

point to be, you know, their not bein: in there when

they're...if they were convicted certain crimes that

pertain to children.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.o

Langl >So, is this different that the statutes in the City of

chicago reqarding running for alderman as.p.is this a

different set of things that you can't do or is the same

1aw that has been challenged in the court recently?'

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Bugielskia''

Bugielski: *1 am unsure of that answer.'

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Langoo

Lang: 'Let me go on to another area. note that Amendments were

filed in Committee, Representative, for the funding of

education. The Fund Education First Amendment was filed on

your Bill and it never got out of Committee. As a matter

of fact, the Committee never heard it. Can you tell me

what happened?''

Speaker Churchill: pRepresentative Bugielski.f'

Bugielski: ''I believe that that Amendment was presented in

Committee and it was sent to a subcommittee.''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Lang.?

Lang: NRepresentative, who is the chairman of that Committee?''

Speaker Churchill: %Representative Bugielski.''

Bugielski: 'The chairman of that Committee is Representative

Cowlishaw.n

Speaker Churchill: lRepresent Lang.n

Lang: ?So, I just Want to get this straight because have to
know what is on your Bill and what is not on your Bill. So

Representative Cowlishaw and the education Committee took

the Fund Education First Amendment and took the funding of
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Education Priorities Amendment and shifted them off to a

subcommittee. Is that right?/

Speaker Churchill: ''Perhaps, Representative Lang, if you have

questions about the status of Amendments, you could address

those to the Clerk. Do have a question to the Clerk?''

Lang: eNo, I asked the Sponsor of the Bill about his Bill. He is

entitled to tell me and 1'm entitled to ask him everything

that pertains to his Bill, Sir. And what happened to

Amendments that people in this House tried to attach to his

3ill are relevant to his Bi1l.''

Speaker Churchill: HIf you address al1 that is not on his Bill,

you will have a lot to address. Perhaps if you have

questions regarding Amendments that are or not on the Bill,

you can address those to the Clerk. Representative

Bugielskio''

Bugielski: nThank you. There were Amendments that Were filed to

this Bill. They are not my Amendments. 1 presented House

Bill 73l in Committee. There are other Amendments and I am

not sure of the procedures that they have in that Committee

because it seems that every committee has different rules,

but there were Amendments, I believe there were two

Amendments that were placed on this. Committee Amendment l

and committee Amendment 2 was put on this Bill and those

two Amendments were given to the subcommittee and my Bill

is just a clean Bill the same way that it was, you know,
when I first introduced it.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang.p

Lang: eSo the Fund Education First Amendments which youfve

supported and which you've agreed to put on you Bill, never

saw the light of day in that Committee.

ls that correct??
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Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielskio''

Buqielski: ''That is correct. They are in the subcommittee.''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Lang.'

Lang: lThat's really a shame, don't you think, that that

Committee refused to address the problem of funding

education when they had a perfect opportunity to do that

with your Bill? ls that right?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Lang, please address the Bill

before us. Do you have a question about the Bill before

March 23, 1995

usln

Lang: llrve asked...this is my last question, Mr. Speaker. All

he has to do is answer it.p

Speaker Churchill: FRepresentative Bugielskig''

Xugielski: HIt could have been addressed and it could have been

attached to my Bill, but have no control over those

Amendments in that Commtttee.''

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Lang has concluded his

remarks. Is there further discussion? The Chair

recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Davis.?

Davis, M.: HFirst, may T go on record as saying I do not lobby

for tbe Board of Education? Mr. Bugielski.'f

Speaker Churchill: ''The Gentleman says that he will yield for a

question.e

Davis, M.: ''Thank you. Do LSC people Work with children? Do

they work in the school?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Bugielski.''

Buqielskik e1 don't believe that they work with the children, but

they are present ln the school many of times and the

children are there.''

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, M.: pAre they in the school with the children

unsupervised?''
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Speaker Churchill: ''Aepresentative Bugielskiw''

Bugielski: /1 don't believe they are.''

Speaker Churchill: Hkepresentative Davis.'

Davis,M.: eRepresentative, the LSC members come in for a

scheduled and planned meeting. They have a meeting. The

principal is a part of their meeting and they adjourn. Are

there other times in which LSC members are in the school

and let's say having contact with children and if so would

you tell us when those times are?''

March 23, 1995

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielskivn

Bugielski: @We1l, it's not their' function to be in the school.

It's up to them whether they want to come in because I know

of schools where I have been in visiting principals and the

principal has introduced me to members of the LSC because

they have just stopped by the school at that specific time.
They are not banned from coming into that school, depending

on time oi the day. 1 believe LSC members...it's not Where

they have full freedom of the school, but there are times

that I have been schools and I have met members of the LSC

because they stopped in to drop something off or to ask a

teacher or something like that. And I have met people. so

it's not where they are banned from the school when school

is in session.e

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Davis.p

Davis, M.:Representative, khen children enter the building at

whatever time of day or evening, are there paid officials

who are in supervisory capacities for those children??

speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielski.''

Bugielski) have no idea. I do not work for the Chicago Board

of Education. feel you would know the ansver because you

work for the Board of Education.'

Speaker Churchillr 'Representative Davis.''
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DaviszM.: 'Let me respond to you. Children are supposed to be

under...Mr. Bugielski are you listening? Children are

supposed to be under the direct supervision of paid staff

at all times to my knowledge. Volunteers come into the

building, but to my knowledge, volunteers are not approved

nor legally responsible for the children they are there to

supervise or be around. 0ur gang members who are people

who were former gang members of gang recruiters, are they

permitted to be on the LSC?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielski.'

Bugielski: 'If they run, they could be on there. 7ou know,

that's why we're puttinq this in they were convicted of

certain crimes they would have to declare that on their

application./

Speaker Churchill:

Davis, M.: 'Each

have to list

pRepresentative Daviswr

person who is running. you're telling me, will

any crime that he or she had been convicted of

and had served time for. Now, think I heard you say

child solicitation or sexual abusive children,

prostitution. I didn't hear your response in reference to

murder. I didn't hear you response in reference to

kidnapping.e

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Bugielski.o

Bugielski: lThose were crimes that 1 tisted and I believe in the

application, they would have a line there and ask the

question, have you been convicted of any crime or felony,

whatever it may be, and it's going to be up to that person

to write yes or no and if he answers yes, he should list

what they are. And if he lies on that and they do a

criminal investigation, then they have an option to go back

Speaker

and prosecute that person.''

Churchill: HRepresentative Davis. you have a minute and
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15 seconds lefta'' I

Davis, M-Thank you. Would you qive me your time, whoever? Let me
/

ask you this, Bugielski. Suppose a person does not put j
Idown that they have been convicted of a crime. What would
I

instigate an investigation to find out whether they had or 1
!not? What would make this investigation begin?''
I

Speaker Churchill: *Representative Bugielski., !
I

Bugielski: NWhat would make the investigation? The Board of I

Education would perform this criminal background check.? '
!

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Davis.' I

Davis M.:/..vapplicant.' '#

Bugielski: pWhat?'' !
Tp ,, I

Speaker Churchill: Representative Davis.
I

Davis, N.: *On every applicant?o p
PRepresentative Bugielski.'' lSpeaker Churchill:

1
Bugielski: nThat applies for the local school council yeso/ 1

wRepresentative oavis., 1Speaker churchill:
I

Bavis. M.l pHow many people apply to run for those positions? f

p IAnd how many people run? 1
.

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielskig'' I
I

Bugielski: *1 do not have statistics on that. You would have to 1

ask your employer, the Board of Education.e f
I

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis.' I

Davis, M.: 'Representative, I'm only asking you for the parents I
!

of the children that 1 represent. Nok, if a person puts i

down...now you want to know how many people there are on l
I

tbe council? There's about 640 schools and there are..., .

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis, we have another person 1
I

seeking recognition and then 1 will come back to j

Representative Flowers kho can give you addition time. At !
!

this point: the Chair would recoqnize the Gentleman from I

v1 IWill
, Representative Wennlund. !

I
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Wennlund: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Churchill: ''He indicates he will. Please proceed.''

Wennlund: ''Representative Bugielski. now, I understand that what

this 3i11 does is that it provides the persons kho have

been convicted of certain specified criminal offenses are

ineligible to serve as members of these local school

councils. My question is, does that also apply to alderman

in the City of Chicaqo?p

Speaker Churchill: RRepresentative Bugielski.'

Bugielski: ''As far as I know. it's for the City of Chicaso, the

Board of Education that has the local school councils.''

Speaker Churchill: fRepresentative Wennlund.œ

Wennlund: 'Thank you, Representative Buqielski. lt's an

excellent start. I suqgest you pursue my suggestion,

thouqh. Thank you.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? he Lady from Cook,

Representative Flowers, Representative Flowers.''

Flowers: ''I would like to yield my time to Representative Davis:

PiPZSP*1'

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis, Representative Flowers

has yielded five minutes to you. Proceed.'

Davis: PRepresentative nugielski do the board members across the

State of Illinois, I think they are about 1,000 school

districts, do they have criminal background checks of those

people who get elected on those school boards or is this

only for the people in Chicago?''

Speaker Churchill: 'Representative Bugielskiv''

Buqielski: ''I am not aware of that. : have no idea.p

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis.'

Davis: ''If you have a student Who graduated from a particular

school and who was a gang member and who was a gang

recruiter and he eventually gets convicted of a crime and
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he goes to jail and comes back.

school council?''

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Bugielskio?

Bugielski: lNot if it's one of those specified crimes.?

Speaker Churchillk fRepresentative Davis.o

Davis: lplease list the specified crimes.?

March 23, 1995

Can he run for local

Speaker Churchilll fRepresentative Bugielski.''

Bugielski: ''I have listed them three times alreadg. You should

have paid attention.œ

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Davisa?

Davis: p?ou just lost about 10 votes. Now, we were talking about
how many people the Board of Education Would have to have

backqround checks for. Two members on the council are

teachers and one is a principal, so that is three. Eight

people times 640 is the number of people tbat would have to

be investigated. Mr. Bugielski, do you happen to have an

investigative business in which you are trying to get work

for? Are you attemptinq to get work for an investigative

service that you provide?''

Speaker Churchill: HRepresentative Bugielskio''

Bugielski: *1 do not, but 1 Wish I was an employee of the Board

of Education maybe they kould hire me.''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis: eMr. Bugielski. if you qot a degree perhaps someone would

hire you. 3ut my final question is.o.my final question,

Mr. Bugielski, is when people are convicted of a crime and

they are given a sentence by a judge and once they have
served their time, When is the sentence over in Jllinois?

They can't drive a school bus, they can't work in a nursing

home. There are so many laws that we are passing to say

you have been convicted of a crime, you can not do this or

you can not do that and yet as pointed out by this very
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elegant honorable Representative, they are allowed to serve

in the city council and make laws for the whole city

regardless to the crimes they have committed. But When

you're talking about people sitting on a local school

council who are there to make laws or recommendation to run

a school only for their children, you Want to eliminate

them. Now with the people, I can name a whole lot of

places. With the people in some of these areas where

children have killed their parents or their brothers or

their sisters, would they be denied for sitting of the

council or is it just in Chicaqo? You see what you are
attempting to show here is that the people in Chicago are

a1l criminals and that those of us who do this

investigative work can get a lot of contracts with the

Board of Education if you pass a la* that says We can

investigate the people running for the council. Now, are

the people elected when you investigate them or are they

just runninq wben you investigate them? Are they running

when you investigate them or are they already on the

council?''

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielski.l

Bugielski: PThey are already elected. Elected or appointed.l

Speaker Churchill: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis: pSo, once they become elected or appointed then the Board

of Education starts this investigation into their

background./

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Bugielski.e

Bugielski: 'That is correct, and if they find out that they have

lied on their application, then they have the authority to

come back and prosecute them for lying on their

applicationgn

Speaker Churchill: ''Representative Davis, 38 seconds left.''
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Davisk rTo the Bill I would suggest that your attempt perhapG is

to discourage people from running. r think your attempt is

to discourage parents from participating. The majority of

our people in Chicago are not criminals. The majority have

not been to jail, but those who have been to jail and

served their sentence, do not need a scarlet letter on

their baek, Mr. Bugielski. We do not want to go back to

the day where you put a scarlett letter on anybody whose

committed a crime because some people in Chicago get away

with committin: crimes. They know the riqht people and

they...*

Speaker Churchill: RThe Chair would now recognize the Lady from

Dupage, Representative Cowlishaw. Representative

Cowlishawe/

Cowlishawk lThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. This is a good Bill. It is fair.

lt is reasonable. We ought to pass it. ehank you very

ZYC 11 * 11

Speaker Churchill: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lopez.'

Lopez: lThank you, Mr. Speaker 1 move to the previous question.''

Speaker Churchill: 'It's a Motion for the previous question. All

in favor will say 'aye'; all opposed will say 'no'. The

'ayes' have it and the previous question is moved.

Representative Granberg, if 1 remember correctly, you said

if Representative from Tazwell or anyone else from that

side of the aisle made that Motion you requested a vote,

but you did not specify if someone from your side of the

aisle made that same Motion. Representative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. No, that was not the case,

Sir. We said the Gentleman from Tazwell or anyone else in

this House that would make that Motion.'
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Speaker Churchill: ''The Chair did not hear one dissenting vote

from your side of the aisle during the oral Roll Call on

that. Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: %Mr. Speaker, we are trying to abide by your rules and

your pronouncement on how we are going to operate the

House. We complied with your request and that is What

wedve done and we would respect the fact that we have

attempted to follow your reguest and we would hope you

would do that, follow your own pronouncement. We have

requested a Roll Call on a Motion to limit debate to move

the previous question and you said you would acknowledge

that request.?

Speaker Churchill: RThis is a really sood test to determine

whether these are dilatory Motions. There wasn't one

person on your side of the aisle that rose to say no when I

asked for the 'noes' on that vote. Representative

Granbergwn

Granberq: ''Mr. Speaker, that's because we were operating under

the assumption that you were going to give us a Roll Call

which you indicated previously that you would.?

Speaker Churchill: ''1 indicated I would qive you a Roll Call

there was someone from the Republican side of the aisle.

3ut you did not I clearly remember your statement you did

not request a Roll Call. Someone from your side of the

aisle made that same Motion. Representative Granberg./

Granberq: ''Mr. Speaker, we indicated the Gentleman from Tazwell

or any other member that would attempt to make the Motion.

You indicated that you would grant our Motion. We relied

on your representation. We assumed that you would be an

honorable man and that the Chair, you would be objective
and we were trying to comply with your ruling, Sir.e

Speaker Churchill: nRepresentative Granberg, perhaps the next
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 time you rise to make that same Motion, you wizz be more

I clear and include the Members on your own side of the

aisle. Representative Granbergw'

Granberg: *Mr. Speaker, you have repeatedly ignored

Representative Lang and others who have requested Roll

Calls on these Motions. Wefve attempted to comply with

your ruling now, Sir. Now, you are saying that you will

not perform the way you have said you indicated previously

that you would, the Chair would. The Chair is supposed to

be objective. You have made that pronouncement. We are
trying to abide by your pronouncement and now you are

finding some other reason not to give us a Roll Call on the

Motion that you indicated previously that you would. Mr.

Speaker, these are your rules. We are trying to abide by

your rules. We wish the Chair would abide by your rules

and we ask again for a Roll Call on the Motion to move the

previous question.''

Speaker Churchillk 'That question is over, Representative

Granberg. The Chair does follow the rules and the Chair

was kind enough and specific enough to make your request

known to the Body and I am very certain that you were

intendinq and thinking and actually saying that that Motion

came from the Republican side of the aisle and when in

fact, the Motion came from your side of the aisle this

time. perhaps you'll get your opportunity in another

second to make that same Motion and we'll witness how you

rise to make that Motion at that time. At this timee 1

think it would be only fair to allow Representative

Bugielski the opportunity to close. Repreuentative

Bugielski, would you like to close? Representative

Bugielski.''

Bugielski: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I just ask for a favorable
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Roll Call and just to...this Bill was up in the 88th

General Assembly and it passed out of the House 1l3 to

nothing and I just ask for a favorable Roll Call. Thank

S OQ * 70

Speaker Churchill: WThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 73l pass?'

All those in favor vote 'aye'; any opposed vote 'nay'. The

voting is open. This is final action. Have a1l voted who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Mr. Clerk, take tbe record. On this question, there are 96

voting 'aye', 16 votin: 'no', and 3 voting 'present'. This

Bill, havin: received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. House Bill 956. Mr. Clerk, read the

Bi11.''

Clerk Rossi: 'House sill 956, a Bill for an Act amendinq the

Civil Administrative Code of Illinois. Third Reading of

this House Bill.O

Speaker Churchill: ORepresentative Wennlund.'

Wennlund: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, what this Bill does is it requires the Department of

Insurance to administer a program to provide assistance and

information to senior citizens in relation to insurance

matters and I urge your support of the Bill. Thank you

very much.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Js there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Lang. Representative Leitch in the

chair.''

Lang: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

speaker Leitch: '1He indicates he Wi11.p

Lang: PWhy do we need to make these changes? What's the purpose

of this and why did Amendment 3 delete the advisory board?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wennlund.n

Wennlund: PYou may too grow old someday. Representative Lang, and
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I realize that matters like medicare and medicare supplement
I
I and all these confusinq terms coniuse senior citizens like

myself. I don't understand them, but senior citizens

 deserve a one on one relationship with the Department of

Insurance so that the department knows how and understands

how to counsel the senior citizens.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Before 1 proceed, Mr. Speaker, I am joined by
enough of my colleagues to take this off of Short Debate.

And further, Mr. Speaker, when we get to the vote on this

Bill we would demand a verification and further should

anyone make a Motion to call the previous question, we

would demand a Roll Call. Would you acknowledge all of

those, Sir?'

Speaker Leitch: *Those Motions are not timely, but if you make

them at the appropriate time, they Will be considered.

Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''Wel1, now J would like to turn off the timer because now I

 have a point of order and then I will proceed with my

questioning. May I proceed with my point of order, Sir?'

j Speaker Leitch: RYou were recognized to address the Bill. We'l1
 come back to the point of order. Representative Lanq, to

the Bi1l.''

Lang: ''Thank you. I'm unsure as to why you deleted this advisory

l board. I knov 1 just asked you that question, but I really
I
 didn't understand the answer. Some people in my district

might have thought the senior citlzen advisory board was a

good idea. I have more senior in my district?

Representative, than any district in the State of Illinois.

So, they are interested in your Bill. I would like to know

 wby you don't feel they should serve on an advisory board.r
Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wennlund.,
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I'm delighted you have so

many senior citizens in your district, Representative Lang,

and that's one good reason why you ought to support this

Bill. The Department of lnsurance indeed supports this

Bill because it believes that it needs to recruit and train

volunteers to provide one on one counseling to senior

citizens on insurance matters. I believe that we need to

educate seniors on insurance matters through public forums

and this Bill requires that the department solicit the

volunteers, senior citizen volunteers, for their input and

advise on the success and accessibility on this program and

it's described to insure that all senior citizen residing

in Tllinois have access to insurance programs and to this

program that provides vital counseling and vital education

on very complicated insurance matters that senior citizens

face on a day to day basis.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lango'

Langk lThank you. By the way, Mr. Speaker, J am entitled to ask

for a verification any time I have control of the

microphone as any other member of this Body is so you can

not deny that. So let me proceed with my questions.

Representative, Subsection D of your Amendment which has

become the Bill, you say that the Department shall strive

to insure that al1 senior residing in Illinois have access.

What does that mean is that some legal language I've never

heard before? Strive? What does that mean, how will they

do that? What are they supposed to do?G

speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wennlund.l

Wennlundk ''That means they are goin: to do it.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''That means what, Sir?''

Speaker Leitch: pRepresentative Wennlund.'
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Wennlund: ''It means they are goin: to do it or else.''
!

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lango'' 1
I

Lang: HOr else what, Sir?''
i

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Wennlund.? '

Wennlund: ''Or else they Will incur the wrath of senior citizens

in Illinois and they have no intention of doing soo''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lango'

Lang: ?Well, are you suggesting that if they don't do it they

will preempted their rights of senior citizens throughout

Illinois, Sir. Is this another preemption Bill?''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Wennlund.%

Wennlund: RNow that you put it that way 1 kind of like that.

Yes, as a matter of fact it is.?

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: >We11, perhaps we should bave an order of preemptions for

you and we could have a1l the Wennlund 3i1ls on that order.

Let me ask you an additional question. The Department has

indicated there is no fiscal impact. How are they going to

do all these thinq? Train these volunteers, strive to

reach out to all these seniors in Illinois without havinq

any fiscal impact whatsoever. What are you reading, Sir,

Moby Dick? What are you doing over there?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wennlund.'
i

W nlund: ''Thank you. Representative Lang, the word 'strive' 'en :

according to Webster's New World, for you edification, Sir,

since apparently you didn't cover this in law school, means

to make great efforts to try very hard to be in conflict

struggle, contend, fight as in strive against depression,

to compete. That's what the word 'strive' means. And by
(

golly you know the Department of Insurance will make this !
;
Iwork.'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang, bring your remarks to a
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close, please.''

Lang: HThank you...o

Speaker Leitch: 'We will give you one more minute.o

Lang: RThank you. Well I have many that are willing to give me

their time if you would acknowledge them now that would be

fine. If not, we can come back. But Representative

Wennlund did not answer my question, Sir. The question was

whether what this was going to cost. The Department

indicates no cost. I don't see how it can be no cost if we

have to reach out to seniors and if we have to print

pamphlets and we have to train volunteers. There certainly

has to be some cost even though this is a very worthy

program I would just like to find out how you are going to
do it and what will it cost Sir?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Wennlundo''

Wennlund: nThe reason why it's not qoing to cost anything is for

tko reasons. Number one, because it's going to be done

with senior citizen volunteers, who care about their fellow

senior citizens. And besides that, the Department of

Insurance is an excellent money manager. We should have

more like it in this state.l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang.p

Lang: ''Thank you. Well, how will they recruit these volunteers?

Will they come out of the sky or are they al1 going to

listen to todays debate and run to the department...'

Speaker Leitch: ''Before we proceed, I would like the Body to

recoqnize a pack 56 of cub scout troop from Wyanet ith

their den leaders John and Nancy Erickson. Welcome to the

General Assembly. The Lady from Cook, Representative

Schakowsky. Your time has expired, Representative. Webll

come back to you in a moment. I gave you an extra minute,

Representative. Representative Wennlund, will you answer
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question?R

Wennlund: fThank you, Mr. Speaker. The last thing I can recall

is Pack 56.*

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lanqo''

Lang: lThe question was hoW will they get these seniors to

volunteer for this Worthy program. Are we qoing to send

them a1l copies of todays debate so they know this program

exists? Of course not. We are going to have to reach out

to them and tell them about this proqram. That will have

some cost. The question is how will we do that? And don't

tell the Department of Insurance will handle it in their

usual wondertul iashion. We are entitled to know how.

We're entitled to know the cost. There are probably

seniors in my district that would like to volunteer for

this program. How will they know it exists?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Wennlund.*

Wennlund: 'Representative Lang, have every confidence that you

will reach out into every nook and cranny and corner of

your district and advise the senior citizens in your

district that this program is there and reach out to these

seniors and make recommendations to the director of the

Department of Insurance that your senior citizens should be

involved in this program and am confident that every

Representative here and every Senator will reach out to

there district and reach out to every senior citizen and

make them aware that this program exist for their benefit.''

Speaker Leitch: HFor what purpose does the Lady from Cookz

Representative Schakowsky, rise?''

Schakowsky: nI wanted to ask a question.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Wi1l the Gentleman yield? He indicates he will.

Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the
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House, you kno? for five years I was director of the

Illinois State Council of senior citizens and 1 Would agree

with you, Representative, that the issue of insurance, the

complication of supplemental and medicare and all the

various pamphlets, T assure you that around the state one

dining room tables everywhere there are stacks of insurance

documents that many seniors regardless of their level of

education can't make hide nor hare of, so I understand the

intent of this Bill, but one of the thrusts that we had was

to try and get the language made in plain English in

insurance forms. And there have been several pieces of

legislation that I think would perhaps not preclude the

need for this legislation, but would certainly make life

easier for not only seniors, but others to have plain

Bnglish in insurance forms. I was just curious if you
support, have supported, or would support that kind of

legislation.G

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Wennlund.,

Wennlund: eone of the first things that students learn in lak

school is that contracts, which an insurance policy is, are

contracts and that contracts use what we call words of art.

Now these are words that from the common law back in the

plains on running mead, forward, have been interpretted by

the courts to have specific meanings attributed to them.

Case after case after case that have gone to the United

States Supreme Court and have developed specific meanings

as words of art. Now it is the job of the Department of
Insurance and Ehls Senior program to interpret those Words

of art which provide certainty in the law in all contracts

and that is why this program will help senior citizens and

explain to senior citizens who could read for years and

never understand. I could read medicare for years and
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never understand what medicare supplement or medicare is

couldn't even explain it to my mother regardless of how

often I read the policy. The job of the Department of
Insurance is to make it clear and to explain what these

words of art are in contracts like insurance policies.''

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: %Representative, support your legislation, but your

explanation of why we can't understand insurance policies,

believe is perhaps spoken like a lawyer because don't

agree that we couldn't have languaqe that is both precise

and exact and understandable to ordinary human beings. And

that we ouqht to not then have to create addition

bureaueracy, spend more money in order to simply explain

what would be self evident to people if that language were

clear. So while I support this, I think really requires

a much more fundamental improvementgp

Speaker Leitch: ''Thank you, Representative. The Gentleman from

Tazwell, Representative AckermanoW

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. move the previous

Speaker

question.p

Leitch: 'The previous question

favor shall say 'aye' Call the Roll. Roll Call. Have

a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? On the

Motion 62... Mr. Clerk, please take the record.

has been put. All in

On the

Motion, there are 63 voting 'yes', 52 voting 'no', and the

Motion is adopted. Representative Wennlund to close.''

Wennlund: MThank you, Mr. Speaker Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. This Bill will help senior citizens understand

insurance matters. Please help the seniors and vote

'aye'.?

Leitch:Speaker ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 956 pass?'

Al1 those in favor shall vote 'aye'; all those opposed
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vote 'nay'. The voting is open. This is' final action.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

questlon, there are l14 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'nol. This

Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. Representative Lang, for what purpose do

you rise?e

Lang: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. I clearly requested on the record

on not one, but two occasions, a verification of that

vote.'

Speaker Leitchl >Mr. Lang, we are not going to verify Bills that

go out of here with ll4 votes. Representative Langvl

Lang: lTwo things need to be said about that. First of all, you

don't have a choice in the matter under your own rules.

Second of a1l 1 was going to withdraw the verification

request I simply wanted you to acknowledge that it *as

made. And a simple request, Representative Lang, you don't

really want to verify this, do you? Would have gotten a

simply answer. But you do not have the right, Sir, to take

my rights away from me under the rules you pass. Your

rules will not allow you to take the right to have a

verification away from any member of this Body. Your rules

do not allow you to take that right away. Do you

understand that Sir?'

Speaker Leitcht ''Than'k you for your comments, Representative

Lang. Thank you for your advise. On the order of Third

Reading is House Bill 1202. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill

1202.*

Clerk Rossi: RHouse Bill 1202: a 5il1 for an Act amending the

Criminal Code of 1961. Third Reading of this House Bill.r

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wait.,

Wait: *Mr. Speaker...*
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Speaker Leitch: *Mr. Clerk: please reread that Bill.@'

Clerk Rossi: HHouse Bill 1202, a Bill for an Act amending the

lllinois Vehicle Code. Third Reading of this House Bil).*

Speaker Leitch: lchair recognizes Representative Wait.l'

Wait: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

House Bill 1202 deals with the transportation issue and I'm

chairman of the Transportation Committee. Basically, a11

this does will allow semi trailers to increase the length

by three feet to 45 feet 6 inches on Class I and Class 11

highways. It also would allow the overall length of the

tracker and trailer to 65 feet on Class 1II and other state

highways. I would be happy to answer any questions.n

Speaker Leitch: NThe Representative from Effingham,

Representative Hartkea''

Hartke: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House.

Mr. Wait, could you explain what this Amendment is doing?/

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Wait.''

Wait: lBasically: Amendment #1 becomes the 3ill and as an

agreement between the truckers and the State Police and

IDOT. And all it does is allow to increase the lengtb of

the trailer by 3 feet to 45 feet 6 inches on Class I and

Class 11 highways and also allows the overall length of the

tractor and trailer on Class III and other state highways

up to 65 feet.*

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Hartke.'

Hartke: ''Thank you, Mr. Wait. 1 Wanted that brought out too,

because this is an agree Amendment and so forth, something

we've been worklng on, *he Department of Transportation and

myself and the trucking industry for a couple years now.

There is a new technology out here streamlining the semis

and so forth and the configuration of the trucks to make it

more fuel efficient and so forth. This is a good small
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business 3i11. It helps the trucking industry. It does

not hurt the State of Illinois. lt doesn't hurt our

highways. The Department of Transportation is neutral on

the issue if not for it. The State Police have agreed and

so I think it's a very good piece of legislation and I'm

looking for it to being signed into law.r

Speaker Leitch: 'The Gentleman from McHenry, Representative

Skinner.n

Skinner: RWill the Sponsor please yield for a question?l

Speaker Leitch: ?He indicates he Wi11.*

Skinner: 'Would you tell us what a Class III highway is?''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Waito'

Wait: 'Representative, there is Class 1, which is interstate.

Class 11 is other major highways designated by the IDOT.
And Class II1 is other state highways designated by IDOT.?

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Skinner.?

Skinner: ''So what this Bill will do is allow 65 foot trailers on

every state highway in the State of Illinois. ls that

correct?p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wait.'

Waitk eYeswp

Speaker Leitch: *Representative Skinner.'

Skinnerl ?We1l Representative, ï guess 1 have to stand to oppose

your 3ill. I drive on a 1ot of two lane highways and

passinq trucks that are not speeding and there indeed are

some of those, but not very many, is difficult enough on

the Route 47s of the State of lllinois without having the

trailers being 3 feet longer. The State Police are

supposedly in favor of this. I quess the accident rates

will show wether that is a good judgement or not. IDOT is
neutral I quess that IDOT'S basic position this session,

but l don't think that folks that are driving cars that are
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trying to pass trucks going 50 miles an hour on two lane

highways are going to be really happy with this Bill.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Washinston, Representative

Deerinq. Representative Deering. The Lady from Cook,

Representative Kaszak. Representative Kaszak.?

Kaszak: ''I would like to yield my time to Representative Lang.'

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: eThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: /He indicates he *i11.H

Lang: pRepresentative, when you have extended vehicles and

extended axles, don't you run a greater risk when these

vehicles make turns of hitting curbs and hitting off

ramps?p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Wait.''

Wait: lpirst of all, it would depend of the driver? but I miqht

say we allow currently semis and tractor up to 75 feet long

so we actually permit ones currently with the current 1aw

up to 75 feet. This is just allowing another
classification to go to 65 so it still would be 10 feet

less that what we already currently allow in other types of

vehicles.p

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Lang.e

Lang: lThank you. You would acknowledge; however, that the

longer a vehicle that the more likely it is that when the

vehicle makes a turn it is going to hit something, more

likely.''

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Wait.''

Wait: ''Well, I don't know if you can assume that. These are

professional drivers and let me tell you I'm confident that

they can negotiate these curved because these are only

going to be allowed on roads that would properly handle

them. And it does not have anything to do with weight, so
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it's not going to harm the roads or break them up.l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ?Well, you really still haven't answered the question. I

know these drivers are great drivers? but the longer you

make the vehicle, doesn't it make it tougher to negotiate a

turn and negotiate a curve, to negotiate stopping, to

negotiate off ramps?''

Speaker Leitch: f'Representative Wait.?

Wait: plgain, guess would say it would come back to the

driver. mean, we allow up to 75 feet currently. This

would only allow another classiiication up to 65. So it

still would be 10 feet shorter than what we already

permit.?

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Lang.''

Lanq: *Well, we already permitted 10 feet longer than this. Why

do you need this Bill??

Speaker Leitcb: RRepresentative Wait.''

Wait: ''The 75 feet basically applies to car carriers is what

does. For example, they drive al1 the time for the

Chrysler plant which is in my district and they don't seem

to have any problems negotiating the roads. So if we would

allow this for these type of trailers and only 65, I'm

confident that they can negotiate the roads.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lanq.''

Lang: >1s it conceivable that longer vehicles on the road become

a safety hazard to other drivers? Tt surely is easier for

other drivers to see around and to pass a 10 foot lonq

vehicle than a 65'foot long vehicle. Isn't it?l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Waito?

Wait: ''If IDOT and the State Police who were oriqinally opposed

to the Bill now are neutral on the Bill. apparently they

are convinced that it is not a safety factor.''
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less safe to pass a vehicle 10 feet longer than one that is
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Speaker Leitch:

Wait: rI wouldn't

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lang.?

Lang: '7ou obviously dontt spend much time driving on 1-55 and

1-57 in this state, Sir. Thank you very much.'

''Representative Wait.''

necessarily say that's the case.''

Speaker Leitcb: nThe Gentleman from Tazwell, Representative

Ackerman, for what purpose do you rise? Representative

Ackerman, for vha: purpose do you rise??

Ackerman: 'Thank you: Mr. Speaker. move the previous

questionop

Speaker Leitch: ''The Motion to move the previous question has

been put. All in favor shall say 'aye'; opposed the same.

We'11 haMe a Roll Call. Mr. Clerk... All in favor shall

vote 'aye'; opposed shall vote 'nay'. The voting is open.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have

al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. And on

this Motion, there are 62 voting 'aye', 53 voting 'no', and

the Motion is adopted. Representative Wait to close.

Representative Wait.'

Wait: ''Basically, this is a good Bill. It has bipartisan support

from both the Democrats and Republicans. Representative

Hartke has been workin: on this. Like I say, State Police

and IDOT have signed off it. Al1 it does is allow semt

trailers from the king pin to the rear axle to be extended

three feet and allows the overall length to be 65 feet.

And it's a good Bill. lt is not a safety factor and
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i there's no opposition to this from state police or looT. II
I hjs sil1

.owould simply ask for your support on tI

Speaker Lei tch: ''The quest ion i s , ' Shall House Bi 11 1202 pass?

All those in f avor shall vote ' aye ï ; opposed shall vote

' nay ' . The vot ing is open . This is f inal act ion . Have

all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wi sh? Have all

voted who vi sh? Mr . Clerk , take the record . On thi s

question , there are 49 vot inq ' yes ' , 61 vot inq ' no ' , 4

vot ing ' present ' . Representative Wai t , f or what purpose do

ou rlse'??y

Wa i t : ''Mr . Speaker , could 1 postpone considerat ion'??

Speaker Lei tch : ''Xes . The Gentleman i s ent i t led to postpone .

Mr . Clerk , please put House Bi 11 1202 on the order of

considerat ion - postponed . House 3i 11 . . . Mr . Clerk ,

please call House Bi 11 1651 . R

Clerk Rossi : nllouse 3i 11 #1651 , a 3i 11 f or an Act that amends the

Cr iminal Code of 1961 . Thi rd Reading of thi s House Bi 11 . ''

Speaker Le itch : 'Representat i ve Lawf er . ''

Lawf er : l'Phank you , Mr . Chai rman . Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House . House 3i 11 1651 is ent i tled Hour Meter Fraud . And

simply what it does i s , states that any person with the

def end to def raud , di sconnect or resets , or alters an hour

meeter on any used f arm implement wi th intent to conceal or

change the hours of operat ion shall be guilty of a Class A

mi sdemeanor . T t also says that a person convicted of a

second violat ion of thi s sect ion shall be guilty of a Class

4 f elony . I t exempts people that are in i llegi t imate

practice of recycl ing used parts . I would be glad to

answer any quest ions . @

Speaker Leitch: ''I s there any di scussion? The Representative

irom St . Claire , Representat ive Hof f man . For what purpose

do you r i se? @
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 Hoffman: lYes, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he wi1l.1'

Hoffmanl ''Representative, explain to me khat exactly an hour

meter isv?

Speaker Leitch) ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: 1'An hour meter is either a mechanical devise or an

electronic devise on farm equipment that measures the

number of hours that that machine has been in operation.

lt is very much similar to od meter or a speedometer on a

car. lt shows how many hours or how much operation has

been transpired on that implement.e

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ?Do a1l farm implements have hour meters on them?'

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Lawfer.n

Lawfer: 'Most major farm implements, whether it be combines and
tractors, do have hour meters on them, yesv?

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: WThis doesn't in any way require individuals to put an

hour meter on a farm implement that would not presently

have an hour meter on it?''

Speaker Leitch: œRepresentative Lawferx'

Lawfer: ''No.H

Speaker Leitchk lRepresentative Hoffmana/

Hoffman: HRepresentative, the hour meter.e.it indicates that With

reqard to the hour meter, if you conceal or change the

actual hours of operation, then you could be guilty of a

Class à misdemeanor and a second offense a Class 4 felony.

With reqard to that provision, has there been a problem?

Have you heard from farm implement dealers that there's a

problem? Or from the farm bureau? Or who is behind this?

What brought this up and why do you need it?''

Speaker Leitch) RRepresentative Lawfer.f
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: Lawfer: ''A used tractor, for example, a 40/20 John Deere tractorI

that may have 3000 hours on that. That's about a 10 year

old vehicle or tractor. That might be Worth $20,000. If

it had 5,000 hours on it it, might be worth 5 to $6,000

less. So the changing of an hour meter on that particular

model of tractor from say 5,000 back to 3,000 chanqes the

value of that probably 5 to $6,000. And that is a problem

as machinery moves from dealers and people that deal in

used farm machinery. You can easlly do this and it is a

defraud and intent to conceal the amount of wear on that

farm implement.>

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: *Wel1, Representative, in the Bill it says that you have

to prove intent to conceal or change the hours of actual

operation. So you have to prove intent that there was some

intent there in order to, T guess, defraud or that they

were attempting to conceal the actual bours. My question

with regard to the farm implements is they aren't really

like cars and that farm implements are used in situations

that many times rough terrain and it would seem as thouvh

that it would be easier for accidentally these hour meters

to be either broken or accidentally disconnected. How

would you prove intent under this 3i11?''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Lawfer.e

Lawfer: ''Routine maintenance on any tractor or implement, it does

sometime require the chanqing of hour meters whether they

be electronic or mechanical and I think that any dealer or

any person in a reputable business points out that this

hour meter has been chansed and because it had become

faulty and in that case, there is no intent to defraud.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ,No, 1 understand that. But if an hour meter has been

I
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 disconnected in some way, it could because of the nature of

' the use of farm implements, it could have been as a resultI
I

: of the use, an accidental disconnection. What I am saying
I
 is under this Bill you have to prove intent. How do you

 prove that it was intentionally concealed or intentionally

changed as opposed to something happening accidentally wikh

regard to the hour meter.p

Speaker Leitchk 'Representative Lawfer.e

Lawfer: *1 think that the court: would have to decide and prove

this. Very much similar to as they do now in regards ko

the changing of speedometers on automobiles.o

Speaker Leitcht ''Representative Hoffman you have 44 seconds.,

Hoffman: 'I'm almost done, Mr. Speaker. I think that it's a good

Bill. I wish there was a little bit more in here With

reqard to intent, but I think that addresses the situation

that probably needed to address... To be honest with you,

I *as surprised that it hadn't already been addressed in

other legislation. So, 1 don't see any problems with the

Bill and I would urge an 'aye' votev*

 Speaker Leitch: WThe Gentleman from Bureau, Representative
Mautino. Representative Granberq, is the Gentleman in the

Chamber? Representative Lawfer to close. Is there any

other discussion? Excuse me. Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: %Wi1l the Gentleman yield for a questionp''

Speaker Leitchk ''He indicates he willo''

Hartke: pRepresentative Lawfer, 1 think this is a good idea, too.

Can you inform the Body on what is the average expectancy

of the life of one of these tractors with their hour

metersa''

Speaker Leitcht ORepresentative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''Representative Hartke, 1fm not sure that I can explain

thatas.the average life of that. I've seen hour meters go
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5000 hours. l've seen them go 10,000 hours. Sometimes it

depends. Average life on that I think the new ones now do

pretty much live the useful life of the implement.l

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Hartkep'

Hartkek @Well, my experience is that it really depends upon the

operator. It's like a car sometimes with 10,000 miles on a

car and if it's in proper oil changes and so forth, are

not.v.and maintenance is not on the car, that automobile

will wear out real quick and the same way with a tractor.

But 1 think that this is a good piece of leqislation

because it is an indication on the amount of wear that the

engine has had and I support the leqislation'l

Speaker Leitch: ''Thank you. The Lady from Lake, Representative

Gash. Representative Gash. Is there any other discussion?

Ii not, Mr. Lawfer to close.''

Lawferl eThank gou very much, Mr. Chairman. Ladies anJ Gentlemen

of the House, this Bill is very much similar to the

existing language that now exist in regards to automobiles.

All we are doing is enlarging it to include farm implements

and I urge a favorable vote on this. Thank you.l

Speaker Leitch: ''The question is: 'Shall House Bill 1651 pass?'

All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; those opposed vote

'nay'. %he voting is open. This is final action. Have

all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? On this Motion, there are ll5 voting

'aye', 0 voting 'no'. Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

Motion, there are 115 voting 'yes', 0 voting 'no', 0 votin:

'present'. And thig Bill, having received the

Constitutionally... is hereby declared passed.

Representative Currie, for what purpose do you rise?p

Currie: ''Thank you. ! rise with a parliamentary inquiry. House

Rule 25; definin: the powers and dutieG of the Speaker.
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duties is to announce thePoint number 3, one of your

business before the House and the order in which is to

be acted upon. Now it was my understanding that your

intent generally speakinq, was to go through the calendarp

but we haven't done that this morning. We've been skipping

large numbers of sills, whole pages of the Calendar. There

is an opportunity for the operation of special orders

that is what the Chair wants to do, but there have been no

special orders. Instead, you seem to be roaming the

Calendar in a completely indecipherable fashion. So

perhaps recognizing the point in the rule that just read,

you vould inform the Body what Bills you intend to call and

on what basis you decide that it is appropriate to skip

whole pages of the Calendar as you go from one number to

the next. So, could tbe Cbair inform the Body what is the

order of business, how that order is determined and what

Bills we may anticipate you kill call?''

Speaker Leitch: RThank you, Representativeo..the order...as ke

are on the order of Third Reading. We have been going in a

numerical order and the Bill before us next will be House

Bill 1790. Mr. Clerk, please read House Bill 1790.''

Clerk Rossi: 'House Bill 1790, a Bill for an Act relating to the

education of nurses in Illinois. Third Reading of this

House aill.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Ciarlo on House Bill 1790.,'

ciarlo: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1790 amends three

separate lllinois Acts whlch impact scholarship programs

manaqed by the Department of Public health. It amends the

Civil Administrative Code to authorlze the department of

professional regulations to deny a license or it's renewal

to any person defaulting on an educational scholarship

provided by any state agency. It also amends the Nursing
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Education Scholarship Law to eliminate the requirements

that eligible applicants have been in the upper half of

their highschool classes or be licensed as a practical

nurse in lllinois. It also amends the Illinois Nursing Act

of 1987 to eliminate the termination date for transfers of

moneys from the Nursinq Dedicated and Professional Fund

which are used to fund the Nursinq Educational Scholarship

proqrams. I would move for a 'yes' vote on this.e

Speaker Leitchk lThank you, Representative. ls there any

discussion? The Gentleman from Bureau, Representative

Mautino.'

Mautino: 'Thank you. Will the Lady yield??

Speaker Leitch: pshe indicates she Wi11.*

Mautino: ORepresentative, is there any cost involved in the

changes you are proposin: to make?''

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: ''No Sirp there isn't.l

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: pIn your Bill, how will this change the current way it's

beinqa..the scholarships are being administrated..sor the

funds are belng administrated?''

Speaker Leitch: >Representative Ciarlo.'

Ciarlo: ''I'm sorry. I didn't hear you.l

Speaker Leitch: eIf we could have a little order please.

Representative Ciarlo. Representative Mautino, would you

please ask your question aqain? The Lady couldn't hear

you.

Mautino: 'lThank you. Mr. Speaker. How would this change the

current way the Department is administering this?*

Speaker Leitch: *Representative Ciarlo.''

Ciarlo: Wlt's not going to chanqe the program; it's only going to

change one eligibility requirement.e
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eligibility

requlrement beap

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Ciarlov'

Ciarlo: 'You will no longer have to be in the top l5% of

your...50% of your highschool class.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Mautino.?

Mautino: *Has the Nurses Association taken a position on the

Bil1?n

Leitch:Speaker NRepresentative Ciarlo.l

Ciarlo: P7es, they are in support of this Bill.*

Speaker Leitch: WRepresentative Mautino.*

Mautino: ''The Nurses Association is in support of your first

Bil1?%

speaker Leiteh: NRepresentative Ciarlo.l

Ciarlo: ''Yes they are.e

Speaker Leitch: Nhepresentative Mautino.'

Mautino: /1 appreciate that and more importantly, is Milly Hodge

in favor of your first Bill?''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Ciarloal

Ciarlo: NMilly and Bill are both very much in favor of this Bill.

Thank you, Representativew/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ?As a matter of fact, I've talked to them very recently

and they have told me that they are in full support of the

Bill and for that I stand in support of this measure.

Thank you.H

Speaker Leitch: ''Thank you. Gentleman from Effingham,

Representative Hartke. Representative from Washington,

Representative Deering, for what purpose do you rise Sir?'

Deering: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he willo.mshe indicates she will.>
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Deering: *Representative,

defaults on a scholarship provided by the students

assistants commission or any governmental agency of the

state, you know, they canlt be licensed...l believe I

understand. How kould you default on a scholarship?''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Ciarlo./

Ciarlo: lyou wouldn't pay it back. 'ou would be defaulting on

the scholarship by not paying it back.'

March 23, 1995

noticed in the 3ill that if someone

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Deerin:.p

Deering: RWell, Representative, lt's been my understanding

through the years that scholarships are tuition labors.

Why would I have to pay back a tuition labor?''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentatlve Ciarlo.n

Ciarlo: el'm sorry, Representative, this is a loan. ït's called

scholarship, but it is a loan. It's a loan program.'

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Deerin:wp

Deering: ''But in the language on page 2 of the Bill line 16 it

specifically says an educational loan or scholarship

provided. Now, to me, that tells me that it distinguishes

specifically a scholarship over a loan.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Ciarlow'

Ciarlo: ''Excuse me.?

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Deerinq./

Deering: ''Xes, Mr. Speaker. Okay, she has the answeroe

Speaker Leitch: WRepresentative Ciarlo, are you ready?''

Clarlo: ll'm sorry, Representative, 1'm a little new at this so

beg your indulgence. If it's a loan they can default, but

that language is think, only applyin: to the loan

process. If it is a waver in a scholarship for there would

be no payback. You are correct. And the language would

then not apply.l

Speaker Leitchl WRepresentative Deering.p
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Deering: ''So then the language in the Bill that says that if I

default in the scholarship... See, I take defaulting on a

scholarship as I get awarded a scholarship but because of a

family emergency, medical emergency, I can no longer

continue my time in school for that year or for that

program and I may have to step aside for a couple of years.

Now in you opinion, because of a hardship either financial

or medical or family, that would not be construed as

defaulting on a scholarship. I understand 1 couldn't get

the scholarship in future years if it wasn't available. I

would have to maybe come up with the money myself. 3ut

that would not keep me from being registered and able to

work under the 1aw in the State of Illinois, would it??

Speaker Leitch: pRepresentative Ciarlom'

Ciarlo: pWhen you come into a scholarship there is an agreement

and you would have to fulfill those agreements and if you

do not, then the language of the scholarship.v.wait, my

mouth is movinq, but mine isn't. Does that make sense?

ïou must fulfill your agreement or then take the

consequences if you have not done that, Sir.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Deering.''

Deering: 'Okay, Representative, I understand that and I agree

with what you are trying to do here, but I want to

distinguish the intent. If I receive a scholarship to go

to a nursing school, say I attend school for two months, I

get into a major automobile accident and I'm laid up in a
hospital for 6 months and cannot complete that scholarship

in that year. Will that then effect my ability to be

licensed and work in the State of Illinois? Because

apparently in your definition I have defaulted on that

scholarship.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Ciarlo.'
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Ciarlo: ''This Bill wants to zero in on those people that

intentionally default on a loan. It does not intend to

hurt those people in circumstances such as you have

mentioned beyond their control. sorry not

clear, but the intent is just to get those people that are

defaulting on loans.?

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative, if you could bring your remarks

to a close please.'

Deering: lThank you, Representative. That answered my concerns.

appreciate you indulgence in the matter./

Speaker Leitch: lThe Lady from Cook, Representative Ronen.

Representative Ronen, for what purpose do you rise?n

Ronen: pWi11 the Sponsor yield.''

Speaker Leitch: Nshe indicates she wil1.''

Ronen: ''Yes, Representative, I just wanted to clarify that
portion of you Bill which deals with the money that is

deposited into the Nursing Dedicated and Professional Fund.

Specifically, what changes are we making there? I'm a

little confused.n

Speaker Leitch: pRepresentative Ciarlo.l'

Ciarlo: Rseveral years ago, the legislature created a program

that transfers l0% of the Nurse Dedicated Funds for

scholarships. A11 we are doing is extending that.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Ronen./

Ronen: @So, just to clarify, we are not spending any less money
we are spendinq the same amount of money? This is

clariiying language. And the Illinois Nurses Association

is supportive of this Bill. Is that correet?H

Speaker Leitch: RRepresentative Ciarlo.p

Ciarlo: lYes on both questionso/

Speaker Leitch: ''For what purpose does the Gentleman from Tazwell

rise, Representative Ackermanep
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Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

question.?

Speaker Leitch: *The Gentleman has moved the previous question.

All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; those opposed shall

vote 'no'. The voting is open. Have a11 voted who wish?

Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who Wish? Mr.

clerk, please take the record. On the Motion, there are 67

voting 'yes', 48 voting 'no' 0 voting 'present'. And the

Motion is carried. Representative Ciarlo to close.?

Ciarlo: PYes. I would just urge a 'yes' vote on this Bill.

Thank you.'

Speaker Leitch: NThe question is, 'Shall House 3i11 1790 pass?'

All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; a11 those opposed

shall vote 'no'. The voting is open. This is final

action. Have a1l voted Who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Have a1l voted who wish? Mr. Clerk: please take the

record. And on this Bill, there are 1l3 voting 'yes',

voting 'no', 0 voting 'present'. And this Bill, having

received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Mr. Clerk, read House 3i1l 1792.1

clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 1792, a Bill for an Act in relation

to criminal law. Third Reading of this House Bi11.O

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Zabrocki.''

zabrocki: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. bring before you this

morning House 3i11 1792 which originated with the Illinois

State Police. Basically it covers three areas in Bill

1792. Number one, it cleans up some language on page of

the Bill where it moves up where it should be. It was

improperly placed to begin with. Secondly, as part of the

Bill, original Bill, it mentioned about communicating With

jurors and witnesses and interfering with them by offering
them something. Since that time there's been a case where

March 23, 1995

move the previous1
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a juror has been tampered with by withholding something
from that individual this would clean up that type of

language. The third point of the Bill would be in a

juvenile arrest situation and information. That
information is communicated with the State Police; however,

there is no provision for giving the final disposition of

that case and that's what this Bill would do.'

Speaker Leitch: %Is there any discussion? Representative

Hoffman.?

Hoffman: lThank you, Speaker, Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he wil1.*

Hoffman: ''Xes, it's my understanding that a portion of this 3il1

is designed to clean up a supreme court case regarding

fencing stings and assuring that the theft statute With

regard to fencing is properly drafted. Do you know what

that court case is and what it held and why we need this

Bi1l??

Speaker Leitch: pRepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: pThe case you are referring to is the State vs.

'zaremba' in January of 1994. It dealso..'

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: *1t closed off. The timer.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Zabrocki./

zabrocki: FThe case we are referring to is the State vs.

'Zaremba' in January of 1994, and deals with the mental

state of the individual.*

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: *Well, specifically, with regard to the mental state of

the individual, what did it hold? And Why do We need

this?'' Speaker Leitch:'' lRepresentative zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''Basically all we are doinq is moving those five lines

up from where it was before. It doesn't change anything.e
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffmank /So, it's my understanding that this is an initiative of

the State Attorney's Association, the portion about the

theft. However...the juvenile court disposition portion of
this Bill as well as the other provision of this 3ill are

they also initiatives of the States Attorney's

Association?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Zabrocki.''

zabrocki: lThey're initiatives of the Illinois State Police.p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.H

Hoffmank OMy understanding, under this 3i1l, it would

require...in addition to the theft provisions, which I

think are good by the way. I believe I carried that Bill

last year, but with regard to the Circuit Court Clerk

report to the State Police, the final disposition of each

minor taken into custody for unlawful use of weapons or a

forcible felony. Doesn't the Court Clerk already have to

do that? To report disposition of juvenile dispositions to
the State Police.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Zabrocki.'

zabrockik ''What we're referring here to is the final disposition

of the cases. That's the point in question.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Hofiman.f'

Hoffmank fBut don't they already have to report something to the

State Police with regard to minors who are taken into

custody for these types of offenses?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Zabrocki.''

zabrocki: eYes, they do.''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Hofjman.''

Hoffmank ''What do they currently have to report? And how is this

different?p

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Zabrocki.''
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zabrocki: 'They report when the youth is presently taken into

custody. What they do not have to report at this point in
!

time is the final disposition of the case. And that's What
Ithis Bill addressesoW

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.'' 1

Hoffman: 'What is the intent of the State Police? How are they
1

goin: to utilize these final dispositions? Why do they
I

need them?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Zabrockio* I

Zabrocki: 'For recordkeeping operations and these are closed I

filesy'
I

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: ''l would assume that this is qoing to cost the court I

clerk... First of all, I guess, Would have to probably pay

the postage to send this information to the State Police.

Although I think it is a very good idea and should have

been done and I though it was already done, who is qoinq to

pay for this? Isn't this just one more mandate to local
governments to insure that they have to spend money in

order to keep the State Police informed of these types of ,

occurrences?''
!

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Zabrocki.''
!

zabrocki: RThe cost would be minimal at best. Postage is all

being involved.' '

speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Hoffman.f'

Hoffman: *Well? Representative, how many cases per year are there

that would have to be reported. Do you have any estimate?

I would assume that it would be in the thousandsop

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Zabrocki.'
'' h information 1'm getting from the State Police, lzabrocki: T e

several thousand. You're right.' '

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffmane''
!
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Hoffman: RWel1, several thousand per year at 32t postage not to

mention the man hours that are involved in this can

certainly add up. Is there anything in the State Police

budget..vl mean everybody over on thab side of the aisle

contently talks about unfunded mandates, but continually

whenever we believe that it might be a good program we pass

them on down. I would hope that in the State Police

budget, they will be requestin: funds in order to give to

county clerks to pay for this. 1'm for this Bill I'm going

to vote for it, but once again just eo point out, let's be

careful. Now we are talking about thousands and thousands

of dollars that we will be costing local clerks. Is there

any money in the State Police budget to pay for this? Or

will it be one more unfunded mandate?''

Speaker Leitch) 'Representative Zabrocki.?

Zabrocki: *1 might point out that they are already sending the

information to the State Police. They can simply wait

until the end of the disposition and forward it on and

there would be no additional cost to what they are already

doing.''

Speaker Leitchk pRepresentative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: ''Representative? it is my understandinq from what you

said earlier, they have to indicate when the individual is

taken into custody. Ii they indicate that the individual

has been taken into custody to the State Police and a

disposition comes two or three months later they would have

to duplicate their efforts. Isn't that right?f'

speaker Leltchk llnepresentative Zabrocki.''

Zabrocki: ''The arresting agency is the qroup that is sendin: it

to themw''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman, we will give you one

more minute to close. If you could bring your remarks to a
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close.''

Hoffman: ?Wel1, I just Want to clear this up, Mr. Speaker.
That's my point. The arresting agency now sends to the

State Police. Now you're requiring in addition to the

arresting agency indicating to the State Police that the

individual in custody your requiring the county clerks to

send final dispositions. So that is not done already. It

is an additional cost to county clerk and I'm asking you.

are we just qoing to mandate this or are *e going to fund
it to local governments? That's the question. If we are

going to stand heree.el'm goin: to vote for it, but you

donft see my railing continually on unfunded mandates and

passing Bills that attempt to wave unfunded mandates. What

saying to you is, is this in the State Polices budget

cause it is going to be an additional expense?p

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Zabrocki.?

Zabrocki: 'There already sending us all kinds of other

information. This simply can be included into that.p

Speaker Leitch: 'Are you through, Representative Hoffman?

Representative zabrocki to close.''

zabrocki: eLadies and Gentlemen, this is an excellent Bill. 1

would ask for your support on it.''

Speaker Leitch: eThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 1792 pass?'

All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; opposed the same.

This Bill is on Short Debate. Voting is open. This is

final action. Al1 in favor... Have a1l voted who wish?

Have all voted who Wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr.

clerk, take the record. On the Bill, there are l15 voting

'aye', 0 voting 'nof 0 voting 'present'. This Bill, have#

'

received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Mr. Clerk, read House Bill 1807.1'

Clerk McLennand: nHouse Bill 1807, a Bill for an Act that amends
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the Civil Administrative Code of Illinois. Third Reading

of this House Bill.''

Speaker Leitchk RRepresentative Lanq. 1or what purpose do you
- se ? ''rl

I recognize that Bill was on

Short Debate, but 1 think it might be helpful to the Body

if the Chair would remind the Body that a Bill was on Short

Debate as we we were debating it so that members who are

not aware of that fact might avail themselves the

opportunity to move it from Short Debate. You have that

opportunity. think you should not keep that from the

Members and I recommend that you tell us. Thank you very

muchp/

Langk 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Speaker Leitch: nehank you for the counsel, Representative.

Representative Ciarlo' for what purpose do you rise?'l

Ciarlo: >Mr. Speaker, point of privileve.''

Speaker Leitch: fperhaps the Chair may deal with this. If this

is the... The Chamber would like to recognize the Homewood

Flossmore High School AAAAAA State Champion Football. Who

are with us today in the Gallery. Welcome to the Chamber,

man and coaches. They are coached by John Rein. Coach

John Rein. Welcome to the Chamber. Mr. Clerk, please take

House Bill 1807 out of the record. Mr. Clerk, please read

House Bill 1833.*

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41833, a Bill for an Act that amends

the fllinois Financial Jnstitutions Banking Act. Third

Reading of this House Bil1.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Mitchell on House Bill 1833. ls

the Gentleman the chamber? He's hard to see back there.

Representative Mitchell on House Bill 1833.11

Mitchell: 'Yes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 bring before you

House Bill 1833. This is an Act to repeal the Illinois
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Financial Institutions Banking Act and amends the Act by

replacing everything that was in that Bill. Initially,

this Amendment for the Illinois Financial Institutions

Banking Act has been revised to permit Illinois banks to

fund community development and community reinvestments,

called a super bank. The participating Jllinois banks were

to receive a prorated credit for community development

loans made by the bank. However, that revision was

contingent upon the federal government and acting

legislation or adopting a regulation that permitted this

program of shared credit under the Federal Community

Reinvestment Act. No such federal action has occurred or

likely will occur, making it unlikely that the objective
for the 1FI3A can be met. No institutions are now

chartered under IFIBA. Itls now effectively an Act without

a purpose. Furthermore, many Illinois financial

institutions have indicated a preference that they be

responsible for and receive credit for their own direct

community development loans and are not in favor of

competing with a super bank for community development

business opportunities. Based upon the obsolescence of

IFIBA and in action of the federal government, the

commissioner of banks and trusts companies request and as I

request that you support this Amendment. I would be happy

to answer any questions concerning this particular 3il1.*

Speaker Leitch: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Parke.

For What purpose do you rise? Representative Parke.'

Parke: *1 have a question of the Sponsor.''

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates hepll yield.?

Parke: lRepresentative, in anywhere in your legislation, does

expand the powers of the banking community?l'

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Mitchell.R
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Mitchell: ''No, Representative. In fact, this Bill simplg cleans

up some language and takes out some language getting rid of

completely an obsolete Act called the Illinois Financial

Institution Banking Act. does not extend the powers

whatsoever.?

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Parke.l

Parke: nThank you very much.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman, for what purpose do you

rise?''

Hoffman: >Wi11 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Leitch: 'We'11 be at ease while the Gentleman completes

his lunch. Representative Hoffman.'

Boifman: ''You can't start the...you can't start the timer until

1'm done eating, can you, Mr. Speaker?*

Speaker Leitch: *No. You'll notice it's not on yet,

Representative.''

Hoffman: lThank youo?

Speaker Leitchk ''Are you finished??

Hoffman: >No. Yes.''

Speaker Leitch: HWas it good?''

Hoffman: ''Yes. I#m fine now. ?ou can start the timer now.?

Speaker Leitch) 'Alright./

Hoffman: l'Yes, Representative. 1 just want for the good of the
Body... It's my understanding that what this would do is

it would essentially repeal a portion of the Financial

Institutions Banking Act that is supposed to encourage

community reinvestment in economically depressed areas.

Why would we want to repeal a portion of the

Illinots..oTllinois Financial Institutions Banking Act that

does and is Get up to achieve such a laudable goal??

Speaker Leitch: pRepresentative Mitchell.''

Mitchell: RYes, Representative Hoffman. That is true that that
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legislation. However,

without the participation of the federal government to

assist this matter, most of our local banks have chosen

to fund those worthy activities on their own rather than be

a part of the super bank where they receive no credit.

Therefore, since it's not being used and has been obsolete

for quite some time, the banking industry feels that this

is an Act that ought to be repealed.p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffmano?

Hoffman: ?Well, does the banking industry ieel that way or does

just the commissioner of banks feel that way? It's my

understanding that the commissioner of banks is supposed to

be implementing this type of legislation in order to

encourage economic...reinvestment in economically depressed

areas. It is just because they don't want to do it or for
some reason don't feel like they want to do ita''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Mitchell.''

Mitchell: PRepresentative Hoffman, the Illinois Bankers

Association of the bankin: industry does support this

leqislation and supports the cleanup of this particular

Bill. It did pass out of Committee unopposed and

unanimously.n

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: 'Yes, Representative. I know..ol remember when the Bill

was in Financial Institutions Committee, but I still after

reviewing the Amendment, my question is, why

isa..isn't.o.why isn't this up and running? I undeèstand

your previous answer that local banks may want to do this

on its own. 3ut wouldn't we be good or be better off in

Illinois or be...be served properly if we were to initiate

this type of proqram to encourage community reinvestment in

the economically depressed areas? Instead of bringing more
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state aid in, why don't we have this type of program up and

running? Why isn't it up and running? It seems to me that

it's a good program with a laudable goal and simply because

they want to get rid of it, because it's not doing...doing

anything right now doesn't mean it's not good. It should

be doing something. Why should...vhy isn't this up and

running, why aren't we doing something with it?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Mitchelle?

Mitchell) RRepresentative, that is a qood question and

appreciate you askins that. Had the federal government

aqreed to participate, as they had indicated in the

beginning, this program probably would be up and running.

However, since no credit is given by the federal government

and that portion of that agreement was not kept, most of

the local industry have decided they would rather qo ahead

with local community development projects on their own
rather than try to wait for a super bank situation that is

not all togethero''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffmanl 'So the reason is, is that the federal government really

hasn't come across with their portion of the..eof the deal

here in order to move this forward. In that case, 1 really

don't see any problem with getting rid of this. However,

Representative, have you...have you read your Amendment

totally?/

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Mitchell.''

Mitchell: ''Well, Representative, that's part oi the reason the

federal government failed to pass legislation or implement

resulations that would permit the IFIBA'S program.

However, the other institutions that Were in that

particular organization have...have decided that they would

rather go it alone than try to work within the IFI3A Act.o
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Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Hoffmanw/

Hoffman: HWel1, Representative, I asked... Youfve looked at your

Amendment close. 1 understand... I'm just concerned
because I see some additional things in this Amendment.

Are youo..specifically, are you aware, in your Amendment,

regarding the fee increases in this Bill?>

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Mitchell.'

Mitchell: ''Thank you, Representative. There are no fee increases

in this Bill. At least tbat 1'm aware of, unless somebody

go a hold of my Amendment.''

Speaker Leitch: %Representative Hoffman, you have 20 seeonds

left, Sir.'

Hoffman: *1 guess 1 must have been mistaken then, Representative:

when I was reading the Amendment. Representative, I think

that in order not to belabor the point, I think this is a

good Bill we can a11 vote for.R

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Mitchell to closee''

Mitchell: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I just remind everyone that
it did pass 17-0 comin: out of Committee. It's..pit's

legislation to clean up a Bill that is on the books and is

no longer being used and it's really burdensome to the

banking industry and I would suggest a 'yes' vote. Thank

Y'Ok1 * C

Speaker Leitch: 'Question is, 'Shall House Bill 1833 pass?' Al1

those in voting...all those in favor shall vote 'aye';

opposed shall vote, 'no'. Voting is open. This is tinal

action. Have a11 voted who wish? Have a11 voted who kish?

Have a11 voted who wish? On this question, there

are...clerk, take the record. On this question, there are

112 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'no', l voting 'present'. This

Bill, having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. I'd like to bring to the attention of the
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Body that we in Peoria are very, very honored to have With

us today for the second consecutive year, the champion

Manuel Ram Basketball Team. Guys. Last year the team Was

with the legendarye Dick Vansyeck, the Winningest

basketball coach in the history of Illinois. This year his

successor, Wayne McLean, a former basketball player for

Manuel High School and for Bradley Pniversity. In his very

first year led the Manuel Rams back to victory again in

champaign. lt's wonderful to have you with us. The young

men are the quests of Representative Saltsman who is in the

Gallery with them. He doesn't have his basketball uniform

on this week, though, and Representative Mike Smith and of

me. The basketball coaches along with Wayne McLean are

Chuck Westenforf, Tim Kinney, and Fred Lee. Gentlemen,

would you stand and be recognized? Welcome to the General

Assembly, Gentlemen. Members of the team are Cayhill

Gayton, Ivan Watson, Jeff Walraven, who by the way, was an

Academic All-American this year, Sean Walls, Charles

Russell, Willy Williams, Frank Williams, Tim Callwell,

Willy Simmons, Sergio McLean, Dwagne Johnson, Willy

Coleman, Marcus Griffin, and Daryl Ivory. Gentlemen, you

made us proud. Team Manager, Sidney South, Sidney.

Cheerleading Sponsor, Val Schifling, and Cheerleaders,

Jessica DeMoss, Alicia Durham, Andrea Rocky, Karen Stecker,

Daria Wickoff: Kara Backus, Stephanie Donald, Andie

Goreman, Allison Halloway, and Ronnie Roos. Welcome:

Ladies. And the Pom-pom Team is with us, Natasha Jackson,

the Sponsor's Christy Hubbard. Christina Burton, Shanna

Cullen,. Jodie Elcorn, Sonia Blonco, Cecilia Elverez,

Constance Edwards, Trina Austin, Mya Vance, McKeesha

Elbert, Kizzie McKeezy, LaTisha Maye, Angelic Gayles: and

the Team Mascot, Tracy Carson. Welcome again, the Manuel l
i
!
i
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Rams. Thank you. Now it's very fair that I'm in the

Chair. What purpose does the Gentleman from Lake rise,

Representative Churchill?''

Churchill: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. Before l make my

announcement, I just wondered what town were these folks
from.l

Speaker Leitch: pThese young men and ladies are irom Peoria,

Illinois.'

Churchill: 'Peoria, Illinois. Wonderful.'

Speaker Leitch: ''Basketball capitol of Illinois.''

Churchill: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. Just for the purpose of an

announcement, there will be a Rules Committee upon recess.

As we go into recess, Rules will meet in the Speaker's

conference room. Thank you.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Our final Bill before recess will be House Bill

2453. Will the Gentleman... Mr. Clerk, please read House

Bill 2453.*

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 42453: a Bill for an Act that amends

the Unified Code of Corrections. Third Reading of this

House Bi11.>

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Rutherford, House Bill 2453.*

Rutherford: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Twenty-five forty-three

would amend the Unified Code of Corrections to provide that

if a defendant is ordered to pay restitution and that

detendant fails to pay that restitution in a manner that is

prescibed by the court, then the court shall enter and

order directing the sheriff to seize any real or personal

property of that defendant to the extent necessary to

satisfy that restitution. Presently, the 1aw allows the

court to have discretion. This would make it mandatory.o

Speaker Leitch: *Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Dart.''

lQ0
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Dart: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Initiallyz I want to move to have

this taken off Short Debate and I'm joined by the

appropriate number of my colleaguesw''

Speaker Leitch: *So indicatedo/

Dart: OTbank you. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Leitch: ''He indicates he Wi11.''

Dart: lRepresentative. what was the impetus behind this Bi1l?''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Rutherford.e

Rutherford) RThank you, Mr. Speaker. It came through discussion

with our staff as well as discussions through various

associations.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.'

Dart: ncan you narrow it down a little bit as far as what

associations?/

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherford./

Rutherford: HThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 personally have had

discussions on this with the Sheriff's Association of

Illinoise'

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: nWere the probation departments or the clerks, were they

brouqht into this discussion at a1l or the court system for

that matter?''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''Not through any of intent of omission; I did not

personally ask them about it. I am carrying some of the

clerks association's legislation. They didn't broach the '

matter to me of having any concern.l

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: >As far as the courts go, this would dramatically change

how the courts operate right now and we're mandatinq them

to do this now. It's going to be done through the orders.

Now, do we have an outside idea of how many cases that this

lo1
I
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is going to impact?p

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherford. lf we could have a

little quiet, please. The Gentleman's trying to respond.l

Rutherford: ''I apologize, Representative Dart. Could you repeat

that?p

Dart: lThank you. This would have a dramatic impact on the

courts if we were to do this. Is there a number, even if

it's a rough number, of how many cases this would impact?*

Speaker Leitch: *Representative Rutherford.*

Rutherford: RThank you, Representative Dart. I do not have that,

but 1 do have the Fiscal Note that was filed by the

Administrative Oifice of the Illinois Courts which

specifically..othe last sentence says, based on a review of

this Bill, it's anticipated that the fiscal impact in the

Judicial branch will be minimal.'

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Dart.''

Dartk pWould this now require the cases then to come back in,

mean it would require cases to come back into the system

for the court to make these subsequent orders, so there

would be additional cases or additional court time that

would be expended because of the cases to be brought back

in?n

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: 'That could be the case, but again as 1 read by the

specific Judicial impact note that the Administrative

Office of the lllinois Courts says that they anticipate it

to be a very minimal impact.,

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Are there any statistics that we have on how many cases in

which the courts order restitution?''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherfordk ''I do not have any.'
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PaX?*

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: 01 do not have any, but opinion is

too manye''

Speaker Leitch: PRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: lYeah, mean, I think everyone's in agreement with that.

I mean? there's no reason why the victim should be

victimized a second time. However, my concern is just
trying to attempt to get a handle on the magnitude of what

we're dealin: here, because we're changing right now what

is a permissive order which allows the court in its

discretion to decide whether or not they will require the

sheriff to seize someone's property to satisfy restitution

order which makes imminent sense because the court is the

person in the best position to judge whether or not that's
the appropriate thing to do or not. What this is doing is

it's tying the hands of the court and saying, you must do

that, which is fine, but should have a handle on hoW many

cases this is going to be impacting. Now what if the court

finds that the defendant in this case does not have the

means to satisfy the restitution order but may have a house

that they live in and it has a family of say, five or six

children who live in that house, are they going to be

forced to sell that house to satisfy restitution order??

Speaker Leitch: ''Regresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: nTo highlight again what the Bill says. says

would have to be done in a manner prescibed by the court so

would assume that if the defendant had some type of a

extenuating circumstance, they make that case to the court.

it's one, it's
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At that point then, the court would be able to amend

whatever its prescription is.p

Speaker Leitch) lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ?So then just for point of clarification, though we're
requiring the court to iorce that restitution be satisfied,

we're also saying it's in a sense, it is permissive if the

court finds otherwise?''

Speaker Leitchk PRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''No, wefre saying is that the court does have a

procedure to go through to identify that restitution and

set the manner that that should be done. If the defendant

fails to meet that which is set by the court, then the

sheriff is ordered to go out and seize those real or

personal properties to meet that restitution.,

Speaker Leitchl ''Representative Dart, 1'11 give you one more

minute if you could brinq your questioning to a close,

please.''

Dart: pThank you. Just for a minute. As I said, though, my

concern is this. When a court... It has been my

experience, when a court will set a case down, set the

restitution which as I said everyone is in favor of the

restitution, there's no two ways about it, but they set it

down, they'll take in account differenk factors. But one

of the things they had not been takinq into account is the

fact that if you aren't paying that, you are going to be

forced to sell off things. As 1 say, it makes sense, but

want to make sure that we aren't handcuifing the courts

here by saying that you are mandated. You're going to

force the defendant to sell off his car which may be his

only form of transportation to a job, may have to be forced
to sell off somethinq that he miqht be needin: for the

support of his children. He wontt anticipate that when he
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makes the restitution order, but then a11 of a sudden when

isn't paid, without the court ever getting a chance to

see again, those thinqs are going to to have to be sold

at the sheriff's bequest to fulfill thiso/

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Rutherford. Was that a question,

Representative Dart? Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: /Wel1, as I understand it, the court does have the

opportunity to review this. the defendant comes back

and makes a case, then of course, the court can go through

and review what the procedure for restitution would be.''

Speaker Leitch: 'Qhe Representative from Fultony Representative

Smith. For what purpose do you rise, Sir?p

Smith: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. yield my time to

Representative Langpp

Speaker Leitch: ORepresentative Lang.l

Lang: PThank you. Will the Sponsor yieldaR

Speaker Leitch: ?He indicates he will.l

Lang: pThank you. Representative, I want to make sure

understand sometbing here. This would require an order

directing the sheriff to seize property. What property?'

Speaker Leitchl ''Representative Rutherford.W

Rutherford: Npersonal or real.?

Speaker Leitchk WRepresentative Lang.'

Lang: OWell, how much? So if there's a $1000 due and owinq

that's defaulted on the restitution that's supposed to be

paid, who is qoing to determine how much real or personal

property, what real or personal property should be taken

from the party in question?e

Speaker Leitchk ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: /1'11 just read directly out of the Bill because
says there, any real or personal property of the defendant

to the extent necessary to satisfy the restitution order.l
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Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ?Well, are we qoing to train these personnel on how to

determine the value of things? What if they take a piece

of jewelry they think is worth a $1000, it turns out to be
worth $20,000 and the person only owed $500? What they

took a person's car under those circumstances? How are we

to determine the value and how are these sheriffs to

determine the value before they seize the property?''

Speaker Leitch: NRepresentative Rutherforde?

Rutherford: ''We1l, this process is nothing new to the courts nor

to the sheriffs. This type of activity in well known to

them so they do have experience in this. It's anticipated

that they would take those that are easily accessible and

would meet that which meets the requirement within the

restitution order.?

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: PWhat protection is in this 3ill for these folks to make

sure more property is not taken than necessary, and what do

you have in the 3i11 to pay back these folks if they've

overreached in taking this property?'

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherfordol

Rutherford: ''The protection is the court systemw''

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Lang.''

Langk ''But that's exactly the point, Representative. lnstead of

having a discretionary situation here with the court,

you've made it mandatory. So you've taken the discretion

away from the courts to deal with this situation. You've

taken the discretion away from the courts to determine

What, if any property should be taken and so what you want

to do is leave lt ln the hands of the sheriff Who in most

cases will make a good choice, but often times doesn't know

the value of a piece of property, real or personal.
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Suppose a $1000 is due and owed and there's a junker car

out there, the sheriff thinks it's a junker car, but it's

worth 3 or $4000. What happens then? Are we noW going to

be able to ...are we noW going to keep this person from

qoing to work to pay tbe restitution that they owe because

we've taken their car from them?e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''Wel1, again, the manner and the v amount for the

restitution is still restinq with the courts. The part

that is now being directed is the fact that the sheriff

will seize that real or personal property if the defendant

fails to meet that restitution as prescibed by the court.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative Lang./

Lang: nRepresentative, we al1 want these folks to pay their

restitution and we a11 agree that you have a good Bill in

terms of the idea to make them pay their restitution. My

concern is about someone overreaching. We have laws in

this state and in this country about takin: somebody's

property without due process. Now, due process would be

taking property that valued the same amount as the

restitution that was owed and taking that. That would be

due process. My concern is about an overreaching sheriff.

A sheriff who's too lazy to figure out that he's got

$10,000 worth of property when there's only a $1000 due. A

sheriff that doesn't know. A sheriff that's not diligent.

We have to protect the people payin: restitution to the

extent that they deserve protection and how do you do that

through this 3i11?H

Speaker Leitch: 'Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: *1 appreciate the Representative's comment. He is

correct and accurate in his observations, though. But

asain if I may, this will make mandatory that the
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sheriff seize real or personal property to meet the extent

necessary to satisfy the restitution order. it is in

i excess to that amount for the restitution order, the

defendant would have recourse thru the courts.?

Speaker Leitch: DRepresentative Lang.p

Lang: 'Sir, that would make your Bill unconstitutional. To take

somebody's property without due process of law and make

them go back to the court to get their own property back is

unconstitutional, Sir. What do you have to say about that

problem?e

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherford, what do you have to

say about that problem?''

Rutherford) RWel1, then the current Act would be unconstitutional

because that is already a permissive opportunity, what we

are sayinq here today is the sheriff will be obligated to

go out and seize that personal and real property when the

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Rutherforda''

Rutherford: ''What we're saying is that the sheriff will qo out

there and seize that real and personal property wben tbe

defendant has not gone and met their obligation to the

people that have been offended and violated in society to

be able to have that paid back to them. Representative:

think it is absolutely, absolutely the due process for this

General Assembly to say, if you have been injured and hurt
and you have not received your funds that have been ordered

by the courts, then the law enforcement process in this

state will go out and get that money.''

Speaker Leitch: ''Representative Lang, welre going to to give you

one more minute if you could please bring your questioning

to a close.''

Lang: 'Sir, that was Mr. Smith's five minutes. Now I have my
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five minutes. Thank you very much.''
E

Speaker Leitch: ''You were not recognized for that, Sir. You have

one more minute.?

Lang: /1 was not recognized for my own five minutes. I was only

recoqnized for somebody else's five minutes. Is that what

you're telling me?''

Speaker Leitch: Nplease, proceed, Sir.?

Lang: ''Thank you. Sir, I agree with you that we need to get the

money, but I think that you're not reading your own Bill

carefully enouqh and by taking discretion away from the

court, you now leave open the opportunity that overzealous

sheriffs will overreach. Let me just ask you one quick
question. There vere two Amendments filed in Committee on

this Bill, truth in sentencing and more police on the

street. You resisted those Amendments. Can you tell us

Why?''

Speaker Leitch: HRepresentative Rutherforde'

Rutherford: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I absolutely do not resist

the concept at all. This isn't the appropriate vehicle to

brin: into the Body.''

Speaker Leitch: lRepresentative LangoN

Lang: pWe1l, I don't know whether you support ...P

Speaker Leitch: Hplease bring your remarks to a close,

Representative.''

Lang: HThank you. I don't know why you support these things.

You didn't let them go on your Bill. If you support those

measures and we're pleased to hear you do, Sirp you should

have 1et them go on your Bill so we could move this process
Ialong. Certainly, as important as your restitution measure j

is, putting more police on the street for our protection

and all those other matters are much more important than

Ithis Bill
, Sir. Mr. Speaker, I Would ask for my five i

I
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minutes now.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The next light up is the Gentleman from

Tazewell, Representative Ackerman. For what purpose do you

rise, Sir?n

Ackerman: ''Thank you' Mr. Speaker. I move the previous

question.''

Speaker Leitch: ''The previous question has been put. Al1 those

in favor shall vote 'aye'; opposed shall vote 'nay', and

the voting is open. Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take

the record. On the Motion, there are 64 voting 'aye', 51

voting 'nay', 0 voting 'present', and the Motion is passed.

Representative Rutherford to closeo''

Rutherford: NThank you, Nr. Speaker. I am somewhat chagrin at

some of the conversation that's been going around the Floor

in this type of a piece of legislation. Obviously, we need

to be looking at the victims of crime. We need to look at

ways to be sure that when that the courts say that they

have the rights to get some of their resources back, that

that does happen. This Bill would require the sheriff to

go out and seize those properties that are necessary to

meet that restitution order. I would appreciate a

favorable Roll Ca11.''

Speaker Leitch: PThe question is, 'Shall House 3ill 2453 pass?'

All those in favor shall vote 'aye'; all those opposed

shall vote 'no'. The votinq is open. This is final

action. Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Take the Roll, Mr. Clerk. On

this Motion, there are ll0 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'no', 2

voting 'present'. This Bill, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. We
have two announcements. One, the Manuel Team upon recess

ll0
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and the secondpictures

announcement would be that we shall stand in recess until

the hour of 3:00. We are in recess. Thank you.''

Kubik: pThe House Wtll come to order. If we could haveSpeaker

al1 unauthorized personnel to attire from the Chamber.

see Representative Hartke is all ready to qo. Again, could

we have all unauthorized personnel please leave the Chamber

so we can do our business? The House will come to order.

We will now proceed to the order of Third Reading. Mr.

Clerk, before we go to the order of Third Reading, Mr.

Clerk, are there any reports?''

Clerk McLennand: Ncommittee reports. Committee reports from

Representative Churchill, Chairman, Committee on Rules to

which the following Bills were referred. Action taken on

March 23rd, 1995. Report same back final recommendation.

Due approved for consideration, Floor Amendment 42 to House

Bill 398 and Floor Amendment 45 to House Bill 2777 reported

to the Floorep

Speaker Kubik: HWe'11 now proceed to the order for House Bills

Third Reading. Representative Currie.?

currie: wThank you, Speaker. rise with a parliamentary

inquiry. Yesterday, we filed discharge motions on

Amendments with respect to 42 House Bills. That was done

yesterday morning and the Motions were filed at the Well

here on this Floor, not in the Clerk's office. The motions

did not appear on today's Calendar and my inquiry is where

are those motions? When will we see them? When will they

have the opportunity to be put before this Body and come to

a vote?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Currie, as you may recall: both

the person in the Chair who is Representative Kubik and you

were in the Rules Committee. You made that inquiry in the

lll
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Rules Committee. The Chairman of the Rules Committee,
I

Representative Churchill, indicated that he would look into

the matter and discuss it with you and I think that that is

the appropriate form for that discussion and the Gentleman

will respond to you in the Rules Committee. Mr. Clerk,

please call House Bill 2227. Representative Klingler.

Representative Klingler.'

Clerk McLennand: 'House 3i1l #2227. House 3i1l 42227, a 3il1 for

an àct concerning foster care. Third Reading of this House

Bil1.p

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Klingler.*

Klingler: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 2227 is a joint

product of the Department of Children and Family Services

and the task force on foster parents. This foster...this

task torce group met and worked on the concerns of ioster

parents and the concerns that they were beinq left out of

the process and being part of the total child Welfare team.

Tn December, this task force submitted recommendations to

the agency and in January, these were transmitted in final

form to Governor Edgar. And this House 3i1l 2227 contains

the complete recommendations of the task force. It

provides a section for foster parents' riqhts,

responsibilities, a firm time line for implementation. lt

also establishes a statewide advisory council in which

foster parents aree.oare the primary component of this

advisory council. I'd be glad to answer questions.'

Speaker Kubik: HThe Lady has moved passage of House 3ill 2227.

Is there any discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Fulton, Representative Smith.p

Smith: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 11d like to yield my time to

Representative Dart.''

speaker Kubik: ''Representative, the next person who is on the

l12
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list to be called is Representative Dart. Representative

Dart.p

Dart: HThank you. Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Kubik: 'The Lady indicates shefll yieldz'

Dart: pWe11, Representative, I'm glad that... We passed a 3i1l

the other day on deceptive practice and theft. 1'm :lad

that wasn't in 1aw by..osigned by the Governor because this

might come under the heading of it. This was an initiative

I'd worked on for quite some time as you're well aware of.

And a 1ot of DCFS stated was not true, absolutely not true,

we know that. It was a very disingenuous way to make sure

that a Bill that 1'd worked on for about a year and half

was no longer going to have my name on it. What state is

this.w.what state is this Act modeled under...from??

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Klinglergo

Klingler: lRepresentative, Mr. Chair, I'm having a little trouble

hearing. It's...there...could we have it quiet?'

Speaker Kubik: nThe noise level in the chamber is very, very

hiqh. Could we have the caucuses that are taking place in

the chamber stop, please? Will the Members be in their

chairs? The debateo..the noise level is very high.

Representative Dart, would you please restate the question

so that Representative Klingler might be able to respond?'

Dart: nsure. What state is this Act modeled after?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Klingler.''

Klinglerl NRepresentative Dart, as you know in the last General

Assembly, you had a Bill which established the task force

on parents' rights, and this task force was set up and

there were extensive meetings which you participated and

also, Representative Lindner who is here also as a

Co-sponsor of the Bill. This Bill, House Bill 2227,

comprises the complete recommendations of that task force.
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80th the Poster Parents' Bill of Rights and

Responsibilities and in addition, the Statewide Advisory

Council.n

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dartep

Dart: ''What state?''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Klingler.'

Klinqler: *As just said, this 3ill arose from Illinois.l
Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: RWrong. No. This was modeled after a statute in the State

of Colorado. I had done some work with some individuals

from that state in which we pulled this from. Now,

this.ewthe provisions of the Bill, do they deal with a11

foster parents?l

Speaker Kubik: fRepresentative Rlingler./

Klingler: NThe Foster Parents' Bill of Rights deals with al1

foster parents in Illinois, correct.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart.,

Dart: pThat's wrongy too. My reading of the Bill, atter you put

the definition in into it, which was somethin: that wasn't

in the original one, it excludes relative foster parents in

the present form that it is now which is a mistake. Why

are we excluding the relatives from this Bill? They are

the people that we are giving more and more of the duties

for watching these children. Why are we not requiring them

to take on the responsibilities and get the rights??

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Klingler.''

Klinqlerk lRepresentative Dart, the intent of this Bill, as you

know, is to look at foster parents who are licensed and

work throuqh DCFS. I'm certainly aware that foster care

provided by relatives is a :reat concern. And in fact,

many of the problems that have occurred in the State of

Illinois, has arisen when we have relative foster care that
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have not gone through the same screening and licensing

procedures. This is also an issue that needs to be

addressed. This...in the future we will have relatives

that vill be licensed by DCFS.R

Speaker Kubik: *Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Back to my question. Why do we not have relatives in

here? We as a state, have turned our back on these kids

constantly and now we are dumping them in with the

relatives, givinq them less and less money. Why are we not

bringing them in on this? These are the people we need in

this Bill. They are the ones that are escalating much more

so than the other ones. Why not?''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Xlingler.''

Klingler: @As I stated, House Bill 2227, contains the complete

recommendations of the task force. And Representative

Lindner, who is a Co-sponsor, will also address those

concerns. I would add that the relative foster care is

somethin: that will be addressed and is a budgeted item for

DCFS and is certainly very importantw?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart. Representative Dart, there

are about 24 seconds left.''

Dart: lYes. Well, I think 1'm on Representative Smith's time,

I'd like to have my time as well. How will these rights be

enforced??

Speaker Kubik: *Representative Klinglerw''

Klingler: 'Representativep there are two provisions which address

this issue. The implementation provision provides that

reqional plans shall be submitted for each region of DCFS.

And there is a deadline in this provision of January 1,

1996 for the first plan to be submitted. And tbereafter,

they need to be submitted annually. In addition, these

plans are to be reviewed and monitored and followed and
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approved by the department's statewide foster care advisory

council. I think what's important is that the two sections

of this 3ill do not stand alone. The Foster Parents' Bill

of Rights and the responsibilities is enforced

monitored by the statewide advisory council.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart.p

Dart: 'My question thouqh is, is it after DCPS does there number

on the foster parents like they continue to do it and they

are abused, how will an individual foster parent have their

rights upheld? How will they do that? When their rights

are being violated, how will they have their rights

upheld?,

Speaker Kubikl ''Representative Klingler. Ladles and Gentlemen,

we're having a little difficulty hearinq with the noise

and

level. Could we please reduce the noise level so we can

carry on the debate. Representative Klinqler.*

Elingler: 'Representative Dart, the statewide foster care

advisory council is comprised of six representatives, six

foster parents from Cook County and it includes the

president of the Cook County Foster Parent Association. In

addition, the president of the Illinois Poster Parent

Association is a permanent member. ln addition, two foster

parents from the department's welfare advisory Committee

are on the Committee in addition to Representatives from

each of the other districts. This council, Which is

created by statute, is clearly to be certain that the views

and the concerns of foster parents are met in the State of

Illinois, 50th in Cook County and throuqhout the state.ll

Speaker Kubikk ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: OThank you. No, that's not the answer. The answer is, is

that Bill was introduced originally by me a year ago. It

had provisions so that a foster parent could do like
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anybody else Who's an aqreed party and that iS, they Would

be able to qO into a Courb and try EO ;et their rights 1
1

upheld. That provision is not in this Bill. We had an

Amendment which was filed to add that. Like the rest of j
dments, they did not get called. So in other 1our Amen

1wordsp it's like qetting water? but you don't have the

glass to drink out of it because you can't use it. There /
1is a right there

, but you cannot sue. To the Bill, Mr. 1

P 1
Speaker Kubik: pproceedon /
Dartk pThis is yet another example of the garbage and the games

at DCFS. DCFS is the most political department that we

have under this administration. They have Jone nothing,

nothinq, nothing. They wait until we get another child Who

is abused in the system, another child who gets murdered,

then khey kill do something. What we did in regards to

this Bill, this was a Bill that I proposed a year and a

half ago. I had it attached to the Baby Richard Bill and

the Governor and the Governor's office came in there and

said, no go, we don't want Foster Parentsl Bill of Rights.

They said no, those were their words. Angbody that tells

you contrary is a liar. That's what they said. They did

not want those things in. Then we had to do the little

task force and put that toqether. We were supposed to then

have a Bill drafted which I then sent to the dlrector for

his okay, which he okayed. But then all of a sudden it

appears in Committee with 1ow and behold with my name on

it. And then all of these concerned people here, when I

present my Bill, what do they do? They all vote 'present'

on it. And why is that? Because it Was my Bill. Was it a

little bit differenk than Representative Klinglerrs? Yes,
I

it was a little bit different. Could it have been amended? '

I
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Sure, it could of. But we a1l know what happened. DCFS

hung in the back of the room, like they usually do, hidin:

out in the back and waitinq and waiting. This was yet

another example of DCFS doing nothing. And if this

Representative and the other side of the aisle was so

excited about helping out the children and helping out the

foster parents. Why, why, why did we have the cowardice in

the Judiciary Committee which Representative Klingler was

on. When 1 proposed Bills, dealin: with DCFS, had children

come down here waiting 12 hours and they adjourn the

meeting, so they can't hear my 3i11. That's what the

cowards in the Judiciary Committee did. They did that

because they do not care about children and they do not

care about the foster parentso''

Speaker Kubik: *Mr. Doorkeeper, will you please close the doors?

And I am going to ask the people to retire to the rear of

the chamber. I want all staff at the rear of the chamber.

We seem to have a very difficult time reducing the noise

level in the chamber. So let us... 7he Members Will be in

their chairs and let's reduce the noise level so we can

continue to debate. Further discussion. The Gentleman

from St. Clair, Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: HYes. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: ''She indicates she wi11.''

Hoffman: 'Representative, are you aware of the task force of the

subcommittee that was formed last year that Representative

Dart and were Co-chairman of in which Representative

Cross and Representative Biggert and Representative Flowers

served on, are you aware of that task force?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Klinglergp

Klingler: 'Xes, 1 am.-

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hoffmang''
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Hoffman: ''Representative, did you see the report that was

generated as a result of that task force?''

Speaker Kubik: WRepresentative Klingler.''

Klingler: H: saw the summary, yeso''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hoffman.R

Hoffman: %So you were aware that in that report, one of the major

findings and tbe major issues, that we felt at that time

needed to be addressed was the issue of foster parents'

rights.''

speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Klingler.''

Klingler: ''That's correctop

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Hoffmanw'

Hoffman: NAnd you also were aware that previously, Representative

Dart had Bills that would have created the Poster Parents'

Bill of Rights and I believe I had a Bill also that would

have done that, is that correct?N

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Klinglero?

Klingler: *Yes, Representative Hofiman. I would like to address

that issue. There are some very substantial differences

between a Bill which Representative Dart had filed and the

Bill which is tbe Agreed Bill. 1 would emphasize this,

this is the Agreed Bill between the foster parents who are

part of this task force and the Department of Children and

Family Services. One of the major diiferences is, first of
all, there is no time line for implementation in

Representative Dart's Bill. And in addition, the very

mechanism of enforcement and monitoring, namely the

statewide advisory council, was omitted from Representative

Dart's Bill. ln fact, the two parts are inextricably

interwoven. 7ou really cannot have one part in effect

without the other. 1 think it's very important that both

be involved.''

i
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I Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Hofiman.l

Hoifman: lWe11, Representative, 1 think that the major

diiference, I mean have the two Bills ln front of me.

House Bill 2227 ts your Bill. House sill 888 is

Representative Dart's Bill. I think the only difference is

that the task force that you create. In other words,

you're creating another bureaucracy that Representative

Dart's Bill wouldn't do. Is that correct?'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Klingler.?

Klinglerk lRepresentative, this Bill with the statewide advisory

council, in fact, qives teeth and real opportunity for the

foster care parents to enforce their rights. Simply

setting out a Bill of Rights without sucb a statutorlly

created advisory council would do no good. This is what

the foster parents wanted. As you should be well aware,

there was a Foster Care Committee before that was simply

advisory, that was not created by statute. This fills that

gap. I also would add, that almost a month a:o When the

department asked me to represent...to carry this Bill, that

ask Representative Dart if he would also Co-sponsor this

with me because.-.and he has declined. I would certainly

continue to welcome him on this. But maintain that it's

important to have both parts of this, the statutorily

created statewide advisory council, as well as the Foster

Parents' Bill of Rights.p

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: *So, you admit that there...that this does create an

additional advisory council or task force that wasn't here

prior to this...prior to Ahis Bill, is khat right?''

Speaker Kubikl 'Representative Klingler.''

Klingler: pprior to this Bill, there was an Advisory Committee.

And the foster parents felt very frustrated that their

i
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concerns were not being fully heard by the department and

that they in fact were in the best position to understand

the best interests of the children. lt was agreed through

this task force that there had to be a statutorily created

council and that is what this Bill does in...''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Hofiman.W

Hoffman: >We11, Representative. I serve on the Subcommittee that

went throughout the state, listened to foster parents'

concerns. They were for Representative Dart's Bill, they

were for khe 3il1 I introduced and they may also be for

your Bill, that may very well be the case. But they were

not against, not creating further bureaucracy. And just to
honor you, like we honored Representative Meyer last night,

i is the fifth new bureaucracy that you guys areth s now

creating on that side of the aisle. Werre bringing over

another award for you, Representative. We're happy to

accept.ovyou'll accept that award for creating another

bureaucracy. You've stolen the idea, you're creating more

bureaucracy. We're qoing to vote for this because foster

parents deserve it. 3ut let's be honest, letts quit

stealing ideas, let's quit taking credit for people and

puttin: out more press releases. He's worked on this for

years...,

Speaker Kubik: ''Further discussion. The Lady from Cook,

Representative Mulligan.''

Mulligan: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To the Bi11.*

Speaker Kubik: ''Please, proceedw?

Mulligan: ''1 think this is an excellent Bill and I certainly

think its been worked on by people on both sides of the

aisle with a great deal of difficulty. The task force that

one of the Representatives spoke of was attended by Members

on our side of the aisle more times than he chose to

I
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i b ommittee that he talks about
, :0thattend. on the su c

I
I Members on both sides went across the state and listened.

But vhen it came time for the report to be filed, it Was

not given to our side until after the press conference was

called. Personally, I think this is a konderful 3i11 and I

think when the other side gets up and talks about chtldren,

perhaps they ought to talk about whether it's a partisan

like of children or whether it's a universal care that we

have for children. T think that there are many of us on

this side, who have children. who are interested, who have

people in our district that we Work with and foster care

who are very interested in such a Bill and have talked to

people like this. I'm tired of hearing the partisan

boloqna about how much we care for children. Is it who's

name is on Bill or is it who's actually qoing to 9et the

work done and get it done? lf you're on a Subcommittee and

you...and you don't give a article or a copy of the report

to both sides, who served on that Committee, prior to a

press conference, how much do you really care about that

being carried out? And were they not in power for two

years when he had an opportunity to take care of that

issue? Is it only an issue that he has to go at or can all

of us work on it to try and make things better for

children? This is partisan bologna and I'm tired of it.

This is a good Bill and we a1l ought to support it. He had

plenty of opportunity to appear in a task force that he

creaeed. He couldn't èven show up to participate. l Would

like to see all of us get behind this Bill and back it.n

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Dart. Representative Dart: for

what reason are you seeking recognition?''

Dart: ''A point...a point of personal privilege. My name was used

in debateen
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Speaker Kubik: ''State your point.l

Dart: ''The previous Speaker lied. That was an outright lie, you

know it, you know it was a lie. I was at the meeting,

showed up at one and then DCFS conveniently forgot to

remind me and tell me where the second one was at. You

know that, too. And as far as the task force report, not

one of your Members on cared to show up to help write

it. They had full access to write it, not one of them

showed up to do it. I suvgest you get your facts straight

before you going shooting your mouth off like that.l

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Mulligan, for what purpose are you

seeking recognition?l

Mulligan: 11 never mentioned any Representative's name in this

debate. And quite frankly, if the former Representative

who just spoke, feels that the shoe fits, then 1et him wear
it. But I never mentioned his name.''

Speaker Kubik: NThe Gentleman from Tazewell, Representative

Ackerman. For what reason do you arise?'

Ackerman: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 move the previous

question.p

Speaker Kubik: OThe question is, 'Whether the main question

should be put?' A11 those in favor will vote 'aye'; all

those opposed will vote 'no'. The voting is now open.

Have all voted who wish; Have al1 voted vho wish? Have

al1 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the record. On

this Motion, there are 64 votin: 'aye'; 52 voting 'no' and

votinq 'present'. The Motion is adopted. Representative

Klingler to close.p

Klingler: 'Members of the General Assembly, this is a very

important Bill. concerns the needs and the rights of

children and it concerns the rights of foster parents who

care for those children in situations oi abuse and neglect.
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This Bill is one that Was agreed to and was requested by

the Foster Parents àssociation. They Will be working

closely with the Department of Children and Family

Services. I think this is good for children, it's good for

foster parents and I ask your support.?

Speaker Kubik: lThe question is, fshall House Bill 2227 pass?'

Those in favor of the 3i1l will vote 'aye'; those opposed

will vote 'no'. The voting is now open. Have all voted

who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all voted who

wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the record. On this

question. there are l16 Members voting 'aye'; 0 voting 'no'

and 0 votinq 'present'. This 3i1l, havlng received the

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed.
Representative Brunsvold, for what reason do you rise?l

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, to request a Democratic

Conference immediately. The issues that have come up here

on the Floor dealing with children are very important to

this side of the aisle and ve have definite questions we

need answered. We'd like to discuss those in conference,

to ask the Chair that we can expand the time we need to

make sure that these Bills are in proper form before we

advance them, pass them out of here and send them to the

Senate, So, we would ask for an immediate conference in

Room 118.''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentattve Brunsvold: how much time?''

Brunsvold: *1 don't know. We'll start with an hour and wefll see

what happensol

speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Brunsvold requests the

Democrats... Okay, the Democrats will caucus in Room 118.

Representative Brunsvold, we are going to say 45 minutes,

45 minutes, and then... The House is noW in recess and

will reconvene at 4:45. The House shall come to order. We

I
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understand from Representative Turner, the Democrats are

here and ready to work. The order of Third Reading. House

Bill 2245, Representative O'Connor. Mr. Clerk, read the

Bi11.*

Clerk McLennand) ''House Bill 42245, a Bill for an zct in relation

to transfer of certain crime lab functtons. Third Reading

of this House Bill.>

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Currie, for what reason do you

rise?'

Currie: pThank you, Speaker. Earlier, raised a parliamentary

inquiry. It was a legitimate parliamentary inquiry. It

had to do with 42 motions filed yesterday with the Clerk at

the Well on this Floor in this Chamber, motions which have

not appeared on the Calendar. My question to the Chair is,

where are those motions? When will we see them? The Chair

responded that the Majority leader said he'd get back to

me. Well clearly, my asking the Majority leader was a
mistake. He clearly hasn't a clue where those motions are.

1'm directing my inquiry to this Chair and I#d like it

the real Speaker were here to answer the question, where

are our motions? When will they be on the Calendar and

when can We have our vote?'

Speaker Kubik: OMr. Clerk, Mr. Clerkp would you tell us where

those motions are? Are we ready? Representative Currie,

just one moment. One moment. Mr. Clerk, are there any

motions?''

Clerk McLennand: WWe have Beveral motions to dlscharge Committee,

the standing Committees and we have several motions

discharged to Rules Committee.?

Speaker Kubik) %Mr. Clerky the motion to discharge Rules

Committee will be read during dinner and they will be then

placed on the Calendar. The motions to discharge
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Committees are out of order because those Bills are now in

the Rules Committee and that is the rulinq of the Chair.

Representative Currie, Representative Currie, for vhat

reason do you ...*

Currie: GYes. 1 appreciate your at least know where the motions

are. I'm glad they aren't lost somewhere in the..vbut

under what rule is it written that because a 3i1l is in

Rules Committee a motion to discharge the Rules Committee

on an Amendment is therefore not in order? And what would

be your advice to us about how we might give those motions

new life? Can you tell me where in the Rules 1'11 iind

the rule you just mentioned? And besides, we want to know
what tlme is dinner?''

Speaker Kubik) 'Representative Currie. Representative Currie,

before we... I made two statements. The first statement

was that those motions that are on the Calendar to...strike

that. Those motions that are at the Well to discharqe

Rules will be read during dinner, okay. Those motions to

discharge standing Committees are out of order under House

Rule 3-9A. Representative Currie, the Lady from Cook,

Representative Currie.'

Currie: fThank you, Mr. Speaker. I appreciate your reiteration

because I had not understood you accurately the first time

and we certainly are delighted that we will be hearing our

most recent batch of motions read during dinner and we

would agree that tbings that were in standing Committee at

the time of deadline are under tbe Rules, properly

re-referred to the Rules Committee. So we appreciate your

courtesy in finally responding to my parliamentary inquiry

of earlier in the day and someone of the Members over here

would like to know, because they're interested in hearinq

the motions read, they want to know what time is dinner.''

 l26
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Speaker Kubik: RWel1. for the Membership, I can tell you that

dinner's at 6:30. Now we will have to wait until the

Speaker let's me know vhat ve're serving. In ang event,

dinner will be at 6:30. House Bills - Third Reading. Mr.

Clerk, please read House Bill 2245.''

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill #2245 has been read a third time.'

Speaker Kublk: pRepresentative Lang, for what reason do you

rise??

Lang: fThank you for acknowledgin: me, Mr. Speaker. For a

parliamentary inquiry.l

Speaker Kubik: ''State your pointp''

Lang: 'q believe this Bill is improperly on Third Reading, Sir.

There was a Fiscal Note requested that has not been filed.

Sir.?

Speaker 'ubik: 'Mr. Clerk, are any notes requested on this 3i11?

Representative Lang, we are goinq to review that note. At

the moment, we're going to take that Bill out of the record

and review that note. House Btlls - Third Reading. Mr.

Clerk, House Bill 441. Mr. Clerk, please read the Bi11.'

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 941, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Public Utilities Act. Third Reading of this House

3i11.r

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Ackerman, the Gentleman from

Tazewellp''

Ackerman: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, House 5ill 41 allows utilities in the State of

Illinois to take part in the national auction which was

established by the federal qovernment for credits in the

Federal Clean Air Act. At present, they are eligible to

take part in tbis auction, but due to timing and having to

qet permission from the Commerce Commission, they are never

able to get this done in time to take part. So since there
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is this auction, 1 think it's only fair that our utilities

are able to take part in the auction and I would ask for a

favorable vote on this issue.p

Speaker Kubik: RThe Gentleman has moved for the passage of House

Bill 4l. On thak issue, is there any discussion? The

Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative

Schakowsky.r

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. First of all, J'd like to

take this 3ill off of short debate and I am joined by a
requisite number oi Members to do soel

Speaker Kubik: 'It looks like you are. It is off short debate.

Do you have some questions?'

Schakowsky: lThank you, and will the Sponsor yield ior some

questions?o

Speaker Kubik: WThe Sponsor indicates he will yield.''

Schakowsky: ''Could you explain to me, Representative Ackerman,

why we need to pass this legislation?''

Speaker Kubikl RRepresentative Ackerman.'

Ackerman: *To allow our utilities in Illinois to participate in

this federal auction for credits./

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Schakowskya''

Schakowsky: ''Unless we pass this legislation, Illinois utilities

would not be permitted to participate?''

Speaker Kubik: WRepresentative Ackerman.n

Ackerman: lThey can participate, but due to timing, they have to

:et Commerce Commission approval first and by the time they

have received the announcement of the auction and gotten

approval, the auction is already over. So, this allows

them to get into the auction without the approval of the

Commerce Commission and joined with other states who do
participate in the auctionar

Speaker Kubik: WRepresentative Schakowsky.''
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Schakowsky: >Well, has the lack of this legislation caused a

problem for lllinois utilities and if so, what has been the

result of that?/

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: lYes, this causes a problem ior Illinois utilities

because ehey have not been able to participate in the

auction. This increases probably rates for consumers, as

an end result.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Is this a piece of legislation that was brought to

you, : mean, where is the Illinois Commerce Commission and

what is their position on this legislation?*

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: nThey are in support of this legislation.'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Schakowsky.'

Schakowsky: *okay, my analysis here indicated that they were

neutral. was just curious vhy, but you're saying now,
and I have no reason not to believe you, that the Commerce

Commission is supportin: this leqislation?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: WThat is my information, that they are in support of

the legislation.N

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Schakowskyw''

Schakowsky: lWas there any particular reason in terms of consumer

protection, why it's useful for the utilities to go

before... Was there any public interest served, put it

that way, by having the utility companies go before the ICC

for this hearinq process? Was there an environmental

reason or a rate reason or anythin: like that?f

speaker subik: 'Representative Ackerman./

Ackerman: 'If they are unable to participate in this auctlon,

it's going to increase rates because they would have to
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install scrubbers. So, it is to the benefit of the

consumersxe

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: >Wi1l this legislation have any impact on tbe

environmental quality in Illinois?l

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Ackerman.p

Ackerman: *No, because they have to meet the emission standards.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representatlve Schakowskyae

Schakowsky: 'Has the Citizens Utility Board taken any position on

this 3i1l?n

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Ackerman./

Ackerman: nNot that I'm aware of, no.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representatlve Schakowskyw''

Schakowsky: 'Lek me ask you also, have any of the environmental

organizations, the lllinois Environmental Council, or any

ok those taken a position on the 3ill?,

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: f1'm not aware of any objections to this Bill. They
still have to meet the emissions standards so there should

be no objeckion from the environmental groups.*
Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Schakowskyp''

Schakowsky: NThen who brouqht this Bill to you, Representative,

and vho are the major proponents of this legislation?o

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: pThe utilities brought this Bill to me because they al1

would like the ability to take part in this auction.''

Speaker xubik: WRepresentative Schakowskyo''

Schakowsky: ''So. to the Bl11, Mr. Speaker. lt sounds to me that

lf Illinots does not pass this legislation, then our public

utilities will not be able to participate in a program that

it sounds like will be beneficial to the State of Illinois,

it not harmful in any way to the consumers, will benefit

I
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them in the long run because of lower utility rates. So

this sounds like a Bill that I certainly can support.

Thank you, Representative.''

Speaker Kubik: ''The Chair recoqnizes the Gentleman from Madisonk

Representative Davis.''

Davis: eThank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to yield my time to

Representative Lang.n

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang isn't seeking recognition.

Representative Lang.?

Lang: ''Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative... i11

the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Kubik: NThe Sponsor indicates herll yieldoR

Lang: 'Thank you. Representative, why do we want to do this?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.''

àckerman: >Well, 1 think I gave a pretty full explanation to the

previous questioner, but the utilities are unable to take

part in this federal auction unless we do thisw''

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentattve Lang.l

Lang: lBut why did the 1aw require that they qet Commerce

Commission approval in the first place? Why didn't we

exempt before this?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Ackermanme

Ackerman: lThis was part of a law that was passed before the

federal government established these auctions.'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Langol

Lang: *I'm sorry, l did not hear the answer. Cöuld we ask the

Sponsor to repeat it?/

Speaker Kubikl MRepresentatlve Ackerman, could you repeat the

answer for Representative Lang?'

Ackerman: fYes. This was a 1aw that Was passed before the

tederal government established these auctions and credits.'l

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lanq.,
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Lang: ''And when did the federal government establish those

auctions?''

Speaker Subik: FRepresentative Ackermano'

Ackerman: 'Last year was the first time they had an auction.''

Speaker Kubikk ''Representative Lang.''

Langk ''So why didn't we do this last year?''

Speaker Kubikk fRepresentative Ackerman.M

Ackerman: ''I have no idea, however, I was unaware of it last

XPZE*W

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Lang.'

Langk nWere you the Minority spokesperson on the Public Utilities

Committee last year?p

Speaker Kubikl 'Representative Ackerman.f

Ackerman: ''Yes I was.''f

'

Speaker Kubikk lRepresentative Lang.?

Langk >So, 1'm a little befuddled, Representative, as to why you

wouldn't know about this last year so that you could have

done this previously.'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative àckermano''

Ackerman: ''Itve been informed that the auctions were first held

in the summertlme so we would not have known last year

durin: Committee hearingse?

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Lang.W

Lang: NSo, 1 guess that would explain Why this has such a 1ow

Bill number. Immediately upon the beginning of the

Session, you felt you should do this and you did it riqht

away. Huh?o

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackermanol

Ackerman: ''I think that's a pretty good explanation.'l

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'Representative, were there any opponent witness slips to

this in Committee?e

l32
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Speaker Kubikk NRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: *No, there Were not.''

Speaker xubik: WRepresentative Lang.l

Lang: ''Were there any proponent witness slips to this in

committee??

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: *1 believe there was. I believe the Commission and the

utilities filed proponent slips.''

Speaker Kubik: eRepresentative Lang.?

Lang: ''Which utilities?*

Speaker Kubikl lRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: >lllinois Power was one. 1'm not sure if a1l oi them

filed or note''

Speaker Kubikk 'Representative Lang.o

Lang: pWell. first you said that they a11 filed, then you sald

you're not sure, but you said Illinois Power has filed, but

is there anyone else who filed?''

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Ackerman.?

Ackerman: *1 did not say they a1l filed. I said they all had

talked to me about it and were in support of its''

Speaker Kubik: WRepresentative Lanq.'

Lanq: ''So, did you talk to every utility in lllinois? Are they

a1l in favor of this Blll?M

Speaker Kubikk WRepresentative Ackermanw''

Ackerman: ''A1l that I talked to were in favor of thts Bil1.'1

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lanqw'

Lanq: ''We11, who did you talk to?W

Speaker Kubikk WRepresentative Ackermanp''

àckerman: ''1'm not sure lf my memory is that qood, Representative

Lang, but 1 did talk to Cilco and CJPS and Illinois Power.

I may have talked to others, also.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang.l

i
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Lang: ''So it's fair to say you talked to some, but you don't

remember who they are, but you do remember lllinois Power

as being the only one that you remember.''

Speaker Xubik: ''Representative Ackermanon

Ackermanl ''1 think I already answered that, but I did say

Illinois Power is the only slip I recall bein: filed.

There may have been others. If you would like us to check,

can do that.'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang.l

Lang: *Well, I'd be interested in knowing, but I don'k think we

need to know before we vote on your Bil; and 1 think it's a

fine 3i11, Representative. I'm prepared to support it.r

Speaker Kubik: ''Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Washington, Representative Deeringwl

Deeringk 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Kubik: 'He indicates he wit1.''

Deeringt nRepresentative, no one in here would be more interested

in khese sales of omission allowances coming from a coal

industry, but just a couple of questions to clarify the

intent. We're wanting to say that the utilities can act

without Commission approval in the purchase or sale of

emissions credits.

sale?,

Is that correct, the purchase and

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative AckermanoM

Ackermant ''That is correct.''

Speaker Kubik: Hl'm sorry. Representative Deering.l

Deering: ''Thank you, Representative. Is there any satequards in

here to say that if a utility goes out of state to purchase

these emissions credits so we can possibly continue burning

lllinois coal, is there a guarantee in here that they just
can't go out and expend al1 of their capitol to purchase

these credits so that will directly come back and affect
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 tbe consumers in a substantlal increase in rates just for
! . the purchase of the credits?
 Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.l

I Ackerman: wxou can't keep a company from doinq business out of
I

 state, so I don't think there's anythinq to prevent them to

 buy these credits. Howevert the reason for buying them is
I
I r,so they can burn more Illinois coal.

 speaker Kubikk pnepresentative Deering.n
oeerinq: pl understand that, Representative. That was not my

question. My question was, when the utilities qo out of

l state to purchase the emission credits, what kind of
 guarantee is there that they won't go out and spend

l exorbitant amounts of dollars or monies to buy these
I
 credits and then, we as consumers, will have to eat up the

 if there are adsorbent costs, : mean wituout t:ecost!
l commission approval, is there a ceiling as to the amount of

 money that they can spenaan
I
l Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Ackerman./

 Ackermanl Wl'm not sure I understand your question completely:
but it seems to me you're asking if there's a way tol

 i rcumvent the Constitut ion to prevent these companies f rom C

 vvI doing interstate business and there is no way to do thata
I
 speaker xubik: ''Representative Deerinq-p
 Deering: MTo put it a little simpler, Representative, if the
I
l ility wants to qo out of state to one of these auctions ut
 and buy an emission credit, Where the normal market price

I may be $250 and they want to go into an auction and maybe1

run the price up to a half a million dollars per credit, ls

there a safequard to say that if they do that, then that

cost will not be passed on to the consumer? Will they be

able to pass off exorbitant or outraqeous costs or will

there will some guarantee that they can spend only so much
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money to pass the cost on to the consumer?''

Speaker Kubik: >Representative Ackermane?

Ackerman: 'A utility has to provide service at the least cost

under the lawe so I don't think this is a great coneern. I

think they are bound to be responsible in these auctions

anJ go with the market priceo''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Deering.'

Deering: Wokay. Another question, Representative. lf a utility

wants to divest itself or divest a certain portion of its

operations in the state, but they want to stay in business

of producing electricity. They just want to cut costs.
Without Commisston oversight, apparently, there wi11 be no

safeguards to say that these utilities would sell these

emissions credits so they can purchase out of state coal

because it possibly may be cheaper for them to operate with

that coal or the price of the emissions credits are so

great that they can make a profit by sezling those credits

and putting lllinois workers in the unemployment line. IG

tbere any safeguards there by not having Commission

oversight?l

Speaker Kubik: MRepresentative Ackerman.l

Ackerman: 'Well, the point of buying and selling these emission

credits is to able to provide service at the lowest cost,

so 1 don't see a problem there.'

Speaker 'ubik: 'Representative Deering, yourve got about 29

seconds.?

Deering: #Well, thank you for your answers, Representative. I

understand what youdre trying to do with tbis Bill. 1 do

have some concerns about it because apparently, there may

not be any safequards with no Commission oversightr but 1'm

prepared to vote for it. I want to see us burn tllinois

coal. I hope we don't have to come back and address this

I
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 issue in the future if this authority has been abused.''

 wSpeaker Kubi k k Further di scussion? The Gentleman f rom

Ef f ingham, Representat ive Hartke . *

Hartke : e'Phank you very much, Mr . Speaker . Wi 11 the Sponsor

Xield? ''

Speaker Kubi k : ''He indicates he Wi 11 . p

Hartke 1 pI f ind thi s di scussion very interesting . Representative

Ackerman . i f a ut i l i ty company buys credits , they can use

more Illinois coal, correct? gecause our coal is not as

clean as other coals.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.'

Ackerman: *That is correct.''

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Hartke.*

Hartke: l1f they sell credits, that means they'll use less

Jllinois coal.'

Speaker Kubik: PRepresentative Ackerman.'

Ackerman: ''They may, maybe not.,

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Hartke.l

Hartke: OSo 1 think that the Commerce Commission's oversiqht was

there to protect the lllinois coal miner, is that not

correct?''

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: ''Ho, that is not correct. The Commerce Commission's

oversight was part of a law that was there long before this

federal auction was set up.?

Speaker Kubik: 'lRepresentative Hartke.*

Hartke: fBut it Was a very good move in my book, not only to

protect the Illinois consumer to make sure that we had

electricity and so forth, delivered here in Illinois at the

least cost method as the oversight board. When We do away

and pass thts Bill, we're eliminatin: that safeguard, not

only for the lllinois consumer, but also for the Jllinois

I
I
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coal miner because that oversight will not be there. Is

that correct?,

Speaker Kubik: fRepresentative Ackerman.l

Ackerman: 'I'm sorry, Representative Hartke, I didn't understand

all of your question. Would you repeat the question,

Please?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Hartke.n

Hartke: nYes. T vill. 1 think that the oversight by the Illinois

Commerce Commission was there possibly for two reasons.

One is to protect the Illinois consumer to make sure that

they got electricity at the cheapest possible price and

number two, is to protect the Illinois coal miners.l

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Ackerman.'

Ackerman: pNo, the oversi:ht for the Commerce Commission was set

back ln the '20s to stop security fraud which there was a

problem with. There was no knowledge of this type of

federal credits wben that was set up. The credits are

owned by the federal qovernment, not the coal companies.'

Speaker Kubik: Nnepresentative Hartke.R

Hartke: lThe credits were created probably by the EPI, correct?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: OYes, that is correct.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representatlve Hartke.f

Hartke: ''And the credits were a method to make sure that we have

clean air.?

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Ackermanol

Ackerman: fcorrect.''

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Hartke.N

Hartke: lFrom the lllinois Commerce Commission's perspective,

this just happened to fall under a securities division of

the Illinois Commerce CommisBion, because tben, the

electric companies were goinq in and buying something other

l38
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than a tansible item. They were buying securities, is that

right?l

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: ''Would you please repeat your last question??

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Hartke, could you please restate

the question?''

Hartke: f'Well, to the Bill, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Kubik: 1'Mr. Hartke, proceed.''

Hartke: *I'm not from the deep south where coal mining is done

and I do have a utility that burns coal in my area and I am

concerned about what's happening here. 1 do believe that

this piece of legislation may be well founded and maybe my

concerns 1'm overreacting, but J would think that the

Citizens Utility Board, if they vere concerned about the

consumer, they would stand in objection to this Bill. If

the Illinois coal miners were in total objection to the
3ill, they would probably be standing in opposition to it,

but I do respect the opinion of Representative Deering

because he stands, I do believe, in objection to this Bill,

as well as maybe I may. :'m interested in ltsteninq to

more of the debate so that when I can finally make up my

mind on this thins. 1'm going to ask Representative

Ackerman though. that he ought to get a hearing aid on,

like you do, so that We don't have to continue to repeat

the questions so that, you knowp he can understand. Jt's

eating up our time when he has to say, 'Repeat the

Question'.''

speaker Kublk: PWe11, thank you, Representative Hartke. 1 khink

part of the problem is that the noise level is a little

loud, so your point is well taken, Representative Hartke.

Maybe we can reduce the noise level in the Chamber.

Further dlscussion? The Gentleman from Kankakee,
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Representative Novak.,

Novak: 'Yes, Mr. Speaker, thank you. Will the Gentleman yield?'

Speaker Xubik: *He indicates he will.''

Hovak: WYes, Representative Ackerman, these emission allowances,

are they pursuant to the Clean Air Act in its subsequent

Amendments in the federal government? Are these mandates

that are from the federal government pursuant to the Clean

Air Act in its Amendments?''

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: Nves, they arepœ

Speaker Kubik) ''Representative Novakof

Novak: Nokay. thank you, Representative Ackerman. I think the

subject we're dealing with is very important because it
encourages companies to pollute less. We all know we can't

reduce pollution to zero and these emtssion allowances and

credits are very important. could you explain for the Body

in a very short synopsis how these emission credits work,

these allowances as they go from one company to the next?l

Speaker Xubikk 'Representative Ackerman.'

Ackerman: Nvesy I will read from tbis as to how the Congress set

this up. The Congress determined that compliance costs

would be lower if the utilities with relatively lower

emission reduction costs sell their excess allowances and

the utilities with relatively higher reduction costs buy

the excess allowances of those other utilities. Under the

current provisions of the Illinois Public Dtilities Act,

utilities in the state must obtain permission from the ICC

to trade the allowances. Trading vieh utilities within the

state has not been a problem, but the permission

requirement delays the Illinois utilities from organized

allowance tradinq, such as the annual auction sponsored by

the federal EPA and the independent auctions held by the
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Chicago Board of Trade. Not knowinq wbat the auction

prices will be, prevents tbe utilities from including costs

in their petition for approval to the ICC. As a result,

the ICC would reject the petition based on the fact that
the petition information supplied is incomplete. So this

is just a Bill to allow them to participate like other
states do to purchase these auctions where the utilities

are able to utilize them and give consumers and the lower

cost service and use Illinois coal to the best of their

ability.e

Speaker Kubik: FRepresentakive Novak.''

Novak: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Thank you, Representative

Ackerman. So 1et me see if I have this correct, if I owned

a company that emitted sulphur dioxide and 1 wanted to

participate in this program and the federal qovernment

under the Clean Air Act Amendment Gaid I cannot emit more

than X number of tons of sulphur dioxide through my

smokestacks per year, but throuqh my own ingenuity and my

engineers and creativity, I'm below that, okay? So then 1

have a credit, I understand. So then I can take that

credit under that base level of toxin: that are emitted and

I can take that credlt and sell those credits on the open

market. is that correct? To another company?''

Speaker Kubikk pRepresentative Ackermanp''

Ackerman: ''If you're referring to a utility as a company, yes,

that is correct.e

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Novak.''

Novak: ''Okay: so when : qo ln the open market, I mean, when we

talk about the marketr are ve referring to these auctions,

Representative? Are they sales? Are they sold through

NASDAQ or are they sold over the counter? I mean, how are

these things conducted?'l

I
I
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Speaker Kubikt ORepresentative Ackerman.?

Ackerman: >As I previously read, Conqress set this up for the

federal government's credits to be sold at an auction

conducted through the Chicago Board of Trade.p

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Novak./

Novak: lokay. So pursuant to the purchase of these credits, are

there any mandates that utilities in the State of lllinols

have to purchase hiqh sulphur content Illinois coal??

Speaker Kubikk fRepresentative àckerman.'

Ackerman: >No, there are no mandates.*

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Novako''

Novak: RSo that means Illinois Power or CIPS can buy coal from

Wyominq or Montana?'p

Speaker 'ubik: NRepresentative Ackermane?

Ackerman: ''lf they were planning on doing that, they probably

would not buy the emission credits. This ts to allow them

to give the least cost service and I think they can do that

in some instances by buying these emission credits and

burning Illinois coal.''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Novakw/

Novak: ''Okay. so 1et me just draw another scenario here,
Representative Ackerman. If the utility went out and

purchased, let's say Wyominq coal that has normally a low

sulphur content compared to Tllinois. they could accumulate

this credit because it'll remit less sulphur dioxide. Then

theyCll be able to sell those credits on the open market

and earn a profit then, correct?''

Speaker Kubik: *Representative Ackerman.?

Ackerman: ''This could be done; however, it probably would not be

the least cost service and the Illinois power has promised

that they would not do that at this point.''

Speaker Kubik: PRepresentative Novak, your tlme is just about
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ready to expire.''

''I understand. I don't haveNovakl any further questions. 1

think it's a good proqram and we need to support it because

we need to reduce pollution in Illinois.f

Speaker Kubik: 'Further discussion? The Gentleman from

Vermillion, Representative Black.'

Black: lThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. 1 simply rise to support the Gentleman's

3il1. Once again, we have spent 45 minutes filibustering a

3i11 that will, J'm rakher confident, pass the Chamber very

easily. Some of the filibusters would be much more

entertaininq if they would read out a Montgomery Ward

catalog or a Sears and Roebuck cataloq, rather than try and

manufacture questions. If you had listened to the Sponsor,

he explained to you that the pre-approval law that this

Bill seek: to repeal was put on in the 1920's. There are

very few states that still have it. Illinois, among those

states that do, Indiana, Idaho, Missouri, Ohio, Utah, and

California, simply will allow the unfettered trading of

these clean air allowances as mandated by the federal

qovernment without having to go to the extra expense and

added time of voing to the Commerce Commission to :et

approval to do so. Now, if you don't want to vote for

that, that's fine. Let me tell you what's happened in my

district as a direct result of the Clean Air Act. had a

coal-burning generatin: plant operated by lllinois Power.

It burned lllinois coal. They are now converting that

plant to natural gas. Eighty-five people lost their jobs.

Now the only kay that tbe coal industry in this state is

going to survive is by bein: able to buy these clean air

allokances and eontinue to try and survive until we can

brinq some common sense back into the whole environmental
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arena. There's no cose benefit analysis on anything that

the EPA does and this is a classic example. Talk to any of

the 80 people that were put out of work in my district

because of a Clean Air Act that no cost benefit ratio can

be shown to me or to anyone else who lives in my county.

The Act is straightforward. The Gentleman's 3i11 is

straightforward. ïouere goinq to benefit the Jllinois coal

miner. You're going to hopeiully keep coal-burning

utilities able to operate in the State of Illinois. I

intend to vote for the Gentleman's Bill. I have a hunch

the majority of you will as wel1.>
Speaker Kubik: pFurther discussion? The Gentleman from

Williamson, Representative Woolard.''

Woolard: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If the Gentleman would

respond, I think I have a couple of questions,

Representative Ackerman.l

Speaker Kubik: ''The Gentleman will yieldvl

Woolardl ''lfve :ot some genuine concerns about takinq the 1CC or

any requlatory authority out of the process. My real

concern, and this is genuine. This is genuine, Jay. My

real concern is that we're going to be placing these

emission credits in the hands of entrepreneurs, who have no

business, no business, whatsoeMer, standing vith the

economy of this state. The utllities of this state are the

coal minin: industry of this state. Their only qoin: to be

in the business of purchasing or selling emission credits

for a profit and that's not what we should be about. If

anythinq, we should be tightening the controls as to how

these things are regulated and the emissions credits should

only be traded in a fair fashion with those people who are

involved in the business of providing power or sellin: coal

and that's my concern. Do you have any bellef that there
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may be some legitimacy to my concern?''

I Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Ackerman.r

1 @ i time I have no worries in regard to thisI Ackerman: At th s 
,I

I program. I believe with Congress setting up the program

and the oversight of the EPA in conducting these auctions

that we have many safeguards in place in the overriding

concern here is, can We utilize this program to burn more

Illinois coal at a cheaper cost to Illinois consumers?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Woolard.'

Woolardl ''Okay, let's pursue that just a little bit,
Representative Ackerman. What kind of guarantees do we

have if there's going to be any additional Jllinois coal

used at these facilities because of taking the ICC out of

the process??

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: *1 don't know how much of a guarantee it is, but the

utilities are to burn or to produce energy at the lowest

cost possible while emitting and keeping within the

emission standards set up by the EPA./

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Woolard.?

Woolard: ''Thank you, Representative. To the Bi11.*

Speaker Kubik: 'Proceed.''

Woolard: Wl'm here to tell you that I truly believe that if What

we're doing is giving the opportunity, enhancing the

opportunity for someone to be actively involved in the

purchase of something that was not intended to be a

commodity. Jt was intended to be a commodity with a

specific purpose and that's to make our lives better. It's

to make our lives better through better emission controls,

lower utility costs, and in fact, what we're doing here

tonight very well, and I understand that there's support,

but it very well may be the end of the Tllinois Coal
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 Authority in this state. It very well may be the end of

1ow cost utilities in this state. It very well may be the

end of the whoze process as we know it because we're taking

away one of the regulatory authorities that should be, I'm

not saying it has been, but should be actively pursuinq

those things that we're talkin: about. I would encourage

each and every one of you to reconsider your thoughts and 1

believe that we need to address this issue again in the

right fashion.'

Speaker Kubik: OFurther discussion? The Gentleman from McLean:

Representative Brady.n

Brady: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.?

Speaker 'ubik: ''The Gentleman has moved to the previous question.

The question is, 'Should the main in question be put?' A11

those in favor will vote 'aye', those opposed will vote

'no'. Votin: is now open. Have all voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Mr. Clerk,

please take the record. On this Motion, there are 64

Members voting taye', 51 Members voting 'no', and 0 voting

'present'. The Motion is adopted. Representative Ackerman

to close./

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Jn a recent press conference,

the president of the Dnited Mine workers rose and said he

wanted to work with the utilities and tbe government in

institutin: this proqram so it would benefit the lllinois

Coal Industry and Illinois consumers. 1 support this Bill.

ï would think that all people from Southern lllinois that

have an interest in lllinois Coal would support this Bill,

but if you do not, vote against it. I ask for a favorable

Roll Cal1.R

Speaker Kubik: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 41 pass?' A1l

those in favor will vote 'aye'; those opposed will vote
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'nay'. The voting is open. This if final action. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted Who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the record. Qn

this question, there are 84 Members voting 'aye', 28 voting

'no', and l voting 'present'. And this Bill, having

received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. For what reason does the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Saviano, rise?'

Saviano: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I just would like to announce
that we have some appetizers set up in the back in the way

of pizzas and in approximately 45 minutes, we have steaks

from Jim's Steakhouse coming here with some garlic bread.

So have some pizza. Don't fill up and *e'll have some

steak delivered from Jim's in about 45 minutes.'

Speaker Kubik: ''Thank you, Representative Saviano. I think that

has met with great approval. Representative Saviano, do

you have a Bill that you want called?l

Saviano: pYea, I'd like to have al1 14 of mine called: actually.R

Speaker Kubik: ''Thank you. So you've heard the announcement.

The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg, for

what purpose are you seeking recognition?p

Granberg: eThank you, Mr. Speaker. Would the Gentleman yield for

a question?''

Speaker subik: pRepresentative Saviano, we have a rather odd

request that Representative wishes you to yield for a

question on your point of personal privilege? Will you

yield? The Gentleman indicates that he will yield.?

Granberg: @We11, Representative, a11 of us certainly appreciate

your magnanimous gesture. assume, are you just trying to
embarrass us, the Speaker, that he would not order steaks

for the Membership, is that your intent?e

Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Saviano for a response.''
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saviano: ''so, I can assure you this was in cooperation with the

Speaker's office.''

speaker Xubik: lHouse Bills - Third Reading. Mr. Clerk, please

read House Bill 193.'1

Clerk McLennand: HHouse Bill 193, a Bill for an Act relating to

children. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.*

Speaker Kubikk WThe Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Zickus.?

Zickus: ''Mr. Speaker and Members of the House, House Bill l93

will have the Department of State Police and the Department

of Children and Family Services establish a procedure for

interaction between the two departments with regard to

missing children. It provides that the Department of State

Police shall contact the Department of Children and Family

Services to provide it with the name, age, and sex of the

child and the geographic area from which the child was

reported missing so that the Department of Children and

Family Services can determine if that child had been

abandoned within the previous two months. There was a

situation that was brought to my attention by the deputy

chief of police who works with the juveniles in the village

of justice. An eleven year old child had disappeared or
ran away from home and turned up in the neighboring village

of Bridgeview. The juvenile had identified himself with a
false name and was assiqned to a foster home in Bridgeview

when DCFS became aware of the case, they set up his file

under the false name, but the juveniles family began
looking for him and filed a missing child report and the

entry was made on I-search under his original name. We

had... The LEADS system...knew of the missing child from

Justice, DCFS knew about the child who had turned up in

Bridgeview, but neither agency was aware of the informatlon
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possessed by the other. So it was the suggestion of the

deputy chiei of police that we try to do something for

these few cases to prevent these children from falling

through the cracks. As you can see this has bipartisan

support. I know of no opposition to it and would

appreciate you 'yes' vote.?

Speaker Kubik: lThe Lady has moved for the passage of House Bill

l93 and on that Motion, is there any discussion? The chair

recognizes the Lady from Cook, Representative Schakowsky.*

Schakowsky: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Kubik: 'The Sponsor indicates that she will yield.l

Schakowsky: pThank you very much. Under your Bill then, in the

case of a missing child what are the new responsibilities

that the Department of Children and Family Services will

have?W

Speaker Kubik: l'Representative Zickusol

Zickus: HThis Bill provides that the Department, the State Police

give the DCFS the name, age, and sex of the child and the

geographic area so that they can determlne from that

information it could be one of their wards. We wanted

to go further wlth this, but unfortunately the computer

system right now that DCFS has lacks the capability of

making this stronger the way we had originally

anticipated.?

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Schakowskyo''

Schakowsky: 'You indicated that this Bill is a compromise back

from what you kanted because of DCFS' inability to handle

the burden of your original proposal. Could you just tell
us the difference of what you really wanted to do and what

we are ending up doin: now in this 3i1l??

Speaker Kubik: MRepresentative Zickus.'

zickus: 'The original Bill had the Department of State Police
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qiving a physical description of the child in addition to

the other information; however, the computer capabilities

of DCFS they just don't have the computer ability to handle

what we wantedo'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Schakowskyo>

Schakowsky: eRepresentative, what about the way DCFS tracks

children under its care. qives you confidence what so ever

that DCFS, given this information, will be able to find

missin: children?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.?

Zickusl NThis situation is not for every missinq child. Every

missinq child is not qoing to end up as a ward with DCFS.

In this particular case, the child had a different name.

DCFS had no way of knowing. There was no interaction

between DCFS and the State Police, so they had no way of

knowinq that there was a missin: child report out on this

particular child.'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Schakowsky./

Schakowskyl ''My understanding, correct me if 1'm wrong, is that

the Department of Children and Family Services is opposed

to House Bill l93 because the Department currently does not

keep the information necessary to complete the required

cross reference. Am I thinking about the original Bill as

opposed to the compromise, or are they unable to complete

the responsibilities in hearing this Bi11.%

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.o

Zickus: PThe Department of Children and Family Services did have

some problems with the original 3i11. The Department of

Children and Family Services however, was instrumental in

drafting the compromise Amendment and they are neutral on

the Bill. They have no opposition to it. They were the

ones who worked with the State Police ln drafting this
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Amendmento''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: lRepresentative do you know how much it vill cost the

Department of Children and Family Services to implement

this lesislation?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.'

Zickus: ''According to the Fiscal Note as amended it is not

anticipated to have a significant fiscal impact.'

Speaker Kubik: fRepresentative Schakowsky.f

Schakowsky: PRepresentaèive, are you aware of how many children

there are in the Department of Children and Family Services

custody that the department...that are wards of DCFS that

can not be located right now? This is a recurrent

problem. Do you have any sense of how many children they

are unable to locate that are their charges?'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.''

zickus: pNo, I do not know what the exact number is. And this

legislation is not to address that whole problem. This

legislation was drafted to address a situation in which

some children fall through the cracks because there is no

interaction presently in place between the State Police and

DCFS. This Bill unfortunately does not address all the

other problems that exist.p

Speaker Kubikk 'Representative Schakowsky, your time has expired.

Representative Schakowsky, could you bring your remarks to

a close?''

Schakowsky: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. I just wanted to say to the
Bill. I certainly support tbe Sponsors intent to be able

to implement as many systems as we can to locate these

children. I remain skeptical that the Department of

Children and Family Services which often can not even

locate children that are currently in it's care when we ask
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for that we'll be able to adequately manage this increase

burden, but I certainly think that we ought to give it a

shote?

Speaker Kubik: fFurther discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Kubik: NThe Sponsor indicates that she will yieldvf

Dart: 'Representative, what necessitated the Amendment that you

drew up? What necessitated the Amendment that you drew up?

Why did you change it?'

Speaker Kubik: nRepresentative Zickus.l

Zickus: ''Because of the computer abilities or lack of computer

abilities of DCFS. They weren't able to go as far as we

wanted so the Amendment provides that the Department of

State Police shall contact the Department of Children and

Family Services to provide the information and it is

only...for DCFS to determine so they could determine if

that child has been abandoned within the previous two

months. It's not for a child that caae into their custody

six months or a year ago. It would be for more, recent

when the child is being still looked for under missing

child.'

Speaker Kubikl ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: NWhy would we not want to know where the kids are at who

have been in their custody for over two months.n

Speaker Subik: ''Representative Zickus.*

zickus: P...to know where they are, but with this Bill, would

be able to address the more recentm''

Speaker Kubik: f'Representative Dartol

Dart: understand that, Representative, and 1 appreciate that.

But I shouldn't be surprised not being able to figure out

what the heck DCFS is up to. 1 don't think anybody really
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can. But why, in Godfs name, would we not be concerned

vith the kids who... The State Police find the child, it

turns out that it could be a ward of DCFS, but we drak a

deadline saying if you've only been missing for two months

we're interest, but afterwards, it's okay? What type of

nonsense is that?r

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.n

zickus: pThis does not handle all cases. Normally, a parent or

a quardian is not going to wait two or three months to

report a child missing. This is for when a child has been

reported missing so that the two departments can

communicate vith each other which they are not doinq now.'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Wel1, 1 understand that and that's part of their ongoin:

problem is that they don't communicate with virtually

anybody, but the reality of it is, why are we putting a tWo

months deadline on this thinq? It makes no sense at all.

Is there a logical reason we can say why those children

that had been in custody for two months of DCFS are more

important that the ones that we have lead through the

system for years and have done nothinq for?e

Speaker Kubik: rRepresentative Zickuse/

Zickus: HThe Department of State Police and the Department of

Children and Family Services were the ones who help crack

the Amendment. If it were any longer, they would not be

recent runaways and that's what we are dealing with in this

particular legislationo''

Speaker Kubik: eRepresentative Dart.e

Dart: ''So what happens then, it it turns out that they find a

child who has not been a recent one, but it's over two

monthso''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.''
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zickus: NThat is not covered in this legislation. As 1 said this

legislation is not covering everything. It's for this

particular case.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart.*

Dart: *1 guess that is my point. My point is that it should be.

This is the typical DCFS ploy. This is like a broken

record. What's the least amount we can do here? Well

let's look at the kids who have only been missinq for two

months. Well I'd hate to qive everyone a newsflash here,

but we have kids that have been missing for years and

they're DCFS wards. Those children deserve this. This is

something where your original 3ill made more sense because

you'd get all of them. To put a two months limit is the

typical DCFS garbage. Did they at least give you some type

of reason whatever it is as to why we have to have two

months and nothing else?n

Speaker Kubik: *Representative Zickuse''

zickus: lRepresentative, I would be very happy to work with you

on legislation that is more far reaching. This is what we

were able to come up with at this time and helps to

address the situation that does exist. 1 kould be very

happy to work with you to expand it later on.'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Dart.W

Dart: ''1 appreciate that, RepreGentative. I just Wish more of
you colleague on the other side of the aisle were willing

to do that because as luck would have we had

legislation this year dealin: with children who are missing

and we actually put forward somethins that had some teeth

tnto in requiring oi a11 people, this is a shocker,

requirinq DCFS to report when they lose kids because they

are losing them and they are missing them. And guess what,

that Bill along partisan lines was killed in Committee
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along with almost a11 of my other 3ills as a matter of

fact, a11 my other Bills as a matter of fact, a1l killed

along partisan lines. This is a situation that has reached

crisis stage. We have children who are missing. These

children did nothing wrong to anybody and yet we stuck them

in the system and now guess what, we lost them.,

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Dart, could you please bring you

remarks to a close?,

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To bring my remarks to a close as

I said this is true DCFS at it's best. Let's do the least

possible that We can and in the meantime when we have a

couple of Bills out there, as I mentioned had a 3ill

which required these people whose duty is in the first

place to watch these kids that did nothing wrong to require

them to report when they lose kids and they killed that

Bill. 1 also had a resolution to ask them to list all

these children that are missing and guess what, that koo

9ot killed along partisan lines because DCFS does not vant

to admit this utter embarrassment which they are because

their fingerprints are a1l over this. These are children

as said who have done nothing wrong. The only mistake

they made was to haye ehe misfortune to be in this state

and to be subject to this department because this
department has lost them. They have done nothinq for these

kids. They are further abusing and hurting these kids and

rests on their shoulders.?

Speaker Kubik: PFurther discussion? The Chair recognizes the

Lady from Cook, Representative Ronen.o

Ronen: pThank you, Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Kubik: RThe Sponsor indicates she will yield.l

Ronen: ''Representative, what problem are you addressing with this

Bill?f'
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Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.''

zickus: ''As I explained earlier, we had a child who was reported

as a missing child. DCFS had him in a ioster home under

another name, what happened was the LEADS was looking for a

missing child, had no interaction with DCFS. DCFS thought

that this child was an abandoned child. We are just
establishin: a procedure so that the tWo departments can

communicate with each other and perhaps bring some of these

children home.''

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Ronen.'l

Ronen: 'Representative, you say these two departments. Are you

talking about...what other department are you talking

about?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.?

Zickus: lThe Department of State Police and the Department of

Children and Family Servicesg'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Ronen.''

Ronen: *Is there any requirement for DCFS to report to local

police and then to the State Police?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickuspf

zickus: 'In this legislation the State Police are reporting to

DCFS the name, age, sex, and geographic area from which a

child was reported missing so that DCFS has that

information and can determine if that child had been

abandoned within the previous two months.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen.''

Ronen: ?On thing I'm not clear on, part of your Bill as I

understand removes the requirement that the department

maintain information on its computer network concerning

children. Can you explain that?''

Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Zickus.''

Zickus: ''That is correct and that is because DCFS lacks the
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computer ability to do what we had oriqinally wanted to do.

Once their computer system can interact with the other,

than it would not be a problem.l

Speaker Kubik: *Representative Ronen.'

Ronen: ll'm unclear. Vou are sayin: this was a requirement and

now we are removing it? It was required that they maintain

this information on a computer network?''

Speaker Kubik: NRepresentative Zickus.''

Zickus: 'That's what the original Bill called for. It was a

requirement in the original Bill, but we were unable to

accomplish that because of their computer incapability.n

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen.l

Ronen: ''Well I'm having trouble understanding then how this can

work if there is not computer capacity here. It seems to

me that's the only way the system can work if information

is being maintained in a computer and exchanqed between the

two departments. So I'm not sure what we are accomplishing

here.l

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.''

zickus: eThey do maintain in their files the name, age, sex, and

the geographic area already in thelr files. However, they

did not have the ability to also have the physical

description that the original Bill called for.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen.''

Ronen: RRepresentative, how much money have we spent and

allocated to the Department of Children and Family Services

for computer systems in this last year? It seems to me

that it's been in the millions. Can you verify that?'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.''

zickus: /1 don't have the exact number on that, but my

understanding is that the computer system is paid for

primarily from the federal government.W
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Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Ronen.?

Ronen: ?My point is that it seems that a great deal of money has

been appropriated with tax dollars ior a computer system in

the Department of Children and Family Services and what

you're suggesting in your legislation is after spending all

that money, we still have a system that doesn't Work or

rather we don't really have a system. Is that correct?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.?

Zickus: nMy understanding is that there was never any procedure

for the interaction between the State Police and DCFS and

thatts what we are trying to accomplish with this.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Ronen.''

Ronen: 'fso your saying that the purpose of you Bill is to design

and develop and implement some software programs on the

computer so those two computers can speak to one another?

Is that the purpose of this legislation?'

Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Zickus.''

zickus: *No. They already maintain the information that we are

asking for. They were not developinq new software. They

did not have the ability to include the physical

description. That was removed from the original Bil1.''

Speaker Xubik: 'Representative Ronen.'

Ronen: 'Thank you. To the Bill, Speaker. It just seems apparent
that while it is very important to be able to track that

information, the point I think we are seeinq here is that

it's not being done and this Bill in no way is goinq to

help for that to be done and the real question I think

raised here is why, why after spending millions of dollars

on a computer system can't the Department of Children and

Family service still provide that king of information and

why can't that information be shared between two state

agencies so that children don't continue to keep falling
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through the cracks so think this 3ill just raises more

questions than answer them. Thank youe''

Speaker Kubik: 'lFurther discussion? The Gentleman irom Cook,

Representative Lang. noticed that you Were in line very

quickly this evening, so are.o.have you eaten and are you

ready to debate?w

Lang: Nl'm always ready for a debate, Mr. Speaker. Thank you.

Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Kubik: ''The Sponsor indicates that she will yield.''

Lang: ''Representative, I knov you have been throuqh this before,

but still have trouble understanding why you changed the

3il1 from the original way to the way it is now with this

two month business. Can you explain that to me so can

understand it?''

Speaker Kubik: pRepresentative Zickus.''

Zickus: 'The situation that was brought to my attention was a

young child who had just disappeared and We thought it was
best to have it within the last two months so that they

would be able to communicate. Instead of having a child

being searched as a missing child by one department and is

an abandoned child in another department, we want a way

that the police can let...the State Police can 1et DCFS

know that they do have a missing child of this age and sex

and the geographic area from which they found themo'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang.o

Lang: *We1l that's fine, but that doesn't explain this two months

business. So under your Bill, if the State Policeo..the

State Police wouldn't be under an obligation to report a

child if the child had been missing for over two months.

Is that what am understanding here?''

Speaker Kubik: PRepresentative Zickus.p

Zickus: fThe intent is for them to notify DCFS as soon as they
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are notified. When the State Police are notified, then

they would notify DCFS. So that DCFS could determine if

matches any of their recent wards.'

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: lThat's all fine, but I still don't still don't understand

this two months business. Tell me how that works. Tell me

what children won't be searched for under your Amendment.''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.''

zickus: ?We have been over this a number of times. We are just
looking for a match to when there is a child who is

reported missinq, we just want to enable to DCFS to have
that information so that they can check their wards.

said this 3ill is not going to accomplish everything. 7ou

have your problems with DCFS. This Bill is not going to do

everything that you want it to do. It is to address a

certain situationo''

Speaker Kubik: RRepresentative Lango?

Lang: 'Wasn't you first sill better? Didn't it do more? Didn't

it protect more children? Wouldn't we have found more

missing and abandoned children under your first original

Bill before the Amendment?'f

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.p

Zickus: >It was better in the fact that it had a physical

description included in and that's what we took out of

this, because they weren't able to do with the computer

that they have. The information that we're asking to be

provided is already in their records. They Were not able

to include a physical description. That's the difference.''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''So they only have records for two months, Representative?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.''

Ztckus: ''They have records for a 1ot longer, but if a child runs
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away tomorrow they are not going to be reported missing a

year ago. If they just run away now, it's not goin: to be

on their records for a year or two years ago. We are

trying to start on ite'' !

speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lange''
1Lang: PSo you really don't have a great answer as to why you took

a pretty good Bill and made it not so pretty good do you?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.''

zickus: ''Yes, I do have a good answer and 1'11 repeat it for

about the twelith time. The Department of Children and

Family Services lacks the computer ability to trace the

children by physical description. That's the reason.'

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: ?So, if we are talking about thousands of missing children

here, why don't we just qive DCFS the computer ability to
find them all? Why are limiting this to the the short

period of time?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative Zickus.ff

zickus: lHopefully, we will be able to do that in the future

date. Right now,

!

my understanding is that the fundin: comes from the federal

government.e

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Lang, you have got 44 seconds.?
1l

Lang: pBut your not prepared to help us find the state money to

update the computers so that we can make this a broader

Bill as your first Bill was. I was prepared to support

your original Bill, Representative. Why did you change the

Bill so I can't support it anymore.''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Zickus.''

zickus: RI would like to get together with you and you 1et me

know what program you would like to take the millions of
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dollars away from that we can update the computer system

for DCFS. Magbe ve could work on that.'

Speaker Kubik: HRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: *Why do we have the State Police reporting to DCFS rather

than DCFS reporting the names of thousands of missing

children to the State Police??

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.?

zickus: ''We are looking for DCFS to be informed of missing

children. The State Police have that information.''

Lang: 'Representative, does DCFS know all their missing children?

Representative Dart has indicated there's thousands of

missing children DCFS can even identify. Is that true?''

Speaker Kubik: lRepresentative zickusm'

zickus: ''That's a question that will have to be answered by

DCFS.?

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Lang, your time has expired.

Representative Mautino is next seeking recognition. So the

Chair would recognize the Gentleman from Bureau,

Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: eThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Kubik: 'The Sponsor indicates she will yieldop

Mautino: Punder you Bill on House Amendment #l, the...DCFS Will

use their current case tracking system?''

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.p

zickus: HYes, under our Bi11.N

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Mautino.'

Mautino: 'Thank you, and the under in the legislation here it

was...it's basically been designed w1th the intent that a

search would be initiated by the State Police once a child

has been put into the LEADS system, the Law Enforcement

Agency Data System and then from that point, it would track

under their current system the most current supported
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children of DCFS cases.''

Speaker Kubik: ORepresentative Zickus.'' '

zickus: pThat's correcto?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Mautino.f

Mautino: ?So in effect, what we are doing is taking an emergency

situation or an emergency case where we are looking for a

child who has recently been recorded lost and checking with

a state agency who's responsibility it would be to

currently track wards so that we would know if these

children have been taken or have been placed somewhere

within their system.?

Speaker Kubik: ''Representative Zickus.?

Zickus: RThat's correcte''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Mautino.'

Mautino: 'Thank you. I think...although we have much or many

areas where we can and must improve the services of DCFS,

I'm very proud to Co-sponsor this with you and appreciate

an 'aye' vote from the Members.''

Speaker Kubik: PFurther discussion. The Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Tazwell, Representative Ackerman.

Representative Ackerman, we allow you the time.H

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous

question.''

Speaker Kubik: OThe Gentleman has moved the previous question.

The question is, 'Should the main question be put?' A1l

those in favor will vote 'aye'; those opposed will voted

'no'. The voting is now open. Have a1l voted Who wish? i

Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? The

Clerk shall take the record. On this Motion, there are 66

voting 'aye' 48 voting 'no' and 0 voting 'present'. The !
1

Motion is adopted. Representative Zickus to close.p !

zickus: 'It's impossible with one piece of legislation to address
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a11 of the concerns that you have about DCFS right now, but
!we can make a start and we can help kith an immediate q

situation and would appreciate your support.?
1

Speaker Kubik: HThe question is, 'Shall House Bill l93 pass?' I

All those in favor will vote 'aye'; all those opposed Will

vote 'no'. The votin: is open. This is final action. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have all

voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the record. On this !

Motion, there are l15 voting 'aye', 0 voting 'no' and 0

voting 'present'. This Bill, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared passed. For
what purpose does the Representative from Coles,

Representative Weaver, rise.p

Weaver: ?Mr. Speaker, just an inquiry of the Chair. Can you tell

me approximately how long we just spent in debate on a Bill
that passed out of here ll5 to nothing?''

Speaker Kubik: 'Representative Weaver: I think we spent

approximately 25 minutes on that Bill.

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Biggert in the Chair. Mr.

Clerk, please read House 3ill 377./

Clerk McLennand: HHouse Bill #377, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Illinois nankinq Act. Third Reading of this House ;

Bi1l.'
1

'' i ton Mr. Granberg. For !speaker Biggert: The Gentleman from Cl n ,

what purpose do you arise?''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. A point of order.

Representative Murphy has had his light on for quite !

sometime. He has an inquiry of the Chair and 1 would ask I

the Speaker to recognize Representative Murray...Murphy to E

make his inquiry.'' I

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. Representative. The Representative

from Cook, Representative Murphy.'' !
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il Murphy: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, so very much. I realize that

you just came in the Chair, but the prevsous Speaker before
I' you, Representative Mary Flowers Was attempting to speak

and address this Floor and I happened to have been over

there speaking with her and she on...her light was on for a

long time. What I need to know, even though we change and

move the previous question, how long do you have to have

your light on? Or does it matter, or doesn't it matter. I

need to know that.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Flowers, for what purpose do you

rise?'

FloWers: ''Madam Speaker, the previous Bill that was on the board

was a very important issue. We were talking about missing

children in the State of Illinois and I think it deserved a

little bit more debate than what was given. So therefore,

1 would appreciate if you would dump that Roll Call, put

the Bill back up and let's start all over again because

there was something that l've wanted to say and I didn't

get the opportunity to ask Representative Zickus some very

important questions in regards to this legislation. So

please, and I move to reconsider the previous Bill. And

thank you very much, Madam Speaker, because I'm sure you

are really going to do the best you can to put forth this
I

issue.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Thank you, Representative Flowers. Please put

your Motion in writing. Representative Deuchler, House
I

Bill 377.*

Deuchler: ?Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. I

bring before you House Bill 377. I'm hoping that a change

of subject from children to bankin: may cast some light on

! some of the changes that passed through our Committee with
i

a unanimous vote, a do pass Motion, of 19 to 0. As you
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notice. Representative Bugielski is a hyphenated

Co-sponsor, he's the Minority Spokesman on the Financial

Tnstitutions Committee. House 3i11 377 contains contents

from three Bills as well as one new proposal. House 3i11

1468 that amends the Illinois Banking Act, it authorizes a

bank to exchange information regarding a customer with any

company owned directly or indirectly by the holding company

that owns the bank. Current law allows this information

sharing among bank subsidiaries of the holdinq company

only. House Bill 1183 amends the Illinois Banking Act, The

Commissioner of Bank and Trust Company Bill. It cleans up

and updates the Banking Act and repeals the requirement

that bank directors own specified shareholding in their

bank and that they take an oath of fealty to the bank. It

clariiies voluntary bank disillusion procedures and

provides for the speed up of any disillusion. Also

contains the contents from House Bill 2342. This is The

Commissioner of 3anks and Trust Companies Bill, it makes

various changes worked out by the commissioner and the

Corporate Fiduciary Association of Illinois, cleans up

obsolete sections and references within the Act and then

one fourth proposal, which is a new language proposal, it

provides for the non-admissibility in civil proceedinqs of

compliance review information gathered by the bank as a

part of its compliance review process. l know of no

opposition to any of these aspects of the 3i1l, the four

aspects of the 3i1l that I have discussed. Tllinois

Bankers Association supports all of them and I would be

glad to answer any questionsg''

Speaker Biggert: 'Thank you, Representative. Is there any

discussion? The Representative from Cooke Representative

Puqh, is recognized.''
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Pugh: *Thank you, Madam Speaker. I had a question of the Chair

and it relates to... I've had my light on for the last

had my light on for the lastfour Bills. Prior to that,

six Bills, last week. It seems to me like the Members of

the caucus, particularly the minority, the black caucus,

are not being allowed the opportunity to debate these

Bills. Yesterday, it was Representative Harold Murphy,

today...today it was Mary Flowers, who is it going to be

tomorrow? Are we goin: to get an opportunity to express

our views that we were sent down here by our constituents

to express or are we going to be gagged and held hostage by

this tyrannical approach to government? It is nota.op

Bigqert: pRepresentative Puqh. I have a list here of

lights and you were number one. Would you like to discuss

Speaker

this 3ill?>

Puqh: *In regard to Mary Flowers moved to reconsider the vote,

the rules...House Rule #715 says: a Member who...>

Speaker Biggert: 'Bxcuse me, Representative Pugh. You were

recognized to discuss House Bill 377. Do you have any

questions for the Sponsor or discussion?''

Pugh: l...dilates that the Member voting on the prevailing side

does not have to put a Motion in writing. You stated that

the Motion would have to be in writing. The rules say that

can be writing, that it may be in writing. does not

say that it has to be in writing, Madam Chairman. We are

saying that the rules are being arbitrarily disseminated

throughout the caucus arbitrarily rendered and we take

offense at that. And if the rules, if you're goinq to be

tair, the rules need to be...''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh. House 3i11 or House Rule

741 says that every Motion shall be reduced to Writing

the providinq.o.presiding officer desires it and did ask
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' for that to be in writing. Representative Pugh, would youi
I
I like to debate the House...the Bil1?@I

Pugh: 'It says the Motion to reconsider may be laid on the table

without effecting the vote to which it was referred. So

a11...so what I'm saying, Madam Chairman.../

Speaker Biggert: lWould you like to lay it on the table? I was

asking Representative Pugh. Thank you. The Motion will be

laid on the tablew''

Puqh: ?No. That's not what I...I'm requesting to do. Madam

Speaker, according to the rules, according to the rules,

the Motion..wit said that it didn't have to be but you're

sayinq that it did have to be, now it has been, so we're

sayinq that we would like...p

Speaker Biggert: *All riqht. lf you...p

Pugh: ''...the Motion to be consideredg.eto be considered and we

would like to qo back to that vote so that it can be

debated reasonably.?

Speaker Aiggert: lokay. Representative Pugh, We're in the middle

of a debate riqht now. We will get to that Motion as soon

as we finish the debate on this Bill. Thank you. Do you

wish to discuss this 3ill?n

Pugh: MMadam Speaker.?

Speaker Biggert: >Do you wish to discuss House Bill 3777''

Pugh: ''I wish to discuss the previous Bill and if you'revg.but if

you're agreeing that we will go back to reconsider that

vote thenv..''

Speaker Biggert: ORepresentative Pugh, I said 1 would go back to

that after we do this Bill. Representative Hoffman: do

Y C K * * * X

Hoffman: ''Yes. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Biqgert: pshe indicates she wi1l.H

Hoffmant 'With regard to House Bill 377. You had indicated that
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this clarlfies provisions that limit loans and investments

 by banks. It would limit loans to partnership loans

 f f iliates and when investment limits are appl ied . Could a
 i f ic why do we want the hamstring banks soj you be more spec 

,

that they can ' t make certain loans to partnerships and

f oster economic development in this state? >

Speaker Bigvert : nRepresentat ive Deuchler . >

Deuchler : e I t would be helpf ul . You are talking to House 3i 11

377 which i s , of course , correct . But we are talking about

f our provis ions within thi s 3i11. Do you have a ref erence

point vi thin the Aaendment that you would li ke us to ref er

to and then maybe we could address your quest ion more

c learly . ?

Speaker Bigqert : lRepresentative Hof f man . ''

Hof fman : '' I believe i t would amend Sect ion 5- . . .5/32 of the

I l l i noi s aank ing Aet . ''

Speaker Biqqert : nRepresentative Deuchler . '' '

Deuchler : '' I ' m told that Section 5 brings the I llinois Bankinq

Act in compl iance with partnership law which is not now the

C Z S P * W

Speaker aiqgert: ''Representative Hoffman, do you have further

questions?l

Hoffman: wYes, yes, Madam Speaker. ln...you said it would bring

in conjunction with our...into compliance with partnership
law. Why should partnership law supersede the banking laws

of this state? Some people would say the bankinq laws

should supersede the partnership laws.*

Speaker Bigqert: lRepresentative Deuchler. Proceed.'

Deuchler: nDnder current practice, business is liable for

personal loans and it should be the other way around.''

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: eWe1l, 1 meano..l guess you can make a judgment call on

l69
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that one, but you also repealed provision that requires a

bank to file a Community Reinvestment Act statement. It's

my understanding that federal law requires this statement

to be readily available at the bank. Why would you delete

the provision of having to file this Community Reinvestment

Act statement when I think that it is vitality important to

comply with federal law, to insure that We're not in

discompliance with federal laW.>

Speaker Biggertl lRepresentative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''That was a federal requirement. It is not used;

however, these compliance skatements are kept at the bank.l

speaker Biggert: lFurther questions? Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: pBute Representative, shouldn't that be able to be

available to other individuals throughout tbe state

indicatinq that this bank, indeed, is complying with the

Community Reinvestment Act. What you're saying is, they

would have to travel to that bank to get the information

that is vitally important, 1 think, under the Community

Reinvestment Act. We're talking about banks reinvesting in

our community. you know, thatls our Banking Act here in

Illinois was established to foster economic development.

The banking laws in this state are supposedly meant to

insure that.ygthat banks reinvest in their communities to

not have...to not have banks only investing in their self

interest, but to foster economic development. And if we

don't make that readily available, how can we insure that

the banks are complyin: with the Community Reinvestment

AC b * 11

speaker Btggertk pRepresentative Deuchler.f

Deuchler) ''These are on file at each individual bank and I

understand that there was one request in the last three

Y C Z C S * Z
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Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: NAlso, it is my understanding that this is on Short

Debate. We would like to remove that from Short Debate.?

Speaker Bigsert: 'rt shall be removed from Short Debatewn

Hoffman: ''Just a couple more questions, Representative. 1

understand that many of these..pyou would call them

technical chanqes and we may support the Bill. but I think

we have to be a bit careful when we make these types of

rash...rash requirements or statements that they're just

technical. This vould also clarify the resident

requirements of bank directors and, my understandinq, it

says it would delete obsolete references and remove

obsolete procedures for directors qualifying shares. Now

that's what my analysis says, but I think that we have had

a long standinq law and a long standing.polong standln: in

this state has been a residence requirement for directors .

of banks. This would delete many of those long standing

requirements. Why do you want to do that? Donlt you

bezive in community banks in this state, don't you think

it's vitally important that the people *ho serve as

directors of those banks make sure that we reinvest in the

communities as per the Community Reinvestment Act and are

members of that community and are upright, upstanding

members or interest in the eommunity? That's why we have

banks to reinvest, for economic development in local

communities. Why would you ever want to get rid of that?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler.'

Deuchlert ''1 believe that this requirement was deleted by statute

five years ago. So this is ...''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Hoffman.e

Hoffman: WWelly Representative, I don't thinkw..: Wasn't in the

legislature five years aqo and I would have probably. at

I
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l hat time , voted ' no ' on the delet ion of that provisi on .t

However, since it's already deleted. maybe we should...we

should look at...at least making sure that the statutes

reflect what has already been done and I commend you on

that purpose at least for that provision of this Act. I

don't really think that this does that much of anything. 1

think that we need to make sure that...that technical

changes are truly just technical changes and that whenever
we make these tgpes of changes in the Bankin: Act, we're

not risking banks and other people and depositors money.

That's why I think that when people talk about the First

Amendment or people talk about asking questions and when

people talk about limiting debate, we have an obligation

under the First Amendment to represent our distriet and

that's Why we're asking these questions, not simply to

harass...''

Speaker Biggert: MGood timing, Representative. The Gentleman

from Efflngham, Representative Hartke.''

Hartke) ''Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. 1 really don't

know a thing about banks and I'm not going about that right

now. But I do want talk about an issue that Jay brouqht up

and that would be, we've been criticized over here about

harassing and haranguing. As J go around, 1 hear criticism

about this General Assembly and this Body over the fact

that we don't discuss Bills enouqh and that's the truth, we

really don't. I learned more by listening to the debate

here on the House Ploor so that I can understand the job

we're doing and 1 can explain to my constituents about the

job that we're doing. And so 1 look forward to these

debates and listening to the debates so that I have answers

for my constituents when I go back into the district to

explain the issues to them so that they understand better
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 the job that we can do for tbem-w

Speaker Biggert: wThank you, Representative Hartke. The

i Representative from Rock Island, Representative Bolande,

 Boland: rMadam Speaker, I yield my time to Representative Dart.n
1I speaker niggert: ''Thank you, Representative, but hls light is not

on. The Representative from St. Clair, Represenkative

Holbrook. Oh, now 1 see it. The Representative from Cook,

Representative Dart.?

Dart: 'Thank you.o.thank you. 1 only had a handiul of questions

anyway so this will not even be the whole five minutes.

7ou were talking, the Bill was mostly in regards to

technical changes, and who was the source of these a11?'

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Deuchler.l

Deuchler: pMost of this came from the commissioner of banks and

trustsw,

speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dartw''

Dart: 'Thank you. ànd is this somethinq that he had worked out

with the Bankers Association and the rest of the folks,

because we don't have any positions one way or the other on

this?n

Speaker aiggert: lRepresentative Deuchlerw'

Deuchlert nThey do support it and it was worked outsP

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Dartw''

Dart: ''Just so 1 can clarify this, it was the commissioner of the

banks and the Bankers Association. the tWo of them worked

thls Blll out?l

Speaker Biggert: fRepresentative Deuchler.''

Deuchlerl lhnd the commissioner of banks and trusts. Actually

the commissloner of banks and trusts did meet with us on

various occasions, we worked with them, we had additional

feed back from the Illinois Bankers Association on the

entire Bill, we worked with them. So the result that you
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 see is a composite of those ideass''

Speaker Biqgert: *Representative Darte'

Dart: lTbank you. So am I rightw.ois this sort of their omnibus

aill that's qoing to contain all of their things that wetll

see all year as far as their changes that they're looking

fOr?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: >Is your question, will there be other changes in

banking law this year other than this Bi11?'

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Dart.?

Dart: nNo. Just in general, between these people as far as the

ones believe were the technical changes that needed to be

done. This is the only one we're going to be seeing

regards to that and not regards to other banking issues.l

Speaker Biggertl NRepresentative Deuchler.'

Deuchler: ''That is correct.'

Speaker nigqert: HRepresentative Dartpo

Dart: ''Thank you very much.'

Speaker Bigqertl nThank you. The Chair recognizes the Gentleman

from Cook, Representative Lang.?

Lang: pThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Biggert: lshe indicates she will.*

Lang: 'Representative, your Bill restates residency requirements

for state bank directors, is that correct?P

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: lYes, it does.p'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.'

Lang: ''Now currently, not less than half of the directors must

live in lllinois and not less than two-thirds must live

either in Illlnois or Within a hundred miles oj the bank'

is that also correct?''

Speaker Biggert: WRepresentative Deuchlerwe

I
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I Deuchler: ''That is correct.''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Lang.N

Lang: 'What chanqes do you make in this area regardinq residency

requirements for state bank directors??

Speaker Biggertk 'Representative Deuchler.l

Deuchler: lTwo-thirds of the directors must live within a bundred

miles of the bank.''

Speaker Biggert: fRepresentative Lang. Further questions??

Lang: œSo you take out the rule that at least half of them must

live in Illinois, is that correct?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler.l

Deuchler: lYes. But you do realize that with the changes in

interstate banking, we have to bring these laws into

compliance.n

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Lanq.''

Lang: lTechnically thoughe under your 3ill, a1l the bank

directors could live in Indiana, but still be a hundred

miles from an Illinois bank, is that right?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''No.>

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Langvh

Lang: ''Wel1 then maybe then you can re-explain this again.

You've indicated tome that gou took out the section of the

Bill requirinq that at least halë of the directors must

live in Illinois. So who must ltve in Illinois?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler.r

Deuchler: lThe hypothetical question that you're raising is, what

if a bank ts on the border With Indiana and technically

then the directors could live within a hundred miles of

that border bank, but most of the banks would not be in

that particular situation.''

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Lang.h

I
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Lang: ''Wel1, I'm not sure what you mean, Representative. Chicago

is less than a hundred miles from lndiana and less than a

hundred miles from Wisconsin. Danville is less than a

hundred miles from Indiana. What about those banks? Do

those bank directors have to live in Illinois?''

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Deuchlerv''

Deuchler: /1 think it's fairly clear that the statute is saying a

hundred miles of the bank location.>

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: >So it took me about two minutes and fifteen seconds to get

the answer to my question, which is, the bank directors do

not have to live in Illinois, is that correct?''

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Deuchlerw'

Deuchler: ''That is correct. However, in most cases they would.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.f

Lang: ''The Bill also deletes requirements that the directors take

an oath of fealty to the bank and ovn a certain number of

shares of bank stock. Why is that change being made?/

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Deuchler.e

Deuchler: >It comes in under derequlation that was enacted five

years ago, cleans up the statute.''

Speaker Biggertl nRepresentative Lang.l

Lang: ''Well, did the oath become some sort of a problem that

we're tryinq to address or the oath is just simply a piece

of paper notarized? What's the big deal?''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''Pits in with the deregulatory effort.l

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Lanq.l

Lang: 'The Bill also provides certain new procedures for

voluntary dissolutions of state banks. What are those new

procedures?*

Speaker Bigqert: ORepresentative Deuchlersf'
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Deuchler: ''Would you repeat the question?/

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler. I'm sorry.

Representative Lang.''

Lang: *Thank you. The Bill provides there are new procedures for

banks to follow in a case of voluntary dissolution of a

state bank. What are those new procedures?l

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchlero''

Deuchler: >Well, I understand that this falls into the area of

the assets and liabilities. If al1 of the assets have been

dispersed, then the bank would.w.would be dissolved.'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.?

Lang: ''Wefre also going from a two year...from a six year wind up

period to a...to a handle a dissolution to a two year wind

up period. What's the backqround and the purpose behind

that change?l'

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: *This is only for banks that have transferred

substantially al1 tbeir assets and liabilities. Page 58./

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Lang, you're reaching the end of

your time.?

Lang: pThank you, Madam Speaker. The Illinois Bankers

Association, we understand, support the Bill. What about

the community bankers?'

Speaker Bigqertl ORepresentative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: lThey support the :i11.>

March 23: 1995

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Lang.l

Lanq: eThank you. I have nothing furthero''

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you, Representative Lang. The Gentleman

from Cook. Representative Schoenberg.''

Schoenberq: NThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield

for a question?''

Speaker Biggert: ''She indicates she wil1.''
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Schoenberg: pRepresentative Deuchler, the...one of the provisions

in the Bill indicates that there are procedures for the

merger of a Midtier Bank holdin: company with a state bank.

Is there a specific incident, specific case which

precipitated this proposed change in the lawaN

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Deuchler.p

Deuchler: pThey serve no purpose. Would allow the bank to absorb

themw''

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Schoenberg.'

Schoenberg: ''So in other words they're anachronistic and they're

unnecessary and that's what precipitated the change?e

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchlerpl

Deuchler: ''They had already served their purposee?

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schoenberg.''

Schoenberg: none...one additional question. The...and that's

regarding the...the FDIC receivership of state banks.

Could you elaborate, elaborate, pardon me, on what

provtsions are in the Bill that insure the transfer from

the FDIC receivership of state banks?l

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Deuchler.l

Deuchler: pstate was not clear, this simply acknowledqes it.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Schoenberg.''

Schoenberg: ''So that if you could...so that the procedure..oif

you could briefly describe the actual procedure.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler. Representative

Deuchler.'

Deuchler: ''When a bank is in receivership, the FDIC runs it,

conforms with current practice.''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Schoenberg.''

Schoenberq: OSo this is to bring us into conformity with federal

practice?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Deuchler indicates it is.?
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Deuehler: pYes it is.''

Speaker Biqgert: eRepresentative Schoenberg.'

Schoenberq: ,So if we're now being brouqht into conformance with

federal banking practice, what Were we doing before?l

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Deuchler.?

Deuchlerl ''We actually had to go to court to rule that the FDJC

was the primary agentw''

Speaker Biggertk 'Representative Schoenberg.l

Schoenberg: lokay. Thank you. There are no further questions.

1...to the Bill, Madam Speaker. As a member of the

Financial Institutions Committee, 1'm...I supported this

measure. My question simply made my understanding a little

clearer and 1 hope tt made the understandin: of the other

Members of the Body clearer as well and 1 urge gassage of

the Bill.>

Speaker Biggertl lThank you, Representative Schoenberg. The

Chair recoqnizes Representative Deuchler to close.'

Deuchler: 'Just to ask for a...an affirmative vote and to tell

you again that the Bill passed out of Committee 19 to

nothing.l

Speaker Bisgert: 'The question is, 'Shall House 3i1l 377 pass?'

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; a1l those opposed vote

'nay'. The voting is open. This is final action. Have

a11 voted who wished? Have all voted Who wished? Have a1l

voted who Wished? Mr. Clerk, please take the record. On

this question, there are ll2 'ayes', 0 'nays', 3 'present'.

And this Bill: having received a Constitutional Majority,
is hereby declared passed. Mr. Clerk, please read

Representative Flowers' Motion. Mr. Clerk, please read the

Motion.,

Clerk Rossi: eRepresentative Flowers havin: voted on the

prevailing sidet has moved to reconsider khe vote by which

I
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House Bill 193 passed.'

Speaker aiqgertl ''The Motion, Representative Flowerso/

Flowers: lMadam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, House

Bill l93 is a very important piece of legislation. We are

talking about thousands ot missing kids in the State of

Illinois unaccounted for. And for us to make this a very

Short Debate, pass over it as if we were talkinq about

bricks and mortar is truly a unconscionable. So therefore,

think it is very important that we havè the opportunity

to talk about the missing children in the State of

Illinois. After all, we are their caretakers. We are

responsiblem.o'

Speaker Biqgertk *Representative Flowers, could you confine your

remarks to the Motion please?''

Flowers: >Well, Madam Speaker, l would like to reconsider and

have the Biiâ heard. want the 3il1 fully debated,

March 23, 1995

pleasee/

Speaker Biggertp HRepresentative Flowers.''

Flowers: lMadam Speaker, I would truly like to have this Motion

reconsidered. There is a lot of unanswered questions just

as there are a lot of missing children out there, so

think we need to talk about this issue. This is not

something that should be passed by willy nilly like it

doesn't mean anything to anyone because it means a 1ot to

U S * 11

Speaker Biggert: RThank you: Representative Flowers.

Representative Lang, for What purpose do you rise?''

Lang: RThank you, Madam Speaker. rise in support of the Lady's

Motion. You know, we have a 1ot a problems regarding DCFS

that we should be dealing with here, problems of missing

children is certainly one. The problem that the foster

parents have is another; The problems thak DCFS has
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internally is another the fact that they don't come to the
l

Committees to testify on Bills that they should be

supporting. Werre here to take care of the health,

welfare, and safety of children and we turn that into a

partisan...''

Speaker Bigqert: 'Representative Lang, please confine your r

1remarks to the question of reconsidering the Motion.?
Lanq: PThank you, and when we turn the children of Illinois into

a partisan football and we allow DCFS to make it a partisan

issue, it seems to me that we are doing a damaqe and a

disservice to the people Who live in our state. We have

the duty to protect children in our state and when We move

3ills along that don't fully protect them such as this

3i11...> 1

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.'' I

Lang: lYes, Ma'am.e

Speaker Biggert: eplease confine your remarks to reconsidering

the Motion. I think you are speaking to the 9i1l.R

Lanq: ''I would be happy to do that.''

Speaker Biggert: lThank you.'

Lanq: nAnd so the reason we should reconsider this vote, Madam

Speaker, is that we have had a lot of problems in that

department that aren't being addressed. They are not being

addressed in this Body, they're not being addressed in the

Senate, they're not even being addressed by DCFS, Madam

Speaker. DCFS has failed to do anything about the

problems. Instead, 50 or 60 Bills sponsored by Democrats

have been killed in Committee. Many have not even

allowed...been allowed to have testimony on them and it

seems to me, Madam Speaker, that this whole issue regarding

DCFS needs to be studies very, very carefully. And so I '

would urqe the Chair and urge the Members to start thinking

l8l !I
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I about what we are doing about children in the State of

Illinois. You know, I had three Bills killed in the

criminal...''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative, could you confine your remarks

to reconsiderin: the Motion please??

Lang: ''Sure, to reconsider, yes. One of the reasons I think we

ought to reconsider. Madam Speaker, is that When I was

before the criminal 1aw Committee I had three Bills that we

killed and the Members of that Committee, Madam Speaker,

could not even look me in the eye when they voted 'no'.

There are plenty of good Bills out here to take care of

missing children. There are plenty of good Bills out here

to deal with the problems in DCFS. There are plenty of

good Bills out here on the Floor to deal with the health,

welfare, and safety of children in the State of Illinois.

We are not getting it done. The governor of the state is

not getting done. DCFS is not getting it done. We on

this side of the aisle...?

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Lanq, you are not confining your

remarks to the Motion. The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Pugh.?

Pugh: 'Thank you Madam Chairman. had a procedural question.

Would 1 be correct in understanding that our comments are

restricted to the Motion itself?''

Speaker Biggert: HYes, the remarks are to be confined to Whether

We should reconsider the vote or notp not to the merits of

the Bi1l.''

Pugh: lokay. Not to the merits of the Bill, but to whether or

not we should reconsider the vote.''

Speaker Biggert: *That's correct.''

Pugh: fAnd after we have voted whether or not to reconsider the

vote, then we vote again on the Bill. Do we debate the
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merits of the Bill at that time? I ask that question,

because there was several unanswered fMadam Speaker,
questions. Whether or not the Department of Children and

!

Family Services was in favor of this legislation or not and I;
whether or not we are in the business of you serving the j

E

authority of the departments that we have put in place to I

carry out their various functions.''
l

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Pugh, whether we will redebate

the Bill depends on the outcome of the Motion to
;

reconsider, but if it is successful, you will have the

it to redebate the Bi11.P 'opportun y

Puqh: ?So you're saying that if the Motion to reconsider does not

pass, we will not get the opportunity, we will never know

whether or not the Department of Children and Family !

i i favor of this Bill. We will never knowServ ces was n
i

vhat the cost of this legislation will be to the government
I

or any of that unless there's a Motion to reconsider.f 7

''That's correct. The Gentleman from Coles, 1Speaker Biqgert:

Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: fThank you, Madam Speaker. I rise in opposition to this

Motion. How many times today have we debated and debated j
i

and debated and only to see the Bill fly out with a

unanimous vote. The Sponsor of the Motion and the Speakers

on the other side of the aisle claim that they didn't have !

enough discussiony why did they vote 'yes'. If they had

questions about the Bill, they should have voted 'present'
i

they should have voted 'no', but to call for a vote and to f
vote 'yes' on it unanimously and then say, oh I made a

mistake. I didnft know what I Was doing./ 5

Speaker Biggertk lplease confine your remarks to the Motion, '
/

Representative.?
IWeaver: ''I think the Motion is inappropriate and it is

I

I
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disingenuous 1 think is simply another matter to drag

this debate out into the wee hours of the morning.

think ought to be defeatedo''

Speaker Biçgert: nRepresentative Davis.'

Davis: pMadam Speaker, I rise to concur with the Motion to

reconsider the vote here. I think this issue as has been

stated is significantly crucial, especially in light of the

responsibilities and the duties that DCFS has. I think ke

need to know exactly what and how will the lives of our

children be effected based upon the passage of this

legislation. Now some of us in this Body don't get called

on to speaker very often. For some reason you skip over

us, Representative, and I went through that as a little

girl when I was in a school. was in a school where they

pretended not to see me, Representative, and they would

skip over me for recitation time and that is just not
exceptable...l

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative, could you speak to the Motion

please?F

Davis: ?It is just not exceptable. My consideration for this
Motion, Representative, Madam Speaker, believe that you

also believe as well as the Chairman, Mr. Weaver over there

that our children are more important than a small, a small

token of time to debate their lives and their future.

urge you, Madam Speaker, and urge you to reconsider this

Motion and allow people to address this issue. That's why

we are here. We are here to address these important

issues, not necessarily to get them out of here real fast

because When you do that, sometimes you do damage that is

almost irreversible. Let's not do that today Madam

Speaker. Let's be fair to a1l the Members and give us an

opportunity to find out exactly what the effect of this
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leqislakion might be. think some people over her Want to

speak to this issue and we do appreciate your consideration

to allow them that opportunity to do what they were elected

here to do. Thank you.'

Speaker Biggert: nThank you, Representative. Representative

Ackerman

Ackerman: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. I move the previous

question.p

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Ackerman has moved the question.

A1l those in favor vote 'aye'... The Motion is to move the

previous question, khich is the Motion to reconsider. She

will close after we vote on the to move the previous

question. Al1 those in favor will vote 'aye'z a1l those

opposed will vote 'nay'. The votin: is open. Have a1l

voted who wish? Have all voted Who wish? Have a1l voted

who wish? Mr. Clerk please take the record. On this

Motion there are 63 voting 'yes', 52 voting 'no', and 0

votin: 'present'. Motion is carried. Representative

Flowers to close.n

Flowers: nThank you, Madam Speaker. Madam Speaker, two of the

previous speakers on the other side of the aisle who made

reierence to the fact that the Bill went out with l15

votes. That was the intension, Sir. My intension was not

to vote against the Bill. My intensions was to get the

opportunity to ask some questions that would concern me in

regards to the thousands of missing children in the State

of Illinois. We are 100% despite the fact that this is a

piece mill eifect, we are 100% in support of what the

Sponsor of the Bill is tryin: to do. At least she is

makinq an initiative. lt's not a comprehensive approach,

but whatever it is the piece mill we will accept it. Thank

you very much. Madam Speaker, do withdraw my Motion.''
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is withdrawn. Thank you,

We will continue on Third Readinq.

Bill 385.5

Clerk Rossi: 'House 3i11 385, a 3i1l for an Act amending the

State Revenue Sharing Act. Third Reading of this House

Bil1.*

Speaker Biggert: ''The Chair recognizes Representative Brady.e

Brady: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen. This is

a Bill which deals with a community college in this state

that was forced to form due to action on the part of the

legislature in 1990. Heartland Community College was

forced to form in this state and having done so, it is the

only community college that does not share in the Corporate

personal Property Replacement Tax. This costs Heartland

Community College an estimate of about $400,000 per year.

This personal property placement tax is split between Cook

County and the rest of the state. This would have

absolutely no eftect on Cook County. It would effect

those taxing areas and the rest of the state. There is

approximately 6800 of those that share and over

$700,000,000. The cost to each Body would be relatively

Mr. Clerk, please read House

insignificant in that it would average about $70 a year

while providing equitable funding for Heartland Community

College. I would ask this Body to consider support of this

legislative matter. I would inform the Body that this is

approved by the State Board of Higher Education, the

Community College Trustees Association as well as the

Community Colleqe Board.''

Speaker Biggert: pThank you. Is there any discussion. The Lady

from Cook, Representative Currie./
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Currie: NThank you, Speaker and Members of the House. I rise in

opposition to House 3ill 385. First for the record. the

information that says that it would not effect the dollars

of the...the distribution of Personal Property Replacement

Tax Revenue in Cook County is not accurate. lf we expand

the beneficiaries of the Personal Property Replacement Tax

to include this community college, the dollars will come

out of every other taxing district that now accesses those

moneys. can appreciate that newly formed local

governments those that were formed since the initiation of

the Personal Property Replacement Tax, would like to have a

share in those proceeds to. 1 do appreciate that. The

problem is that the formula that created the personal

property replacement tax was iixed in time. If we open up

that Revenue test to al1 other new comers we Will soon find

that the schools, the libraries, the park district, the

cities that depend on the personal property replacement tax

revenues are going to qet a decreasing share of that fixed

sum of money. This is of course only one Community College

that's a subject of House Bill 385, but I'm here to tell
you that next year we will see a 1ot of new libraries, a

lot of new park boards, a 1ot of new communities coming in

for their share of the pot, too. If we say yes tonight it

will be very difficult to say no tomorrow. And ii you

consult with those entities that now are able to access

those dollars? you will find a very negative response to

the proposal that we reopen the question. If we want to

reopen the question magbe it's time to do something to

expand the dollars that are in the personal property

replacement tax pot, but no one is making that suggestion

today. I can appreciate why this Community College would

like a bit of this action, would like a piece of this pie,
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but l think that we are makin: real trouble for the local

communities . the local taxing districts that have access !
I

to those Revenues if we undo the aqreement that was made in i

l9B0. That's a 15 year agreement. We haven't abrogated it '1
d I think it would be a mistake for us to start With 'yet

, an

passage of House Bill 385 tonight. The right vote
E

unfortunately is a 'no' vote.l' I
ISpeaker Biggert: ''Thank you, Representative. The Gentleman from q

Washington, Representative Deerinq.'' ,
I

Deering: pThank youg Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'
I

Speaker Biggertl ''He indicates he wi1l.''
I

Deering: rRepresentative: T really didn't hear all the remarks
I

the former Speaker had...or I'm sorry the previous Speaker i

had. But before I start off my line of questioning here, !

one question as to the merits of this Bill. I qee that

this is a Brady 3ill. Is there a waiting period in this f
Bi11?''

Speaker Biggertk RRepresentative Brady.H

Brady: RThere has been a long waiting period for Heartland j
Community College.? /

Speaker Biggerts:M/Representative Deeringo''

Deering: HRepresentative, with due respect, if we allow this

ity College to tap this fund that was established 1Commun
after the personal property taxes we eliminated, is it not :

true that there would be 200...a possibility of 200 r

additional tazing districts that were created after July

the first '79 that may want to come in and get this?

Aren't we openinq up a window that would impactop.have a )

statewide impact to the tune of several million dollars?' I

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Brady.' I

Brady: ''Representative Deering, your question is, are there !

approximately 200 additional districts that don't receive I

i
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the Corporate Personal Private Replacement Tax right nowr

the answer would be 'yes'. The difference here is that

unlike the rest of those taxin: districts, Heartland

Community Colleqe is funded by the State of Illinois under

a formula driven by the State of Illinois. And because

is the only Community College that does not share in the

Corporate Personal Property Replacement Tax, but yet the

funding formulas driven by the state, it creates and

inequality and the difference between the rest of those

taxing bodies in Heartland deals with the funding formula

that we use to fund community colleges throughout the

state. The point being that if it isn't equitably created

by putting on the level playing field that the funding

formula deals With and presumes we have to do other things

presumably to change it so that all is equal. To answer

your question and your question about 200, that also ties

into a statement that Representative Currie made and it is

our clear research that the dollars in the Corporate

Personal Property Replacement Tax are first divided between

Cook and the rest of the state and then they are divided

amonqst the taxing bodies to receive that. So don't

believe that Representative Currie is correct. Our

research indicates such.''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Deerinq.''

Deering: ''We11, Representative, understand your concern about

the fundin: and the formula with the the corporate tax that

is in there, but it's my understanding that it doesn't

matter if a taxing district doesn't have any corporate

property taxes within it. Any taxinq district that was

established after this date and this Bill could tap in or

theoretically come in to the legislature and have the

authority or try to get the authority to tap into this
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fund. Is that not correct?''

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Brady.'

Brady: 'Representative, to answer your question, anyone can come

and apply to the legislature for the opportunity to tap

into those funds. You are correct. The difference is I

believe, in a significant difference is that this community

college is funded by the State of Illinois by a formula

driven funding mechanism. That mechanism is to provide

equitable funding for al1 Community Colleges throughout the

state. In order to maintain the furnethist' of that

formula we need to put them on a level playing field in the

first place which would allow them to share in this fund.''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Deering.''

Deering: ''We11 thank you, Representative. I understand your

concern on what you are trying to do here. don't know if

this is a good idea where we may open this up and try to

put in a 1ot of open ended liability. Perhaps maybe we can

address this issue more ior your community college and you

know I represent several colleges because I don't have one

whole districte..community College district in my

Representative district, but maybe if we would fund

elementary and secondary education and hiqher ed at higher

levels, maybe we could deep this fund in tact and keep it

for this taxing districts that we in place and I thank you

for your time.?

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. The Representative from Clinton,

Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Diggert: ''He indicates he wi1l.'

Granberg: 'Representative Brady, I apoloqize if I'm being

redundant l was in a conversation. 3ut what this seeks to

do is allow access to that fund. Is that correct?p
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Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Brady.''

Brady: rThat is correctwl

Speaker Biqgert) NRepresentative Granbergwn

Granbergl OAnd how many institutions would that impact,
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Representative?

Speaker Biggert:

Brady: 'Representative, there are 6800 bodies that receive

benefit from this throughout the whole state.''

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Granberg.?

Granberg: ''Thank you. But in your Bill I believe it said say

date specific. How many institutions would this impact

with the passage of your legislatione''

Speaker Biqgertk HRepresentative BradywW

Brady: *It would impact only one community college, Heartland

Community College, from an increase in Revenue,

''Representative Brady.p

Representative.p

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: OThank you, Representative, and by way of historical

background when was the personal property tax abolished?

Do you remember that?,

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Brady.?

Drady: 'Around 2977.*

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Granbergw?

Granberg: NEighteen seventy-seven did you say?l

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Brady.'

Bradyk *No, Representative, 1977.11

Speaker Biggert: ''I thought that is what you meant. So all of

the taxing district in existence at that time are

granfathered in in this fund. Is that correct,

Representative?o

Speaker Biggert: MRepresentative Brady./

Brady: fWould you repeat your guestion?p
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Speaker Biggert: PRepresentative Granberg.?

Granberq: ''So all the taxing districts that were in existence at

that time and lost money because of that action, they were

qrandfathered in so they receive funds under this

allocation. Is that correct?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Brady.'

Brady: /My understanding is that the intent of the repeal of the

Corporate Personal Property Tax was to repeal it and

substitute it with a corporate tax of about 1.5% which goes

into the fund to replace the loss in revenue.''

Speaker Bigqert: lRçpresentative Granberg.''

Granberq: nRepresentative, I believe that amount though is fixed

in time and the taxing districts that were in existence in

that point in time were also fixed. They were

grandfathered in. ls that not correct?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: 'That's correct.''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''So, Representative, 1'm just concerned. lf we do
this, this would open that fund up which has a limited

amount. lsn't that correct? It would open it up for

Heartland. Now isn'tp..aren't there approximately 200 new

taxinq districts that have come into existence since 1979?1

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Brady.'

Brady: ''As I previously indicated to Representative Deering, that

is correct.p

Speaker Bigqert: lRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''Thank you, Representative. Now if we open it up for

Heartland, wouldn't it be awfully difficult to not open it

up for a1l these other taxing districts which would take

funds away. take a limited amount of dollars away from our

current taxing districts?e
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speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: fLet me first state that I have no opposition from current

taxin: districts. The Community College Trustee

presidents, the Board of Higher Education and so on are all

in support of this Bill. Secondly, your question is,

would it not take moneys away. Yes it would take a very

small amount of moneys away. Your third question is,

aren't we not opening it up to these other districts.

don't believe so because this legislation is here because

in 1990, the Illinois leqislator tried to enforce the area

that Heartland includes to form a district. They formed

that district beeause the legislation made them do so. ln

so doing they are not privileged to this tax. Now we go

back to the funding formula. Those other districts are not

funded in the same way the community colleges are

throughout the State of Illinois by a formula driven fund

that we provide by state resources. I think in itself

that's the difference. The other difference is the

equitable playing field and the other difference is that

the state forced this issue.''

speaker Blgqert: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: RThank you. Representative. So I am concerned,

Representative. So if 1 represented Logan and Junior

College in downstate Illinois down by Carbondale or if

represented Lincoln Land College here in Sprinqfield or I

represented Kaskaskia Junior College down by Centralia, if

I vote for your legislation, I will now be taken dollars

away from my own institutions. Isn't that correct??

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Bradyo''

Brady: l'Everyone outside of Cook will share in this approximate

$400,000 a year. If we divide the amount of the fund by

the taxinq districts that receive the fund, that's about
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$70 on average and remind you that the community college

precedents and the Community College Trustees and the

Communlty Colleqe Board as we12 as the Board of Higher

Education fully supports this leqislation.e

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Granberg, if you could brin: it

to a close.''

Granberg: ''Thank you. Representative, T just had the concern

becausee..l would have to go...H

Speaker Biggertl Rcan you just close?''
Granberg: RT would have to go... To the Bill. 1 would have to

go back to my district, Representative, or whoever

represented Lincoln Land Junior College here in Sprinqfield

or the people who go to Lincoln Land or the people who go

to Logan Junior Colleqe down by Carbondale or any Junior

college in the State of Illinois or any Junior Colleqe in

the city or all the Junior Colleqes, all the parks, all of

those taxin: districts tbat were in existence who rely on

this funding. We are going to have to back to our taxinq

districts and say we voted to reduce your funding. Now I'm

not sure if that's a good idea and if I have to go back to

my districts as Representative Poe or Representative

Klinqler or Representative Jones or others would have to

do, we are going to have to explain why we voted to reduce

our fundinq to give that to you and your Junior College.

So I want to make sure I understand this because 1'm the

one who is goinq to have to explain why J reduced my own

funding so I could help out Heartland Junior College.

Thank youvn

Speaker Bigqert: PRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: PThank you, Madam Speaker. With due respect to

Representative Brady, he's well intentioned, but I don't

want to do that to my district and I'm sure others don't
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either and so I would ask for a verification of this Roll

Ca11./

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you. Representative Black. I'm sorry.

The Representative from Cook, Representative Langg,

Lang: 'Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?n

Speaker Biggert: %He indicates he wil1.O

Lang: ORepresentative, you indicated that Cook County is not

effected by this. Can you explain that?''

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Bradypo

Brady: 'Yes, Representative. The wag I understand the law, Cook

County receives about 51.65% of the total fund. The rest

of the state receives 48.35%. The fund is divided and then

distributed amonqst the taxing bodies that were in effect

when the replacement tax took effectw''

speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.l'

Lang: 'Well, didn't really understand why then that does not

effect Cook. So your telling me that the money you're

talking about here comes only out of the downstate portion?

3ut you do take this off the top of the downstate portion

thus reducing the allocations to a1l of the other community

colleges downstate.

Isn't that right?e

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Representative, it effects every taxin: district that

receives it and as I said earlier, it would cost each

taxing district on average approximately $70 per year.

It's taken, not off the top, but they just become part of

the entire shareal

Speaker Biqgert: pRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: 'Have gou checked with all these other taxing bodies to see

if they are willin: to give up $70 so that you can give it
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Speaker Bigqert: NRepresentative Brady.'

Brady: ,No, Representative, but we went through the process with

this Bill. We went through the Committee process and there
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was no oppositiony''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Lang.R

Lang: ?So did you expect thousands of local communities to come

here over that $70 and testify for or against your 3ill?/

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: *My expectation would be if it's as severe a situation as

you suggest, yes.''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: >We1l, so let me see if I understand what's going on here.

What you have here is a piece of special leqislation for

one community college in Illinois and you want a11 these

other communities, all these other governmental units to

take a hit so that your Community College can fill out a

budqet gap. Is that reallg vhae we have here?f

Speaker Biggert: HRepresentative Bradyy''

arady: ''Representative, it's my intension that the State of

Illinois forced this community college to form. The State

of Illinois has attempted through it's funding formula to

provide and equitable playin: field of funding for a11

Community Colleges throughout this state. Because of this

oversight in this funding when they forced the community

college to form, they were unable to receive this. If We

are going to continue to provide equitable funding from the

state through the Community College system throughout this

state, it would be necessary to readdress the funding

formula. Because the fundinq formula is based on everyone

receiving a share of the corporate Personal Property

Replacement Tax. So, the answer to your question is, yes
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it is special legislation. It's special legislation that

was caused because this legislative :ody forced this area

to form a community college.'

Speaker Bivgert: ''Representative Lang.n

Lang: 'Thank you. Are you aware that special legtslation is

unconstitutional, Representative?''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Brady.''

Brady: >Representative, don't know of any special

legislation...and legislation that we pass that isn't

special legislation. So I find that hard to belteve.''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Lanq.n

Lang: OWe11, won't belabor the point too much. but you

indicated that it was special leqislation because it only

effects your school. You said it was special legislation.

You know that special legislation is unconstitutional, but

let's go on. Aren't you opening up a can of worms here.

lsn't it possible that every government unit formed after

1979 will come here with flocks of Bills asking for changes

just as you have asked for?p
Speaker Biggertz ''Representative 3rady.''

Brady: nI don't believe so, Representative: and as 1 explained

earlier, the difference here is that this is the only

community college forced to torm. Those other units of

government were not forced to form. It was forced to form

by the State of Illinois. The State of Illinois has

attempted to provide equitable level plain field fundin:

for a1l Community Colleges. This is a unique situation

cause by legislation in 1990 forcing us. Completely unique

from anybody else. Now the purpose of the legislation is

just to provide an equitable level of funding for this
community college which this Body deemed necessary to force

Jeform.?
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speaker Bigqert: RRepresentative Lang, your time is just about

U/ @ 10

Lang: nDoesn't the state now provide for community colleges ot a

sort of disproportionate share, the same kind of help they

do through the school aide formula for elementary and

secondary educationa''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Bradyg''

Brady: ''Representative, yes they do. 3ut as I said earlier,

before they go into that funding formula, it is presumed

that everyone receives a share of the Corporate Personal

property Replacement Tax. So...''

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Brady are you finished.l

Brady: ''The answer to you question is yes, it doesn't deal with

the problem at handep

Speaker Biqgert: lThe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

vermillion, Representative Blackp/

Black: nThank you very much, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. 1 truly on this occasion

compliment my colleagues in the House on the caliber of

questions and the level of debate because this is a very

complicated issue. There isn't any question about that.

And 1 would like to address that if the Gentleman would

yield for a question or two.,

Speaker niggert: ''The Representative says he will.P

Black: lThank you. Representative Brady, the legislation appears

to me on page 8 of the Bill to be very carefully drafted,

that says a community college district created after July l

of '79, it's tax base should thereafter be the sum of the

personal property tax collected for the 1977 tax year et

cetera. So this is really...the leqislation is really

limited to community colleges specifically. Anybody else

coming in would have to seek the same legislative wavers.
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 Tsn't that your interpretation?''

I jj ,!Speaker Biggert: Representative Brady.I
I
I Brady: OYes it is. Thank youy''

 ker Biggert: lRepresentative Black.
'' Sêea

 Black: nYes, thank you very much, Madam Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. 1 think that's at the heart of the

issue. This is the last community colleqe district that

can be formed in the State of Illinois. In the McLean

County area, this was the last amount of territory and land

1 that was not in a community college district. Now, the

 State of Illinois, through the General Assembly, told them

 the unaffiliated territory, that if you did not create a

1 ity college district by a certain period of time, youcommun
1
I would then be annexed into a community college district.

 The people in Representative Brady's area decided to form a

 community college called Heartland Community College. Now
I
I a1l they're asking to do in this legislation is be treated
I

the same as a11 community colleges in the State of

 Illinois. Now one thins you have to remember, this doesn't

 i f ect Cook County at a1l . In f act , maybe someday we oughta
I
II to revisit. We should revisit how the personal property

 replacement tax is apportioned in the state of Illinois.

Fifty-one point sixty-five percent of the personal property

replacement tax in Illinois goes to Cook County.

l - i ht percent is divvied up among a11 the otherForty e g

counties in the State oi Illinois, so it's certainly not

going to have any impact on Cook County. What you have to
lI realize in this legislation and what makes it so

 complicated, the existinq community college funding formula
 d secondary schools.is very similar to the elementary an

You combine your property tax collection. You combine your

personal property replacement tax revenue to calculate a
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revenue base and then the State of lllinois through general
!

taxes supplements an amount per pupil to bring the college

to a standard level. The community college formula that I
Heartland has to work under assumes that Heartland receives

the replacement tax revenue and they do not. Now that I

isn't fair and it isn't equitable. You're not creating a

new tax. You're not imposing a new tax. You're simply :

treating the newest and the last community college that can

be...public community college that can be formed in
E

Illinois, you're putting them, grandfathering if you will,

under the original law and I think it was the intent of
1.

that law that the community colleges be funded under that

basis. It only makes good sense to me to put Heartland
i

community College on the same playing field that every

community college in this state is under. They are

operating under a penalty because the formula assumes I
1

they're getting the personal property replacement tax and

they are not and may I say, may I say that the Gentleman

has a district that certainly is booming and it's only fair .
p

that they get their share of the personal property

replacement tax. There is no new tax here. Youbre not

placing a tax on anyone. You're simply treating, in this i

case, Heartlaqd Community College, the same as all of the

other public community colleges in the district. It is

complicated. I think the Gentleman has crafted a very i

narrowly defined Bill. He's to be commended. It's an

issue of fairness and equity and I intend to support the

Gentleman's Bi1l.1' !

Speaker Biggert: fîThe Gentleman from Tazewell, Representative l

Ackerman.'' '

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker, I move the previous
!

question.?

I
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Speaker Biggert: ''The Representative from Tazewell moves the

previous guestion. A1l those in favor vote 'aye'; all

those opposed vote 'nay'. Voting is open. This is

final... Have all voted who wish? Have all voted kho

wish? Have all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the

record. On the Motionz there are 62 'ayes', 53 'noes',

voting 'present'. The Motion is carried. Representative

Brady to close.l

Brady: pThank you, Madam Speaker and thank you, Ladies and

Gentlemen. too, must complement everyone on the degree

of questioning. This is a very serious issue, although

do think it is an equitable issue. It's an issue that the

state created enforcinq the community college to force to

form. will not in my impression open up the door for

anythinq else. It is very specific that it only deals with

one last territory that is not receiving this benefit and

ask you for an 'aye' vote. Thank you.?

Speaker Biqgert: pThank you. The question is, 'Shall House Bill

385 pass?' All those in favor vote 'aye'; all those

opposed vote 'nay'. The votin: is open. This is final

action. Have all voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish?

Have a1l voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, please take the

record. On this question, there are 49 voting 'aye', 63

voting 'nay'. Representative Brady.?

Brady: ''Madam Speaker. I would request that this Bill be put on

Postponed Consideration.''

Speaker Biggertl ''Three voting 'present'. Are you requesting

verification? Representative Lang, would you like a

verification? Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, thank you, Madam Speaker.

requested a verification and 1 would

that Motion, please ma'ama'

had earlier

like to persist in
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Speaker Biqgert: 'Thank you, Representative Granberg, under House

Rule 76 for verification after any vote, for a failed vote.

our rules don't allow us to take a verification.

Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: pThank you, thank you, Madam Speaker. believe you're

incorrect in this. It takes a specific number of votes to

put this on Postponed Consideration, therefore your rules

provide that we can have a verification of this vote

because the requisite number has been receivedw'

Speaker Biggert: llccordin: to the parliamentarian, that is not

the case. Representative Brady, do you request postponed

consideration. That will be qranted. Mr. Clerk, please

take the record. On this question, there are 49 voting

'aye', 63 voting 'no' and 3 voting 'present'. The#

motion... Representative Brady, you request consideration?

He indicates he does. This Bill has been qranted postponed

consideration. Representative Deering, for what purpose do

ou r i se? ''y

Deer ing : ''Thank you , Madam Speaker , f or your unt imeli ness i n

recognizing me , but I Wanted to make a Mot ion to overrule

the Chai r on the ruling you made on the ver i f ication bef ore

you dumped the Roll Call , because we think you ' re in error

and 1 don ' t want to make a Mot ion that the Chai r be

sustained . make the Mot ion to overr ide the Chai r . ?

Speaker Biggert : HRepresentat ive Deering , our rules state that

the Mot i on is , ' Shall the Chai r be sustained? ' Would you

li ke to make that Mot ion ? Alr ight # the Mot ion has been

made to overrule the Chair . The quest ion i s , ' Shall the

Cha i r be susta ined? ' The quest ion i s , ' Shall the Chai r be

sustained? ' The vot ing is open . Have a11 voted who wi sh?

Have all voted who wi sh? Have all voted who wish? Thi s i s

final action. On the Motion, there are 64 'ayes', 54
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'noes', 0 voting 'present'. Mr. Clerk, please take the

record. There are 64 'ayes', 51 'noes', and 0 voting

'present'. The Chair's sustained. Mr. Clerk, please read

House 3ill 447. House 3i1l 447, Representative

Rutherford.''

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 4447, a Bill for an Act that amends

the lllinois Promotion Act. Third Reading of this House

Bill.''

Speaker Biggert: *The Chair recognizes Representative Rutherford

on House Bill 447.*

Rutherford: OThank you, Madam Speaker. I present to you, House

Bill 447. lt brings in five various Amendments into it,

raising the DCCA grant level for tourism from $40,000 to

$100,000, provides for the Department of Mental Hea1th

and Developmental Disabilities to provide their checks

directly to the county treasurers, it provides for Central

Management Services subrogation prerogatives, provides

for Department of Corrections to provide alcoholic

beverages in their facility for their wardens, it provides

for the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs'

Auditor General report. I'd ask for a favorable Roll

Speaker

ca1l.>

Biggert: ''Thank you, Representative. Js there any

discussion? The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang.?

Langl PThank you, Madam Speaker. I don't know Who is making all

that noise? This time it wasn't me. Madam Speaker, a

point of order.e

Speaker Biqgert: ''State your point.'

Lang: ''Thank you very much. Madam Speaker, the rules clearly

state that any Member may move to verify any vote. On this

last vote to...which Was on the Board, that said Mr.
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Deering's Motion, shall the Chair be Sustained, at least 10

people on our side of the aisle asked for a verification.

Madam Speaker, you chose to ignore that and then dumped the

Roll Call off the Board. Madam Speaker, you violated your

own rules. What do you intend to do about that?'

Speaker Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Lang. Do you Wish to speak to

the 3i11??

Lang: ''Madam Speaker, 1'm entitled to a response to my point of

orderel

Speaker Biggert: ''I guess, Mr. Lang, that With al1 the noise? I

could not hear what you said. I apologize. Representative

Lang, to the Bil1.?

Lang: nYo, I'm still on my point of order, Madam Speaker. Are

you telling this Body you didn't hear the loud voices on

this side of the aisle askinq for a verification?e

Speaker 3iggert: pI made my statement, Mr. Lang. Would you like

to talk to the Bill?H

Lang: lMadam Speaker, I'm not ready to speak to the Bill. I'm on

a point of order. Are you now telling me 1 don't have the

riqht to make a point of order or do 1 have the riqht? Do

we have the right to make a point of order here?''

Speaker Biggert: RI just gave you that right, Mr. Lang. I just
gave you that right and you stated your point of order and

1 gave you an answer. Is there anyone that would like to

discuss House Bill 447? Proceed, Representative Lang.*

Lang: ''Thank you. Proceeding back to my point of order, Madam

Speaker, I don't ...''

Speaker Biggert: OIs there anyone that would like to speak to the

Bill? The Representative from St. Claire, Representative

Hoffman.''

Hoffman: 'Ves, Madam Speaker, I think the issue... I would like

to make a point of order, also. 1 think the issue is,

2O4
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Madam Speaker, if we ask for a verification, are we

entitled to one? Under what rule are we not entitled to a

verification, Madam Speaker? Inquiry, Madam Speaker, under

what rule are ve not entitled to a verification?'

Speaker Biqgert: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granberg, do you wish to speak to the Bil1?*

Granberg: lThank you, Madam Speaker, are you finished with

Representative Hoffman's inquiry?'

Speaker Biqgert: 'Would you like to speak to the 3il1,

Representative Granberg?/

Granberg: *1 didnet, Madam Speaker, I did not want to interfere

with Representative Hoffman's inquiry. Have you addressed

his question?p

Speaker Biggert: HWe're considering right now, House Bill 447.

Representative Mulligan, for what purpose do you rise??

Muzligan: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for

a question, please?'

Speaker Biggert: >He indicates he wil1.%

Mulligan: ''Representative Rutherford, this looks like just a
wonderful Bill. Would you explain to me what it does?n

speaker Bigqert: RRepresentative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Madam Speaker. 1 did go through it in

great detail earlier amongst the roaring, but I would be

deliqhted to do that one more time. It basically is a

consolidation of a number of efforts by various state

aqencies. One of them is, it would raise the level of

grant ror tourism from a threshold of $40,000 to $100,000.

It would provide for a number of provisions to be

implemented from an Auditor General's report with regards

to the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs. It

would alloW that beer could be served in specific

tacilities on state properties. lt would provide for
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disbursements of Department of Mental Hea1th and

Developmental Disabilities checks could qo directly to the

county providers and the fifth portion is, would provide

for the Central Management Services to be able to provide

for subrogation in the Workmans' Compensation. would ask

for a favorable Roll Cal1.''

Speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Mulligan.?

Mulligan: 'Representative Rutherford, think that sounds very

good and certainly will support your Bill. Thank you

very much.?

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Pugh.?

Pugh: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

couple of questions?l

Speaker Biggert: WHe indicates he will.N

Pugh: lRepresentative, under this legislation, this is, did

tourism department that resulted from the Build Illinois

Act under the former Governor Thompson, am 1 correct?''

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Rutherford.'

Rutherford: >Wel1, 1'm not quite sure, Representative, that it

came out under the Build Illinois Act. There's a section

within tbe Department of Commerce and Community Affairs

dealing with awards for tourism grants.e

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Pugh.''

Puqh: ?My first question has to do with how does the Workers'

Compensation under the Department of Central Management

Services relate to the Department of Tourism and the

increasing of tourism grants?l

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: does not.>

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''The genesis of the legislation, can you explain why we

would like to increase the amount of the tourism grant from
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 40 000 to $100 , 00O and i f thi s i s only appl icable to rural $ ,

commun i t ies ? ''

Speaker Biggert : 'Representat ive Rutherf ord . ''

Rutherf ord: 'fThe reason that the grant level i s being requested

to ra i se f rom $40 , 000 to $100 , 000 is actually cominq f rom a

request f rom the touri sm indusery in I zlinoi s . As

inf lat ion grows and as promotion act ivities grow and the

costs f or that cont inue to grow , the grant level i s deemed

to be more appropriate to be at a higher threshold . This

does not mean , though , that a11 grants can be at $100 , 0O0 .

What this does , Representat ive , i s i t allows the Department

of Commerce and com unity ài f ai rs , through a competi tive

process of sc reening the applicat ion , to award these qrants

to the var ious ent it ies to have the opt ion f rom anywhere up

to $40 , 000 and now : i f we pass thi s , up to $100 , 000 . And ,

Representaef ve , no, i t: does not apply just to rural
commun i t ies . O

Speaker Biggert : ''Representat ive Pugh . *

Pugh : >Am I correct in assuming that a f or-prof it market ing

agency could apply f or these grant s or are they . . . ''

speaker Bigqert : ''Representative Rutherf ord . I 'm sorry,

Representat ive Pugh . ''

Pugh : >0r are they restr icted to not-f or-prof it orqanizat ions ,

501C3 organizat ions? ''

Speaker Biggert : ''Representat ive Ruther f ord . ''

Rutherf ord 2 H1 apprec iate that question , Representative , because

that ' s a very good one . No f or-prof it compan ies cannot

apply f or the grants . For-prof i t compan i es can apply f or

loans f rom the department of which they do have to pay

those back . The not-f or-prof its can apply f or the actual

grants f rom the department , Representat i ve . ''

Speaker Biqgert : 'Representative Pugh.?
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Pugh: ''When applyinq tor these dollars, is a competitive bid

process or who determines, which department determines? Is

it the Department of Central Management Services or the

Department of Tourism that determines who receives these

dollars?''

Speaker Biggert: nRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: PYes, Representative, it's made up of a screening

Committee of experts in the tourism industry who have

experience throughout the state on the best use of state

dollars. Jt is a' competitive bid process where various

communities and aqencies and entities can apply for it. lt

depends on the amount of dollars available as to how many

awards can be made, but it is on a competitive basis.*

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: HSo, what can you explain to me the role of the Department

of the Commerce and Community Affairs in this process?W

Speaker Biggert: NRepresentative Rutherford.W

Rutherford: PYes, Representative, the Division of Tourism is a

part of the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community

Afiairs.''

speaker Biqgert: pRepresentative Pugh.o

Pugh: ''And what is the interest rate on the loan? What portion,

how much, we're talkinq about increasing the loans, how

many loans, how much money? Is this money part of DCCA'S

budget or is ...?>

Speaker Biqgert: PRepresentative Rutherforden

Rutherford: NYes, Representative, the funds are a part of the

Department of Commerce and Community Affairs appropriation

throuqh the division of tourism. The interest rates that

are loaned to the private companies are at a competitive

C Z V Y * O

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Pughp please draw your remarks
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to a close.l

Pugh: 'How much money... What portion of DCCA'S budget is going

to be appropriated to this particular program?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Rutberfordwp

Rutherford: Hehank you, Representative. We're checking out in

just one moment.R
Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Pugh, I've given you an

additional minute. Representative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: 'Representative, it's my understanding that the grant

program is approximately $1,000,000 in the appropriation of

the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.''

Speaker Biggert: RRepresentative Puqh.R

Pugh: nSo, in essence, this requires an increase in DCCA'S

overall budget??

Speaker Bisgert: 'Representative Rutherford.f

Rutherford: *No, Representative, it does not call for an increase

in the appropriation. Basically, what ve're saying if it's

approximately $1,000,000, of that $1,000,000, it now can be

awarded in grants up to $100,000.0

Speaker Biggert: pRepresentative Puqh.?

Pugh: lWould any of these, would these dollars be used for any

new construction or is it restricted to public

infrastructure?''

Speaker Biqgert: RRepresentative Rutherfordp''

Rutherford: eRepresentative, the Department of Commerce and

Community Affairs would not *

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: ''Representative, the Department of Commerce and

Community àffairs would not be providing for the new

construction. A not-for-profit, a community or someone

like that, that applies for a grant and is awarded for the

department could possibly use some of those funds for

March 23, 1995
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construction projects, but that's not done by the

department, itself, and that would be a part of a 50/50

match.f

Speaker Biqgert: ''The Gentleman from Bureau, Representative

Mautino. The Lady from Cook, Representative Ronen.l

Ronen: fThank youz Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Biggert: nHe indicates he will.'

Ronen: ''Representative, you came before the Elections in State

Government Committee many different times. Do you remember

how many??

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Rutherfordo''

Rutherford: ''Thank you, minority spokesperson Ronen. don't

recall the number, but I *as there every sinqle week of

your Committee.'

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Roneno''

Ronen: loriginally, thought your Bill was a rather

straiqhtforward one, but now as I'm going through a1l the

different Amendments, I'm finding that maybe I don't really

understand what your final goal is. The initial purpose of

your Bill is to raise the level of the maximum amount of

qrants that can be given to $100,000. Is that correct??

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: HYes, Representative, that is correct. That was the

original Bill, but as you'll recall, there were three

Amendments in which you were a part of the debate and I

appreciate you bringing out some good points to that and

also, ultimately supported have gone on to this so we have

broadened the scope of the piece of legislation a bit.''

Speaker Biggert: PRepresentative Ronen.''

Ronen: 'Could you just briefly explain for us what those
Amendments do and specifically that which relates to the

chanqes made in the Liquor Control Act of 1934?''
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Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: PThank you, Representative, I Will go through them.

Qhere's approximately five points to this and this Will be

the third time l've done that, but I do appreciate... Jt's

a little noisy on your side of the aisle. Number one, it

increases the threshold for the opportunity of grants and

awards from $40,000 to $100,000 by the Department of

Commerce and Community Affairs. Second point, and ehere

are many fine points within that. I will go into those if

you'd like to, but it basically implements a report from

the Auditor General's office with reqards to the Department

of Commerce and Community Affairs consolidatin: some

offices, eliminating some boards, so forth and so on. I

will go back to the aleohol beverage in just a moment.
Fourth point in it deals wikh the disbursement of checks

from the Department of Mental Health Developmental

Disabilities. What that says is that the agency, rather

than sending the checks directly to the county treasurer,

that those checks would go directly to the county mental

health facility. This is a recommendation from DMHDD. The

fifth point to it deals with the subrogation part of

korkmans' compensation. Going back now to the Liquor

Control Act, what this does, it would allow under the

Liquor Control Act, that alcoholic beverages could be

served in khe private residence, the private personal

residences of Department of Corrections employees. And let

me just give you the genesis of that because I think that's

the bottom line of maybe where this should go. The genesis

to this is there are what there are called warden cabins.

These are warden cottages along the river in Pontiac or in

Livingston County that are used for Sheriffs' Association

meetings' used for AFSCME Union picnlcs, used for the

2ll
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Economic Development Council meetings. They have

barbecues, bratwurst, and so forth. This would allow them

to be able to have a k'eg of beer there.?

Speaker Biggert: Ocan we have some order in the Chamber, please,

so that the Representatives can hear the questions?

Representative Ronen.?

Ronen: lThank you, Representative, for that explanation. I do

appreciate that and this Bill, this current Bill has

nothing to do with making it more likely that dead persons

won't get elected on the ballot? That's a different Bill,

I presumea''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: PThank you, Representativez that is a different Bill

and if the Body so wills, I'm looking forward to bringing

that to you as wel1.''

Speaker Biggert: fRepresentative Ronen.p

Ronen: *1 look iorward to that, also. Thank you for you

patience, Representative.''

Speaker Biggert: HThe Representative from Cook, Representative

Erwin.l

Erwin: 'Thank you, Madam Speaker. Representative Rutherford, 1

just rise in support of your eiforts to increase tourism

funds. What I'd like to know as well as you may have

answered this before, do you know the total appropriation

in the tourism fund?''

Speaker Biqgert: ''Representative Rutherford.l'

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Representative, the entire, and again I

don't have the specific dollars, but 1et me give to you

in general. The entire division of tourism within DCCA is

well over $10,000,000. That includes the advertising fund,

the campaign fund, and so Iorth. What we're talking about

here is the grant and awards program. That is
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approximately $1,020,000

through as we anticipate.'

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Erwin.''

Erwin: ''Thank you, I appreciate that. So When community

orqanizations, let's say the village of Oak Park for

instance, they were to do a major event or an attraction

on Frank Lloyd Wright, tbey would apply to the tourism fund

for an aetraction grant. Would that be correct?l

Speaker Bigqert: HRepresentative Rutherfordo'

Rutherford: ''Yes, it is, Representative. There are certain

criterion that they would need to follow: quidelines on

what they can do to receive the awards. Some of tbem are

direct awards to not-for-profits. like the community. Some

of them are loans, for example, to private entities, but

you are absolutely correct, Representative.l

Speaker Bigqert: lRepresentative Brwin.''

Erwin: 'Thank you, Representative Rutherford. I Would appreciate

joining you on this Bill and 1 might add that I think the
state needs to do more and make a greater investment in the

tourism fund. The amount of dollars that tourism brings to

our economy is a significant one and 1 would hope that as

we look for additional state dollars, we would be Willing

to commit more to the tourism fund so that indeed we can

March 23, 1995
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attract those out-of-state folks to come in and spend lots

of money in your district and in my district and help us

pay for the services we need, so I'd appreciate becoming a

cosponsor with you. Thank you.''

Speaker Biggert: 'Representative Rutherford.'

Rutherford: ''Representative Erwin: consider it done, hyphenated

O C C O * W

Speaker Biggert: ''The Gentleman from Knox, Representative

Moffitt.?
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Moffitt: pThank you, Madam Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Bigqert: pHe indicates he *ill.*

Moffitt: 'Representative Rutherford, I trust that it's not a

requirement that I ask tbe questions as fast as what you

answered them. Is that correct?''

Speaker Biggert: ''Representative Rutherford.''

Moffitt: don't have to ask the questions as fast as which you

answer them do 17 Can 1 talk slower? Is that alright?

First question, are there any opponents on this?p

Speaker Bigqert: *Representative Rutherford.?

Rutherford: ''Well, there are no opponents that showed up in

Committee. There's no opponents that talked to me. I'm

not quite sure that as far as any associations or entities,

there's no one who's filed in opposition to thiswl

Speaker Biggert: fRepresentative Moffitt.e

Moffitt: ''Just a question on the fact that you're not, it's

changing it so disbursements are not made directly to the

county treasurer. I guess 1'm not sure why that change is

needed. Are you saying that the county is not responsible

for those funds, then?'

Speaker Bigqert: ''Representative Rutherforde''

Rutherford: *No, that's not what we're saying. This actually

comes from impetus of the County Treasurer's Association.

Let me walk you through this, very briefly. Today, the

Department of Mental Health Developmental Disabilities,

when they cut a check that's paid out to the Public Health

Board or to the Community Health Board, today, that check

must go to the county treasurer. The county treasurer then

must take that warrant and go back to that county mental

health facility, ask if this is correct. If it is correct,

it then goes back to the county treasurer. At that point,

it is then deposited. What we're doing is kedre tryinq to
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circumvent some of the bureaucracy and paperwork that goes

through there. The second point is confidentiality. These

checks and these notices have on them the names oi people

who are HIV positive. They have the names of people who

have certain mental illnesses and so forth. So, from a

confidentiality standpoint, the county treasurers' also

believe that it's also best to remove them from the loop.

The monies are still deposited within the county treasury,

but it's just a vehicle that they go through to get to that
point./

speaker Biggert: lRepresentative Moffitta''

Moffitt: 'Thank you, I appreciate that very much. Just the

increased appropriation, increased funding is coming from

savings that you're saying this is qoinq to come about,

that's where youbre getting this additional money? How are

March 23, 1995

you qetting you're additional money? Is it from the

savings that you're showin: on the tourism grants?e

Speaker Biggert: lspeaker Daniels in the Chair.e

Speaker Daniels: lThank you, Thank you. Representative

Rutherford, I noticed you're dressing up now.

Representatlve Rutherford, can you answer the question?p

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It's nice to be with you.

Representative Moffitt, to answer your question, tbe amount

of money with regards going to the tourism fund is not

increased, is not decreased. The overall amount of money

within that fund stays the same. What this does, this

raises the threshold, the maximum level that the Department

can award if they decided to go up higher. it could qo up

to as much as $100,000 per award, but the overall money

within the department is still the same.''

Speaker Daniels: Ookay, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Housep we have 22 Bills to
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complete this evening. The decision is yours as to how

long we stay. That's fine, 1'm here as long as you are,

but we're goinq to be there if that's What you want. It's

up to you, but ketre going to have to have some quiet.

We're qoing to have to run this properly, so,

Representative Moffitt.''

Moffitt: OThank you, Mr. Speaker and thank you, Representative.

1 appreciate you answering those questions and I'm ready to

vote and anxious to vote in favor of this. Thank you.?

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Clinton, Representative

Granbergpl

Granberg: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. First of all, a parliamentary

inquiry. I believe ...'

Speaker Daniels: *The Gentlemen have your attention, please.'

Granberg: 'Parliamentary inquiry, Sir. Amendment 41 amends the

Civil Administrative Code. Amendment 43 amends the Civil

Administrative Code and also amends the Liquor Control Act.

The underlying Bill amends the Illinois Promotion Act.

Would those Amendments be in order, Mr. Speaker?''

Speaker Daniels: pWe'1l look at just qive us a second.
Parliamentarian's reviewed your question, Sir, and it's

ruled qermane. Just as it was dealt kith, as you know in

Committee, that question was raised and the issue was ruled

germane in Committee. Representative Granberg.p

Granberg: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I was not in that Committee,

Sir. 1 did not know that issue was brought up before the

Chairman of that Committee. Mr. Speaker, what is the

rationale, though, for my own understanding, since raised

that issue on the Floor, Sir, and Was not present in

Committee?''

Speaker Daniels: nThat it is germane.''

Granberg: nAnd the reason, Sir?''
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t Speaker Daniels: PThat it is appropriately drafted and part of

the Bill. Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''It's my understanding there Was not a ruling on

whether these Amendments were, in fact, qermaned in

Committee, Mr. Speakerp?

Speaker Daniels: /1 was advised ehere was, but even if there

wasnft, that's the ruling of the Chair. Representative

Granberg.e

Granbergt HSo, Mr. Speaker, why are these àmendments germane to

the underlying Bill, Sir? They deal with the Civil

Administrative Code, Sir.''

Speaker Daniels: MWe're not going to enter a debate kith the

Chair. You heard the Chair's ruling. You have an option,

Sir. You may move to override the ruling of the Chair if

that's your desire. Is that your desire? Representative

Granberg.f

Granbergl RMr. Speaker, I'm hesitant to do that, Sir. 1'm asking

what the rationale is before I would attempt to override

the Chair and we have gone throuqh this in years past and

we would always have a reason Whether the Amendments were

germane. You may not have liked the reasons, Sir, but

there was always a reasong?

Speaker Daniels: 'As J said, it's been appropriately drawn and

drafted in accordance witb the Constitutional laws of the

State oi Illinois. So, further discussion on the Bill?

Representative Granberg.R

Granberg: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. What that the new

parliamentarian, was that his interpretation?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Mr. Manions, the Assistant Parliamentarian,

ruled thatw''

Granbergl ''Oh, the Assistant. Did he overrlde ehe

parliamentarian??
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Speaker Daniels: ''No, We asked him for the ruling because we want

to make sure that he is broken in properly so he can take

over on occasion. Gentlemen. Okay, Mr. Granberg.''

Granberg: fThank you. Pirst of all, kill the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ?He indicates he Wil1.>

Granberg: 'Representative Rutherford, I'm sorry, Rutherford, l

thought you put your coat on for the new Speaker. Now

you've gone back to your o1d style. ïoufve stated that

this increases the amount that can be dispensed under the

grant program from I believe, $40,000 to $100,000. Will

this lower the number of grants that can be awarded by

actually increasinq the amount?*

Speaker Daniels: MRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherfordl nThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, as I

explained to Representative Pugh earlier, that the total

amount of money within the fund is going to stay the same

as is appropriated by the General Assembly. So, the

amount, the number of grants to be awarded is al1 goin: to

to be depended upon the size and level of those qrants. lf

every grant was raised to the maximum amount, mathematics

would say that it would decrease that number, but that

isn't necessarily going to be the case.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granberg.o

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Rutherford. If that was the case, if

the number of grants are in fact reduced, in particularly

for Southern Illinois, we're very concerned. We don't have

these large enterprises that are in search of $100,000

grants, so that could very well have an adverse impact upon

us. And secondly, Sir, can these grants be made to

not-for-profit corporations, as wel1?''

Speaker Daniels: pokayp Ladies and Gentlemen, can we break up the

caucuses, please? Ladies an6 Gentlemen. Representative
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Rutherford.?

Representative Granberg,

l've answered that question now three times, but 1 would be

qlad to do it ior the fourth. As far as the amount that is

available to be awarded, that they are eligible to be

awarded to not-for-profit entities. If I could also

respond in regards to the comment about Southern Illinois,

consider myself to be basically a Central lllinois type

of a person and in regards to the ability to be able to

have grants awarded there, T actually see this as an

enhancement, an opportunity for us to be able to go into

the type of projects that we'd like to have in Central

Illinoispp

Rutherford: *Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Monique Davis, can just

interrupt, Representative Granberg. For what purpose do

you rise, Ma'am??

Davis. Monique: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. just Wanted to take
this opportunity to say hello to our Comptroller, Loleta

Didrickson, who's in the back of the room. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.l

Daniels: NYou're welcome.Speaker

you continue, please?''

Granberg: NThank you. Representative Rutherford, do you know or

does the department know of any requests that are currently

before the department that Would be applicable to this

legislation, that in fact, are there groups currently

before DCCA that are seeking amounts up to $100,000 under

this program?''

speaker Danielsl ''Representative Rutherford.f'

Rutherford: 11'11 answer both. Number one, Representative

Rutherford does not know any and number two, the department

hasn't even got the application process capabilities to

Representative Granberg, will
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look for grants to be that high at levels, so no, they do

not.,

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.n

Granberg: NThen in that case, Representative, why have We sought

the $lO0p0O0 figure in this legislation?'

Speaker Daniels'' lRepresentative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: *In responding to your specific question, if they

knew of anyone that was or has a grant in for that or in

regards to anyone that is interested in that type, we'll be

glad to look into that specifically, but the reason that

this is coming about is actually feedback from the

industry, the tourism council in the State of Illinois and

the type of opportunities that they see out there and the

increase in costs to it that they feel that it's

appropriate to be able to try to qo to this level./

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granbergw''

Granberg: *Thank you. And Representative, I believe in your

Amendment #1, you talk in terms of special needs

communities. Is that correct?'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Rutherford./

Rutherford: ''J'm sorry, Representative, would you repeat that

question?l

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''In Amendment #l, Sir, is the language currently in

that Amendment in the Bill that deals with special needs

communities??

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Rutherford.'

Rutherfordl 'Just give me a moment here, Representative. think

you may be referrin: to the section that was responding to

the Auditor General's report with the Department of

Commerce and Community Affairs and if it is, can you tell

me what page and line you're referring to, please?''
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Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Rutherford.'

Rutherford: /1 was actually asking the Representative if he could

cite the ...'

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Granberg.'

Granberg) ''Representative Rutherford, I Wish 1 could. Thatïs *hy

I'm asking you. 1 do not have the Amendment before me,

Sir. I thought I remembered that lanquage when I'd read

the Bill previously and I thought this was an addition to

the legislation and, in fact, changed the current law.*

Granberg: 'Okay, I think f... Again, I may not be able to cite

the specific line for you, but I think what you may be

talking about is repealing the provision that requires the

department to study housing needs and conditions throughout

the state in order to develop programs for correction of

substandard housing. If that's the section you're

referring to in regards to needs, that is a provision

vithin the Auditor General's report on the Department of

Commerce and Community Affairs to repeal that section of it

and the reason for that is, it's actually duplicity in

activity that's already being provided by the Illinois

Housinq Development Authority here in the State ot

Illinois. So, the Auditor general recommended tbe repeal

of that in DCCA.'I

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Granberg.f

Granberq: lThank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. So,

Representative, that does not deal with the grant awarding

process for tourism or economic developmentp Sir?e

Speaker Daniels: nokay, Representative Granberg, your time is

coming to a close. But, Representative Rutherford, could

you please answer that question?''

Rutherford: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative Granberq, if

I understand this section of the Amendment that you are
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referrinq to and it does respond to this on the section

within the Auditor General's report, it does not refer to

anything in regards to the tourism grant award program./

Speaker Danielsk nRepresentative Granberq.''

Granberg: ''Mr. Speaker, inquiry of the Chair. Representative

Morrow indicated he kould like to give me his time to

finish my line of questioning at some time in the future,

Sir. Will be able to do that?''

Speaker Daniels: ll'm not sure, but if you would like to bring

your remarks to a close and address the Bill, we'll let you

do thak.'

Granberg: ,1 don't know. Youfve always seemed pretty sure of

yourself in the Chair, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: ''I'm pretty sure, but 1 kould suggest you close

your remarks, if you canol

Granberg: ''So I'm not... Is Representative Ackerman standing?

Oh, see.l

Speaker Daniels: lHe's ready. You want to address the 2ill and

bring your remarks to a close, please? 1'11 give you

another minute.'

Granberg: RThank you, thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative

Rutherford, would have liked to have been in favor of

this legislation, but I have a couple of questions, yet.

First of all, regarding the use of liquor at the

correctional facilities, I have correctional facilities.

Likewise. 1 have junior college facilities. We have more

not-for-profitmeetings at the junior college as opposed to
tbe prisons, so I'm not sure why wefre doing it in prisons

and not at the junior colleges or elsewhere, Sir. So, With

respect to that, 1 would actually like to be tor your Bill,

but I do have some questions. I am sorry that the Speaker

would not 1et me finish this line of questioning and I'm
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qoing to have to withhold my support until I talk to the

people from the Department of Commerce and Community

Affairs and the Department of Corrections.''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Ackerman.''

Ackerman: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous

questiono''

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' A1l those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The main question is put.

Representative Rutherford to close.''

Rutherford: >To close, Mr. Speaker, thank you. First of all, I'd

like to express my appreciation to staff of the various

agencies that are a part of putting this together. I'd

also like to clarify for Representative Granberg's case

that this would not apply for serving alcohol in prisons,

it would be for the housing of the wardens. With that, I

would ask for a favorable Roll Ca11.''

Speaker Daniels: PYou heard the Gentleman's Motion. The question

is, 'Shall House 3i1l 447 pass?' Al1 those in favor

siqnify by sayin: 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The

voting is open. Have all voted who wish? Have all voted

who wish? Have all voted who wish? The Clerk will take

the record. On this question, there are l05 'ayes', 3

votins 'no', 3 voting 'present'. This Bill, having

received a Constitution Majority, is hereby declared
passed. Yes, Representative Lang, do you care to speak?'

Lang: ''Thank you, Sir. I have a point of order and a point of

inquiry.''

Speaker Daniels: ''State your point oi order.''

Lang: HThe point of order is as iollows, Sir: Article 4, Section

8 of the Illinois Constitution, a document with which I'm

sure you're familiar, states that Bills, except for 3ills
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for appropriations and for the codification, revision or

rearrangement of laws, shall be confined ko one subject.

That Bill that we just went by dealt with many subjects.

My inquiry would have been to ask the Chair what the one

subject was. ïou're under a duty, Mr. Speaker, now that
that Bill is passed to certify that that 3i1l passed with

a11 of the Constitutional requirements met. Are you going

to do that, Sir, in good conscience?n

Speaker Daniels: ''When we review the Bill, we will do that in

qood conscience. State your point of inquiry./

Lang: ''Thank you, Sir. Because of the rules that you passed,

there's some rules we passed regarding having agency

liaisons on the House Floor. During that Bill,

Representative Rutherford had no less than six state agency

liaisons standing around him. A matter of fact, it looked

a little like a football game to me. I was going to tell

him to go long. The question have, Sir, is are we going

to continue to allow that?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Rutherford, please do not have

six people around you from state agencies in the future.

He says it's one from each agency that was affected by the

Bill. Alright. House Bill 548, read the 3il1, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: WHouse 3ill 4548, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Onified Code of Corrections. Third Reading of this

House Bill.?

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Boland, ior khat purpose do you

arise, Sir?'

Boland: ''Mr. Speaker, my button did not work on the last Bill.

I'd like to be recorded as 'yes'.f'

Speaker Daniels: NI can have the record reflect that, Sir, but

can't add you to the Roll Call. The record Will reflect

that you would have voted 'yes' had your button been
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Saviano: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. House

3ill 548 is an initiative of the Cook County Board. It was

a bipartisan effort of the commissioners on that Board

urgin: us to proceed with this proposal. Currently,

there's a Bill in the Senate, which is identical to this

that Senator Del Valle has. The original 3il1 was modified

and amended to comply with the request of the Department of

Corrections. The Committee Amendment 41 pretty much became

the 3ill. What it does, it directs the court to require a

person convicted of a misdemeanor or a felony to attend

educational or vocational courses designed to do any of the

following: prepare the defendant for the General Education

Development GED exam, help the defendant make progress

toward a high school diploma, help the defendant work

toward completinq a recognized vocational training program

approved by the court. This directive shall not apply to

any defendant who is under aqe l7, a high school graduate,

a GED passholder, developmentally disabled as determined by

March 23, 1995

the court, mentally incapable of completinq an educational

or vocational program as determined by the court.

directs the court to require a person sentenced to

Tt

probation or conditional discharge to attend an education

or vocation course, is subject to the same conditions as
outlined for convicted offenders. It directs the court to

require a person placed on court supervision to attend

educational or vocational courses, subject to the same
conditions outlined for convicted offenders. It directs

the court to require a person sentenced to periodic

imprisonment to attend educational or vocational courses

subject to the same condition as outlined for convicted
offenders. 1 miqht add that this Bill in the House here
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enjoys a wide ranqe of bipartisan support besides the

peoples listed upon the tote board. My cosponsors are

Representative Laurino, Curry, Hassert, Feigenholtz,

Schakowsky, Kotlarz, Wait, Blagojevich, Lachner, Kenner,
Stroger, Davis, and many more. 1 think this is a good Bill

and I would ask for its favorable passage. Thank you.R

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.''

Dart) nThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?*

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he vill.?

Dart: Ookay, just a couple of questions here. How many
individuals will this impact is it estimated?'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Saviano.'

Saviano: fThe Department of Corrections haS informed me that it

will affect inmates in the prisons who are currently

working tovards the GED and those kho are presently on

probation condttional discharge, so the exact numbers, we

don't have. Our initial Department of Corrections fiscal

impact was approximately cose at about 4600,000 dollars.''

Speaker Daniels: rRepresentative Dart.%

Dart: OAnd the costs would a11 be borne by the Department of

Corrections?n

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Savianop''

Saviano: ''Yes, would, Representativeo''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: lThank you. Now in regards to the provisions dealing with

mandatory supervisory release in this Bill, requires

that an individual who is on mandatory supervisory release,

shall attend a publtc institution of education. What

occurs that individual cannot attend because he's

prohibited. say: because he has committed at some offense

or...because we've been passing a lot of legislation

dealinq with individuals who bring quns into school and the
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like? What this individual is unable to, cannot be

aecepted into a school??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.?

Saviano: lAre you saying that someone is just not eligible for

any kind of...just if they're in prison?''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: 'No, after they're released on mandatory supervised

release, theypre mandated to then go to.e.to undergo

education. It's mandated. What if they cannot physically

get into a school, they're not allowed in?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saviano.?

SAvianol ''They will check in With their parole agent and every

etfort will be made to put them into a program eventually.

Now, they willfully avoid going into the program, then

their parole will be revoked.l

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: *So if it's not a killful violation, if they are prohibited

from attendinq: then their mandatory supervisory release

will not be violated? Is that correct?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saviano.?

Saviano: ''That is correct.?

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Darto'

Dart: ''Are there any estimates on how many people this would

impact who are on mandatory supervised release, which would

be a1l inmates wbo are released after serving a sentence?e

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.'

Savianol >We don't have an estimate. Just to add to thatt we've

got a figure, just counting in prisons is about 37,000.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Now the final thin: that I just Want to clarify on thisp

because J know where you come from on a lot of these

measures. My understanding of the eurrent 1aw is that you
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get additional day for day good time credit for doing

certain things while in the prison system, one of which is

if you're attemptin: to gain an education. Would this not

add more day to day good time credit for individuals who we

are now forcing into the educational system? So by

mandating them to do that, would they not be...would we not

be in effect mandating that they get more good time

credit?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: 'Representative, not necessarily, because what the

Amendment did. The original form of the Bill said they

wouldn't be released from prison until they obtained their

GED. What the new Bill says is that they would have to

work towards it and that may come into play with them being

released on some sort of probation or something like that.

So it really doesn't affect the good time factor there.?

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Dart.?

Dart: 'Just a final question then, but are they not eligible for

good time credit while they are attempting to get that,

though? I mean. while they're attempting to :et the

education, the GED, they would be allowed to get good time

credit, so was just trying to get that clearp''
Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: RYes, but they're only a limited amount of inmates that

are eligible for that sort of good time credit because of

their offenses, whatever category they fall in.''

Speaker Daniels: NThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Pugh.

Representative Puqh.l'

Pugh: ''Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

yield for a question?'

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Pughl nRepresentative Saviano, like to first commend you for
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1 having the foresiqht to try to deal with the problem that
I

leads to...constantly leads to recidivism and wlth a little

work, I think this legislation would be admirable. 5ut at

this point, I'd like to point out a couple of things to

you. Are you aware that currently the Department of

Corrections has bigh schools inside the county jail or

inside the jails?,
Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: nAre you talking about county jails or the Department of

Corrections?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Pugh.p

Pugh: ''The county jails.''
I Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.''

Saviano: *It is my understanding that county jails, they do have
inmates work towards, you know, their high school

education, but that's tbe extent of my knowledge of it.

Most oi tbem do.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative pugh.,

Pugh: lFor your information, Sir, they have accredited high

 schools within the county jails. The problems that
1
I they're- - the problem that they're having within the countyI

 jail is that there is no mechanism outside that allows for
these individuals once they have prepared themselves to

take tbe GED. As a result of the testing being transferred

from the Illinois Board of Higher Education over to the

educational testing services, there's not enough equipment

available for these individuals to take the test to receive

thetr GED. So thereforep there's a six to eight month

l backloq for individuals to take the GED test. My question
 to you would be, what do we do if an individual has

completed a1l of his time, has prepared himself to take the

GED test and it's time for him to be releasedr'
I
I
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Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Savianog''

Saviano: 'Representative, that was what we addressed with the

Amendment. He would then be released and whether was on

his probation or his parole, he would be monitored and

encouraged, kept on a list and made facilitated to get him

into that program eventually to take that test.l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Pugh.''

Pugh: >So if an individual were released, he would be released on

some kind of probationary term where he would be monitored

by a probation officer or a parole officer to ensure that

he took and passed tbe GSD test. Am 1 correct??

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saviano.''

Saviano: HRepresentative, this 5i11 does not mandate that they

receive a GED. lt ls a matter where the court directs

them, encourages them to complete a GED course. 1 want to

emphasize vhat motivates this Bill. I felt when this

concept vas brought to me that it had a two-prong approach

to it. Number one, if we encouraqed an individual to

obtain a GBD, number one, we would probably be increasing

their self-esteem once they were back out into the

mainstream of society. Number two, we would be giving them

a tool, giving them somethinq in a *ay of a high school

education where they could go out and be eligible for

various modes of employment. That is what is motivatinq

this 3i11, okay? So we couldn't mandate it because,

obviously 'cause of jail overcrowding and problems like
that, We had to make sure we had some avenues there Where

an individual wasn't ending up otaying in prison longer

than, you know, what his sentence allowed for.*

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Pugh, your time is almost over.

Can you kind of bring your remarks to a close?''

Pugh: ''Yes, Sir, I just have one last question. If the
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individual is not mandated to take the GED or to receive a

GED, then would I be correct in assuming that..wwhat's

qoing to happen if he does not? lf he chooses or he or she

chooses not to fulfill that requirement?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.p

Saviano: *On page 12 of the Bill, it says the prisoner review

board shall recommit to the defendant Whose mandatory

supervised release term has been revoked under the

subsection. This subsection does not apply to a defendant

with a hiqh school diploma and goes on from there. Okay,

this is mainly geared for alternative modes of imprisonment

like supervision, probation, periodic imprisonment:

electronic monitoring. This al1ows...*

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.l

Saviano: lunder those terms, they could be mandated to complete

the GED course. We could not mandate it lhen they were in

prlson. That's the difference. I don't know if you

understand what 1'm sayinq.e

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Pugh./

Pugh: 11 do and once again I commend you. 1 think it's an

admirable attempt to address a problem. Would I be correct

in assuming that the Department of Corrections is

supportive of this measure?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saviano.?

Savianok 'Yes, they areo/

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Pugh.l

Puqh: e.m.questtons.?

Speaker Danielsl ''The Gentleman, Representative Saviano, to

close. Short Debate, Sir. Two people did not take it off.

Representative Saviano to close.'l

Savianol 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Members of the House. This

Bill, I believe, isn't a cure all, but I believe it's a
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first step in the right direction of restoring self-esteem

to people who are in prison or have been caught into our

court systems to give them that extra push to get out into

the mainstream of society and offer some opportunities to

them to become productive members of our society and 1

would ask for a favorable vote. Thank you very much.?

Speaker Daniels: OThe Gentleman has aoved for the passage of

House 3ill 548. All those in favor siqnify by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have a11

voted kho wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are ll5 ..., 0 voting 'no', and 0 voting

'present'. This Bill, havinq received a Constitution

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Earlier this evening,
the Chair indicated that motions to discharge rules would

be read in and placed on the Calendar. With leave of the

House, we Will dispense with that reading and the 3i1ls

will be placed on the Calendar tomorrow. Do I have leavep

Leave is granted. We'l1 no* qo to Second Reading.

Representative Schoenberg.'

Schoenberg: >Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise on a point of

personal privileqe. Mr. Saviano in providing the Members

of the Body with the names of the Members who had been

sponsors of the 3ill, I would like the record to reflect

that I was a originally a hgphenated cosponsor of this Bill

and that my name was removed involuntarily and through no

fault of Mr. Saviano's. Thank youw'

Speaker Daniels: ''The record will so reflect. House Bill 398,

read the Bill, Mr. Clerko''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #398, a 3ill tor an Act that amends

the Unemployment Insurance Act. Second Reading ot this

House 3i1l. Amendment 41 Was adopted in Committee. Floor
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Amendment 42 was referred to Rules and has been approved

for consideration. Floor Amendment 42 *as offered by

Representative Weaverv''

Speaker Daniels: ''Amendment #2, Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: HThank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Amendment #2...F1oor

Amendment 42 corrects an omission that we had intended to

include in the Amendment 41 in Committee. It's an agreed

Bill. We had spent a 1ot of time meeting with the

Teamster's Union, with the truckin: industry. A11 we had

to do to meet the department's requirements on this

Amendment is simply to allow them to tap into the federal

languaqe that would not disqualify it from...their

intervention from the federal programw?

Speaker Daniels: lAny questions? The Gentleman from Sinclair,

Representative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: PThank you, Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?f

Speaker Daniels: >He indicates he will.''

Hoffman: pRepresentative, Amendment 91 was adopted in Committee,

ï believe. Was Amendment 42 then adopted on the Floor?e

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Weaver.w

Weaver: ''No, Amendment #2 is the Floor Amendment.p

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffmanw?

Hoffman: *1 apologize. Therefs so few of these that we see on

the Floor that T got confused. Please explain the Amendment

to me and what it does to the Bi11./

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Weaver, would you explain it

again?e

Weaver: /1'11 try this again. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. in

effect, closes a back door which could have allowed the

federal government to come in and annul the changes that we

made in the underlying Bill. This was a request by the

department to allow us to comply with the federal
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government. lt's simply a lanquage change Which is agreed

to. We ran it past the Teamsters. We ran it past the

trucking industry. Everyone that had previously agreed to

the underlyinq Bill, also agreed to this change.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: lNow I understand in the underlyin: 3i1l, when initially

introduced was opposed by the AFLCIO and the Teamster's

Union. Are you maintaining that Amendment #1, which kas

adopted in Committee and subsequently Amendment #2, are

supported by the AFLCIO and the Teamster's Union?l

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Weavere''

Weaverk @We11 thanks to the good offices of the Speaker of the

House, we went through considerable negotiations in

Chicago. The underlying Bill was agreed to by all those

parties and like l just mentioned a moment ago, we ran this
chanqe, which was simply an inadvertent omission, it passed

all of those same parties and they agreed to it.?

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: ''Now, it's my understanding that Amendment #l, which

became the Bill, essentially indicates and exempts certain

truck drivers from unemployment insurance and l understand,

I heard your explanation and you indicated that this closes

a loophole with regard to, I believe, the definition of

employment. Could you further explain exactly what that

loophole, you're closing, specifically does beeause I know

that these two organizations were okay with Amendment fl.

I know you ran this by them, but I just, for my
editication, I think we have to clear that up, exactly What

loophole closes in the original Amendmentw''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Weaver.''

Weaver: ''We11, wefveg..a 1ot of folks who have been here for a

number of years, includin: Representative Saltsman, have

I
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problem of independent contractors for quite

some time. I think he mentioned 15 years in Committee. We

finally think we have some lanquage that sets forth a crisp

and clean definition as to exactly what is an independent

contractor, whereby the department is given direction.

Previously, they were forced to ask trucking company

owners, in this case, to pay unemployment and workman's

compensation taxes on people who owned their own businesses

and worked for them on a contractual basls and the strange

part

contractors, even though those benefits wece being paid on

of it is, those contract truckers, independent

their behalf could never collect them, simply because they

didn't fall within the guidelines of DES.

cleans it a1l up. It's an agreed Bill process and think

This lanquage

everybody's finally happy kith whae we've managed to

accomplish.'

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hoffman.?

Hoffman: RRepresentative, tbis Amendment in no way expands who

this applies to. Instead, it only applies to the truckinq

industry and nobody else. Is that right?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Weaverv''

Weaverk NThat's correcte''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hoffman, is that it? Hoffmanol

Hoffman: RThank you. 1 appreciate your time.''

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman from Peoria, Representative

Saltsman.l'

Saltsman: eYes, Sponsor

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he Wi1l.,

Saltsman:: ''Representative Weaver, wasn't former Senator Bill

Merovitz the negotiator for the Teamster's Dnion on this

will the yield?p

issue?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresenkaeive Weaver.o
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Weaver: HThat': correct.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Saltsman.''

Saltsmanl rAfter the first Amendment, he was very well satisfied.

He had called me and told me about the neqotiations and I

was glad to hear about it. As I said before, because we

had worked on this thing for 15 years that I didn't know

of, what is a real owner operator because let's face it,

some operators cheated for some years and everybody was

very leery of this. On the second Amendment, I've talked

to the members of the trucking industry and actually, they

were satiufied with that. The second Amendment is also

okayed by the Teamsters. 1 didn't get back in contact with

Bill again, but evidently he must have okayed this

aqreement or he probably would have called back on this and

I refrain from calling him, knowin: if there was something

wrong with it that we would have been called on this issue.

So, at that, I'm willin: to accept this Amendment due to

the fact that the Teamsters and the APLCIO did sign off

finally with this agreement and I know of all the years and

the time that was put into this and I'm glad to see that

it's finally been assessed as a program that's workable for

everybody and as you said in Committee when you first

introduced the 3i1l, if we find somethin: wrong, we'll

correct it. I mean, that's what we're here for and we're

taking your word and everyone's combined that if somethinq

does happen to this, that it might be a failure in a year

or tWo or there's a flaw. that we will come back and

correct this issue.?

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentatlve Weaverol

Weaver: *Well, thank you, Representative Saltsman, and it's my

hope as well as yours, I echo your words that we certainly

hope that this finishes it once and for all. I know 1
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haven't worked on it nearly as long as you have and I'm

tired of it. So I hope wedve finally done it to the point

we don't have to deal with this issue againeo

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Saltsman.''

Saltsman: 'lYes, wasn't on the neqotiations, but what I'm

looking at in my own mind, the people vho were involved did

come to this agreement. 1'm going to support it, but

there's still a couple of issues there that myself. am

not happy kith, but if they can live with think we

should vote for this legislation and if we see something

kronq the next year or two, somethinq that we missed, we'll

be back here to straighten out and work with the same

parties again.'

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Schakowsky.'

Schakowsky: eThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House. : rise in support of House 3ill 398 and in

particular. as an example of successful aqreed Bill process

resulting in a piece of legislation that all the parties

aqreed to, that I'm certain that evergone in this Chamber

and in the Senate can agree to and would hope that many of

the issues that involve labor and management in other

areas, such as worker's compensation, will be able to be

resolved in a similar manner.n

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Parke.''

Parke: pThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I would like to echo the remarks of the Minority

Spokesman on Commerce Industry and Labor, in that this is

an example that the Speaker tried to talk about and me

relaying it to the Members of that Committee and al1 those

that were in attendance at the meetings is that the

Speaker's intention is to have the agreed Bill process work

and that means that people must :et together, negotiate in
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this is a fine example of that and that between no* and the

end of Session, whenever we adjourn, that we look forward

to working on this, but again it must be negotiated. It

must be in good faith and we must have some examples that

there is movement. If there is not movement, we do not

find that there is negotiation in good faith, then we must

move forward with an agenda in Worker's Comp, Dnemployment,

and other issues related to that Committee, but our

intention, the Speaker's intention is to neqotiate in good

faith. This Bill is a iine example of the aqreed Bill

process. We look forward to working with everybody on

that, in tbat manner.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Weaver moves for the adoption of

Amendment #2. All those in favor signify by saying 'aye';

opposed 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Amendment 42 is

adopted. Further Amendments?''

clerk McLennand: *No further Amendments.''

Speaker Daniels: l'Third Reading. Four ninety-seven. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 497. This Bill's been read a second

time, previously. Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee.

Amendment #1 was adopted in Committee. Amendments 42 and

were referred to Rules. No Floor Amendments. A Fiscal

Note and a correctional budget and impact note have been

requested on the Bill and they have been filedw''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Five ninety-seven. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 4597. Bill's been read a second

time previously.

March 23, 1995

something that is workable and

Amendment #1 and 2 were adopted in Committee. A Motion 'D table
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Amendment 91 has been offered by Representative Spangler.l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Spangler.''

Spangler: nYes, would wish that Amendment 41 would be tabled.''

Speaker Daniels: pAnd that's your Amendment, Sir?N

Spangler: pxes.?

Speaker Daniels: lokay. ïoufve heard the Gentleman's Motion.

He's motioned table Amendment #1. Is there any discussion?

Representative Dart.?

Dartl NThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Daniels: >He indicates he wi1l.*

Dart: ''Can you explain to us what Amendment 91 is?''

Speaker Daniels: fRepresentative Spanglergl

Spangler: 'Yes, basically it sets forth the guidelines for how

the development board would be governed and by vhom, and

that subsequently was addressed in the second àmendment

where there was a minor change. lt was a technicality in

as much as ke didn't say that the second Amendment becomes

the 3i1l.>

Speaker Daniels: MRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''So there is a second Amendment to this? Is the second

amendment on the Bill or has it been filed yet?o

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Spangler.''

Spangler: ''Yes, there's a second Amendment on the Bill.*

Speaker Danielsl l'The Gentleman wants the table Amendment #l,

then he wants to move to adopt Amendment #2. ïs there any

objections to that? Excuse me# I misstated. The Gentleman

lants to table Amendment #1t but the Committee Amendment #2

would still remain on the Bill. Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If that is the case now, we

don't want to object to Representative Spangler's Motion,
but if that is tbe case, will that Amendment stand on its

own? Will it be properly drafted then at that point in
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time?''

Speaker Daniels: ''We'1l check that out...might be at difficulty

with that, Sir, and your point is well taken. So, we'11

leave this 3i11 on Second Reading. The Gentleman Will have

to prepare another Amendment. Representative Spangler, if

you table Amendment #1, then your Amendment 42 is out of

order because it states that the 3ill is amended.ooas

amended and no lonqer would be amended. So, you follow

that one? Just say 'yes'. Okay, thank you. Everybody

else does, right? Okay. So, we are going to take this

Bill out of the record and thank you for bringing that to

attention. House Bill 797. Read the 3ill Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 4797, a 3i11 for an Act that amends

the School Code. Second Reading of this House Bill.

Amendments 41 and 2 were adopted in Committee. No Motions

filed. Floor Amendments #3, 4, and 5 have been referred to

Rules. A Fiscal Note and a state mandates note have been

requested on the Bill as amended by House Amendment 41 and

they have both been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: lThird Reading. House Bill 798. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: HHouse Bill 4798, a Bill for an àct that amends

the School Code. Second Reading of this House Bill.

Committee Amendment 41 was adopted. No Motions filed.

Floor Amendments #2, 3, and 4 have been referred to Rules.

A Fiscal Note and a state mandates note have been requested

on the Bill as amended by House Amendment #1 and they have

both been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Third Reading. House Bill 815. Read the 3i11,

Mr. Clerko''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 4815, a Bill for an Act in relation

of manufactured housing and to repeal a named Act. Second
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Reading of this House 3ill. Amendment 41 was adopted in

Committee. No Motions filed. No Floor Amendments. A

Fiscal Note has been requested on the Bill and has been

filed. A Judicial note has been requested on the Bill and

has not been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Judicial note has not been filed?'

Clerk McLennand: ''Yes, Mr. Speaker.f

Speaker Daniels: ''Okay. Hold the Bill on Second Reading. House

Bill 849. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.O

Clerk McLennand: pHouse Bill 4849, the Bill has been read a

second time previously. Amendment #l...committee Amendment

#1 was referred to Committee. Committee Amendment 42 was

adopted. Floor Amendment #3 was referred to Rules. A

state mandates note had been requested on the 3ill and it

has been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. House Bill 943. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: RHouse Bill 4943. Bill's been read a second

time previously. Committee Amendment 41 Was referred to

subcommittee. Ploor Amendment #2 *as referred to Rules.

No further Amendments. A Fiscal Note had been requested on

the 3i1l and it has been filed.''

Speaker Daniels; 'Third Reading. House 3ill 1070. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk McLennand: rHouse Bill 1070. The Bill's been read a second

time previously. Amendment 41 was adopted in Committee.

No Motions filed. No Floor Amendments. A state mandates

note and a Fiscal Note...a state mandates note and a

Judicial note have been requested on the 3ill and they have

both been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. House Bill 1140. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.''
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Clerk McLennand: ''House 3i11 41140. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. No Committee Amendments. No Floor

Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been requested on the Bill

and has been filed. A state mandates note has been

requested on the Dill and has not been filed.p

Speaker Daniels: ''A state mandates note has not been filed. The

Bill will remain on Second Reading. House 3i1l 1176. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand) OHouse Bill 1176. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. Ho Committee Amendments. No Floor

Amendments. A Fiscal Note and a state mandates note have

been requested on the 3ill and they have both been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Tbird Readin:. House Bill 1209. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 41209, a 3ill for an Act that amends

the Illinois Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act. Second

Reading of this House 3ill. Amendment 41 was adopted in

Committee. No Motions filed. No Floor Amendments. A

Fiscal Note *as requested and has been filed on the Bi1l.*

Speaker Daniels: HThird Reading. House Bill 1212. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.f

Clerk McLennandk lHouse Bill 1212. The 3i11 has been read a

second time previously. Amendment #l...committee Amendment

41 failed. Floor Amendment 42 was referred to Rules. A

Fiscal Note has been requested on the Bill and has been

filed.''

Speaker Daniels: PThird Readinq. House Bill 1234. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.f

Clerk McLennandt 'ïHouse Bill 1234, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Downstate Forest Preserve District Act. Second Reading

of this House Bill. Amendment 61 was adopted in

Committee. No Ploor Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been
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requested on the Bill as amended. A state mandates note has

been requested on the Bill as amended and they both have

been filedw/

Speaker Daniels: pThird Reading. House Bill 1235. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: WHouse Bill 41235, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Downstate Forest Preserve District Act. Second Reading

of this House Bill. No Committee Amendments. No Floor

Amendments. A Fiscal Note and a state mandates note have

been requested on the 3ill and they have b0th been filed.e

Speaker Daniels: pThird Reading. The Chair would like to

announce that the students from the Calvary Christian

School Band are in the Speaker's Gallery from the Distrtct

of Representative Al Salvi and Representative :ob

Churchill. Welcome to Sprinqfield. House Bill 1456. Read

the Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1456. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. No Committee.p.Amendment #1 was

adopted in Committee. No Motions. No Floor Amendments.

The Fiscal Note, state mandates note. correctional budqet

and impact note and budget impact note and home rule note

have been requested and they have all been filed.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. House Bill 1488. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.w

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill 41488, a 3i11 for an Act that amends

the Public Building Commission Act. Second reading of this

House Bil1.*

Speaker Daniels: ''Do you want 1488 taken out of the record,

Representative Stevens? Take that out of the record.

House Bill 1699. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41699, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Public Community College Act. The Bill has been read a
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second time previously. Amendment #1 was adopted in

Committee. No Motions filed. No Floor Amendments. A

Fiscal Note and a state mandates note have been requested

on the 3ill and they have not been filed.'

Speaker Daniels: ''The 3i11 will remain on Second Reading. House

Bill 1754. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41751. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. Amendment #1 was adopted in

Committee. Floor Amendment #2 has been referred to Rules.

A Fiscal Note has been requested on the Bill and it has

been filed.l

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Seventeen sixty-four.''

Clerk McLennand: *House 3i11 41764. The Bi11 has been read a

second time previously. No Committee Amendments. Floor

Amendment 91 was reierred to Rules. A Fiscal Note has been

requested on the Bill and it has been filed.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Eiqhteen forty-three.n tfhi;

Clerk McLennand: 'House Bill #1843. The Bill has been

read a second time previously. Amendments 91 and 2 were

referred to subcommittee. Floor Amendments 43 and 4 were

referred to Rules. A Fiscal Note has been requested on the

Bill and it has been filedp''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. House 3ill 1987. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill #1987, a Bill for an Act that amends

tHe Illinois Municipal Code. Second Reading of this House

3i1l. Committee Amendments #1 and 2 were referred to

Rules. No Floor Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been

request on the Bill and it has...a Fiscal Note and a state

mandate note have been requested on the Bill and they both

have been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. House 3il1 2077. Read the
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3il1, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 42077, a 3i1l for an Act that amends

the School Code. Second Reading of this House Bill.

Amendment #1, 2, 3, and 4 were referred to subcommittee.

Floor Amendments #5, 6, 7, and 8 have been referred to

Rules. Floor Amendment #5 has been approved for

consideration and is offered by Representattve Cowlishawa''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Cowlishaw, Amendment #5.f'

CowlishaW: 'Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. House Bill 2077 is exclusively the

quality Gchool initiative which is that of state schools

superintendent Dr. Joseph Spagnolo. After presenting this

Dill at some length in the Elementary and Secondary

Education Committee, superintendent Spagnolo agreed

because there was only one small item in the matertal that

appeared to be somewhat controversial that in order not to

endanger the whole initiative, he would remove that. That

was his agreement with those of us in the Committee. He is

fuliilling that obliqation. Floor Amendment 45 removes

from this legislation any mention whatsoever oi teacher

certification or licensor. That's al1 it does.''

Speaker Daniels: 'The Lady from Cook, Representative Davis.r

Davis: rThat you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Danielsk ''She indicates she wi1l.'

Davis: 'Representative, since you have taken out the licensure

requirement for hiqh school teachers, has the IEA removed

its opposition?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.f'

Cowlishaw: pI do not knowo'l

Speaker Danielsl ''Representative Davis.,

Davis: ''Xou don't know. Well that answers that. This

legislation gives jump start money or what... I mean, tell

i
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me more about the jump start program. What does the jumpI
I
 start program do? You see, this is one of the Bills that

 , j n was we didn t get to debate in our Committee. Test mo y

presented, but we could not ask any questionse?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis. Representative Davis.

Representative Davis. Representative Davis, up here,

yoo-hoo. 1'm up here, Representative Davis.

Representative Davis, you will address the Amendment only,

please. To the Amendment, Representative Davis.W

Davis: lNow wait a minute. Isn't that what 1'm doing? 1 asked

about project jump starta''
Speaker Dantels: ''That's not in the Amendment, Malam.l

Davis: pBut it is in the Amendment.''

Speaker Daniels: *To the Amendment.f

Davis: >In the removing...e

Speaker Daniels: ''Ladies and Gentlemen, please.'

Davis: ''In removing the licensor section of the legislation, do

you say, Representative Cowlishaw, that teacher

certification for high school teachers will remain as is?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: nThat is correct and 1 get an indication from the

balcony that in fact: the answer to you previous question

was yes'p

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis: 'If it takes out the licensor, then that was a11 that it

does. Is that right? 1 mean that's a11 this Amendment

does? ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.l

Cowlishaw: nAs l previously explainede yes.?
I
I Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Davis.''

 Davis: 'Thank you very much.''

 Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Rock Island, RepresentativeI
I
I
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Brunsvold.''

Brunsvold: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just to comment,

Representative Cowlisbaw had agreed in Committee to do

this, to remove this language and she has done that and I

commend her on that action to remove the language that

dealt with certification as was requested by the education

association. So she has lived up to her agreement in this

Amendment and 1 would commend her for that and 1 would ask

for support on adopting Amendment #5./

Speaker Daniels: ''You've heard the Lady's request. A11 those in

favor of Amendment #5 please signify by sayinq 'aye')

opposed 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Amendment is

adopted. Further Amendments?*

Clerk McLennandk pNo further Amendments.''

Speaker Daniels: lThird Reading. House Bill 2094. Read the

Amendment, Mr. Clerk...read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk McLennand: NRouse Bill #2094. Bill has been read a second

tlme previously. No Committee Amendments. No Floor

Amendments.e

Speaker Daniels: lTake House Bi11 2094 out of the record

temporarily. House Bill 2203. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand) œHouse Bill 2203, a 3i11 for an act that amends

the Illinois Vehicle Code. Second Reading of this House

3ill. Amendment 41 was adopted in Committee. Floor

Amendments 42 and 3 have been referred to Rules. A Fiscal

Note was requested on the Bill and it has been filedo''

Speaker Daniels: lThird Reading. House Bl1l 2305. Read the

Bill. Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 2305. The 3i1l has been read a

second time previously. Committee Amendments #1, 2, and 3

were referred to subcommittee. Committee Amendment 94 Was

adopted. Floor Amendments #5, 6, and 7 Were referred to
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 Rules. x state mandates note and a Fiscaz Mote have been

 requested on the Bill and they have been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Twenty-three thirty-two. Read

the 3i1l, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk McLennand: 'House 3i1l 42332. The 3ill has been read a

second time previously. Amendment 41 was adopted in

Committee. No Floor Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been

requested on the Bill and it has been filed.''

Speaker Daniels: ''House Bill 553. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: RHouse Bill 4553. The 3il1 has been read a

second time previously. Committee àmendment 41 was tabled.

No further Committee Amendments. No Floor àmendment. l

Fiscal Note and a seate mandates note have been requested

on the Bill and they have been filed.M

Speaker Daniels: ''Both been filed?''

Clerk McLennand: ''The Fiscal Note and the State Mandates Note

were requested on the Bill as amended. lt was filed on the

3ill unamended. Committee Amendment 41 was tabled, so the

notes are in orderel

Speaker Daniels: MThird Reading. Ten fifty-nine. Read the Bill,

Mr. Clerk.r

clerk McLennand: pHouse Bill #1059. The 3i1l has been read a

second time previously. Committee Amendment 41 was

adopted. A Fiscal Note has been requested on the Bill and

has been filed.l

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Sixteen 0 eiqht. Read the

Bill. Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: HHouse Bill #160B, a Bill for an Act that amends

I the Trust and Trustees Act. Second Reading of this House
Bill. Amendment 41 was adopted in Committee. No Motions

I filed. No Floor Amendments. A Fiscal Note has been

 requested on the Bill and it has been filed.''
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Speaker Dàniels: 'Third Reading. Sixteen ninety-nine. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk.l

Clerk McLennandk PHouse Bill 41699. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. A Fiscal Note and a State Mandates

Note have been requested on the 3ill and they have been

filedel

Speaker Danielsk 'Third Reading. Hduse Bill 2094. Read the

Bill, Mr. Clerk./

Clerk McLennand: lHouse 3ill 42094. The Bill has been read a

second time previously. A Correctional Budget lmpact Note

and a Fiscal Note have been requested on the Bill and they

have been filed.'

Speaker Daniets: 'Third Reading. House Bt1l 2345. Read tbe

Bill, Mr. Clerk.n

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 42345. The 3ill has been read a

second time previously. Amendment 41 was adopted in

committee. No Motions filed. A Fiscal Note and a State

Mandates Note have been requested on the 3ill and they have

been filed.'

Speaker Daniels: OThird Reading. House 3ills - Third Readingo*

Speaker Dapiels: lHouse Bill 579. Read the Billy Mr. Clerkp*

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 4579/ a Bill for an Act that amends
the Criminal Code of 1961. Third Reading of this House

Bi1l.*

1 Speaker Daniers: lThe Gentleman from MèHenry
, Representative

Skinnerpn

Skinner: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 579 is a Bill that

was brouqht to my attention bv the president of the

Fraternal Order of Police at the lodge at Joliet Prison
.

His name is Andre Dixon and he told of leaving. . .he sent

each of us a care packaqe this past July. He told of

leaving a barber shoo in Chicago and findinq one of his
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tires fkat. As he was changing the tire, all of a sudden a

car turned the corner and stopped next to him, the driver

stepped out of the car and said, Dixon if you wasn't

straight with me when I Was locked up you'd be under that

car right now. Npw nothing happened to this correctional

officer, but it could have. As he puts it, he was at the

mercy of this ex-con. Another time he was visiting friends

on the south side of Chicago, visiting high school friends

and an ex-con came out of a driveway from across the street

yellinq, uell I better not say that Word somebody might

take exception. No, it's the H word. Now that Dixon. . ohe

pointed out that Dixon, Dixon wouldn't look out ior me when

1 was locked up in the joint and he began to walk towards
me in a threatening manner and made it to the porch where

was. He said, '1 was defenseless, one arm in a sling'. If

it weren't for my friends being present I'd probably be

another statistic. Another black man killed in Chicago

with my department blowing it off as an isolated incident.

He asked# why do correctional officers bave to be

this vulnerabke position?

protession to my knowledge that when you quit or retire or

put in

He says, this is tbe only

are presently employed, but off duty, our lives are in

constant danger because of our employment. The ex-con

never forqets the faces of those who kept him lockeè up for

years. He asked, when will the Legislature realize that

tbe correctional officer wbo served tbis state and country

need to be able to protect themselves and their families

while off duty? Well I'm hopingwpwl'm hopinq that night or

that day is today. This 3ill not only would give the right

Of Current..ocurrent county and state correctional

officers, but also retired state and

officers and also retired

county correctional

peace officers tbose bein:
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retired deputy sheriffs and retired policemen to carry

concealed weapons. If there are questions, Mr. Speaker,

would be happy to answer them.'

Speaker Daniels: NTbe Gentleman from Kankakee, Representative

Novak./

Novak: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield, please?''

Speaker Daniels: llndicates he will.

Novak: ORepresentative Skinner, not only. o .not only does this

Bill allows, from my understanding, allow retired peace

officers...that means retired police rfficers, what county,

local to carry weapons? Is that correct??

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Skinnero /

Novak: 'Witbout a permit, is tbat correct?M

Skinner: lTbat is correct.n

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Novak./

Novak: 'And it also allows correctional officers, like those

individuals that work in county jails and also correctional
officers that worked at the state level to carry Weapons

without a permitp is that correct?'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Skinner.o

Skinner: WTbat's the purpose of the Bill.*

Speaker Danielsl 'Representative Novak. /

Novak: Nokay. For purposes of definitions, 1et me give you an

example. I know a correctional officer, say back at our

Kankakee County Jail, may be a person that works in the

front window that doesn't have anyo . .anythin: 'to do with

cominq in contact with prisons. They may be.. . In their

bargaining unit. they mav be a disoatcher, it miqht be an

individual that has...does not have any direct contact with

inmates. Would they be allowed too, under the definition?

Would they be allowed to carry weapons without a permit?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Skinner. l

37th Legislative Day
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Skinner: eRepresentative, a correctional officer means a full

time skorn officer of the sheriff or a full time employee

of the Department of Corrections who is primarily

responsible for the control and custody of offenders,
detainees or inmates./

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Novak.
l

Novak: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Why are we doing this? I

remember a few years ago we had a Bi11.. .no I'm serious,

why are we doing this? I remember a few years ago we had a

Bill in a Committee that we killed to allow retired peace

officer..efor what godly reason would they want to take

quns around with them for on the street? When already

retired, they served their 20 or 25 years loyally to their

municipality or to their county or their state. Why would

they want to qo around and carry guns?/

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Skinner. '

Skinner: >To protect their lives and those of their families
,

Representative.p

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Novak. >

Novak: 'I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker. Representative Skinner, could

you.repeat that?/

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Skinnéro
/

Skinner: said, to protect their lives and those of their

families. If you'd like me to cite examples I can
. I can

even show you...1 mean, if you want documentation that it's

needed, have it here. And you actually have it in your

mail because Mr. Dixon sent each of us a white folder

containinq all sorts of articles.
w

Speaker Daniels: DRepresentative Novak.
?

Novak: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. What is the level of incidences

here? I did get...1 did receive that packet of information

on my desk and I perused briefly. But what is the
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incidence o'f.ooor the ' percentaqe of incidences that have

been occurrinq around the state? Do we have a 1ot of

ex-cons going around stalking f ormer correct ional of f icers

and ret ired pol ice of f icers'?*

Speaker Dan i els : >Representat ive Sk i nner . >

Skinner : *1 cannot answer your quest ion , di rectly . I can tell

ou there are instances whicb are in tbe inf ormationaly

package that tbis Fraternal Order oi Pol ice Lodge president

sent you . I ' d be happy to put them in the record i f you ' d

l i k e . %

Speaker Daniels : lRepresentative Novak . *

Novak : ?Do the current police assoc iations , 1et ' s say the Dale
. Gobranson group, I think the Pol ice Chief ' s Assoc iat ion in
. Illinois, do they support this, do other police aqencies

. support this? What F.O.P., excuse me, what F.O.P. supports

this legislation?n j

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Skinnero
'

Novak: *Is it a certain lodge number or is it a statewide F
.O.P.,

a county F.O.P.?*

Speaker Daniels) eRepresentative Skinner.M

Skinner: pThe lodge number is 263, 1 identified it as the lodqe

at the Joliet prison-/

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Novak. '

Novak: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. Well, has any...how many lives
@ have been threatened or I mean, 'can you give us an

indication of the seriousness of this? .Has one of iI

ourp.ohas some of our officers been killed? Have thèir

cars been stolen, have their homes been ransacked and

bbed?' 1ro

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Skinner.
f

Skinner: ''Well, here's a funeral notice from the A
.R. Leach i

)Funeral Home for Charles Harvey. He's not alive
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becausea..he's not alive because his friends think a qang

member did him in. Here's a report dated 10/27/94 from

a...that was filed with the Joliet Correctional Center

yhere the ofiicer in question said, I was driving to work

in my personal car, a 1989 Plymouth Voyager mini-van, 1

was...it was a 1989 Plymouth Voyaqer mini-van. 1 was qoing

north on Eastern Avenue just past the Henry Jacob Manor
that's when I heard a gunshot and then my right rear window

was blown out. He notes that he was in full uniform ready

for work. Here...I can go on if you want.p

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Novak.'

Novak: PThank you: Mr. Speaker. That means. . .that means any

retired ofticer, okay, is authorized to carry a jun,

without a permit. Are they immuned from certain state

laws? They can carry that weapon on their person? They

could leave it on the seat of their car? They can put it

in their handbag, if it's a female correctional officer?

They could put it in a bolster around tbem and they could

walk around, right down t:e main street with that weapon on '

their person, correct? Is that what this law allows them

to do?*

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Skinner.
/ ;

tSkinner: MAll of the above
.
l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Novak. You only have less than
l a minute, Sirwe '' 

. j
Novak: Nokay. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Well, I have serious I

reservations about this 3i1l and I undersEand the plights

and concerns of correctional officers. 1 mean, anybody can

be...anybody can be stalked or qone after with a weapon. I 7
l
ijust have real serious reservations about this 3i1l. I can j

recall the same subject matter came up t%o or three years
ago in a Committee down here in the House and the Bill

i
1

i
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failèd to get out of Committee because of safety concerns.

I mean we have police agenciesy we have the law enforcement

agencies, we have the States Attorney's office. And I

think our police agencies are doing a fine job. 1 just
have real serious concerns about retired personnel

wearing...being able to have weapons without a permit.

Thank you.*

Speaker Daniels: *The Gentleman from Peoria, Representative

Saltsman.'

jaltsman: 'Yes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. You know, this Bill's
been kicked around here for a number of years and 1 don't

know of any police group or any organization that is

with...that is for this legislation. Senator Shaw, his

last year in the House, had a Bill over here in

Conservation Committee and the City and Villages and it was

just to let police officers, retired police officers, vho

had passed the 400 hour test to carry a gun, and they

qualified. What happens when these people get 72 and 73

years old and qet senile? Now wait a minute. Now when

they get 78 and 80 and they got Alzheimers, now youfre
going to have these people running around the street

.

They're eligible to carry the'se guns if you allow this
.

Now t don't know...l know every police organization in the

State oi Illinois and this Bill how it got out of any
$ Committee'

, I can't believe it. I mean I. ..as regards to '

the Sponsor I know he's got a guy up there in his area

that's pumpin: him, he's pumped several of these

Representatives from that district. Now some people just

want to carry a gun. Now you got a lot of volunteer cops

out there, the defense cops and them, they love to carry a

gun, they love to wear that badge. But the problem with it

is they don't qualify, they can't pass the test
, they can't
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go to a university system and qualify for the 400 hour

course. These guys don't even have to do that. Al1 these.

guys have even carried has been a Billy club and a

flashlight and now you're going to strap a gun on

them...and now you'r: going to strap a gun on these peopke
.

Now don't forget, I got a fe* of these people that live at

my neighborhood and I don't want no guns on them
. No I'm

glad stayed late tonight. I'm glad the 3ull game ain't

on, I'm here for this Bill. But this is ridiculous
.

can't believe that a Committee would let a simple Bill like

tbis out of bere. Iou know, kook around here and see some

these retired cops we got lobbying and how would you like

to strap a gun back on those people again? Now we've got

them out here in the hallways. Now I1m serious when you

let a man legally carry a gun, next thing their going to

want to do is let Legislators to carry guns around, now we

got real trouble. Now anybody that would clap for that you

show how simple this Bill is. This Bill is more serious

than that. This is one of the worst piece of legislation

to hit the Floor this year. This Bill deserves to go down

the Aubes. The cops don't even want it, don't force them

to wear them, we're glad to get them off of them.
e

Speaker Daniels: lThe Lady from Cook, Representative Fantin.o

Fantin: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Questions to tbe Sponsorp

please.?

Speaker Daniels: PHe indicates hefll yield
o
'

Fantin: pRepresentative Skinner, approximately how many

correctional officers do we have at this time in the State

of Illinois??

Speaker Daniels: MRepresentative Skinner.
'

Skinner: *1 don't know, but someone is suggesting tbere may be

20,000. Perhaps the Department of Corrections' liaison who
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saw earlier tonight miqht be able to come and tell mev'

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Fantin.'

Fantin: 'Approximately 20,000 currently, that are currently

working you said? Am J correct??

Speaker Daniels: 'That's what he saido'

Fantin: 'Thank you. Do we have any idea of how many retired

correctional officers we have?/

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Skinnera'

Skinner: *: do notm'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Fantin.'

Fantin: >Do you have idea how many retired police officers?''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Skipner.?

Skinner: NI did not check the pension records. It's the

principal that I'm offering hereo
e

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Fantin.
/

Fantin: *3ut we're talking now, Sir. If you're talking maybe

20,000, 20,000 correctional officers in this state plus all

the retired officers, correctional officers plus all the

retired policemen. We're talking maybe 50, 60, 70,000 more

guns walking around these streets daily. Am I correct,

Sir,. in those figures?w

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Skinner.n

Skinner: >Well# Representative, 1'm not at all sure there are

that many, but there are, there would be that many more

good guys with guns on the street to protect us
.
/

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Fantin. '

Fantin: PBecause these people have worked in a correctional

institution, are workinq, we hire them. ..excuse me can't

hear.'

Speaker Daniels: lExcuse me. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
.

Ladies and Gentlemen. Ladies and Gentlemen. Okay.

Representative Fantino*
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 Fantin: wThank you. We have no idea then how many correctional
' 

h kinq . 1 do not bel ieve , S i r , thato f f i c e r s we ave wor

every correct ional of f icer we have working in thi s state

should be carrying a weapon on them at all t imes . To me ,

tbat is quite f rightening . I don ' t know if you' re aware of

how many these correctional of f icers and some of thei r

background and how they are with these pr isoners . I think

the prisoners would have to be f rightened when they got out

too of some of these correct ional of f icers . Say what #ou

think . 5ut to put a gun in every correctional of f icer ' s

ocket , wouîd you want them walking in here , Si r , beingP

able all these people to be able to carry guns in here?,

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Skinner./

Skinner: >Wel1, Representative, they all have this little

certificate that says they#ve had i0 hours of firearms
traininq. That's a lot more than the qang bangers have

had.?

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Fantinv'

Fantin: >1 still don't believe, Sir, that that certificate would

give them the entitlement to carry a sun, a concealed

weapon, all the time. To the...to the...l .

Speaker Daniels: 'To the Bi1l.@

Fantin: >To the Bill, please.*

Speaker Daniels: Wcan the Lady please have your attention?

t Ladies and Gentlemen
.
'

Fantin: /1 think we need to také a v/ry close look at this. When

we're talking about puttin: 40, 50, 60,200 concealed

keaoons on persons walpinq around the streets, wherever.
May they been retired police officers, correctional

officers, whatever. I think that's a pretty frightenin:

thought to have that many more guns on our streets being

concealed and I don't believe there would be enough
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control. Ahd as our pievious Representative pointed out,
what if...when these people become 8O, 85 years old, do we

still think. they're qualified to carry these concealed

weapons? l'm sorry, that frigbtens me. And hope you

will al1 consider this and definitely give this a 'no'

vote. Thank you.l

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Morrow.o

Morrow: 'Tbank you, Mr.o.tbank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. 1 also rise to oppose House 3il1

579. If for any other reason, last year received a

letter from an inmate. I received a letter from an inmate

that..pdown in Hillsboro. The inmate complained about the

activities of some of the guards there, that they were

involved with KKK activities, they were passing KKK

literature. And 1 was alarmed that we have state employees

workinq on state time, in a state correctional facility

passing out KKK material. Kow if House Bill 579 was to

pass, we would be puttingw.wallowing some of those

correctional guards the opportunity to carry guns without a

permit. Why should we allow correctional officers to carry

a :un because they're threatened? What abput school

teachers that get threatened? Should we allow school

teachers to carry a gun? What? What about
. . .what

about...you know, Mr. Speaker, Mè. Speaker, can we have

some order please?e

Daniels: Ocan the Gentleman haveo ooplease. 'The

Gentleman.r

*1 don't think we should take this lightly. lot of

people get threatened in this world. Some of us get

threatened. should we be allowed to carry a gun because we

9et threatened? Postal workers. Of all of the numbers of

Speaker

Morrow:
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shoot ings we ' ve had at postal of f ices , should we allow al1

ostal workers to carry a gun? McDonald ' s , Kentuc ky Fr iedP

cbicken, churches. Should everybody be allowed t6 carry a

gun? sow you guys might take this as bein: comical, but

it's not. This is opening up Pandora's Box. We've messed

up, five or six years ago when we gave police powers. Mr.

Speaker, I've got to ask for some more...please, I've got

to ask for more order.M

Speaker Daniels: DLadies and Gentlemen. 30th sides of the aisle.

can the Gentleman have your attentiony please?/

Morrow: >We opened up a Pandora's 3ox six or seven years aqo When

we allow to increase police powers to just about every
police authority in this state. Now you have Cook Cdunty

Forest Preserve officers, correctional officers, stopping

people in Cook County for traffic violations. 7ou have

Secretary of State police pullin: people over for traffic

violations. mean, my God, let us all be police then.

Let's pass a Bill that saying that ke al1 should have

police powers and we should a11 have the right to arrest

and cite and yes, if so, use dangerous force. When is this

madpess going to stop? I'm looking at...l'm looking at an

article in U.S.A. Today. I'm looking at an article in

D.S.A. Today, Montana, Montana has passed a Bill and some

of you have come over here and have kidded me of last week

in Committee about my comments of Nazism and Fascism
.

Montana bas passed a 3ill that says, gays have to register.

Now doesn't that sound like in the l930's in Nazi Germany

when the Jevs had to reqister in order to stay in Germany?

When are we going to stop this madness and say that we're

a1l free under one God, under one Constitution? that

correctional officero..probably wouldn't have that problem

we would keep the prisoners in jail and make them serve
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If we dealt with truth and

sentencing, we wouldn't have people out here. And for the

Gentleman, I'm closing, Mr. Speaker. And for the Gentleman

that ex-warden was killed in my district. He was not

retired, he was an active police officer of tbe state. He

was allowed to carry a gun and he still couldn't defend

himself. So why do you think a retired policeman is going

to defend himself? This 3i1l is ridiculousa'

Speaker Daniels: *The Gentleman from Rock lsland, Representative

Brunsvold.l

Brunsvold: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. Yesterday...yesterday, the Senate passed out of

committee a Bill on concealed weapons for the honest

citizens of this state. Now there might be some

individuals that are guards, that are people that work for

some of these aqencies, that might not be capable of

carrying a gun. The Concealed Weapon 3ill in the Senate

set..awill set down a procedure for an honest citizen to

have the right to carry a gun if they qualify under

certain, very strict, conditions by the state police
. lt

has.proved to be a deterrent to crime in other states in

this nation and it wpuld do'the same thing for the State of

Illinois. And you're going to have to look at this very

carefully because if that 3ill comes out of the Senate
,

you're 'qoing to have to decide whether the honest citizens

of your district are capable of carrying a gun and being

responsible. A criminal carries a gun and he doesn't have

to qo throuqh any traininq procedure. So you should look

at this carefully. Yeah, we've made fun of this, we've

made fun of this. But the people out there are saying
, the

cops, the police in this state and my cities can't be every

place. The responsibility for defending you is going to be
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on your shoulders and your shoulders only. You have to

defend yourself and the state and your cities, unless a cop

sits at the front and back door of your house 24 hours. So

you should consider this carefully and I know we've made a

lot of iun of this, but the Concealed Weapon Bill is

coming. And you are going to have to make a decision

about whether the honest citizens of your...of your

district have the responsibility and the right to carry

that gun.p

Speaker Daniels: WThe Lady from Cook, Representative Erwino
''

Erwin: PThank you, Speaker. rise in strong opposition to House

Bill 579. You know...p

Speaker Daniels: lExcuse me. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House
.

Ladies and Gentlemen. Representative Erwin./

Erwin: ''Thank you, Speaker. 1 rise in strong opposition to House

Bill 579. You know, over tbe last couple of years we've

heard a lot in this chamber about law abiding citizens

havin: the right to bear arms, having the right to have

concealed weapons. Law abiding citizens have the right to

apparently arm themselves wherever and however they choose.

Wel) you know what folks? Let's just look at the
statistics for a minute. Theyrre a1l 1aw abidin: until

they use their weapon. Theybre all law abiding citizens

until someone steals their gun and uses it againit them.

Theyrre all law abiding citizens uhttl their kid maybe is

rustling around the house at niqht and they shoot their

child mistakenly because they think it's an intruder
.

These are all 1aw abidinq citizens who use guns in the

commission of crimes, many of which are committed as crimes

of passion with not a great deal of forethought. But

frankly, people are still dead and injured a1l over this
state. The 1aw abiding citizens who have guns, commit
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there are goinq to be more guns around.

mean, I'm just not sure what in the world is going to take

this state or the rest of our country to understand that

the more guns tbere are, the more accidents and crimes are

qoing to be committed with them. It doesn't take a brain

surgeon, Representative Skinner? to understand that if we

arm every living soul in the United States there are going

to be more crimes commikted with guns. can we please agree

khat only people who are engaging in sport activity with

safe laW guns and law enforcement officials should be the

only people with guns in this state. I strongly urge

opposition to this really awfpl, awful Bi11.>

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman from St. Clair, state your

inquiry.p

Hoffman: pYes, Mr. Speaker. Does this preempt home rule?o

Speaker Daniels: fNo, it does not. The Gentleman from Tazewell
,

Representative Ackerman.e

Ackerman: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 move the previous

guestion.'

Speaker Daniels: PThe question is: 'Shall the main question be

put?' All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed
,

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. Representative Skinner to

close.?

Skinner: ''We1l, Mr. Speakery I have a correction to make. There

are only 7,000 correctional offiéers working for the

Department of Corrections. apologize for nbt having the

answer at the tip of my tongue. would also like to point

out that the Gentleman who initiated this Bill is black. I

personally think that is totally irrelevant to the Bill
,but

since the Gentleman on the other side of the aisle decided

to bring up the subject of race, I think that ought to be
put in the record. The slain warden was not allowed to
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carry a gun except on the way to and from work. T

resume . . .1 do not know , but perhaps the Gentleman thatP

spoke bef ore me knows whether be was on hi s way to and f rom

work . I f he was not on hi s way to and f rom work , he was

not allowed to legally carry a f i rearm. 1 ' ve stated

previously that each one of the people involved here have

had 40 hours of handgun training , but i t ' s even better than

that . They ' ve all had the ret i red . . .the ret i red f olks have

had 20 years of experience . I wokild also li ke to point out

to the Gentleman f rom Peor ia that in order to carry these

oncealed we'apons , these Gentlemen who are ret i red , wi 11c

have to have a f irearms . . .a Pi rearm Owners ldent i f ication

Card . And i f they become f eeble minded , incapac i tated

mentally , the FOID card would be revoked. So think : can

answer hi s object ion . guess the quest ion we have to

answer bere i s , wbetber we want the correctional of f icers

to be able to take control of the pri sons back f rom the

gangs because that's What's really an issue here. Our

correctional officers are now being intimidated by friends

outside the prison of the gang members inside the prison.

1 anl not conf ident that the Department of Correct ions has

control of any pr ison , that the gangs do not control them

all . However , i f that i s the case , thi s i s a step in the

opposi te di rect ion . Because this wi 11 give the

orrect ional of f icers an opportunit# to def end themselves ,c

shall we say equal i ze the p' lay i n: f i eld out s i de the

pr i sons . have been requested by numerous ret i red police

of f icers to include them in thi s 3i 11 and that i s why I ' ve

done so . receized an anonymous letter f rom my local

county jai 1, f rom one of the correct ional of f icers , there

are 42 of them in McHenry County . And says ,

Representat ive Skinner , i f you get thi s Bi 11 passed there
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are qoing to'be 42 more jood guys in McHenry County with
guns that know how to use them on the street. Now you want

a cop on ev.ery block? This won't quite do it, but it will

put a lot more qualifted good guys on the block than tbere

are now. I would ask for your favorable consideration of

this modest proposal to bring the Second Amendment back to

the State of Illinois.?

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House 3ill 579. All those in favor signify by votin:

'aye'; opposed by votinq, 'no'. The votin: is open. Have

al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record
. On this

question, there are 30 'ayes'; 76 'no'; 5 voting 'present'
.

This Bill, having failed to receive a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared lost. House Bill 613,
Representative 3lagojevicb. Mr. Clerk, read the
Bill.ooexcuse me, excuse me, Mr. Clerk. Excuse me.

There's a treat here. Representative Currie
, for what

purpose do you rise?./

Currie: pThank you, Speaker, on a point of personal privilege
.

You .all may know that Representative Ray Prias got promoted

in tbe primary elections in Cbicago in February and a week

from Tuesday he will be elected an Alderman of the City of

Chicago. To speed him on to greater glory
, Representative

Burke bougbt him a cake and althoughbthere aren't very many

pieces left, you're al1 invited over to see it there is a

crumb available for you and to éish Representative Frias

Godspeed./

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Prias
, if you had a Bill, we

would call it. Would you like to say something
, Sir, to

you Colleagues? Representative Frias.
l

Friask NThank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a rare sight. know in
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the two years I've been here 1 think l've made a speech on
!

this Floor maybe two or three times. I'm going to miss

everyone here. I've made relationships and friendships

with people here that's going to carry me throughout my

political career. This is where...my colleagues included.

This is where I cut my political teeth. This is where I

learned what politics is a1l about and taking the knowledge

that I have now acquire in the General Assembly, 1 hope to

function as a productive member of the city council and I

hope to keep in contact with a11 my friends. I really am
!truly qoing to miss al1 of you from and the bottom of my '

heart, I thank all of you for being there when I needed you

and even when you weren't. And when you are in the city !
i

council, look me up and no garbage cans unless you're in '

the twelfth ward. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: 'House Bill 613. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.p
!

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 4613, a Bill for an Act in relation

to firearms. Third Reading of this House Bill.H
. !

Speaker Daniels: l'Representative Blagojevich. Ladies and
Gentlemen. Let the Gentleman have your attention, please.''

Blagojevich: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I must confess I wasn't
!

prepared to have one of my 3ills called today so I didn't

bring the file; however, I know this Bill like the back of i
i

my hand. I passed it out of here last year. I welcome all

questions and 1 would delighted to hear questions from the

IDemocratic side of the aisle as well as the Republican
.

Let me say this briefly what the 3i11 does. Jt does the

!following
, it's very similar to Andrea Moore's Bill. I

believe it mirrors Roskam's Bill or should I've said

Roskam's Bill mirrors mine, since mine was in fact the Bill i
!

that passed out of here last year long before Peter Roskam

conceived the idea. ln any event, I'm for Roskam's Bill
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and to the extent that my Bill can help Roskam's 3ill

ultimately be law, am happy to say right now on the

record that 1 would be happy to subordinate this particular

Bill for his or for Andrea Moore's for that matter. In any

event, hope we can pass this Bill out. It simply says

that your convicted of domestic battery or your

convicted of the misdemeanor charge of violation of an

order of protection, you lose your riqht to own a firearm.

If you are charged with either one of those crimes and an

order of protection is issued, the right to own a firearm

is suspended until the ultimate outcome of the case. I'm

here to answer questions and 1 hope 1 receive some.'

Speaker Daniels: NThis Bill is on Short Debate. Does anyone

stand in opposition? Representative Blagojevich to closeep

Blagojevich: 'Thank you. Mr. Speaker. I urge due passage and l
appreciate you callinq my Bill. Thank you.?

Speaker Daniels: PYou heard the Gentleman's Motion. The question

is, 'Shall House Bill 6l3 pass?' Al1 those in iavor

signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting

is open. Have al1 voted who wish? Have a11 voted *ho

wish? Have a11 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. on this question, there are l08 'aye', 3 voting

'no ', 4 votinq 'present'. This 3i1l, having received a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby deelared passed. House
3il1 668, Representative Santiago. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.o

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 4668, a Bill for an Act that amends

the School Code. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Santiago.'

Santiago: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker and Members of the General

Assembly. 1111 be brief. This Bill has passed this House

a number of times. It passed the Senate two years ago and
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the governor amendatorily vetoed the Bill. What this Bill

includes is the governor's version oi the amendatory veto.

What this Bill does is expands bilingual education to

preschool students in Chicago only. I will be more than

happy to answer any of your questions.'

Speaker Daniels: 'This Bill is on Short Debate. Does anyone

stand in opposition? Representative Dart, you stand in

opposition, Sir?''

Dart: nMr. speaker, no. I have some questions in regards to the

Bill, though. I might be in opposition. I don't know.

don't know what the 3ill does./

Speaker Daniels: lproceed.'

Dart: ''Thank you and I am joined by enough colleagues that 1
would like to take off of Short Debate.''

Speaker Daniels: @Wel1 we could always take it out of the record,

too.R

Dart: eI just want to ask a couple of quick questions.''
Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Dart.p

Dart: lThank you. My question's qoing to be real quick. I know

this is something that you have worked on before,

Representative, dealing with bilingual education. How is

it, if at all, any of this efiected by the measures werve

passed dealing with wavers and the whole like?'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative santiagoe'

Santiago: 'This wil1... The Bills that we passed will not have

any effect on this Bil1.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Dart.?

Dart: ''Just a follow-up on that. Would the individual schools be

able to wave or does this have any impact whatsoever in

regards?''

Speaker Danielsl NRepresentative Santiago.?

Santiago: ''This Bill doesn't have anything to do with wavers or
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anythinq like that.fî

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart. Representative Santiago

to close.'

Santiago: NThank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the General

Assembly. 1...1

Speaker Daniels: ''Just a second, Sir. Apparently Representative

Davis wants to ask you a question. Representative Davis.?

Davis: @How much does this 3ill cost? What is the cost?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Santiago.''

Santiago: OThere's absolutely no cost to this.'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis.p

Davis: ''Representative Santiago, the State Board ot Bducation is

going to open a bilingual preschool? Is that correct?o

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Santiago.''

Santiago: ''Basicallyp this will allow preschool bilingual

students to participate in the general curriculum.

Basically, right now, they have been denied this equal

opportunity as the other studentsmf'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.'

Davis: nsantiago, right now they cannot go to a regular

preschool?''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Santiago.''

Santiago: ''No. That's why I have the Bill right now so that we

could allow them to participate in the preschool programs.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Davis.''

Davis: *There's no line item for this in the budget?''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Santiago.''

Santiago: lThis doesn't cost anythingo'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis, you done? Representative

Santiago to close.''

Santiago: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Once again, I hope each and

everyone support this Bill. This is a Bill that I have
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Representative Cowlishaw, Representative

Leitch and several other Members of these legislatures, so

hope that you vote in favor of this 3i11. Thank you verg

IIILICI'I . W

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House Bill 668. Al1 those in favor signify by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have

all voted who wish? Have al1 voted Who wish? Have a11

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are l13 'aye', 2 votinq 'no', 0 voting

'present'. This 3i11, having received a Constttutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House 3il1 820,

Representative Cowlishaw. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill 4820, a 3i1l for an Act that amends

the Higher Education Student Assistants Act. Third Reading

of this House Bi11.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Cowlishawe?

Cowlishaw: eThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House 3ill 82O is an initiative of the lllinois

Student Assistants Commission or ISAC, which administers

the minority teachers of Illinois Scholarsbip Program.

Currently, this program which is for students who are

sophomores or above in institutions of higher education

and who are qualified as minorities are entitled to a

maximum award of $5,000.00 a year as long as they are

full-time students. The current 1aw dictates that at least

30% of the funds appropriated for this program must be

reserved for qualified male minority recipients. The

majority of applicants for these scholarships are women.
In recent years, ISAC has had many qualified female

applicants, but not always enougb qualified male applicants

to meet the 30% requirement. îf there are not enough male
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applicants, ISAC can not use

applicants. It seems a shame once the first of January has

arrived and we are halfway through the Fiscal Xear, which

is all that this Bill provides, that as of that date, if

there are an insufficient number of qualifies male

applicants for these scholarships, ISAC should be entitled

to award them to females. Thatîs al1 this Bill does and I

should be qlad to try to answer any question.''

Speaker Daniels: lThe Lady from Cook, Representative Erwino?

Erwin: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, can 1 ask you a

few questions about this proposalp'

Speaker Daniels: ''She indicates she will yield.''

Erwinl eThank you. Would you explain to me how...if we are aware

of how much money.vphow much in state funds was set aside

March 23, 1995

these funds for female

for this scholarship program, the minority teachers

scholarship program.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: HIn FY '95, it was 1.5 millions dollarso'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Erwin.''

Erwin: pThank you. Mr. Speaker, should probably ask that this

be removed from Short Debateo?

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I appreciate that...''

Speaker Daniels: ''Your Welcome.'

Erwin: lnepresentative, is the... The purpose then was to

allocate some funds to encourageo..would you give us a

little explanation of what the purpose of this was?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw: /1 already explained all that in my opening statement.

Current law requires that at least 30% of these tunds be

used for males. There are not a sufficient number of male

applicants. Because of the way the 1aw is written, ISAC
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can not give this money to girls. A1l this does is after

January l permit ISAC to give the money to girls.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Erwin.p

Erwin: lThank you, Representative. Do these applicants, do the

female applicants have to be minority applicants?'

Speaker Danielsk nRepresentative Cowlishaw.'

Cowlishaw: ''Representative, that would seem a pretty logical

conclusion considering it's called the Minority Teachers of

lllinois Scholarship Program.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Erwin.'

Erwin: lThank you, Representative. just Wasn't sure when we
were going from minority male that we were also going to

minority female or if we were just going to females so 1

just wanted to make sure we got all the correct boxes
checked. Thank you, Representative, 1'm sure there will be

some other questions on this, but I can't think of any

right now.?

Speaker Danielsk 'The Lady from Cook, Representative Flowers.

Oops. The Gentleman from St. Claire, Represenkative

Hoffman.l

*ThankHoffman: you, Mr. Speaker.

Speaker Daniels: Oshe indicates she will.''

Hoffman: pRepresentative, you sound tired. It's been a lonq day.

Are you tired? Your voice sounds tired.?

Speaker Danielsk ''Yes. Representative Hoffman.''

Hoffman: guess she won't answer that. Representative, with

regard to the Bill, I was trying to be nice, but 1 guess

with reqard to the Bill. Just explain to me, have in the

past the 30A that has been set aside been utilized by

Will the Sponsor yielda,

minority males?l

speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Cowlishaw./

Cowlishaw: ''Mr. Speaker, could not hear his question.''
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Speaker Daniels: ''Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

Representative Hoffman. could you repeat it please?

Hoffmank >1n the past yearst have the 30* that has set aside for

minority males been utilized?/

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: >Last year, according to ISAC iigures, somewhere

around 29% of the funds was used for male applicants,

leaving 1% of funds. This is not a major shift, it just
seems even if there are only 3 or 4 scholarships that could

have gone to a minority female and are not given to that

female simply because she is not a male, that does not seem

fair to me. That is all this Bill does. It is not

controversial. It came out of Committee on a vote of 13 to

$ and I can't imagine why anybody could possibly be opposed

to it unless of coursep you do not want to help minority

females become eeachers.''

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Hoffman.,

Hoffmanl *We1l, Representative, I guess my question is how come

we're not soliciting more male applicants.w.male minority

applicants to fill these teachers scholarships? Because I

think that is the whole goal of the scholarship program is

to have more male minority teachers in the classrooms. Is

there any program presently in place that is recruiting

male minority teachers.e.potential male minority teachers

ior these scholarships?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Cowlishaw.f

Cowlishaw: p'Representative, it is not the role of ISAC to solicit

people to apply for these scholarships. That is not the

assignment the General Assembly has qiven to the Illinois

Student Assistants Commission. They do advertise the fact

that there are these scholarships available, but they do

not go out and actively seek people to come and apply éor
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Now 1 believe they do have a program

materials about these scholarships to

every qualified institution of higher education in this

state. But beyond that, Sir, they can't very well use the

money they should be using for the students to go out and

try to solicit the students.o

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Hoifman./

Hoffman: ''Right, well I guess our concern on this side of the

aisle is... I understand and I understand your goals are

laudable and 1 don't question that. What 1 do question is

the way the program possibly has been implemented and up

and running ln the past. I think that this General

Assembly, when it passed this type of scholarships, made a

rational decision that they want to set 30% of the funds

aside for there recruitment and for scholarships for

minority male teachers scholarships. The idea beinq that

people in the minority communities could use males as role

models, should have them as role models in the schools. And

if we aren't doing that, I'm sure that there are more than

ample individuals out there who would like to utilize these

scholarships, but may not know about them. lf We are only

1% short...if we are only 1% short, we shouldn't be selling

the program shore. We should be going out there and

recruitin: people and saying, hey we want to have minority

males in the the classrooms. We want to insure the role

models are there for minority youth in the classrooms and

recruit them. That's what think we should...instead of

dolng it this way and just giving up on the program,
would submit that we should be out there fostering program

and fostering participation. J would urge a 'present' or a

'no' vote.n

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Tazwell, Representative
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Ackerman.''

Ackerman: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker 1 move the previous question.l'

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question be

put?' All those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed

'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The Lady from Dupage,

Representative Cowlishaw? to close.''

Cowlishaw: OThis is a qood Bill. It is for girls who are

minorities. Vote 'yesp.r

Speaker Daniels: ''The Lady has moved for the adoption of House

Bill 820. Al1 those in favor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are ll0 'aye', 0 voting 'no', 4 voting

'present'. This Bill, havinq receive a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passedo''
Speaker Danielsl lHouse 3ill 901. Return to Second Reading, Mr.

Clerk. Would you like to first read it on Thirdp,

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 4901, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Bnvironmental Protection Act. Third Reading of the

Bill.R

Speaker Daniels: nReturn to Second Reading. House Bill 913, read

the Bill, Mr. Clerko''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 4913, a Bill for an Act that amends

the State Police Act. Third Reading of this Bil1.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative McAuliffe, House Bill 913./

McAuliffe: OThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen oi the

House. House Bill 913 amends the State Police Act,

requires the State Police merit board to award back pay to

officers found not guilty in a suspension hearing or who

have served a period of a suspension greater than that

prescribed by the board. The Bill was recommended by
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Illinois State

minimal.l

Speaker Daniels: ''Any discussion on the Bill? The Gentleman from
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Lodge 41. The fiscal impact isTroopers

Washinqton, Representative Deering./

Deering: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Danielsk *He indicates he wi1l.''

Deering: ''Mr. Speaker, pursuant to the House Rule I am joined by
the requisite number of hands of my colleagues to take this

Bill off of Short Debate.'

Speaker Daniels: lHow many hands are those? What's the requisite

number?l

Deering: lEnough. Enough.''

Speaker Daniels: %Ok.''

Deering: WRepresentative McAuliffe, carried this Dill last

year. ïou and I sponsored this together and it died in the

Senate. Does this have the language in it that...if there

is a frivolous action brought, the people brinqing the

action have to pay the cost? Thank youo''

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: lThank youe Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a

questionaR

Speaker Daniels: >He indicates he will.''

Pugh: pRepresentative McAuliffe, how many State Police will be

affected by this piece of legislation?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative McAuliffep''

McAuliffe: fRepresentative Pugh, I really couldn't tell you. J

don't imagine it would be a very great number, probably no

more than ten a year.''

Speaker Daniels: wRepresentative Pugh.'

Pugh: ''So this legislation would not be retroactive, it would be

from the starting date on?l

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative McAuliffe.''
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McAuliffe: @No, it's not retroactivew?

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Pugh.''

Pugh: ''Thank you very mucho''

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from Tazwell, Representative

Ackerman.*

Ackerman: NThank you,

question.n

Speaker Daniels: ''Gentleman's move the previous question. The

question is. 'Shall the main question be put?' A1l in

favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The 'ayes'

have and Representatike McAuliffe to close. The

Gentleman moves for the adoption of House Bill 913. All

those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting

'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who wish? Have

all voted who kish? Have a11 voted who wish? The Clerk

will take the record. On this question, there are ll5

'aye', 0 voting 'no'. 'present'. This Bill, having

received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared
passed. House 3i1l 934, read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.e

Clerk McLennandl RHouse Bill 4934, a 5ill for an Act that amends

the Counties Code. Third Reading of this House Bil1.*

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Hanrahan.R

Hanrahan: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 934, Amendment #l,

becomes the Bill. This is actually four Bills in one.

The first Bill is identical to House Bill Representative

phelps, and provides that a multiple county healtb

deoartment may hire attornevs to represent and advise the

department concernin: matters that are not within the

exclusive jurisdiction of the State's Attorney of one of
the counties that created the department. The second Bill

which is the original 3i1l, House Bill 934, allows map

Mr. Speaker. move the previous
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Amendments that are proposed to correct errors made by the

county during a comprehensive rezoning to be passed by a

simple majority rather than subject to a 3/4 majority.' The
third aspect of this Bill is Representative Clayton's House

Bill 936 suggested by Lake County, provides that appeals

from final zoninq Jecisions of the county board must be

filed within one year unless a shorter time limitation

applies. And the last element of this 3i11 Which is

essentially House Bill 938 expands the public record

deiinition to include digitize electronic material.

would be happy to answer any questions as would 1 presume

Representakive Phelps and Representative Clayton.f

speaker Danielsl ''ls there any discussion? The Gentleman 'from

Cook, Representative Stroger.H

Stroger: nMr. Speaker, would like to yield my time to

Representative Hoffman.''

Speaker Daniels:: PGentleman from St. Claire, Representative

Hofimanpe

Hoffmanl 'Yes. Will the Sponsor yield?''

speaker Daniels: >He indicates he ki1l.*

Hoffman: lNow my understanding. Representative, in your

explanation is there are essentially three Dills that are

in this one Amendment. The original Bill, which indicates

that...is the original Bill in this..oin this now at a11?''

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Hanrahan.''

Hanrahan: RYes, the original Bill, Representative Hoffman, is in

here. 3ut there are four Bills; not three.
''

Speaker Daniels: pReoresentative Hoffman.lï

Hoffman: 'Do you know what the numbers of the 3illG were and who

the Sponsors were in. the oriqinal Bills? Were they Bills

that were introduced originally?''

Speaker D'aniels: ORepresentative Hanrahano'
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Hanrahan: œRepresentative, as l mentioned in my opening

statements, House Bill 6, Representative Phelps, as well as

House Bill 934 and House Bill 938, which I Sponsored as

well as House 3ill 936. Representative Clayton's Bill.

This was an agreed Bill, bipartisan Bill, in the County and

Townships Committeeo?

speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hoffman.,

Hoffman: pWell when you say agreed, agreed by who?l

speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hanrahan.'

Hanrahan: /30th the Democrats and the Republicans.*

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Hoffman, do you want to pass the

file back to Representative Lang? Okay. lt's on it's way

back. Representative Lang, you want to...no...

Representative Hoffman.p

Hoffman: ll'm just getting warmed up, Mr. Speaker.O
Speaker Daniels: 'Alright. Have at it.l

Hoffman: 'Representative, understand that your original Bill

provided that if an Amendment to a proposed comprehensive

rezonin: has made and is viewed that that comprehensive

rezoning...or that the Amendment to the comprehensive

rezoninq is only minor in nature. would take only a

simple majority in order to adopt that change. Is that
correct??

Speaker Daniels: oRepresentative Hanrahan.*

Hanrahan: >Yes.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hoffmanel

Hoffman: *And it's my understanding that that is in this Bill.

Normallv that would take a 3/4 vote in order to accept or

adopt a comprehensive rezoninq. My question to you is if

it's so easy and it's technical in nature, why do we need

to change from a 3/4 vote to a simple majority make it

easier. lt would seem like the 3/4 vote would easily take
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place simply because it's only a technical change in

rezoning.,

Speaker Danielsl 'Representative Hanrahan.'

Hanrahan: @It Was a feeling of Lake County that by makin: a

simple majority as opposed to 3/4 of a majority that it was
making it more simple and it was extraordinary to suqgest

3/4 vote was required.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hoffman.G

Hoffman: >We1l it's my understanding... don't know that there

was any agreed Bills. I wasn't in the Committee when this

was passed. 3ut it's my understanding you keren't in the

Committee when it was passed either. So it's kind of hard

for us to determine whether it was exactly agreed. I don't

believe that there are any agreed Bills per say or an

agreed Bill list that was passed out of the Counties and

Tounship Committee. Is that correct?'

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Hanrahan./

Hanrahan: llt's my understanding that that was the case. It may

or may not have been the case, but it's my understandinq

that it was.*

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Hoffmano''

Hoffman: ''Well it's my understanding that this passed out 6 to 4,

Representative, so I don't think thatp..is that krong? Is

that wrong information? guess 1'11 just ask that
question. passed out 6 to What was the vote in

Committee?r

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hanrahan.
''

Hanrahan: fNine, zero, one, Representative. Thatfs my

understandingw,

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Hoffman, you have the vote now.

Representative Hoffman./

Hoffman: *We1l, Mr. Speaker, I would just aSk that potentially if
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any of the potential Sponsors that Representative Phelps

would possibly explain khat is exactly in the Bill only

because 1 don't know that the Sponsor really went in depth

into what is exactly in the Bill, and I would ask that

since it is his provisions if we could potentially have and

we would run a slip over there to have Representative

Phelps added as a hyphenated Sponsor if that would be okay

with the Representative. And that's all I have.W

Speaker Daniels: lFurtber discussion? The Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Lang.l

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for your indulgence, Sir...'

Speaker Daniels: 'Got the file. Okay.'

Lang: appreciate it very much.,

Speaker Daniels: lYou're wekcome, Sir.'

Lang: OWill the Sponsor yield?e

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wi11.*

Lang: RHo* are you tonight, Representative? Having a qood time?

Good. Representative, I'm sure you're aware of the

constitutional provision that requires Bills to have a

single subject matter, are you not?''
Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Hanrahano''

Hanrahan: 'These Bills all are within the area of responsibility

of the County and Villages or the Towncounty and Townships

Committee. That's correct.'

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Lang.?

Lang: nWell, thank you for answering the question 1 didn't ask.

The question was are you familiar that the constitution

recuires single subiect matters in Billso?

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hanrahanof

Hahrahan: >As stated, think there's synergy between these

Bil1s.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang. Anything further,
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Representative Lang?/

Lang: >Oh yes. Just bare with me. Keep the clock running, Sir.''

Speaker Daniels: *1 will. Thank you. You got 3 minutes and 50

seconds.'

Lang: 'That's alright. We'11 use it up. So, Representative, one

of these Bills deals.o.or one of these sections deals with

the county health department hirinq private attorneys. One

of these deals with zoning and one of these deals with

electronic filing of records. How do these three relate to

each other, Sir?,

Speaker Daniels: liepresentative Hanrahan./

Hanrahan: ''They all relate to local governmental matters.''

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''In much the same way that parking ordinances and electing

a mayor would, 1 suppose.''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Hanrahan.?

Hanrahan: R1f you see it that way.l

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''These folks are trained really well, Mr. Speaker. on how

to answer these questions. No question about that. have

nothing iurther at this time. Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: nThe Gentleman from Tazwell, Representative

Ackerman.l

Ackerman: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. move the previous

question.'

Speaker Daniels: lThe question is, 'Sia1l the main question be

put?' All those in favor signify by sayinq 'aye'; opposed

'no'. The 'aves? have it. The Gentleman. Representative

Hanrahan, to close.''

Hanrahank ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. would appreciate you

favorable vote on House Bill 934.''

Speaker Daniels: oThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 934 pass?'
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signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'nof. The voting is open. Have a1l voted Who wish?

Have a11 voted who Wish? Have a11 voted who vish? The

Clerk will take the record. On this question, there are

l13 'aye', 0 voting 'no', O votinq 'present'. This Bill,

having received a Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. House Bill 939, Representative Clayton.

Mr. Clerk, read the Bill.N

Clerk Mctennand: MHouse 3i1l 4939, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Bikeway Act. Third Reading of this House 3ill.M

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Clayton.''

Clayton: NThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 939 amends the

Bikeway Act. It provides that the interagency council

shall convene at least quarterly rather than from time to

time. An6 also prozides that the council should include

Speaker

Granberg.''

Granberg: *Mr. Speaker, this is the one time you recognized me

when 1 didn't want to be, but 1111 try to accommodate

myself to this Dolicv. Now I would think Reoresentative

Hoffman has responsibility for this legislation. He has a

great deal of expertise in this area. Representative

Hoffman has been trained for years in these matters.

know he has a 1ot of pressing questions, Mr. Speaker.

a county engineer or a county superintendent of highways

which would be chosen by the statewide association of

county engineers. currently, the 1aw provides that the

council on bikeways which is chaired by the Secretary of

Transportation for the purpose of determining policy anJ

priorities and infectuating the purposes of the 3ikeway Act

and that council is lacking a county engineer and thus does

not have the local input that we feel is necessary.>

Daniels: NThe Gentleman from Clinton, Representative
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I'm surprised youYou've recognized the wrong person.

would do that, Mr. Speaker. And 1 am yielding back to

Representative Hoffmanol

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from St. Claire, Representative

Hoffmanoe

Hoffman: lYes, Mr. Speaker, would yield to the Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Lang.'

Speaker Daniels: don't know if we could do a three way yield.

The Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. You know. I don't know that I

have the expertise to really handle this file. would

yield to Representative Schakowskyv'

Speaker Daniels: WThe Lady from Cook, Representative Schakoksky.'

Schakowsky: OThank you, Mr. Speaker. Since this legislation

deals with bikeways, I'm going to yield to the real expert,

Representative Harold Murphy.R

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Murphygp

Murphy: nI move the previous question.''

Speaker Daniels: PThe Gentleman has moved the previous question.

Al1 those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed êno'.

The 'ayes' have it. Representative Clayton to closee?

Clayton: urge a favorable vote on this House Bill 939.''

Speaker Daniels: NThe Lady has moved for the adoption of House

Bill 939. Al1 those in favor signifg by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a1l

voted who wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are ll2 'aye',

'present'

voting 'no', 0 voting

received a constitutionalThis Bill: havinq

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 988,
Representative Noland. Mr. Clerk, read the Bi11.''
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Clerk McLennand: ï'House Bill #988, a 3i1l for an Act tbat amends

the Wildlife Code. Third Reading of this House Bi1l.1'

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Nolandw/

Noland: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 988 amends the

Wildlife Code and is a hunter safety education Bill. It

would require all first time purchasers of hunting licenses

to first pass a hunter safety course if they were born

after January 1, 1980. It will not effect current hunters;

it only effects young people under 16 who take a hunter

coarse. It Would grandfather in a11 existing hunters. I

welcome any questions.n

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Harold

Murphy./

Murphy: WMr. Speaker, I would like to first take it oji oi Short

Debate. At this point in time would like to yield my time

to Representative Granberqvl

Speaker Daniels: 01 knew it *as too good to be true. The

Gentleman from Clinton, Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wi11./

Granberg: lRepresentative Noland, just a couple of questions

please. When we talk about what is the necessity for this

and what is the current 1aw in respect to this type of

traininq?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Nolandon

Noland: 'The current law is that all youth under age 16 must pass

awa.first take a hunter safety education coarse before they

can have a hunting license. So, under l6. The necessity

is to promote safe hunting, hunting ethics, wildlife

preservation, and just good sportsmanshipa''
Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Granberq.''

Granberg: 'Where would these courses be available,

I
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Representative? I know particularly with us downstate,

these small towns, these rural areas sometimes might be
E

difficult to get to these places. So Would they be readily

available for all these people that Would be impacted?''

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Nolando''

Noland: ''Courses would be readily available. First off because

moneys are made available through Pittman Robertson funds

and so there would be money available through federal funds

through excise taxes on firearms and ammunition. So the

money would be there from the federal government for more

information, more courses and so they would be made

available as a needed basis. The people are volunteer

educators and would be made available throughout the state

and would be advertised by conservation.r

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Granbergo'

Granberg: lRepresentative, I'm not familiar with the Pitman fund.

What is that fund and how is that dispensed, Sir??

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Nolando?

Noland: 'The Pitman Robertson fund. They were two congressman.

This is named after two congressman. It's actually...the

proper term is the federal Pitman Robertson Act, actually

called the federal aide and wildlife restoration Act.

Passed into 1aw in 1937 and 7% of those dollars go to

education. Sixty-two percent go to develop and maintain

wildlife areas and 26% go to research.'

Speaker Daniels: eRepresentative Granberqpf

Granberg: OWho are the recipients of those fundsp

Representative?'

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Noland.''

Noland: ''Who are the recipients of those funds? It would come to

the Department of Conservation and they would use that to

buy materials to help do al1 the administrative costs for
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberg: ?So how much does the Department of Conservation

currently receive from this federal fund?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Nolando?

Noland: p1 do not have the answer to that question.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''So giving the current state of affairs in Washington,

what happens if there is a reduction in funds at the

federal level for this program?''

Speaker Danielsz 'Representative Noland.'

Noland: DRepresentative Granberg, first off, the courses are

taught by volunteer instructors so there's no cost for

instructors. The materials then are purchased through the

PR funds. That is a federal excise tax dedicated for that

program. So as long as there are excise taxes on firearms

and ammunition, those dollars will be available.?

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: rSo those funds: Representative, are used for the

purchase of materials for these types of courses only. Is

that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Noland.p

Noland: HThat is correct.''

March 23, 1995

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''And how would those funds be distributed locally to

various areas where these training courses would be qiven?''

Speaker Daniels: ffRepresentative Granbergo?

Noland: PThose funds.a.Mr. Speaker...the electriciano..there's a

short in my microphone I believe. Is this...speaker, is

this on brief debate? Or is Short Debate? Mr.

Granberg, those dollars come to the Department to

conservation, then they could go to a local group a Ducks
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Dnlimited, Pheasants Forever..msomeone else could teach the

course, but those are volunteer instructors. The cost for

booklets, for instance, this booklet here. Hunter

education booklet is paid through by the Pitman Robertson

f unds . ''

Dan i els :Speaker ''Representative Granberg.'

Granberq: 'Representative, are you being bothered by your own

Members, Sir? Can you keep youroa.if there's some problem

we could try to deal with this. Ask them to seize. But

seriously, Representative, when we go downstate and if you

require this with this legislation.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Granbergo''

Granberg: ''How do we know that this will be available for a11 of

the kids downstate in these rural areas? How will the need

be determined? How will that need be assessed? Who will

make that assessment? And then what course of action will

be taken?''

Speaker Daniels: nYour almost out of time, Sir. Representative

Noland.p

Noland: pI think it's set by the lost of supply and demand. As

more people need it they make more courses available and

they will spread them out geographically. So it will be

made available as demand risesm'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Granberg.?

Granberg: 'Thank you, Representative. NoW you and 1, we belonged

to Ducks Unlimited and a1l these groups, but what happens

in these areas where these groups do not exist? What

happens to those kids and they would not come in

compliance with the law, what would be the course of action

then? Would there be a penalty? Would there be some type

of civil penalty? Would they not be allowed to hunt?

Could they be subject to arrest? That type of reaction.''
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Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Nolando''

Noland: 'Your question is, What happens if they don't take this

course and they are found hunting? Conservation police

officers would come and assume arrest them, possibly

confiscate their qun, turn them into their parentsol

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Granberq, 30 seconds left, Sire'

Granberg: lRepresentative, part of that question was as well?

some of our areas do not have Ducks Unlimited and these

various things. So if that is not readily available to

these kids and you and I know in our areas these kids are

usually well trained by their parents on the use of hunting

weapons. lf that is not readily available they can not

take the course. If they are hunting on their own

property, would they be oubject then to civil penalties by
the Department of Conservation?/

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Noland.l

Noland: n1 don't believe it's the purpose of the Department of

Conservation to qo out and arrest people hunting on their

own land without, if they are under 16...if they are born

after 1980. The idea is just to encourage hunter safety.
don't think we will have conservation police officers

going and writing in and arresting people. Representative,

really doesn't change the current system. There are

courses taught today for young people that will not change.

If there are not local groups to sponsor it, Department of

Conservation will find hunting groups or a gun shop or

someone to come in and teach those courses. There are

plenty of people who want to help with hunter education.''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Granberg. The Gentleman from

Coles, Representative Weaver moves the previous question.

The question isy 'Shall the main question be put?' Al1

those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The
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'ayes' have it. Representative Noland to close.''

Noland: 'There are currently 38 states with such legislation. ,

And I just move the adoption. Thank youo'' 'j
I

Speaker Daniels: NThe question is, 'Shall House Bill 988 pass?' i

A11 those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted Who wish? !

Have all voted Who wish? Have a1l voted Who wish? Mr.

!Clerk
, take the record. On this question, there are lll

'aye', 0 voting 'no', 0 votinq 'present'. This Bill,

having received the Constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. House Bill 1023. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 41023, a Bill for an Act to amend

the Probate Act of 1975. Third Reading of this House

Bill.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Move the Bill back to Second Reading. House

Bill 1099, read the 3i1l, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: pHouse Bill 1099, a Bill for an Act concerning

police and fire protection. Third Reading of the House

Bill.>

Speaker Daniels: pThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Parkeo''

Parke: RThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the i

House, House Bill 1099 allows non home rule municipalities
i

to appoint deputy police and fire chiefs. It also applies

to fire protection districts. They want to have the same i

authority as home rule communities now.o.have now. This

Bill is supported by the Illinois Municipal League, the

Dupage County Mayors and Managers Conference, the Police
:

Chiefs Association and the Fire Chiefs Association. I

would ask for it to be passedo'' :

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.o
i

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??
I
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Speaker Daniels: '1He indicates he wil1.?

Lang: 'Representative, do you really need statutory authority to

appoint a deputy ehief of the police and the fire

department?''

Speaker Daniels: 'lRepresentative Parke.f

Parke: eRepresentative 'Lang, I would introduce this legislation

if it was not thought that it was necessary.'

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: #'Well, what happens if a municipality does not Want to do

this? Are you going to impose that on them or do they have

the option?/

Speaker Daniels:

Parke: ?It is permissiveo''

Speaker Danielsl nRepresentative Lang.p

Lang: ''And whyw..why does the statute not allow them currently to

eRepresentative Parke.p

do this?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Parke.'

Parke: 'I'm not sure what the wisdom was whenever this statute

was introduced. We are putting it in a form that is

necessary for what we're trying to achieve tonight.''

speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Lang.l'

Lang: ''So you authored and introduced the Bill without really

knowinq the background on that, is that correct?l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Parke.''

Parke: 'That is not..othat is not somethin: that is germane to

the issue. What we are trying to do is what the Bill says.

It is not something that's currently allowed. We think

it's a good idea and that's why we've introduced the

legislation.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.l

Lang: RWho testifted on this Bill in Committee, Sir?'

Speaker Danielsl WRepresentative Parke.''
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Parke: rI did and a member of..otwo members of the Illinois

Police Chiefs Association.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lang.R

Lang: 'Anybody from the Deputy Police Chiefs Association testify

on this Bill since it affects deputy police chiefs?'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Parke.'

Parke: >If you know of any, I'd be interested in talking to them,

but haven't heard that there is such an association.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Lang.''

Lang: lHow about the Deputy Fire Chiefs Association?

testify? No, they didn't either?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Parkeo'

Parke: 'I've not heard that they have an association either.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: 'Was there any opposition at al1 to this Bill in

Did they

Committee?'

Daniels:Speaker ''Representative Parke.W

Parke: RThe...we have a letter from the Associated Firefighters

Association. Also, it says the Illinois...Associated

Firefighters AFLCIO and the Illinois Police Association

have indicated that they have an objection to ito''
Speaker Daniels: *Representative Lang.?

Lang: /Well, so wait. So the groups that effects plus the

AFLCIO are opposed to your Bill? Can you tell us why

they're opposed to your Bi11?''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Parke.''

parkel *1 think it's a turf thing. 1 think the reality is is

that they would prefer thatey.that a choice is usually made

within the rank and file of that various police department

as they would normally want. This allows a police chief or

a fire chief to establish his own team or her team. And

tbink that that's the right thing to do and that's why
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we've introduced the legislation.''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lango''

Lang: ''Well that would explain why...why some of those groups

might be opposed. Why would the AFLCIO be opposed to your

Bill?p

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Parke.''

Parkek *They did not testify, that 1 remember, it was only

the...it was only the Associated Pirefighters, think,

that actually came and testified against it. So don't

why they did. It's probably...again, it's probably to

protect their union membership because they took the

position and I can't speak for them. That's only an

March 23, 1995

assumption.p

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ?So the...are these people appointed by the chiefe..the

police chief and the fire chief appoint their own

deputies?'i

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Parke.''

Parkek NThey will be appointed the same as the chiefs and

fire..othe poltce chiefs and fire chiefs either through the

Police and Fire Commission or through the village manager,

as it is currently.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Lang.r

Lang: ''So the police chiefs and fire chiefs do not have the

ability under your Bill to directly appoint these people?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Parke. You have 50 seconds

left, SiroW

Parke: *We1l, it seems that is not...that is not the case. It

says here, the Board of Fire Commissioners and Police

Commissioners or the Municipal Managers shall appoint all

officers and members of the fire and police departments in

this Bill, includinq the chief of police and the chiei of
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the fire. So this applies to them, so therefore it applies

to the assistants.''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative LangeP

Lang: lsir, think heard you use the word 'shall'.

Previously, you said this was permissive and now we find

that it is not permissive.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Parkeaf

parke; e1f they choose to appoint, then they shall appoint.o

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Alright. I think I understand what the word 'shall' meant

there.?

Speaker Daniels: 'Sir, your time is out. Will you bring your

line of questioning to a close?''

Lang: think 1'd rather just yield to Representative Saltsman,
if I might, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: ''You can't yield anything you have left, but 1

would happy to recognize Representative Saltsman. Okay.

Vou have your own time. Representative Saltsman.l

Saltsman: ''1 was in this Committee meetinq as a member of the

City and Villages Committee and the only people that are

for this are administrative people kho don't believe in

fire departments and police departments going through the

rank and promotional series. These Bills have been around

down here for a long time. The Chiefs of Police

Association and especially the city managers, they like to

bring their old Fred brother in from Buffalo, New York in

Illinois because he knows more than the chief does and

they're going to bring him here to make an assistant chief

out of him. They can be appointed from out of the ranks.

They couldn't not even been a flrefighter before, they

could have not.aothey don't even have to be a police...a

police oiticer before. You know, they come out of a
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personnel department. So what has happened in tradition

and through the Police and Fire Commission Act, as our

patrolman and as our firefighters are promoted to the rank

of Lieutenant, the rank of Sergeant and the police

department, the rank of Sngineer, the rank of Captain,

Battalion Chief, Assistant Chief in the fire department.

You have to advance from the next lowest rank. You have to

be a Captain before you can take the examination for

assistant chief. Well that's not good enough for them to

have a person that's Worked within their department for 25

or 30 years to say, you're not qualified because you know

the men too well? you know this department, you knov this

city too well, you're too favorable. We want a guy in here

to crack the whip and tell these people who have joined
this union that you're not goin: to have the representation

anymore. This is a very anti-union program. Yourre not

qoing to have the representation anymore that you did have.

All your tradition is gone, al1 your years of service. All

your years of service as a police officer, as a fire

fighter can be forgotten aboue in this tovn. We're going

outside oi this city and we're going to get somebody to

replace you. We don't have a man in Peoria that tried

that. one Hundred and Ninety man fire department and

they're trying to say that we never had a man that was

qualified. They wanted a person to come in irom out of

town. As a chief, fine, they did that. As a police chief,

fine, they did that. That's their top administrator. But

when you go out into the ranks and the people who are out

in these suppression areas, they should come from the ranks

that they come from. It's been a great success in the

history of this state and it stops the spoil system.

stops the mayor from putting his brother in that position.
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: It stOPS the City manager from brinqing some assistant

manager , got f i red under him out in Mexico City : Mi ssour i

or one of those places , well 1 # 11 put him on as an

ass i stant , f i rst ass i stant chi e i of pol ice or f i rst

assi stant f i re chief . Because he knows the book , he don ' t

know a damn thin: about the departments , he don ' t know

anything about being a cop or a f ireman , he don ' t know a

thing about that . but he ' s going to be an admini strator and

he ' s going to come in here and make change f or change sake

only . And in experience thls i s what they ' ve did . Now , i f

the ci ty wants thi s and i f your local pol ice and i i re

de' artment wants thi s , 1 ' m tal k ing about the policemanP

benevolent , the FOP are opposed to this , the AFFI

Assoc iated Fi re Fighters f rom I llinois who are members of

the State Federat ion Labor , they were there and they

test i f ied very stronqly aqainst thi s . David Foreman , the

pres ident f rom Jol i et , I 11 inoi s , sat and opposed thi s

vigorously in Commi ttee . And this i s why you :ot the

communicat ions in wr iting to you people that want to

protect your police department and want to protect your

home people . I f they want to do thi s and i f they think

that they can come to an agreement , then let them qo to the

Collective Bargaining System and let them get this

assistant chief and thi s deputy chief taken out of the

promot ional ranks on the step program. They have did this

in a f ew c it ies : they have negot iated where assi stant chief

and above can be appointed. 3ut don ' t cram it down

somebody ' s throat that has never negot iated or with what

restr ict ions can be put on these people or put any John Doe

in charge as being a deputy chief or a deputy f i re marshal .

We had them hired in Peor ia , they were deputy chief c ity

managers and they made f i re chief s out of them . Never

2 9 6
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qualified or took a gun or anything in their lives.

Because they were an assistant city manager they were made

a chief of police. And it caused friction, it caused

morale problems within these departments. NoW many of you

people have been alderman, many of you people...some of you

people have been on police and fire commissions. If you

want that mayor or city manager to come in and cause a

disruption in your department, you vote for this

legislation. And 1...1 doubtedly negotiated 14 years as

president of the firefighters union and 28 years within a

department and worked very closely with the police agencies

in the State oi Tllinois. Sure, he said the Municipal

League, they just don't like policeman or firemen. lf the
firemen or policemen were for this they would be against

it, they're against everything. Their word's no good

around here. The Illinois Municipal League, their word's

no good. They want this for the simple reason that they

could come in. they could help break unions, they can help

destroy the morale of fire departments. And they're going

to sayt fellows you're goinq to do it our way. And these

are the scapegoatsa they hang around now for about two

years and they're gone. They never make a career in these

cities they go to. they come through your ranks they

could be there for another ten or 12 years and you're going

to 9et their experience. 3ut tbese fly-by-nights that they

bring in for these deputy jobs are there to cause damage
control, 90% of them cause damage control. Theyere not

taken from the ranks. In other cases wefve had complalnts

of some of the hundred and some fire departments and police

departments, 28O of them in the state, that a patrolman

comes on, pretty soon he gets a deputy chief's job because
his dad's the mayor. This is a spoiled system when you
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take this out of either collective bargaining for these

programs or ii you take it out of the tier step proqram of

examinations to replace the men in your departments. So if

you are opposed to your 20 and 30 year fireman or policeman

from having those jobs and you want a 90 day wonder to come
in your town and take one of these over, regardless of

qualifications, you vote for this Bill. Let me tell you

something, when you go back home, 1'11 guarantee you 95% of

your policemen and iiremen are opposed to this legislation.

Everyone, he said, the Sponsor said that is for this,

everyone he said is administration and you know what that

calls ior. Sometimes the city manager qets canned before

the jerk he brought in comes. And this is the problems
that we have. So if you want to turn your departments

against you, 98% of police and fire in downstate lllinois,

you vote for this Bill. This is not a good piece of

leqislation and it could be dealt with through bargainingo''

Speaker Danielsl pThe Gentleman from Grundy, Representative

Spanglers''

Spangler: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. First of all, I'd like to

explain to everybody that 1'm in very much support of this

Bill. I had the police chief of our city come to me, sit

down and explain just exactly what the genesis of the Bill
was and why it was being offered. One of the most horrible

thinqs that any police chief or fire chief can succumb to

ls When they have an elected mayor appoint them the fire

chief or the police chief and then their hands are tied to

have the deputy chief following in their same iootsteps or

have some kind of continuity. Now I can assure you when

we're talking about the lives and well being and property

of all of our towns, the tbing you most want to do is have

the guy that's in charge have the second guy that's in
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charge on the same wave length. What the Gentleman over

there said very well may be true with the patronage type

past of Chicago and some other areas. 3ut when we're

talking about downstate rural small time departments, we're

talking about what really counts and What's important and

that's the fact that you have continuity from that police

chief right on down to that patrolman, from that fire chief

right on down to that fire fighter. I could qo on and on

because I know there was a 1ot of time allocated to the

other side. But I can tell you I've been there and there's

no way we want to tie the hands of a police chief or a fire

chief in a municipality and say, he can't have some

Jirection on who his management is under him. We're not

talking about doing away with unions, we're not talking

about doing away with any kind of...of seniority or

anything like that. We're talking about having the right

people in charge, that should be in charge. 1 would urge a

stron: 'aye' vote with respect to this Bill. Tbank youo''

Speaker Daniels) lThe Gentleman from Effingham, Representative

Hartke.f

Hartke: lThis is a frivolous request, Mr. Speaker. This should

require or get the required number of votes. We would ask

for a verification.e

Speaker Daniels:

closeop

Parke: PThank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, not withstandin: the tirade that my colleague on the

other side of the aisle has gone through, I will just
remind you basically what this Bill does. All it does is

allow non home rule communities and fire protection

districts to have the same flexibility in establishing

leadership and the fire departments and the police

the Gentleman..eRepresentative Parke to
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departments of home rule communities. This is a fairness

issue, puts them on the same level field. don't

understand the dialogue. I will tell you this is a fairness

issue. Why should we penalize non home rule communities?

When home rule communities are doing this all over the

State of Illinois? This is a very slmple Bill. 1 ask for

the passagee''

Speaker Daniels: nThe Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House 3ill 1099. Al1 those in favor signify by voting

'aye'; opposed by votinq/ 'no'. The voting g is open.

Have a11 voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have

all voted who wish? The Clerk, will take the record. on

this question, we have 39 'ayes', 73 'noes', 2 voting

'present'. This Bill, having failed to receive a

Constitutional Majority, is hereby declared lost. House
Bill 1116, Representative Cross. Read the Bill, Mr.

Clerk./

Clerk McLennandk 'House Bill #1116, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Mechanics Lean Act. Third Reading of this House 3il1.%

Speaker Danielst pRepresentative Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This is a relatively simple

Bil1. It amends the Mechanics Lean Act by allowing the

court to order payment of a successful lean claim it's

attorneys fees when it's found that tbe owner without just

cause or riqht fails to pay the lean claim. This passed

out of Committee. I'm not sure if had any 'no' votes

and it passed last year out of the House ll5 to nothing. I

would be glad to answer any questions if 1 can.e

Speaker Daniels: 'The Lady from Cook, Representative Kaszak.'

Kaszak: ''Mr. Speaker, just wanted...l voted for this last year.
think it's a terriiic Bill. A lot of women contractors

are injured by people who take advantage of people Who take
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them up and do not pay them Dills or pay their 3i1ls '

unjustly and 1 think we should all vote for it. Thank

you.'

Speaker Daniels: HThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and before I ask the Sponsor

questions, am supported by a sufficient number to take

this off of Short Debate. Mr. Speaker. will you

acknowledqe please. Take it off of Short Debate, Sir.

Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Daniels: PThe Gentleman indicates he will not.l

Lang: rWel1 he doesn't have to yield, I just asked.''

Speaker Daniels: *He ylelds.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Mr. Cross.o.Mr. Cross, would you give us a

better handle on what this Bill does? think 1 know what

this 3111 does and I think I am willing to support it, but

there's many people on my side cf the aisle that really are

not sure what this 5i1l does and who have not received the

many cards and letters I have received on it as a member of

the Judicial Committee.?

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Cross, can you answer his

question?''

Cross: ''Representative, I will try to as briefly as I can. It

allows for the...''

Speaker Daniels: ''Excuse me. Ladies and Gentlemen.e.Ladies and

Gentlemen. Representative Lang has an important line of

questioning here. Thank you. Representative Cross.l

Cross: NRepresentative. it would allow those entitled under the

Mechanics Lean Act to recover attorney's iees When they

have to enforce their leanw'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Wel1 you know, Mr. Speaker, I've been askin: Mr. Cross

questions since the middle of January. That's the first
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time he's really answered one. And I'm going to support

your Bill, Sir.?

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman moves for the passage of House

Bill 1116. All those in favor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have a1l

voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are ll5 'aye', none voting 'no' 0 voting#

'present'. This Bill, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 1119.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: lHouse Bill 41119, a Bill for an Act relating to
.;.

tuition waivers at public universities. Third Readinq of

this House 3ill.>

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Biggins.?

Biggins: WThank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House 3il1 119, as amended, authorizes Illinois

Public Universities to grant underqraduate tuition waivers

to individuals with athletic, academic or other abilities

in additton to any tuition waivers that Universitàes offer

that are exempt by statute. The Leqislative Audit

Commission requested this leqislation. I'm on that

commission with Representative Hannig, another cosponsor,

and it's in response to Universities waiving tuition

without statutory authority and I request that the Members

give it a favorable vote./

Speaker Daniels: *The Gentleman from Stv Claire, Representative

Hoffman.p

Hoffman: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. We would ask that this be

removed from Short Debate With the requlsite number of

people.*

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Hoffman.W

:'
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Hoffman: *Wil1 tbe Sponsor yield?l

Speaker Daniels: >He indicates he wi11.*

Hoffman: 'Now, Representative, thisp..does this increase the

number of statutory waiverd for tuition for athletics or

academics?l

Speaker Danielsk >Representative BigginsoO

Biggins: pNo, it does not. It merely in a sense makes

proper...legal according to statute what the universities

have been doing already.'

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Hoffman./

Hoffman: /So thewa.khat you are sayin: is this is codifying what

they are doing already?l

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Biggino./

Biggins: ncurrently, there are some universities that are doing

the practices that have not been specifically approved by

law. This makes those practices according to statute. And

they have been issuing tuition waivers. in return for thinqs

such as services provided to the university, students, or

faculky. And this now makes this legal under the Illinois

statutesm'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: *Well who makes the determinations as to how much each

university can provide with regard to these tuition

waivers?R

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Bigginsa*

Bigqlns: lThe aoard of Higher Ed allows for these waivers./

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Biggins. Representative

Riccinqz Representatsve Hoffmenwp .

Hoffman: pRepresentative, you said the Board of Hiqher Ed

authorizes the tuition waivers. Do they also authorize the

amount for each specific university? ln other words, does

the Board of Higher Ed say that this university can give

39à
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this much for academic and this much for athletic et

cetera?n

Speaker Daniels: fRepresentative Biqqins.''

Biqqins: lThe Board of Higher Ed does grant the authority, it

does not however, specify how many of those waivers should

be used for academics or sports or other activities.p

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Hoffman.p

Hoffman: >Well it's my understanding that this Bill says that the

tuition waivers exceed the amount authorized. The Board of

Higher Education may reduce that university's budqet for

the succeeding Fiscal Year by the amount of excess. So in

other words, does that mean that if tuition waivers are
. ..1 .

given in an amount more than authorized by the Board of

Higher Education that that University's budget will be

reduced the next year?/

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Bigqins.p

Bigqins: *1 could not hear the end of your question, Siry?

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Hoffman.l

Hoffman: pThe question was whether the.. .whether the Bill

indicates that if you Mive too much scholarship :oney over

the amount authorized by the Board of Higher Education

whether the next year that university's budqet will be

reduced by the amount that you qave over the amount that

was authorized by the Board of Higher Education.l

Speaker Daniels: nRepresentative Biggins.p

Biggins: pThat's correct, Representative.?

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Hoffman.'

Hoffman: %My lmaerstmndl.ng ls thl: !6ar frcm thc Audit Carcissian.

ls that correct, a 3il1 that was requested by the audit

commission?'

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Biggins./

Biggins: 'Yes, Representative.'
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Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Boffmano'

Hoffman: NYes, Mr. Speaker, 1 would just indicate tbat I think
that this is a positive move and in the right direction and

1 would urqe an 'aye' vote.l

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Hannig./

Hannig: lYes. Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members of the House.

1 would rise on this side of the aisle in support.ooin

support of the Gentleman's Motion. The State Board of

Higher Education has a policy under which they allow

universities in our state to offer these tuition vaivers.

The Auditor General has tbe authority and the

responsibility to audit al1 these state agencies including
. ;

the university system. And the rub that has arisen is that

the Auditor General does not feel that the Administrative

rules are sufficient enough authority to do these tuition

waivers. And so he continuously finds audit points against

each and every university in the State of Illinois that's

audited. Now generally speaking, those of us on the Audit

Commission side with the Auditor General and try to compel

the state aqencies to :et in compliance with stafe law, but

tbere are those times when we look at what the Auditor

General has found in his audit points and say that the 1aw

really needs to be changed. What the universities are

doing in this case does make sense and so we are simply

asking, and it is in a bipartisan manner, that we change

the 1aw so that the luditor General can quit finding these

audit points for these tuition waivers whvich we all agree

are cgna thincso So ! :7Ttld jein thc Cantlcman and u7g=
that a11 members on both sides of the aisle vote 'yes' on

this Bill. And thank youo%

Speaker Daniels: 'The Gentleman, Representative Biggins, to

closep'
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Biggins: f'hank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I again request an 'aye' vote on House Bill 1119./

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House Bill 1119. The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1119

pass?' A11 those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed

by votin: 'no'. The voting is open. Have all voted who

wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk will take the record. On this question, there

are 1l5 'aye', 0 voting 'no', 0 voting 'present'. Thks

Bill? having received a constitutional Majority, is hereby
declared passed. NCAAA final scores. North Carolina beats

Georgetown. UCLA beats Mississippi State. Yukon versus
. ; .

Maryland. And Kentucky versus...beats Arizona State.

Tomorrow the 3u1ls will beat Orlando. We are sure. There

was one sad note tonight: Penn State beât Iova. Okay.

You'll pay for that one. House Bill 1130. Read the 3ill,

Mr. Clerk.'

Cterk McLennand: 'House Bill 41130, a 3i11 for an Act that amends

the Illinois Health Facilities Planning Act. Third Reading

of this Mouse Bill.W

Speaker Daniels: *The Gentleman, Representative Black.p

Black: pYes. Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. House Bill 1130 is a good Bill.

House Bill 1130...1 like House Bill 1130. I ask you to

please vote for House 3il1 1130. Thank you./

Speaker Daniels: 'àny questions? Any debate? The Lady érom

Cook, Representative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsks: pThenk yOtu Mr. Speeker. F?!1l the Srrncor :vield.p

Speaker Daniels: *He indicates he will.N

Schakowsky: >It sounds like it's a wonderful Bill. Would you

tell us what is in the Bil1?p

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Black.f
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Black: ''ïes I would be glad to, Representative. ïou voted for

this Bill last year and I appreciated your support then.

got hung up in the Senate. We will try again, okay?

House Bill 1130 amends the Illinois Health Facilities

Planning Act. The language was drafted by the lllinois

Health Facility Planninq Board and does have the

approval of the Department of Public Hea1th, the Illinois

State Medical society. I'1l...as quickly as possible. The

Hea1th Facilities Planning Board was designed to assist the

Department of Public Health in licensing and monitoring the

establishment, construction, or modification of health care

facilities in the state. This Bill enables the board to

carry out a11 facets of rule promulgation, not merely the

articulation or formulation of policies as follows in their

rules. The...currently, the Board must act in conjunction

with the Department of Hea1th during the rules making

process. Excuse me. Let me make something very clear,

this Bill does not amend the civil administrative code, so

there is no way, there is no way that this legislation

allows the Health Facilities Planning Board to circumvent

JCAR. The legislation is here because the Joint Committee

on Administrative Rules said that the Board did not have

the authority to make a couple of changes in definition.

The two changes were discontinuation and substantially

chanqes the scope. JCAR said you had to have statutory

authority to do that and asked them to get it. That's what

this Bill is. It passed the House last year. don't

believe there was a neqative vote. got hun: up in tbe

procedure in the Senate.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Schakowsky.R

Schakowsky: ''Mr. Speaker, can : take this Bill of Short Debate?

believe l'm joined by a requisite number of... Well then
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it doesn't matter. And it does say Short Debate in the

Calendar Mr...*

Speaker Daniels: >Do you have any questions?'

Schakowsky: lYes, think I dop''

Speaker Daniels: ''Okaye''

Schakowsky: 'Does this..oamong the additional powers that are

created, does the Board...can the Board establish fees? Do

this have anything to do with new fees that might be

established?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Black.n

Black: eThere has always been a graduated fee language in the

Health Facilities Planning Act''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Black. Representative

Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: eAre there any opponents to this legislation??

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative 3lack.''

Black: Popponents or proponents?''

Speaker Daniels: Nopponents.''

Black: ''No, Representative. As I suggested to you: 1 know of no

opposition. This Bill has passed before. It is almost

identical to Representative Currie-Kubik Bill last year

that :ot hunq up in a Conference Committee.R

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Schakowsky. Representative

Skinner.''

Skinner: HYou used the or...will the Gentleman yield to a

question or two??

Speaker Daniels: 1fHe indicates he Will.''

Skinnerz RYou used the word 'discontinuation' and said Ehat lt

was being defined here someplace. Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: %Representative slack.''

Blackk *No. Not at all. When they tried to use that word in

promulgating a rule before JCAR, JCAR said they needed
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' statutory authority to do that.?

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative Skinner.''

Skinner: 'Does that mean that this board does not have the

authority to suqgest that under utilized hospitals be

closed?''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Black.''

Black: PI have no idea.''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Sklnner.''

Skinner: /Wel1, neither do 1. Thank you.'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Black to closeeR

Black: pThank you very much, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen

of the House. This passed the House last year ll2 to

nothing. lt passed the Senate 58 to nothing. It died in

Conference Committee. It's a good Bill. I like the Bill.

Please vote for tbe Bil1.*

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman has moved for the passage of

House Bill 1130. All those in favor signify by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. Have

a1l voted who wish? Have all voted who Wish? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question there are ll2 'ayes', 2 voting 'no', 0 voting

'present'. This Bill, having received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. House Bill 1132.
Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill #1132, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Transient Merchant Act of 1987. Third Readinq of this

House :i1l.>

speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Spangler.''

Spanqler: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. House Bill 1132 amends the

Transient Merchant Act of 1987. It requires a person Who

sells, offers for sale, or annoyingly permits the sale of

certain products at a flea market to keep available for
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public inspection an identification card identifyinq the

person as an authorized agent manufacturer or distributor

of the product offered for sale. It defines flea market

for purposes of the Act.'

Speaker Daniels: *Any questions? Representative Schakowskyop

Schakowsky: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?'

Speaker Daniels: *He indicates he will.?

Schakowsky: eIs this legislation in response to a problem that's

been found at flea markets?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Spangleroo

Spangler: lYes, as a matter of fact it is. Tt's not only a

consumer protection Act, but it's a retail merchandising

protection Act as well. What it would cover is baby food,

infant formula, or similar products like that,

pharmaceuticals or over the counter drugs or cosmetics and

medical devises. In the past what has happened is, some of

our retailin: merchants have found their products for sale

in flea markets with the tags still affixed to them.

That's one instance. In the other instance, certain

products do not meet specifications to be able to be sold

on the market as reputable products and in turn through

shrinkage or theft they are stolen and then put into the

consumer market, thereby jeopardizing the safety of
consumers who purchase them.p

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: >Mr. Speaker, 1 would like to take this Bill off of

Short Debate and I am joined by a number of Members. So,
is this Bill designed to protect consumers or is thls an

issue of the vendor not doing the proper things in term of

taxes or we are worried about them stealinq products? Who

ultimately are we protecting in this legislation?''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Spangler.''
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Spangler: ''We are protecting the consumers as well as the

retailers that sell these products.'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: 'Can you tell me What Amendment #1...What effect it

had on the 5ill?'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Spangler.''

Spangler: *1 believe that it amended some of the penalties that

would be found somebody was found in violation.'

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: @We1l when I look at Amendment #l: what I see is

that...a couple of Words changed...'agent',

'manufacturer'.w.'agent' or with Representative of...what

is the effect of that?''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Spangler.l

Spangler: ''Simply stating that the manufacturer or aqent, say if

it is a Marg-Kay or some other cosmetic firm that they

would not necessarily be the manufacturer, but they would

be an authorized agent of sale.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Schakowskya''

Schakowsky: RWho is going to enforce this leqislaeionp''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Spangler.''

Spangler: pThe local law enforcement agencies Would have the

enforcement provisions.?

Speaker Danielsl HRepresentative Spangler. Representative

Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: lcan you tell me hoW many merchants we have

registered that operate at these kinds of places? What

kind of monitorlng job is this? What's the scope of it?

How manye..how many merchants are we talking about??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Spangler.p

Spangler: ''It would be all the merchants in Illinois. Tf your

question is directed towards how many merchants at
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particular flea markets, I have no idea.p

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: >Well I meant how many transient merchants,

obviously...l mean. is there any estimate of these? Are

these like...would this include people like that sell

magazines door to door, or what's the universe that we are

talking about?,

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Spangler.?

Spangler: nWith the number of flea markets we have throughout the

state and on the very days that they have those flea

markets, there's really no way to predict how many

different flea markets or merchants would be involved in

this, Representativeo'

Speaker Daniels: FRepresentative Schakowsky, you have 28 seconds

left.R

Schakowsky: 'I'mo..then let me ask two questions that I have left

and you can answer them or not answer them. Would this be

considered in any way an unfunded mandate? That's question

one. And do you predict that fees as a result are going to

qo up because of this new requirement?''

speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Spangler.?

Spangler: 'The answer to both of those questions would be 'no'.H

Speaker Daniels: WThe Gentleman from Kankakee: Representative

Novak. Do you have any questionse Sir, or would you like

to make a statement about the Bill?''

Novak: ?Mr. Speaker, pardon mep I'm sorry. Will the Sponsor

yieldl?

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he wil1.''

Novak: HYes, thank you. Representative Spangler, khat kind of a

license has to be purchased for transient merchants? Do

you know if they are supposed to buy the license? Do they

buy it at the Department of Revenue or City Hall or what?,

I
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Spangler.'

Spangler: HYes, Representative, 1 can read from current 1aw that

the Transient Merchant Act of 1987 requires the transient

merchant or an itinerant vendor as defined in the Act to

register and obtain a license from either a County

Sheriff's office or a local police department. The Act

also requires the afore mentioned individuals to file

assuredly bond or make a cash deposit equal to 50% of the

wholesale value of the merchandise that the applicant

intends to offer for sale. Unless the 1aw enforcement

agency as the licensinq agency waves that requirement, but

that's current law. That would not chanqe.p

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Novak.'

Novak: pThank you, Mr. Speaker. Representative, 1 can recall

when this 1aw was put into effect. At that time T was

county treasurer and I believe al1 transient merchants in

this state had to go to their local county treasures and

file a certificate with them and a bond at their office and

then post that particular certificate whether they were

going to have some sale at a hotel or selling paintings or

a flea market. Isn't that correct? That's my

recollection.l'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Spangler.''

Spangler: PRepresentative, 1 think you're talking about the taxes

collected and that type of thing. What this Bill does is

that it protects consumers from products that potentially

are hazardous or dangerous to them and have been stolen

from a manufacturer and not delivered to an incinerator or

some other method of destroying and are now potentially in

the hands of consumerse'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Novak.?

Novak: ''Yes. Thank you: Mr. Speaker. These apply to consumer
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goods. Would there be a possibility it might apply to gun

shows or things like that or gun auctions or antique

auctions? I noticed in the analysis that it indicates baby

food, infant formula, over the counter drugs,

pharmaceuticals. I'm sure nonprescription type, but

nowhere in the Bill does it indicate anythin: about other

types of consumer items. So this Bill is specifically

relegated to those items indicated?'

Speaker Daniels: fRepresentative Spangler.''

Spangler: PYes, Representative Novak, that was a very good

question and it pertains only to the enumerated products

such as baby food, infant iormula, or similar products and

pharmaceuticals, over the counter drugs or cosmetics, or

medical devices. You are righto?

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Novak.?

Novak: PThank you, Representative. I think this is a good 3i11

and 1 think we should al1 support it. It certainly

protects the consumer and the Sponsor's done a fine jobol
Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman, Representative Spangler, to

closeop

Spangler: ''I would only ask for an fayee vote from everyoneol

Speaker Daniels) ''The Gentleman bas moved for the passage of

House Bill 1132. A1l those in favor signify by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no' The voting is open. Have

a1l voted who wish? Have all voted *ho wish? Have all

voted who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are 109 'ayes', 0 voting 'no', 4 voting

'present'. This Bill, havlnq received a Constitutional

Majority, is hereby declared passed. Twelve twenty-one.
Read the Bill, Mr. Clerkgp

Clerk McLennand: PHouse Bill #1221, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Adoption Act. Third Reading of this Bil1.11
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Speaker Daniels: lReturn the Bill to Second Readinq. House Bill

1267, read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.'

Clerk McLennand: OHouse Bill 41267, a Bill for an Act that amends

the School Code. Third Reading of this House Billq'

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Tenhouse.?

Tenhouse: NThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. House Bill 1267 is the same as we had a Bill last

year that was introduced by Representative Rotello and

passed tbis House unanimously. It would establish a work

teaching and traininq institute and basically what it's

doing, it would really bring together members of the

business labor and industry. The partner with educational

community and those members who require training and

assistance with methodology and really, by what we are

doing really, is creating a school to work teaching and

training preparation that can be established to help people

prepare. This is really a prosram that's an outqrowth of

the Illinois Educational Association. It's supported very

strongly by the Illinois Manufactures Association, Illinois

Education Association and at this particular point I guess

I can just tell you that they are going to be creating a

thirteen member advisory board. Go through it real

quickly, we've got, it's going to be appointed as follows:

local superintendent appointed by the State Board, one

teacher appointed by the IEA, a teacher appointed by the

IFT, a teacher educated and appointed by the State Board of

Higher Bd, one member of the private sector appointed by

the IMA, Illinois Chamber of Commerce, Business Round

Table, Foreign Bureau, one occupational education

instructor, a career dean appointed by the community

college president's council, a member of the Hospital

Association, Hotel Motel âssociation, Illinois Restaurant
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Association, a member of the Illinois Retail Merchants

Association. This 3ill is a good step the the riqht

direction as far as our vocational training in this state

and Would certainly hope that members would look

favorably upon it this evening.''

Speaker Daniels: lThe Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dartq'

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Daniels: ''He indicates he vill.*

Dart: rRepresentative, how much will thep.oit cost for the

advisory board??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Tenhouse.?

Tenhouse: ''As far as the initial stages here...as far as setting

it up that people are goinq to be serving without

compensation. Down the road, once this institutes is

actually adopted, the intension is to use the staff that is

already With the State 3oard of Education, but there is no

doubt that the training institute will require some fundinq

at some point. The figures that are coming from the

Vocational Association, they're estimating..ethey estimate

that the cost of the program around $2.5 million.?

speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: pDown the road, where would you expect the money for that

to come from?*

Speaker Danlels: >Representative Tenhouse.?

Tenhouse: lclearly, I think what we're talking about at this

particular juncture is just simply appointing the

commission. The intension would of course be as we look at

brinqing this meandering type of program together from

business education and industry that we could have a

situation where this would not necessarily have to come

completely out of the State Board of Education. Hopefully

there would be, because what we are trying to do is help
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train the teachers as well as make the work force better

prepared, hopefully some of these costs can be absorbed

from the private sector as well. But they are saying, this

program, they are lookinq at down the road would be around

2.5 million.''

Speaker

Dart: PThank you. And just for clarification Where...physically,
which fund did you say, 1'm sorry, would the money

physically come ouC down the roaà? And I understand that

you were sayinq that there's a good chance that business

will pick up a great deal of it and so on. So the 2.5

million may be less than that, but whatever the sum, which

area would it be coming from out of the budget?p

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Tenhouse.?

Tenhouse: pclearly, the situation...it would not be in the Fiscal

Year '96. It would be in the odd years. So we would be

looking as this group of people comes together and they

provide and start putting together this program it probably

would be at least Fiscal Vear '97 perhaps fiscal yearF

'

V 98 '1

speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.'

Dart: lNow the council that this creates, would there be any

Daniels: ''Representative Dart.n

conflict with existinq programs that are up and running now

alonq the same lines?''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Tenhousep'

Tenhouse: *No, in fact thatls one of the thing they are looking

at here. There are programs that are similar and it's

actually intended that they can use existing programs.

There's a program out at Sangamon State University that has

a curriculum center thate..in fact they are planning on

integratlnq them into this as far as using those

facilities. In fact that question 1 brought up
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specifically with the Illinois Vocational Association as we

discussed this and their intent is certainly not to overlap

any, you know, to use the existing proqrams and go from

there, Representative.'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''So through the advisory board and the like they would be

able to to A) insure that we are not removin: any programs

that are in effect and up and workinq, but they would be

also be able to look at programs that maybe similar, but do

not work and get rid of those?*

Speaker Daniels) nRepresentative Tenhouse.''

Tenhousek Oïes. 1 think it's clear that the intention here is to

create that the qroup is going to look at the programs and

come up with suggestions. I don't think they are really

going to be empowered to dismantle anythinq that's

certainly in place at presentt Representative Dart. That's

not the intent. The other thing l think we should mention

as well is that they are strongly encourage local districts

to participate and that's the intension of this, but as

suggested by those as we go through this thing, this is not

a mandate on the local school districts and in fact, that

is written into this proposal.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Cook, Representative

Turner.''

Turner: lThank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to yield my time

to Representative...or I should say minority leader,

Madigan.''

Speaker Daniels: Pcertainly. Mlnority leader Madigan, would you

like this time? You :ot it. Are you going to award

another certificate again?''

Madigan: ''Yes.''

Speaker Daniels: HGood. Is your cameraman ready?''
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Madigan: /1 don't know.l'

Speaker Daniels: >We are really happy you are voiding these

certificates.''

Madigan: NRiqht.''

Speaker Daniels: 'Have at it.''

Madigan: RThank you. So, Mr. Tenhouse, I rise in opposition to

your Bill and my objection rests with the fact that I have
been hearing for months that the director from Washington

from the Washington counterpart to our Speaker Mr.

Gingrich, is that the message from the last election was

that people want to downsize government. They want

qovernment off their backs. They want government out of

their lives. That's what they want, right? That's what

they want? So what are we doing here? Another

bureaucracy. Another government. That's a11 we are doing.

So, Mr. Tenhouse, we have an award for you.

Congratulations, Mr. Tenhouse, a grow award and we would be

most happy to give this to you with a picture, bang in your

office, send to you local media. Congratulationsa''

Speaker Daniels: ''We are qoing to name this the Quinn ceremony,

Pat Quinn Ceremony from now on in. Representative Stevens.

The Gentleman moves the previous guestion. All those in

favor siqnify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The 'ayes'

have it. Representative Tenhouse to close.''

Tenhouse: MThank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. 1'm really honored. I didn't even realize that the

minority leader even knew what I looked like, so it's nice

to know that he recognized me after five years. Thank you.

I think this is a good Bill and clearly it was a Bill that

was introduced last year by my democratic counterpart and,

you know, I think it's a step that We have to look at,

especially as we start talking about making the transition

i
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to the real world and I think this is a type of program and

I would certainly urge the membership on b0th sides of the

aisle to support it. Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: WThe Gentleman's move for the passage of House

Bill 1267. A11 those in favor signify by voting 'aye';

opposed by votin: 'no'. The voting is open. Have all

voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? The Clerk will take the record. On this

question, there are 76 'aye', 34 'no', 4 voting 'present'.

This Bill, havin: received a Constitutional Majority, is
hereby declared passed.''

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Davis.''

Davis: ''When my light ls on for the past three Bills. you have

moved to the previous question before I got a chance to

speak. Now my question on this Bill is.a.my question on

this Bill is, where are the Amendments to fund education

first? Yes, my liqht is on. After three Bills. You

cannot do that. I had my light on to speak, l have a right

to be called. You can't choose which Democrats speak and

which Democrats don't speak. 7ou know, now I let you do it

three times. T came up there nicely, but still you

persist. You persist...,

Speaker Daniels: 'House Bill 1532, read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: NHouse Bill 41532, a Bill for an Act relating to

school recycling programs. Third Reading of this House

Bill.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Poe.''

Poe: ''Mr. Speaker, Members of the House, I would like to

introduce House 3ill 1532. This 3ill amends the School

Code and the natural resource Acts, requires the State

Board of Education, Department of Energy and Nattonal

Resources to conduct a joint study to determine the
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feasibility of and if applicable, to develop preliminary

plans for implementation of a statewide school recycling

program. The intent that the legislation would focus on

school age children and would be an effective way of

promoting recycling efiorts at any early age. Mr. Speaker,

I would ask for a favorable votep?

Speaker Danielsk NAny discussion? The Lady from Cook:

Representative Davis.f

Davis: ?Wi1l the Sponsor yield?p

Speaker Daniels: @'He indicates he will.*

Davis: nWill this Bill that you have proposed here cost about 2

million dollars? What do you think?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Poe.'l

Poe: *No.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis: ''What would it cost7''

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Poe.f

Poe: >It is a study and the study would cost about $50,000 to

have the study done.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.p

Davis: ''Fifty thousand dollars to study a recycling proqram?p

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Poe.''

Poe: ''Yes, it is for a statewide program. Currently, we are

serving about 300 school out of over 4,000 schools in the

State of Illinois. We need to promote recycling. I think

we are a11 concerned in our districts. We keep havin:

landfill situations. We have people talking about

incinerators. If we can develop at a younq a:e and the

habits of our children and recycling and teach them hoW to

recycle we can save some of these problems down the road.,

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis: ''What is the position of the Department of Energy and

I
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Natural Resource on this legislation?'f

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Poe.'

Poe: pThey are opposed to it at this time on the account of the

consideration of what the cost might be in the future.'

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis: pThe Department of Energy and Natural Resources are in

opposition to this legislation. Well 1 would like to know

where is the Amendment that belongs on this Bill that asked

that we fund education first. Where is that Amendment that

states that those of us who do believe in education

believe that we should fund education first and I find that

that Amendment is not missing. Can you tell me where it

is. Representative?''

speaker Daniels: *Representative Poe.?

Poe: pRepresentative, this is how the Bill came out of the

Committee.''

speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis.o

Davis: plt's Amendment 44.'1

Speaker Daniels: WRepresentative PoeoR

Foe: 'Representative, it was sent to the Rules Committee.'

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Davis.''

Davis: ''But your 9i1l came out of Rules. And here,

Representative, you want us to spend $50,000 for a study on

recycling instead of on readinq. Readin: and writinq. Vou

want to do recycling. And not fund education.'

Speaker Daniels: *IG that a question? Representative Poe.''

poe: 'Yes. This is a statewide study on recycling for small

children in your district and mine.''

speaker Daniels: *Representative Davis.p

Davis: ''ln my district there is a proqram that already exists.

It doesn't cost anything? They just wrote on a piece oi

paper that children should put plastic in this baq, paper
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in another bag and thinqs made of other materials in

somethinq else and it didn't cost anything. The cost of

the containers was zero because they used objects they

already had. Exactly: what would the $50,000 be for??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Poe.?

Poe: eRepresentative, currently about l0% of the School Districts

in the State of lllinois have recycling programs. This

$50,000 would be spent for a feasibility study how we could

get this down and teach a11 of our young children recycling

habits at a young age.'

Speaker Daniels: *Representative Davis.''

Davis: /1 would think, Representative, that any teacher or any

school could write in its school improvement plan its

proposal for recycling and that would not cost additional

funds, and I find it very questionable that you are willing

to spend additional funds before we fund education firstoO

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis. Representative Poe.

There's only a minute left of your time, Representative

Davis. Representative Poe.''

Poe: lThat is our goal.?

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Davis, you have 48 seconds

leftw?

Davis: lThank you. Representative, on Amendment 95 you're a

cosponsor of the original Bill, well we made it into an

Amendment. But on the original 3i11 that we made into the

Amendment you are a cosponsor of that Bill and it doesn't

appear here. It doesn't exist. Why?''

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Poe.''

Poe: pThis is how the Bill come out of the Committee. I would

appreciate if we could address the merits of the Bill

that's on the table.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis, you have 10 seconds
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Speaker

Steve Davis.''

Davis, S.: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield??

Speaker Daniels: *He indicates he will.''

conclusion. Hopefully this is our last Bill because these

are people with good common sense. They need to qo to bed

and get some rest so that they can 9et here early in the

morning and read these Bills. It's stupid to stay here

after 12:00 for stupid Bills like this.'

Daniels: fehe Gentleman from Madison, Representative

Davis, S.: lRepresentative Poe, the $50,000.00 figure that you

come up with, where do you come up with that figure?H

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Poe.'

Poe: 'E and R estimates that the cost Would be $50,000 to conduct

the study and develop the report and findings and

recommendationsw''

Speaker Daniels: l'Representative Davis.p

Davis, S.: HRepresentative, then the $50,000 will be coming out

of their budget? Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentatlve Poe.''

Poel >1t would be coming out of the solid waste management fundop

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis.*

Davis, S.: lThat will be coming out of the E and R budget??

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Poe.?

Poek 'ïes.?

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative DaviseR

Davis, S.: RWhy, Sir, would that be comln: out of their budget

when your talking about issues that effect schools? Why

wouldn't this be coming out of the State Board of

Education's budget?''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Poe.p
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Poe: ''This is a solid waste management proqram and issue and

that's where it comes out of.e

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, S.: ''Do you envision, Sir, that this program would have

debates as to clean MURFS and dirty MURFS and the programs

that would be taught in the classrooms would try to

distinguish between clean MURPS and dirty MURFS and which

one of those programs would be better to use in our

recycling efforts?''

Speaker Daniels: pRepresentative Poe.l

Poe: lThis is an objective study and after the study We will have
those answers.'

Speaker Daniels: GRepresentative Davis.l

Davis: ''In that Bill specifies matters to be addressed by the

study. What other matters would be addressed by the study,

Sir?f

Speaker Daniels: fRepresentative Poeg/

Poe: lcomponents of the plan are to include guidelines for

funding criteria for grant assistance to school districts

for implementation of a program and implementation time

table plans to encouraqe active program participation,

recommendations regarding programs effectiveness of a pilot

program, evaluation of the current conduct of school

recycling paper for accruement program and recommendations

to a better the proqram.''

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Davis.''

Davis, S.: ''Representative Poe, just seems to me like this is

just another wasteful program ln the State of Illinois. I

don't know why we can't just ask the State Board of
Education to ask our school districts to lnclude some sort

of recycling education in their study programs. don't

know why we have to have this specific Bill to address this
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specific problem in the State oi lllinois. My question to

you, Sir, is thls, don't you feel like even though $50,000

may seem like a small amount to you, that money could go

toward the teacher retirement insurance crisis in the State

oi Illinois instead of going to silly studies like this,

instead of going to stupid studies like this, we come up

with study on top of study on top of study and we don't

want to talk about the insurance crisis in the State of

Illinois for the retirement teachers, for the very people

that you are talking about that you Want them to teach

these students about recycling. 7ou want to teach them

about recycling, but you don't want to talk about the

health care insurance crisis for the retired teachers in

the State of Illinois.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from Tazwell, Representative

Ackerman.?

Ackermanl lThank you, Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question.

The question is: 'Shall the main question be put?' A1l

those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The

'ayes' have it. Representative Poe to close.''

Poe: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, 1 think We

overlook a problem that concerns all of us in conservation

of the state, protection of the environment, and we got to

take care of our economy and environment for our future for

our children. And what better times is it to teach our

children whether their young age. They develop these

habits when they are young and they carry through their

adult life and will save the economy and make the

environment a better place to live in. Thank you.,

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1532 pass?'

All those in favor signify by voting 'aye') opposed by

voting 'no' The voting is open. Have all voted who wish?
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Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? The

Clerk will take the record. This Bill, havin: gotten 55

'aye', 52 'no' ...the Gentleman puts on PostponedF

'

Consideration. House Bill 1746. Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.?

Clerk McLennand: eHouse 3i11 #1746, a Bill for an Act that amends

the Consumer and Installment Loan Act. Third Reading of

this House 3ill.N

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggerto'

Biggert: nThank you, Mr. Speaker. House 3ill 1756 (sic 1746)

amends the Consumer Installment Loan Act to allow a

consumer loan company to offer rebates or gifts to

customers and to offer monetary incentives to third parties

who are so-called rainmakers for bringing in business.

Under current law there's no provision in the statute for

authorizing these incentives to be given to customers, and

the Illinois Financial Services Association is requesting

that the Consumer Loan Industry have the same ability to

offer incentives such as other groups as banks have. I'd be

happy to answer any questions.?

Speaker Daniels: >Is there any discussion? The Lady from Cook,

Representative Schakowsky.l

Schakowsky: 'Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1'd like to take this Bill

off of Short Debate. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''She indicates she wi11.''

Schakowsky: N1t sounds like this Bill allows lenders to offer

incentiveso..can you give me an example of what lenders can

do under this Act that they're not currently allowed to

doa-

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Biggert.?

Biggert: ''Under..eunder the current law, a consumer lender who

iso.oa consumer loan company who is authorized to and

licensed by the Department of Financial Institutions Eo
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make loans of $10,000 or less and under current law they're

not able to give any incentives, such as key chains or

pencils to customers, such as banks do when they come into

their bank.''

Speaker Daniels: fRepresentative Schakowskyp''

Schakowsky: ''So this is a 3i11 that would.o.this is sort of like

a Key Chain 3ill. And the prevention of the key chain

allowance is somehow... What is the effect of that? The

fact that they can't give away key chains?n

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Biggert.''

Biggert: OBeing able to give away, what's called an inducement,

is to have a customer come into their so-called loan

company and take a loan. It is an inducement.p

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Schakowskyv''

Schakowsky: *We don't have a law in this state that limits the

amount of interest we can charge on consumer loans, do we

or do we?l

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Bigqert.,

Biqgert: ''No we do not.''

Speaker Daniels: PRepresentative Schakowsky.?

Schakowsky: ?So...so don't we run the risk now ii someone is

offered a really nice key chain that they might be dooped

l into some kind of a loan that has maybe a 50% or 75%
i
I interest rate? I mean aren't we running now with these

I fabulous inducements that we could be putting customers at

risk of being billed?''I .

1 Speaker Daniels: ''Representattve Biqgert.e
;
1 '' d 't think so. This really is...there's smallBiggert: No, I on
i
I loans and bank's and other financial institutions have the

1 ability to do right. . oto do that right now, we have not
i
I iound that . . .that that has been abused . >

i s eaker Dan i els : 'Representat ive Schakowsky . 11P
I
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Schakowsky: ''Where did this Bill come from? Who brought this

aill to you or where did you get this idea?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Biggertz'

Biggert: @As I said before, it was suggested by the Illinois

Financial Services Association.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.'

Schakowskyl 'Aside from key chains, are we talking about maybe

they could offer tvs or toasters even. Yes, toasters

or..wis there any list of thinqs that will be approved as

March 23, 1995

things one could give away under this Bill?N

Speaker Daniels: 'Representative Biqgert.''

Biggert: RThat would be lef: up to the discretion of the loan

company. But think that anything that they give as an

inducement cuts into what they miqht make on the loans. So

it is self limitlnq as is a bank.''

Speaker Daniels: ORepresentative Schakowsky.'

Schakowsky: 'Right now the people who make these loans are

considered to be at a competitive disadvantage to whom?

Who is that is in the business of these small loans that

we're trging to put into even playing fieldap

Speaker Daniels: lRepresentative Biggert.p

Biggert: lThese are a1l small loan companies that are licensed

undero..under this particular Act. think that they

arep..want to be competitive with someone that miqht go to

a bank for a small loan or go to another financial

institutional such as a savings and loan company.W

Speaker Daniels: NRepresentative Biqgert. Representative

Schakowsky, you got 19 seconds.''

Schakowsky: ''Would this put like loan sharks or people like that

at a more competitive advantage now because they could

offer these kinds of premiums?''

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Biggert.l
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Biggert: n1 don't know who you're referring to as loan sharks.

These are consumer loan companies that are licensed by the

Department of Financial Institutions.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman from McHenry, Representative

Skinnerep

Skinner: *1s there any

rebated? That is if we're

March 23, 1995

of money

really talkin: key chains, does

this Bill say they can't give more than a buck away to

induce somebody to borrow $10,0007'1

Speaker Daniels: RRepresentative Biqgert.''

Biggert: Ounder the statute, no. This does not have any limit.

But as I said before, the amount of inducement de.a.cuts

into the amount of money that they would make on a loan.r

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Skinner.?

Skinner: *1 don't know, Representative. This just doesn't sound

like a very good idea to me. Thank you./

Speaker Daniels: OThe Gentleman from Champaign, Representative

Tim Johnsonal

limit to the amount that can be

Johnson, Tim: *Mr. Speaker,

Speaker Daniels: WThe Gentleman has move the previous question.

The question is, 'Shall the main question be put?' A1l in

move the previous question.l

favor signify by sayin: 'aye'; opp/sed, 'no'. The 'ayes'

have

to close.w

The main question is put. Representative Bigqert

Biggert: 'This is a Bill for small consumer ïoan companies and

vould urge 'do passage'.n

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall House Bill 1746 passl'

All those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting? 'no'. Votin: is open. Have all voted who wish?

Have a11 voted who wish? Have a11 voted who wish? The

clerk wlll take the record. On this question, there are 56

' a e s 'Y ' 54 'no' The Lady puts it on Postponed
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l consideration. Representative churchill now moves that the
House stand adjourned until 8:00 tomorrow mornins. All

those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; opposed 'no'. The

'ayes' have it. ehe House will stand adjourned until 8:00
tomorrow morning witb time for Perfunctory Session for the

clerk. Have a good evening.''
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